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ABSTRACT

Mahdavi, Arash. Ph.D., Purdue University, August 2016. A System-of-Systems
Approach to Ex-Ante Analysis of Profit Potential of a Project Portfolio. Major
Professor: Makarand Hastak.

Construction is a major industry worldwide and its contribution to a country’s gross
domestic product (GDP) is so extensive that it is commonly regarded as an
economic indicator. However, the general characteristics and financial aspects of
the construction industry are different compared to other sectors of the economy.
The construction business process is quite complicated due to the mutual reliance
of multiple stakeholders on their individual financial stability and operational
performance, which exposes contractors to the effects of external changes out of
their control and increases their operational risks. These characteristics contribute
in many ways to a high business failure rate in the construction industry as well as
a relatively high proportion of insolvencies compared to the rest of the economy.
It is evident from past studies that a contractor’s ability to analyze the probable
execution scenarios of its project portfolio and, subsequently, the effect of these
scenarios on the realization of profit potential is essential for sustaining a viable
business. However, current financial analysis methods do not consider the effect
of interconnected influential stakeholders on the profit realization process of their
mutual project or project portfolio. In other words, the realized profit of a
contractor’s project portfolio is an emergent outcome of a section of the
construction market system rather than the performance of the construction
contractor alone.
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Therefore, a model for the ex-ante analysis of profit potential of a project portfolio
should be capable of modeling this complex system-of-systems (SoS) by capturing
the dynamic interactions between the key constituents of the system and their
subsequent influence on the contractor’s profit potential.

To accomplish this objective, a new framework is proposed for translating the
components of the construction industry into a SoS that can be analyzed
quantitatively with an agent-based modeling (ABM) approach. An agent-based
model subsequently was developed based on the proposed SoS framework that
uses a project execution scenario method based on earned value management
(EVM) concepts. The proposed scenario definition method incorporates the
longitudinal effects of all the stakeholders that could affect the financial outcome
of a project/project portfolio. Finally, the agent-based simulation model was
incorporated into a decision support system (DSS) that simulates the flow of
money between the key players that are connected through mutual projects and
reports the analysis outputs. The capability of the agent-based model in simulating
the financial outcome of alternative scenarios enables the DSS to calculate the
longitudinal financial performance (revenues, expenses, cash flow, realized profit,
and NPV) of each project and the project portfolio of all the stakeholders. Outputs
of the DSS can assist managers in decisions that are related to financial
performance of a project portfolio under different scenarios like calculating the
maximum overdraft as the basis of financing requirements, quantitative
assessment of identified risks, choosing between alternative new projects, and
income based valuation approaches that might get affected due to the system of
systems interactions between the various players including owners, contractors,
and subcontractors.
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CHAPTER 1. INTORDUCTION

1.1

Introduction

Construction is a major industry worldwide and its contribution to a country’s gross
domestic product (GDP) is so extensive that it is usually regarded as an economic
indicator. The construction sector is the largest industrial employer in most
countries, accounting for around 7% of the total employment worldwide (Horde,
2013). However, the general characteristics and financial aspects of the
construction industry are different compared to other industries (Tserng, 2011).
Some of these characteristics and risks include (i) being project-oriented compared
to process-oriented manufacturers and (ii) producing unique products that often
have long project durations. Moreover, contractors operate without centralized
production facilities and have unique payment terms, which make them prone to
insufficient liquidity. Contractors also heavily use subcontractors (Oberlender,
2000), which allows them to tap into a subcontractor’s financial assets during the
construction process (Peterson, 2010). Therefore, the construction business
process is quite complicated due to multiple stakeholders who are mutually reliant
on their financial stability and operational performance, which thereby exposes
contractors to the effects of external changes and increases their operational risks.
These characteristics contribute in many ways to a high business failure rate in the
construction industry (Kangari et al., 1992) as well as a relatively high proportion
of insolvencies compared to the rest of the economy.
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Financial data are often the only “hard” information available that may reveal the
“realized strategy” of a company and its competitors. Therefore, financial
information usually serves as the basic instrument of strategic analysis and relative
comparison of the behavior and competence of competing companies. The finance
function, by its very nature, performs two complementary roles in ensuring the
survival of a company: 1) monitoring and evaluating the implementation of a
business strategy, 2) serving as a basis for future planning of organizational
objectives, and 3) a measure of success/failure (Edum-Fotwe, 1996). One of the
key metrics in financial analysis of a construction contractor is its operating profit.
Operating profit (net profit from operations) is the profit earned from the contractor
core business operations. Discrepancies between the expected operating profit of
a project portfolio and its realized amount is directly linked to the contractor’s
capability in its core business of building construction projects. A company’s profit
is a key component in calculating the company’s profitability. A company’s
profitability determines its future payoffs (the benefits that are expected to be
returned to capital providers in the future), which is a key factor that determines
the value of a company (Ro, 2013). Successful financial management of a
construction firm requires a balance between the maximization of profit and the
effect of this profit maximization policy on the profitability of the firm.

Figure 1-1. Selected profitability ratios of construction industry (Bizminer, 2013)
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1.2

Background and Need

In Figure 1-1, two of the main profitability ratios of the construction industry in the
past six years are presented (Bizminer, 2013). The return on equity (ROE) for the
construction industry has been above 15%, which is a good return relative to the
overall economy, but it indicates a lot of volatility as well. On the other hand, return
on revenue (ROR), which is a predictor of a company's ability to withstand changes
in prices or market conditions, has been below 5% for the construction industry.
This combination of high uncertainty and risk in the construction industry (Halpin
and Senior, 2009), along with its low ROR, indicates that construction contractors
have little room for mistakes and are in a risky business.

Since the normal core business of a contractor is to construct an owner’s project,
their operating profit is generated from their project portfolio. Therefore, skillfully
forecasting the financial outcome of proposed, planned, and uncompleted projects
is key to a contractor’s financial decisions. Earned value project/performance
management (EVPM) is a state of practice technique that combines the
measurements of a project’s scope, schedule, and cost (Budd, 2010). If everything
goes as planned, the realized profit of each project should be the difference
between the bid price and the budget at completion (BAC). However, due to
unavoidable cost and duration variances, the BAC sometimes becomes obsolete,
and forecasting methods are used to estimate the cost at completion and the
expected completion date (Kim et al., 2011; Vanhouckel et al., 2007). Since these
forecasting methods rely on the information generated from an internal review of
the project (inside view), the precision and accuracy of these estimates depend
heavily on the information gathered during the planning and execution phases
(Lovallo, 2003). In contrast, parametric estimations (outside view) ignore the
design details of the project and utilize models based on the historical data of
comparable projects. These estimates have a lower level of accuracy since each
project is different and unique in all aspects (Blyth and Kaka, 2006; Kenley and
Wilson, 1986). It should be added that the cash overdraft of each project and the
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overall cash overdraft of the project portfolio, which add to the cost of capital, are
also highly dependent on the cost schedule of each project. In addition to the cost
of capital escalation, the lack of liquidity is one of the main reasons why
construction companies fail (Singh and Lakanathan, 1992; Navon, 1994).
Moreover, these forecasting methods do not consider the effect of internal entities
(organizational units inside the general contractor) and external entities (owners
and subcontractors), although they obviously have high levels of influence on the
profit realization process.

It is evident from the above past studies that a contractor’s ability to analyze the
probable scenarios of its project portfolio is vital in sustaining a viable business.
However, the current financial analysis methods do not consider the effect of
influential internal and external entities on the profit realization process and the
realized cost schedule of each project. Therefore, this dissertation argues that an
informative ex-ante analysis of profit potential should have a holistic view that
enables it to capture the effects of influential entities on the flow of money between
and through the owner, the general contractor (GC), and subcontractors (subs).

1.3

Dissertation Thesis

This dissertation argues that the construction industry/market is a system of
systems (SoS) in which the connections between the key players (owner, GC, and
subs) through mutual projects control the flow of money and consequently the
distribution of profit between the stakeholders of their mutual projects. Based on
this system thinking, a model for ex-ante analysis of a GC profit potential, with the
objective of projecting the future payoffs of the GC’s project portfolio, should be
able to capture the dynamics of the collaborative interactions between the
associated upstream and downstream stakeholders of a GC’s project portfolio on
the profit realization process.
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Dissertation Thesis:
The realized profit of a contractor’s project portfolio is an emergent outcome of a
section of the construction market system rather than the performance of the
contractor alone. Therefore, a model for ex-ante analysis of profit potential of a
project portfolio should be capable of modeling this complex SoS by capturing the
dynamic interactions between the key constituents of the system and their
subsequent influence on the contractor’s profit potential.

1.4

Specific Objectives

This dissertation aims to develop a methodology for ex-ante analysis of profit
potential of a project portfolio. This methodology will enable contractors to evaluate
their realized profit by simulating the flow of money in their current/proposed
projects based on pre-defined execution scenarios. Decision-makers at the project
and firm levels can use the provided information during the project selection
process as well as the planning and execution phases of their operations. The
specific objectives of this dissertation are as follows:


Determine
o all the stakeholders that could have major influence on the profit
potential of a contractor;
o the underlying system beneath the flow of money between the owner,
GC, and subs; and
o the process of profit realization for a GC or sub based on pre-defined
execution scenarios.



Evaluate
o the performance of the influential entities on profit generation at the
project level and
o the projected discrepancy between the planned and realized profit at
the project level.
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Develop
o a methodology based on a SoS view of the construction market that
will enable analysts to develop holistic system models for financial
analysis at both the project and firm levels;
o a strategic tool to assist a construction firm’s decision-makers in
choosing between alternative future project choices by considering
the performance of the possible project portfolio payoffs; and
o a decision support system (DSS) that enables decision-makers to
evaluate the financial impact of probable execution scenarios.

1.5

Scope

This dissertation argues that achieving an informative ex-ante analysis of profit
potential of a construction firm’s project portfolio is only possible with a holistic and
system view of the profit distribution between the key constituents of the
construction market. These key players are the owners, GCs, and subs who
collaborate through mutual projects to realize their potential profit. Therefore, the
financial interactions inside the construction market, considered here as a SoS,
are examined at three levels (project, firm, and market segment). In total, these
three levels constitute a holistic system view that is capable of modeling the
potential stream of profits and the influential entities in the profit realization process
over a future period.

DeLaurentis et al. (2004) proposed a SoS lexicon for

understanding the problem structure and being able to communicate with others
about it. By using this lexicon as a tool for clarifying the scope of this dissertation,
the construction market can be abstracted into different categories and levels
(Table 1-1). The categories of this lexicon, which highlight the heterogeneous mix
of engineered and sentient systems, are as follows: 1) resources, 2) operations, 3)
economics, and 4) policy. For each category, the Greek symbols designate the
hierarchy of the components. Alpha (α), Beta (β), and Gamma (γ) indicate their
relative positions within each category. The collection of α entities and their
connectivity determine the construct of a β-level network, and likewise, a γ-level
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network is an organized set of β networks. Hence, the γ-level can be described as
a network with varying levels of α and β networks.

Economics

Policy

Project

𝜶

Equipment, labor, and,
material used in a
project

Execution of
each project

Cost management,
return analysis, and
accounting for each
operation in a
project

𝜷

Equipment, labor, and
material resources at
firm level

Overall
management
of the firm

Financial
management of the
entire firm

Safety regulations,
standards, and
building codes for
each operation in a
project
Contractual
relationships with
key players
involved in mutual
projects

𝜸 Owners, GCs, and Subs

Mutual
projects
under
construction

Financial status of
the market segment

Segment

Resources

Market

Operations

Firm

Table 1-1. Use of lexicon for abstraction of a construction firm

Constituent firm’s
goals and strategic
plans

In general, the evaluation of an individual entity at its own level is of less
importance than how it affects the higher-level organization of which it is a member.
In this dissertation, various possibilities (scenarios) were evaluated at the 𝛽 level
(for the project portfolio at firm level), which is also the level where the most critical
decision-making occurs. The options for evaluation at the upper level (𝛽 level)
emerge from the analytical capabilities at the project level (α level).

Thus, in this dissertation, resources, operations, and economics are modeled and
analyzed at the project (𝛼) level in addition to their effects at the aggregation level,
which is the firm (β) level. Inclusion of the key influential entities in the model will
enable it to generate the needed information for an ex-ante analysis of profit
potential at the firm level (project portfolio), which is the main objective of this
dissertation. Based on the above mentioned categorizations and levels of the
construction market system (as a SoS), the scope of this dissertation at each level
is as follows:
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Project Level: Assuming lump sum contracts, the analysis starts at the
“performance measurement baseline” of the current/potential projects. At this level,
most of the financial uncertainty is contractually shifted from the owner to the GC
and subs. Each project has financial interfaces with the project management unit
inside the firm and the associated owner and subs at the market level. The effects
of the firm’s other internal organizational units and their interactions with
corresponding external entities on the profit realization process of each project are
included in the model implicitly by their effects on the corresponding cost schedule.
The realized profit and cash flow of each project then are projected based on the
interactions of the key players having influence on the potential profit realization
process.

Company Level: The company level is the main focus of this dissertation, but it
cannot be analyzed without looking into the market and project levels as well. The
various departments of a construction company (GC or sub) collaborate with each
other and external entities to maximize the overall profit of the firm or to maximize
the shareholders’ wealth. Among the internal organizational units inside a
construction firm, the project management unit (project portfolios) are explicitly
modeled as nested agents (inside each GC and sub) because they have a crucial
role in supporting the financial objectives of the entire firm. The effects of other
internal organizational units (human resources, purchasing, and equipment) that
are directly involved in a firm’s ongoing/potential projects are considered in the
project level analysis. The aggregate effect of different execution scenarios on
project portfolio’s operating profit and cash flow is analyzed at this level. It should
be mentioned that the sum of the projected realized profit for each project, which
is generated from the project level analysis, constitutes the project portfolio
operating profit; and the cost of capital for each project also can be generated from
the project level cash flow analysis and summarized for the project portfolio at the
company level.
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Market level: The focus at this level is on the subset of the construction market
that is connected through mutual projects. The subset that is extracted around a
set of projects are financially connected. This connection could be through a
project outside their mutual project portfolio. In other words, the financial status of
a member of the subset might be drastically disturbed by a project and
consequently may affect another member of the subset not involved in that project.
This capability is very important in quantitative analysis of systemic risk in
segments of the construction market. Detailed analysis of these kinds of risks is
outside the scope of this dissertation, but the proposed model is capable of
effectively calculating and analyzing these effects. It is possible to associate an
aggregate level indicator (e.g., summation of realized profits of all GCs and
subcontractor in a market subset) to analyze the performance of the market subset
under different execution scenario/scenarios.
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW

This section discusses relevant previous work conducted in the areas of financial
evaluation, project cost and duration forecast, cash flow forecast, profitability, profit
analysis, system of systems, and agent-based modeling.

2.1

Financial Performance

Extensive literature exists pertaining to the identification of a contractor’s business
status through statistical prediction models developed from financial ratios. These
studies proposed a variety of analytical methodologies for evaluating performance
and identifying potential insolvent contractors that include the following. Ratio
analysis provides an effective way of obtaining insight into a company’s operations
and performance; and graphical presentation of ratios for several consecutive
years can serve as moving picture of a company’s performance (Edum-Fotwe,
1996). Financial ratios can also be used as input to a financial risk analysis and
may provide the only substantial and reliable information about a company’s
financial health (Lin, 2009). Analysts have developed acceptable ranges and
norms for some financial ratios, and companies operating outside of those ranges,
signal potential risks (Halpin and Senior, 2009). Numerous studies have been
conducted using financial ratios to build empirical models that signal the likelihood
of the insolvency of a business (Kangari et al., 1992; Russell and Jaselskis, 1992;
Severson et al., 1994; Abidali and Harris, 1995). Kangari et al. (1992) proposed a
quantitative model based on financial ratios; the six financial ratios used in their
model were current ratio (current assets/current liabilities), total liabilities/net worth,
total assets/revenues, revenues/net working capital, return on total assets, and
return on net worth.
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This model also considered the construction types: general contractors; operative
builders; heavy construction; plumbing, heating, and air conditioning; electrical;
and other specialty trades. The model combined the six ratios into a single
performance index; and according to the authors, their model can assist
companies in determining when failure rates will be high so that managerial actions
can be taken to lower the chance of business failure. Russell and Jaselskis (1992)
used a logistic regression approach to propose a contractor failure predictive
model. Similar to Kangari et al., their model also used variables other than the
ratios derived from financial statements. They argued that the previous business
failure models focused primarily on corporate financial conditions and ignored
management factors that are significantly related to the operating performance of
construction companies. Severson et al. (1994) developed a discrete choice model
to predict the probability of claims for a given contractor. The variables used in
their model were cost monitoring, under billings/sales, total current liabilities/sales,
retained earnings/sales, and net income before taxes/sales. Their model predicts
the probability of experiencing a claim in the accounting period following the period
in which the financial statement was prepared. Abidali and Harris (1995) developed
a seven-variable model to predict the long-term solvency of construction
companies during the tender evaluation process. Their method combines financial
ratio analysis and the statistical technique known as multivariate discriminant
analysis to predict the probability of construction contractor failure. In general,
there is little doubt about the usefulness of financial ratios as a management
evaluation tool for the construction industry as these ratios serve as early warning
systems by indicating whether an organization is in good financial standing or
exhibits the characteristics of financially troubled companies.

2.2

Earned Value Management

Earned value management (EVM) is a project management tool that integrates the
project scope of work with cost, schedule, and performance elements (Chen and
Zhang, 2012). EVM initially was a government contractual mandate which was
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adopted by U.S. government in the management of its internal projects. The
emergence of the earned value management system (EVMS) has shifted the EVM
from government contractual requirements into a practical tool in the private sector
(Fleming and Koppelman, 2010). Earned value involves earning of budget dollars
as scheduled work is performed. The earned value technique is a proven method
to evaluate project progress in order to identify both potential schedule slippage
and budget overruns. Project Management Institute's A Guide to the Project
Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK Guide) (Project Management Institute,
2000) provided the simplified EVM terminology and formulas (Anbari, 2003). The
practice standard (PMI, 2005) classifies the earned value terminology into two
categories: key parameters of EVM, including planned value (PV), earned value
(EV) and actual cost (AC), and EVM measures (variances, indices, and forecasts).
New methods and terminologies have been added to EVM during the past decades,
such as earned schedule (ES) (Lipke, 2003). In EVM, value earned for a given
task is a function of time, work completed, and budget at completion. Earned value
is compared against actual cost and planned value to assess cost and schedule
variances. Cost and schedule variances could be identified at different levels
based on the user needs. Therefore, variances could be analyzed at the individual
cost account level or any other level up to the overall project for managerial reviews.
Variances could also be analyzed by work element and organizational disciplines.
Project management control points are established by creating a matrix of the work
breakdown structure (WBS) and the organizational breakdown structure (OBS).
This matrix identifies functional managers and subcontractors responsible for work
performance. Each control point is represented by a cost account and establishes
the lowest level for evaluating cost and schedule performance, (McConnell, 1985).

Chen et al. (2012) performed an analytic review of EVM studies and their
applications. They classified existing studies as either empirical or non-empirical.
For empirical studies, they considered four key issues in their review including
effective implementation of EVM, cost performance index behaviors, cost control
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techniques accuracy, and time control techniques accuracy. For non-empirical
studies, they reviewed schedule performance index, the accuracy of time control
techniques, and the integration of EVM with other project management techniques.

Moreover, earned value management (EVM) has provided methods for predicting
the final cost and duration of projects. Mostly, these methods have not been
improved substantially since their beginnings and remain unsubstantiated as to
accuracy. Recent trends in research is to enhance the predicting accuracy of EVM
by developing new forecasting methods based on EVM concepts.

Lipke (2003) developed Earned Schedule as an extension to the theory and
practice of earned value management (EVM). This method is solving the problems
with traditional schedule performance metrics which appears over the last third of
project when conventional EVM schedule metrics are almost wrong. Earned
schedule method uses time-based indicators, unlike the cost-based indicators for
schedule performance offered by EVM. SV(t) and SPI(t) are valid for the entire
project, including early and late finish and ES’s duration based predictive capability
is analogous to EVM’s cost based indicators. Vandevoorde and Vanhoucke (2006)
compared the different project duration forecasting methods using earned value
metrics. Their findings indicate that since Earned value management was originally
developed for cost management, it has not widely been used for forecasting project
duration. Nevertheless, interest in using performance indicators for predicting total
project duration has increased in more recent studies. In their study, they
compared the classic earned value performance indicators SV and SPI with the
newly developed earned schedule performance indicators SV(t) and SPI(t). Then
they presented a generic schedule forecasting formula applicable in different
project situations and compared the three identified methods from literature to
forecast total project duration.
Kim et al. (2010) proposed a method to probabilistically forecast the project
duration utilizing Kalman filter and the earned value method. They argued that
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EVM-based schedule forecasting methods are deterministic and have large
prediction errors in the early phases of the project. Their proposed method utilizes
the Kalman filter and the earned schedule method. They argue that their model is
capable of probabilistic predictions of project duration at completion and can be
used from the beginning of a project without significant loss of accuracy.

Kim et al. (2011) argue that conventional approaches to project cost forecasting
rely on detailed information developed for a specific project. This bottom-up
estimate approach (inside view), is not sufficient and often results in cost overruns.
They argue that top-down (outside view) of the project cost which is based on
statistical models of historical project data should be considered alongside with the
bottom-up estimate to adjust the cost estimates.

To achieve this goal, they

proposed a framework for an adaptive combination of the inside view and the
outside view forecasts of the project cost. Their framework utilizes the Bayesian
inference and the Bayesian model averaging technique. This framework will help
the estimators to incorporate the actual performance data from earned value
management to the pre-project cost estimates to enhance the accuracy of cost
estimates throughout the project execution and avoid unprecedented cost
overruns.

Barraza et al. (2000) proposed stochastic S-curves (SS-Curves) as an alternative
to deterministic S-curve, which is a commonly used technique in project control
practices. SS-Curves incorporate the variability in cost and duration in the project
activities by simulating the probable combinations. The proposed SS-curves will
provide probability distributions of expected cost and duration for a given
percentage of work completed. Results of the simulation would be the most likely
budget and duration values that could be compared with project's actual data and
cumulative cost, for project monitoring purposes.

By considering the natural

variability of construction costs and duration, the proposed method has superior
project performance control over deterministic methods.
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Alshibani et al. (2012) proposed a new method for forecasting time and cost of
construction projects at completion or during the project execution. Their method
evaluates different scenarios’ risk and generates reliable forecasts accordingly.
One of the key features of their model is its capability of excluding highly unlikely
events. However, their method is more suitable when a historical data of similar
project is available and when the duration of the project is relatively long to
establish distributions of the activities and remaining work of the activities. Lipke
et al. (2009) proposed a forecasting method of the final cost and duration utilizing
EVM, earned schedule and statistical prediction and testing methods. They argue
that although some practitioners of EVM hold a belief that project duration
forecasting can be made only through the analysis of the network schedule,
detailed schedule analysis is burdensome and often can have disrupting effects
on the project team. Results of their analysis on twelve projects is in conformance
with Henderson (2005) results that Earned Schedule calculation methods results
are reliable and can greatly simplify final duration and completion date forecasting.
There are several other researches around the earned value concepts. These
studies mostly tried to enhance EVM capabilities by adding new features or
modifying current methods for specific applications.
Jing et al. (2016) argued that the low accuracy of EVM’s early cost projections is
due to its static cost performance assumption for the construction execution
duration. To incorporate stochasticity in early cost predictions, they proposed a
modified method of Markovian simulation cost projection (MSCP) that predicts the
period cost performance indicators based on prior known information rather than
directly forecasting the final cost. Their method ultimately predicts the final cost as
a weight summation of the period cost distributions.

Cioffi (2006) proposed a new formalism for EVM that can solve the problem of the
historically “arcane and ponderous” notation used in earned value analysis. His
symbolic notation is designed to simplify the manipulation and presentation of the
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earned value parameters. It also helps researchers to develop the EVM concepts
to more advanced and useful methods (e.g., non-linear predictions). Hernández et
al. (2013) proposed a modified EVM called “Technical Performance Based Earned
Value” as a management tool for engineering projects. Their extension to EVM
enhances the EVM parameters and could be used as a complete managing
system based on the technical performance for engineering projects where the
technical objectives are the main targets. This extension overcomes the standard´s
shortcomings concerning measuring technical performance and quality. Balram
(2012) quantified the benefits of model-based systems engineering (MBSE) in
terms of project cost estimates. In order to quantify this qualitative data, they
conducted statistical analysis on collected perceptions from industry experts and
professionals. The implication of this research to Earned Value Management is to
elevate the state of practice of Earned Value Management and create a linkage
between the cost estimation tasks of EVA and the system definition tasks of MBSE.

EVM has been widely used in construction projects. Ma et al. (2012) argued that
due to unique characteristics of construction industry such as long construction
cycle, high risk, and extreme complexity, traditional EVM appears to have some
limitations and should be enhanced by integrated management control method.
They proposed an assessment criteria system that introduces quality performance
index into traditional method performance assessment criteria system and
combines schedule management, cost management, and quality management
together. De Marco et al. (2013) reviewed current EVM practice in the European
construction industry and found that their practices are lagging behind other
experienced countries and industries, despite EVM having been found to be very
beneficial for cost and schedule control of facility construction projects. They
provide some evidence of applicability and viability of the method through a case
demonstration.
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Previous research shows that EVM is highly effective as a project control tool in
different project types. Fleming & Koppelman (1996) found out that there has been
a high degree of EVM acceptance among current and past users of EVM method.
EVM practitioners tend to agree that EVM can improve cost, schedule, and
technical performance of their projects. EVM nonusers indicate that the method is
hard to use, that it applies primarily to federal projects, and that they do not need
it. Kwak et al. (2012) reviewed the historical background and evolution of EVM
implementation in government. They also examined the current practices for
adaptation and implementation of EVM at NASA. Results of their research shows
that NASA as a project-driven organization receives substantial project
management value from its implementation of EVM. They contribute the NASA
success in implementation of EVM to its consistent practices across the agency
and effective training for all staff members involved in project management
processes. However, after half a century of implementation, EVM is not as widely
used as it should although there is no comparable/viable alternative is available.
Fleming and Koppelman (2004) identified three main reasons that despite all the
known merits, EVM is still not used on all projects. These reasons are the use of
terminologies that are hard to understand, initial development of EVM procedures
around major projects and tendency of managers to hide bad performance.

2.3

Project Cash Flow

A key issue that is studied extensively in managing cash is the forecasting of cash
needs over time. Due to unique characteristics of the construction industry and
being project-oriented industry, much of the planning involves the forecasting of
cash at the individual project level. The cash requirements for the overall company
is the summation of the cash needed for all projects, plus the cash used by the
central office and any strategic purchases (Halpin and Senior, 2009) Some of the
techniques proposed for cash flow forecasting are probabilistic, but most of them
are deterministic.
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Reinschmidt and Frank (1976) proposed a model in the early planning stages of a
project by integrating the schedule and cost items using a simulation model that
assumed the durations of activities were stochastic. Ashley and Teicholz (1977)
suggested a cash flow forecast based on detailed methods of cost flow. In their
study direct cost was classified by a number of cost categories (e.g., labor,
materials, and equipment) which were specified as fixed percentages of the total
cost. Results of their study could be used for deciding whether or not to bid a given
project, and as a method of estimating the interest cost and net worth associated
with a given project schedule and bidding strategy. Gates and Scarpa (1979) and
Peer (1982) developed cash flow models in the conceptual and planning stages
using algebraic formulations and polynomial regressions. However, their models
considered time lags in the costs and earned values.

Tucker (1986) argued that since the prediction of cash flows during construction of
large buildings is usually based on cumulative cash flow in the form of an S-curve,
researchers have tried to establish formulae for the estimation of such S-curves
on an empirical basis. They proposed that there is an analogy between the
probability of failure in reliability theory and the probability of payment during
construction. This analogy could be used as the basis for the development of a
mathematical form of the cash flow. Kenley and Wilson (1986) showed that an
ideographic model yields more accurate results than a nomothetic approach. They
proposed a cash flow model based on the logit which is consistent with this
methodology. The resulted model will be based on historical data, and yields two
parameters to describe each project. They concluded that forecasts of individual
cash flows are invalid when derived from analysis of grouped data.
Pate-Cornell (1990) proposed a stochastic method based on decision analysis and
Bayesian updating to monitor cash flow and make short-term decisions. Their
model is capable of capturing the effects of the uncertainties about the payment
time of outstanding bills to customers with the updating of the information
throughout the successive payments. The updating mechanism utilizes conjugate
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probability distributions. As the result, given past experience, closed-form
analytical computation of the probability density functions for the payment of each
client becomes possible.

Kaka and Price (1991) discussed the development of a reliable net cash flow
model at the bidding stage. They argued that the short period between receiving
and submitting the bid documents limits the effort that could be invested in
forecasting of individual cash flows. Therefore, a quick and simple technique is
required. They key point in their model is that it is based on cost commitment
curves instead of the usual value curves.

Navon (1997) argued that two main problems in the company-level cash-flow
management are compatibility (cost items are specified in terms of the building
elements while the schedule is specified in terms of activities) and the lack of
detailed data. Moreover, the problem is even more difficult at company level due
to the varying levels of data detail for different projects. He proposed a system that
is capable of overcoming the aforementioned problems. Boussabaine and Elhag
(1999) presented an alternative approach to cash flow analysis for construction
projects. Their assumption is that cash flow at particular valuation stages of a
project is ambiguous. They demonstrated how fuzzy sets can be used to describe
ambiguous terms that often are encountered in cash flow analysis at any valuation
period of a project’s progress.

Chen et al. (2005) assessing the accuracy of available cash flow models
considering the significance of payment conditions. They argued that current
methods of cash flow and principally the cost-schedule integration (CSI) technique
implicitly assume that accuracy is largely a function of the quality of data available
to the model. Therefore, authors presented pattern matching logic and factorial
analysis as complementary that provide an ability to assess the accuracy of cash
flow models. Moreover, they critique the ability of current CSI models to accurately
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predict cash flows. They recommended inclusion of detailed payment conditions,
differential payment lags, components for materials and labor, and payment
frequency in order to improve their model.

Park et al. (2005) developed a project-level cash flow forecasting model from a
general contractor’s viewpoint. They argued that most of the previous models were
trying to forecast cash flow in the early stages of projects. However, their model
could be utilized during the construction phase based on the planned earned value
and the actual incurred cost. They adopted moving weights of cost categories in a
budget that are variable depending on the progress of construction works. Also,
their model able to incorporate time lags due to payment conditions in the contract
and suppliers or vendors’ credit times. Cash-in part of the model is the net planned
monthly earned values with a consideration of billing time and retention money.

Liu and Wang (2010) proposed a method that by managing the cash flow,
optimizes the profit for a company with multiple concurrent projects. Their work
creates an overall time framework that integrates cash flow and financial elements
to assist evaluating project financing in a multi-project environment. They applied
multiple practice constraints, including due date and credit limit in to validate their
model and showed its capability in smoothing financial pressure by shifting activity
schedules without delayed completion time.

Halpin and Senior (2009) mentioned that computer scheduling software can
automate much of the cash flow computations, but nearly none of the existing
scheduling packages provides the complete set of capabilities required for a
project-level cash flow estimate. At a basic level, electronic spreadsheets are
widely used for calculating the repetitive formulas. However, scheduling packages
such as Primavera Project Planner, Suretrak and MS Project can create a
cost/month report (Planned Values in EVM), which could be used as the basis of
cash flow analysis. However, they mentioned that only a few programs provide for
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the simultaneous loading of costs and contract values, and even fewer allow the
specification of credit terms for paying the various resources included in each
activity.

Chen et al. (2010) examined the application of project cash management and
control for infrastructure. In their study, they look at cost estimates from 42
infrastructure tender projects. They utilized Takagi-Sugeno's fuzzy to build an scurve regression model and then the cash-to-cash cycle was used to analyze cash
flow estimations. Then they revised the Miller-Orr cash flow model to develop a
flexible target cash balance model with dual control limits. They proposed that from
a practical point of view, contractors can use s-curve models to preview the cash
distribution even before the project execution. During the project execution, real
data from the actual project cash flow can be used to update the predictions.

Cui et al. (2010) used system dynamics to model the cash flow of a company. They
identified feedback loops in project cash flows and developed a system dynamics
model for project cash flow management. They integrated various cash
management strategies like overbilling into the model so that what-if analysis could
be used to determine an effectivthee cash flow management strategy. The main
distinction of their model is its capability to incorporate different cash flow
management strategies into the cash flow prediction by simulation. Therefore, by
adjusting the key parameters in the model, contractors can get a cash flow forecast
which is aligned with their specific contracts or evaluate different scenario to find
the best possible strategy. They suggested that similar research can be conducted
to evaluate the cost and benefit of various contractual clauses regarding the
subcontractors.

Kishore et al. (2011) argued that maintaining a balance between current assets
and liabilities of the project portfolio is a crucial factor in the financial health of a
firm. Based on their literature review, prior research studies to predict future cash-
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flows are either limited to the project level or have low levels of accuracy. Therefore,
they proposed a methodology to predict and assess the availability of cash for a
portfolio of projects based on fuzzy systems theory and fuzzy inference. They used
rule-base algorithm established on expert opinions obtained from construction
contractors, taking into account the effect of changing portfolio compositions on
portfolio cash flow risk.

Yoo et al. (2011) analyzed Financial Statements of 358 Korean general contractors.
They performed correlation analysis and T-Test analysis and extracted an
enterprise scale variable which is a composition variable of current liabilities and
long-term liabilities. In their study, financing status of small and medium
contractors are shown to be relatively poor, compared to a large company. They
found out that by diversification and various financing methods, large general
contractors could cope with liquidity crisis of 2008, but small and medium general
contractors suffered a lot due to the nonexistence of viable financing methods. To
overcome a similar problem in future, they suggested a method to secure
transparency of financial activity of general contractors and to ease lending
practices of banks and financial sectors. They also proposed Government’s direct
financing techniques as a solution in a financial crisis.

Kim and Park (2012) proposed an algorithm of cash flow forecasting in the
planning stage of construction projects. The algorithm is capable of calculating the
optimal cash level. This algorithm considers time lag, item costs, and weight of
items for construction projects. Their algorithm forecasts the cash flow after a
comparison of cash-in and cash-out according to the earned value and time lag of
each item.
Lucko (2013) proposed the use of singularity functions to enhance project cash
flow models with the objective of maximizing net present value. Singularity
functions can be used to model a complete schedule that serves as the underlying
timeline for financial transactions. Therefore, the resulted cash flow profile does
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not consist of disjointed discrete amounts, but rather is captured in its entirety as
a single mathematical expression. Its variables for amount and timing of cash
outflows and inflows enables it to model all possible permutations of a cash flow
profile and their respective NPV by one function. They concluded that the uneven
solution space that cash flow profiles create could be searched successfully with
a genetic algorithm.

2.4

Contractor’s Profit and Profitability

There are several previous studies around the subject of contractor’s profit and
profitability. However, there are not distinct and continuous lines of research in this
domain. There are several researchers who tried to identify the effect of different
methods, practices and approaches on the profitability of construction contractors.

Au and Hendrickson (1986) reviewed and summarized the basic issues related to
profit measures of a construction project for the contractor. They argued that one
of the main problems is the measurement of gross operating profit and financing
costs under fluctuating economic environments. They proposed a framework for
analyzing the effects of various financing mechanisms, changing operating
conditions and inflation on the profit of a construction project. Their framework will
enable the owner and the contractor to assess the consequences of various
actions in an uncertain economic environment. They concluded that internal rate
of return (IRR) of the net cash flow from operation is generally not a correct profit
measure. Moreover, the gross operating profit, if measured by the residual net
cash flow at the end of the project, is not correct since it does not take into
consideration the cost of capital. Finally, overdraft financing is only one of the many
financial instruments available to finance a construction project and long-term
loans may be more advantageous for a large-scale project with multi-year duration.

Herndon, M.B. (2011) explored the impact of delivery methods on the profitability
of commercial construction projects. They argue that traditional project delivery
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methods are failing in aligning the interests of the parties involved in a construction
project with those of the owner and other project participants. As the result, the
culture of “every man for himself” is commonplace in the construction industry.
They also pointed out that lack of provision for early involvement of key
subcontractors does not allow the project stakeholders to take advantage of the
subcontractors’ expertise. Herndon argues that combination of IPD as a project
delivery method, alongside with BIM that provides a platform for better
communication among parties, will create a culture of collaboration and teamwork
instead of a culture of risk avoidance and conflict. This shift in the industry culture
will eventually affect the profitability of construction firms positively.

Akintoye and Skitmore (1991) examined the differences in construction company
profit margin percentage between (1) different financial years and (2) different
sizes of companies. Results of their study showed that the aggregated profitability
of a sample of 80 UK general contractors was not significantly different from 3.23%
for each year of the period examined. The size (turnover) of companies, however,
was significantly and positively correlated with profitability. In their analysis of eight
large companies, they concluded that profitability improvement was associated
with diversification into house building and other related activities.

Yee and Cheah (2006) conducted a fundamental analysis of profitability of large
engineering and construction firms. They examined the strategic performance of
sixty-one large international engineering and construction (E&C) firms. They
identified critical factors of corporate strategy that potentially affect the prospects
of a large E&C firm. By statistical tests, they assessed various aspects of financial
performance of these companies, including profitability, capital structure, and
asset liquidity. Results of their study suggest that there is no significant correlation
between firm size and profitability. However, large firms showed to adopt
diversification strategies. Based on their analysis they suggest that firms should
give more weights to domestic economical outlooks than global trends since the
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construction business shows localized nature. Hung et al. (2002) examined the
inter-relationship between profitability, cost of capital and capital structure among
property developers and contractors in Hong Kong. Results of their analysis
showed that gearing is generally higher among contractors than developers due
to the low equity and not because of their high level of debts. They found out that
contractors’ costs of equities are about double the developers’ due to their low or
negative profit margins. They concluded that capital gearing is positively related
with asset but negatively with profit margins.

Cheah et al. (2004) empirically studied the factors which are contributing to the
success and failure of 24 large international construction ﬁrms originating in the
United States, Europe, and Japan. Based on publicly available data and using
fundamental analysis they conducted that a universal formula for success is
elusive. They concluded that critical success factors can only be uniquely derived
from different modes of operational, ﬁnancial, technological, and human-related
conditions. Moreover, causes of failure are diverse and therefore construction ﬁrms
must consistently check the downside risks of all measures. Based on their
findings they argued that debates concerning the merits of common dichotomies
such as diversiﬁcation versus focused differentiation appear rather hollow. They
suggested that instead, an open perspective of strategy is necessary for
construction organizations for the development of new strategic models for the
industry.
Choi and Russell (2005) argued that a firm’s business composition, sales volume
of each business segment, are dynamically changing because of the firm’s
business strategy. They suggested that a single index which is used in strategic
management and industrial organization research and called “firm entropy” could
represent these changes. Calculating the firm entropy, they assessed the impact
of firm entropy on firms’ profitability was assessed over 12 years. Their research
results indicate that the entropy constantly changed for both contractor and non-
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contractor firms. In addition, the level of firms’ long-term profitability supports the
argument that the construction industry is highly competitive and mature.

Ammar et al. (2003) proposed indicator variables model for firm's size-profitability
relationship of electrical contractors using financial and economic data. Based on
their data, some electrical contractors experienced a lack of profitability as their
firm grew in size. They developed statistical models to study the firm’s sizeprofitability relationship based on several databases. Their analysis revealed that
small, medium, and large firms are significantly different from each other in terms
of their profit rate and profitability drops as firms grow larger than $50 million in
sales which was in conformance with what they expected based on contractor’s
experience.

Tsolas (2011) modeling profitability and effectiveness of Greek-listed construction
firms with an integrated data envelopment analysis (DEA) and ratio analysis. They
argued that existing research on construction performance measurement is
dominated by project level studies, and the firm stakeholders require models that
are capable of comparing performance regarding efficiency. Therefore, they
proposed a framework that integrates DEA, which used to empirically measure
efficiency of decision making units alongside with ratio analysis. Results of their
analysis pointed out that there is a positive link between profitability efficiency and
effectiveness. They concluded that profitability inefficiency can be explained by the
size and expenses-to-total revenue ratio, whereas effectiveness can be explained
only by expenses-to-total revenue ratio.

Han et al. (2007) argued that based on available data from Korean global
contractors, international construction projects do not necessarily produce a high
level of profit, as opposed to what is generally expected of high-risk international
attempts. They linked this lack of profitability to various risk factors in this type of
project that diminishes the project profitability. To predict profit performance during
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the selection phase international construction projects, they proposed a
comprehensive hierarchical framework to investigate the cause-and-effect
relationships of various profit-influencing factors for international construction
projects. They selected case surveys of 126 overseas projects to draw the
criticalities of each expected factor. Based on their analysis, they developed a
prediction model that can assign weights to every risk factor. By answering 64
questions regarding the profit-influencing variables at the early stage of project
initiation, managers can identify bad projects and by abandoning those projects
they can improve their financial performance at the corporate level.

Hardie et al. (2006) examined the relationship between innovation performance
and profitability among different stakeholders of the Australian construction
industry. Their results showed that despite the variability in innovation performance
between the industry sectors, recurring patterns do indicate common ground
among successful innovators. Results of their survey lead to several indicative
strategies for the improvement of innovation performance in the various sectors of
the Australian construction industry. Some of these strategies are found to be;
raising general organizational skill levels, maintaining a strong focus on profitability
and actively monitoring developments within the industry.

Other researchers tried to measure profitability, by evaluating current methods and
by proposing new approaches. Sanders and Cooper (1991) proposed a
methodology for construction firms to analyze the impact of various factors on the
firm's profitability. The process consists of creating a database of information from
past projects, which includes estimated and actual costs, income, and information
related to factors such as contract, type of owner, type and size of facility,
economic

factors,

bidding

environment,

contractual

obligations,

and

subcontractors. They suggest that conclusions made from analyzing the
developed database for each contractor may or may not be valid for other but they
could be used as a starting point for others as well. The number of factors,
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attributes, and risks that can be analyzed is limited only by the available data.
However, this method is limited to the detail and consistency of the data recorded
for each project. Development of such a database also needs lots of effort, and
once the database is established, it must be maintained continuously.

Tsolas, I. (2013) modeled the profitability and stock market performance of listed
construction firms on the Athens Exchange. They evaluated the performance of a
sample of nineteen construction firms listed on the Athens Exchange. Results of
their analysis revealed that profitability can be explained by selling and the
administrative cost-to-total-revenue ratio (general overhead to revenue ratio) and
profit margin. On the other hand, their results do not show positive correlation
between profitability efficiency and performance in the stock market.

In their pioneering research, Cui et al. (2005) developed a model for analyzing the
profitability of construction firms using system dynamics. Their model comprised
of three basic elements: the quality characteristics of the profit, the potential for
profit, and the sustainability of profit. They proposed that these elements of
profitability are interactive and integrated. According to their definition, the quality
of profit is an indicator of past performance, which can indicate the potential to
improve profit. The future profit flow, or sustainability, is determined by the
interaction of the quality of the profit and the potential. The interaction and
integration of the three elements constitute a dynamic, stochastic, and processbased profitability system.

They proposed that by a system dynamics notation of stocks and flows, the
acquired bid profit is accumulated in a profit backlog stock and then will be realized
and accumulated in a cumulative profit stock. At the end of each fiscal year, the
cumulative profit will be released and retained. They termed this process of profit
acquisition realization and release as the profit chain. In the profit chain, profit
release and cumulative profit are also feedbacks to organizational units. The
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combination of these feedback loops constitutes the dynamic behavior of the profit
chain. As the result, the profit chain could manifest any of fundamental modes of
dynamic behavior like growth, decay, or oscillation or a combination of them. The
dynamic motion of the profit chain links and integrates past performance, current
potentials, and future sustainability into one framework. Therefore, the proposed
framework will enable us to study the defined three basic elements of profitability
in a systematic and holistic way. To explore the internal structure of a company
and a proof of concept, Cui et al. (2006) developed a dynamic bidding system
utilizing the profit chain. They identified three basic types of learning processes in
competitive bidding including individual learning, co-learning, and internalevaluation. They utilized two learning algorithms (Park rule and Bayes rule) in an
agent-based learning model.
Tamer at al. (2012) proposed a protocol to analyze profitability to understand the
gaps between actual and estimated profit as well as the origins of loss of profit on
construction projects. The protocol focuses more on identifying the relationships
among cost and profit centers that affect the profit margin of companies. Cost
centers are defined as entities within the organizational structure of a construction
company, whereas profit centers are ongoing projects. The cost centers are
evaluated by performance metrics and such as skill sets of individuals in each
department and profit center are evaluated by project performance metrics such
as cost, schedule, quality, and safety. The protocol assigns numerical values to
the identified relationships among cost and profit centers and between profit and
cost centers to show their influence on profit margin. All positive and negative
relationships are investigated to find the right strategy for profitability improvement.
Using this protocol, construction companies can observe profit gains and losses
on WBS for a project under construction.

Based on the concept developed in this protocol, Yoon et. al (2013) proposes a
risk management model to handle the risk events through the analysis of
completed construction projects. Their model consists of two phases; risk analysis
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at the project level and determination of the risk handling methods. In first phase
information’s such as risk causes, events, and results, risk owners, and their
counter-partners plus the profit impacts caused by the risk events are obtained. In
the second phase, the annual-based Weighted Averages of the Profit Impacts
(WAPIs) of the risk events will be calculated as the basis of identifying the annual
WAPIs of the risk causes as well as the risk owners. Finally, they suggested some
generic solutions for the risk events by the comprehensive consideration of those
WAPIs and counter-partners in the relationships with the risk owners.

2.5

System-of-Systems and Agent Based Simulation

Since different types of systems exhibit different traits, it is important to identify the
type of the system before starting the analysis process. Inappropriate identification
of a system could lead to analytical and methodological problems. Some of the
most important categories of systems are as follows:

Monolithic system: According to Rechtin (1991), a monolithic system is "a
set of different elements so connected or related so as to perform a unique
function not performable by the elements alone".
Complex adaptive systems: According to Levin (2003), “in complex
adaptive systems patterns at higher levels emerge from localized
interactions and selection processes acting at lower levels. An essential
aspect of such systems is nonlinearity, leading to historical dependency and
multiple possible outcomes of dynamics”.

System-of-Systems: According to DeLaurentis and Callaway (2004) a SoS
is "the combination of a set of different systems [that] forms a larger system
of systems that performs a function not performable by a single system
alone." According to Maier (1998), a SoS is "an assemblage of components
which individually may be regarded as systems, and which possesses two
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additional properties: operational independence of components...and
managerial independence of the components". Maier (1996) argues that
operational independence and managerial independence are the primary
conditions and distinguishing characteristics of a SoS. He also cites
geographical distribution, emergent behavior, evolutionary development, as
secondary conditions of a SoS. According to Maier (1998) definition of
operational and managerial independence are as follows:


Operational independence: "if the SoS is disassembled into its
component systems, the component systems must be able to
usefully operate independently,"



Managerial independence: "the component systems not only can
operate independently; they do operate independently."

Maier (1996) suggested three categories for SoSs which are as follows:
Directed: A directed system-of-systems is built and managed to fulfill
specific purposes. This type of SoS is centrally managed and its goal is to
fulfill the centrally defined purposes. Although the component systems
operate independently, in their normal operation they follow the centrally
managed purpose
Collaborative: In contrast to directed systems, in collaborative SoSs there
is no central management organization with the coercive power to run the
system. Therefore, the component systems collaborate to fulfill the agreed
upon central purposes voluntarily.
Virtual: Beside lacking a central management authority in a virtual SoS,
there is not a centrally agreed upon purpose for the SoS.

Identifying whether a SoS is directed, collaborative, or virtual is very beneficial in
identifying the suitable method for its analysis. According to Cantot and Luzeaux
(2011), numerous documents such as the ISO/IEC 15288 have tried to define
processes to master system complexity. However, these processes often reach
their limits dealing with systems of systems. One approach is to decompose a
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system of systems into its constituents and then utilize the standard processes on
separated components. However, this approach is not comprehensive since a
system of systems is often more than the sum of its parts. In other words, a system
of systems is a higher-level system which is not necessarily a simple “federation”
of other systems. According to Cantot and Luzeaux (2011), the main sources of
difficulties in studying a system of systems are as follows:


SoS’s inherent complexity



Multiple stakeholders and decision-makers as components of the system.
More stakeholders will result is a more complex communication and
coordination process between the various individuals involved



Uncertainty concerning specifications or even the basic need for the SoS



Uncertainty concerning the environment in which the SoS exists

To deal with the complexities associated with the analysis of a SoS, simulation
plays a crucial role in reducing the analytical limitations. According to Acheson
(2013), the independence (operational and managerial) of the individual systems
in a SoS is a natural fit with agent-based model over the discrete event or system
dynamics models. In agent-based modeling (ABM), a system is modeled as a
collection of autonomous decision-making entities called agents (Bonabeau, 2002).
According to North and Macal (2007), “the emphasis on modelling the
heterogeneity of agents across a population and the emergence of selforganization are two of the distinguishing features of agent-based simulation as
compared to other simulation techniques such as discrete event simulation and
system dynamics”. ABM has been utilized in recent construction research
extensively. Examples of such models are as follows:

Watkins et al. (2009) used the agent-based modeling method to represent the
construction site as a system of complex interactions. They explored the possibility
of treating labor efficiency as an emergent property resulting from individual and
crew interactions in space. Ahn and Lee (2014), used ABMS to uncover the
underlying process of group behavior emerging from individuals’ interactions in an
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organization. They collected empirical data and used it to test the agent behavior
rules used in their model to demonstrate the model agreement with real workers’
behavior. El-adaway and Kandil (2009) modeled construction arbitral proceedings
for mitigating the negative effects associated with contractors’ claims and disputes
using a risk retention approach. Jeerangsuwan and Kandil (2014), proposed an
agent-based model architecture for mesoscopic traffic simulations. Their objective
in utilizing the ABM techniques was to provide an appropriate aggregate level
traffic simulation while maintaining the ability to represent road user behaviors.
Mostafavi et al. (2011) proposed a hybrid Agent-Based/System Dynamics model
that is capable of capturing the emergent dynamics of private investment in
infrastructure and analyzing financial innovation at a macro level.

2.6

Point of Departure from Current Body of Knowledge

This research contributes to the current body of knowledge in several ways. First,
it introduces a new approach to conducting research where the interconnections
between the players in the construction industry are a dominant factor. Simulation
techniques and tools are now capable of holistically modeling interacted and
collaborative systems, which therefore makes it possible to effectively model all
the

constituents

of

the

system

and

investigate

the

effects

of

their

interdependencies instead of breaking the collaborative systems into separate
constituent parts. In the first phase of the proposed research, taking into
consideration all the possible combinations, a systematic approach to identify
collaborative systems will be developed. This platform could be modified by other
researchers according to their specific scopes and needs, and it could serve as a
platform for agent-based modeling as well in problems that could be rendered as
emergent outcomes of a system of systems.

This holistic view of the proposed system will also enable capturing the
interdependencies between key players in the profit realization process. This
research contends that the interdependencies between the key players in the profit
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realization process have been highly neglected in previous studies (Cheah et al.,
2004; Yee and Cheah, 2006; Hardie et al., 2006; Tsolas, 2013); and therefore it
proposes that the money distribution (and the profit as the residual amount after
all expenses are paid) should be studied differently for GCs and their subs. The
key point that is being undermined in this process is the fact that the owner, the
GC, and the subs are simultaneously executing the project and the subsequent
realization of the potential profit is the result of their performance as a single entity.
A descriptive model of this process, as a result, can only represent reality when it
captures their concurrent collaboration. Besides being more analogous to reality,
this approach could explicitly include the effect of progress payments, which
significantly impact the realized profit of GCs and subs. This study argues that the
progress payment effect could become very complex since it is directly related to
the interconnected relationship of the key players.

Moreover, its holistic view is capable of modeling the unique characteristics of subs
as the last link in the profit realization chain, which often has been ignored in
previous research (Schaufelberger, J. E., 2004). Therefore, the proposed
approach will model the money paid to the subs as downstream to the GC in the
money flow chain. The nuance of the proposed method is that the holistic approach
tracks the stream of money from the owner to the GC and from the GC to the subs.
As a result, it will be possible to capture and analyze the complex effect of the
downstream players on the flow of money to the upstream players. This approach
will add new insight into how profit is distributed to subs and could be used to
analyze the effect of different contractual payment clauses on their financial
performance (Seiden, 2012).

Based on the proposed approach for consideration of the flow of money between
the key players (owners, GCs, and subs), a completely new scenario-based
analysis is introduced that could effectively simulate the profit realization process
alongside the current inside and outside view techniques in project cost and
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duration forecast models. Only a few scenario-based analysis models that pertain
to the profitability and cash flow of construction firms have been developed in
previous research (Cui, 2010). This type of analysis implicitly assumes that the
observed uncertainty in the profit realization process is of a higher order of
magnitude which cannot be captured through statistical uncertainty (Walker et al.,
2003). The proposed study argues that focusing on inside view forecasting
methods is not enough because each construction project is unique, which means
that most of the key underlying uncertainties are not statistical (Barraza, 2000).
Consequently, defining a range of possible costs and durations for each activity
for simulation of possible outcomes cannot effectively foresee the possible
scenarios. This viewpoint also could be very effective for forecasting project
outcomes at the planning or early stages of execution where current Earned Value
Management (EVM)-based forecasting methods do not have the required means
to forecast cost and duration properly (Kim et al., 2010).
This research will also add a new dimension in the way the EVM concept could be
utilized for time-based financial analysis of projects. Currently, conventional EVM
forecasting techniques are commonly developed with the assumption that we are
gathering data from the field, and the planned values are adjusted based on the
execution trends (McConnell, 1985; Anbari, 2003; Lipke, 2003; Vandevoorde and
Vanhoucke, 2006; Fleming and Koppelman, 2010). Although those methods are
all still applicable, this study proposes that the cost schedules in EVM could be a
valuable means for modeling and forecasting the financial performance of the GCs
and their subs. The earned values of the downstream players could be used as
the basis for progress payment schedules, and the actual cost schedules could
represent the predicted cost schedule forecast. Based on these definitions, the
EVM metrics could be used not just as a project control technique but also as a
tool to map profit realization and profit distribution between key players.
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CHAPTER 3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

3.1

Introduction

The research of this dissertation was conducted in six main phases, beginning with
an extensive literature review to formulate the needed information for structuring
the ex-ante analysis model (Figure 3-1). The second phase consisted of the
development of the system of systems (SoS) platform that standardizes and adds
a scalable architecture to the interfaces between the agents of an agent-based
simulation. In the third phase, a new method was designed for the quantitative
definition of project execution scenarios. The proposed scenario definition method
incorporates the longitudinal effects of all the affective stakeholders on the financial
and executional dimensions of a project. This new method was used as an input
for the DSS that was built around the simulation model in Phase 5. The fourth
phase was comprised of the development and implementation of the proposed
model, the information obtained in the literature review and the platform
development phases as well as the scenario definition method were utilized in an
agent-based model. All the information related to the model design and
architecture, such as the model’s inputs and outputs, initial conditions, agent
connectivity, and decision rules were developed in detail in phase four.
The development of a decision support system (DSS) incorporating the model
developed in the previous phase was completed in phase five. The DSS is capable
of simulating the flow of money between the key players of a project portfolio based
on the scenarios defined for each project in that portfolio.
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The capability of the agent-based model in simulating the financial outcome of the
project portfolio enables the DSS to calculate the longitudinal financial status of
the stakeholders for each of their projects and the project portfolio cash flow and
NPV.
The sixth and concluding phase consisted of data collection and model verification
and validation. Real projects were used to test the capabilities and outputs of the
DSS. These results also were used for model verification and validation. Since the
model is deterministic (centered on pre-defined deterministic scenarios), greater
emphasis was placed on the model verification than validation. However, for the
proposed scenario definition method, a validation assessment was conducted to
determine the degree of accuracy in its representation of the real world scenarios
in the example projects.
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Phase I

Literature Review
Study of Earned Value Management
Prediction Techniques, Profit ,
Profitability , Cash Flow Analysis

Phase II

Development of a platform for a system of system approach to financial
analysis of key players in construction industry
Mapping Model Boundary

Phase III

Components Behavior/Interactions

Development of a methodology for defining project execution scenarios
Beta Distribution Characteristics/
Distribution Fitting

Phase IV

System-of-Systems Architecture,
Agent Based Modeling, System
Thinking

Defining Scenarios Utilizing the
Discretized Distribution

Development of an agent based simulation based on the proposed SoS
platform
Project Portfolio and Execution
Scenario Definition

Model Design and Architecture

Model Structure, Agents attributes & Behavior, Connectivity, and Decision Rules

Phase V

Development of a Decision Support System (DSS) incorporating the
proposed model
ABM implementation in the DSS

Phase VI

DSS inputs and Outputs

Data Collection, Implementation of the DSS on real projects, and Model
Verification and Validation
Data Collection, Financial Data of Real
Projects

Model Verification and Validation

Figure 3-1. Research procedure.

3.2

Development of a Platform for a System-of-Systems (SoS) Approach to
Financial Analysis of Key Players in Construction Industry

Categorizing a system as a SoS has many beneficial analytical implications. This
phase of the research focused on linking the theoretical definition of a SoS into a
practical model of a segment of the construction industry (Figure 3-2). To achieve
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this goal, the commonly accepted definitions of a SoS was reviewed. Agent-based
simulation is considered as one of the best fitted analytical methods in studying
systems that could be considered as SoSs in which an agent is defined as an
autonomous entity. However, there is a large gap between the theory and its
execution in effective analytical models that are capable of mining the valuable
implications of a SoS approach. This phase of the dissertation proposed a flexible
and all-purpose agent-based architecture that could be used as the foundation of
analyses which are based on a SoS approach. The first step was to translate a
segment of the construction industry into interconnected agents based on the SoS
definition. A project portfolio was identified as the most useful unit of analysis since
it separates a section of construction industry around mutual projects. The
stakeholders involved in the separated section were categorized based on their
roles and types of impact on the flow of money from the owner at upstream to
subcontractors (subs) at downstream. Four categorization criteria were defined:
project-related, firm-related, key players, and secondary players. Eventually, only
the project-related key players were explicitly included in the model. The effects of
all the other categories of stakeholders on the project execution were modeled
implicitly with a scenario definition methodology. The re-categorized stakeholders
were then translated into an agent-based simulation that was built upon the SoS
platform defined earlier. In the fourth step, a generic architecture for agent-based
simulations was introduced that is capable of transforming a section of the
construction industry (around a project portfolio) into a standard and wellstructured agent-based model. For the specific purposes of this research and its
scope, the key players (owners, GCs and their subs) were modeled as agents in
the proposed architecture. Finally, the assumptions made in the model building
process were discussed. These assumptions originated mainly from the scope of
this research and their implications in the design and capabilities of the model
outputs were discussed.
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Phase II

Development of a platform for a systems of system approach to financial
analysis of key players in construction industry

Step I

System of Systems Approach and Agent Based Simulation

System of Systems Definition

Step II

Transformation of project portfolio topology into interconnected agents
Project-Related, Firm-Related, Key
Players, and Secondary Players

Step III

Identification of Key Players in Money
Flow

System of Systems approach for analyzing interconnected players in
construction industry
Translation of SoS concept into an
agent based model

Step IV

Agent Based Modeling Definition,
Capabilities, and Benefits

Selection of a section of construction
industry around a project portfolio

Abstraction of an agent based model of construction stakeholders as
interconnected agents
Project Portfolio Topology Generation

Creation of Key Agents and Nested
Projects

Design and Architecture of Key Player Agents (Owner, General Contractor, and
Subcontractor)

Step V

Assumptions and model scope
Assumptions in Agents Definition

Agents Interaction and Model Scope

Figure 3-2. Development of a platform for a system of system approach to
financial analysis of key players in construction industry
In summary, the main objective of this phase was to lay a foundation for any
analytical study based on the SoS concepts that is specially tailored toward
construction industry. The implications of the proposed SoS platform are far
beyond its specific use in this dissertation. Some of the most suitable uses of the
proposed platform in construction industry studies are discussed in Chapter 8.
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3.3

Development of a Methodology for Defining Project Execution Scenarios

As described in the last section, project execution can be defined as a longitudinal
(over time) scenario. These types of scenarios can be very helpful in different types
of analysis; but in this dissertation, scenarios that can capture the financial effects
of discrepancies between the planned and realized execution of a project are of
interest.

There are several methods to define scenarios in projects, but the

currently available ones mainly depend on the project schedule network (e.g.,
Critical Path Method). These methods have some inherent shortcomings,
specifically, when the planner has little information about the details of a scenario
at the activity level.
This phase began with a thorough and in-depth review of the current methods and
tools capable of executing a what-if analysis and Monte-Carlo simulation. The
limitations of these methods were studied in details in order to identify the gaps. At
step 3 of this phase, the beta density function and its characteristics were
examined. The flexibility and versatility of beta distribution makes it the best
candidate for carrying the needed information for defining a longitudinal scenario.
Fitting the planned values of a project into a beta distribution and converting it into
a discrete function that was usable in the simulation was the next step.
Earned value management (EVM) concepts were also utilized in the scenario
definition in this phase. EV concepts like planned value (PV), earned value (EV),
and actual cost (AC) are widely used in the construction industry as one of the
main tools in gaging schedule and cost variances. EVM also has estimating
features based on the recorded trends of a project. In this dissertation, EVM
terminology was utilized because of its practicality in carrying the information
related to a scenario. The scenario definition method uses the PV, EV, and AC
definitions to build scenarios that incorporate the cost schedules as planned,
earned, and expensed. Beta distribution was used to define these cost schedules.
Useful characteristics of the beta density function can simplify the process of
scenario definition and eliminate the necessity of activity level information in what-
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if analyses. These three cost schedules allow access to enough information about
the execution of a project to implicitly incorporate the effects of discrepancies
between the planned and the realized execution into a simulation model. The
proposed scenario definition method implementation and the needed inputs are
described in Figure 3-3.
Phase III

Development of a methodology for defining project execution scenarios

Step I

Review of current methods for scenario analysis
What-if Analysis in MS-Projects and
Primavera P6

Step II

Limitations of current methods
Bottom-Up Approach Restrictions and
Contradictions

Step III

Monte-Carlo Simulation in Primavera
Risk Analysis (previously Pertmaster)

Violation of Implicit Assumptions

Fitting Planned Values of a Project into a Beta Density Function
Mathematical Description of Beta
Distribution

Beta Distribution Unique and Useful
Characteristics

Fitting the Planned Values into a Beta density function and building a discrete
distribution from the continuous density function

Step IV

EVM concept and their use in the scenario definition method
EVM Concepts for Definition of
Planned Values

Step V

EVM Concepts for Execution Scenario
Definition

Implementation of scenario definition as the model input
Project Definition Parameters

Scenario Definition Inputs

Figure 3-3. Development of a methodology for defining project execution
scenarios
The scenario definition method that was developed in this phase introduced a new
approach for financial analysis of projects based on pre-defined scenarios.
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Although the proposed method has many unique and new characteristics that are
unmatched by any other methods, it has some limitation as well. Therefore, the
agent-based simulation model that subsequently was built in the next phase can
accept scenarios that are defined with conventional what-if analysis methods.

3.4

Development of an Agent-Based Simulation Based on the Proposed SoS
Platform

In this phase, an agent-based simulation was built on the proposed SoS platform
and scenario definition method developed in the previous phase (Figure 3-4). This
phase focus is on building a model that is capable of simulating the flow of money
between the key players as described and designed for the SoS platform. The
model building process began by designing an interface for reading the model
inputs (agents’ characteristics, project portfolio definition parameters, and
execution scenario definitions). The key parts of the simulation model that are
explained in detail in Chapter 6 include the following:


The process of reading the inputs to build the project and key player agents
and translating the pre-defined scenario into an input for implicitly simulating
the project execution and explicitly simulating the flow of money between the
key players in the model.



The steps involved in calculating the GC’s project overhead (indirect project
costs); the project overhead calculation for the planned and earned values
and their nuances; the GC’s profit and general overhead calculation and
addition to the earned values and how it is billed to the owner; the owner’s
sources of funds and their effect on the owner’s financial status, which is a
key factor in the flow of money; and the owner’s internal funds, its definition,
and its incorporation in the simulation model.



The rationale behind each owner’s decision to pay the GC’s payable bills; the
process of simulating the sub’s submittals, how they were calculated and sent
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to the GC, and how they are paid by the GC when they become payable; and
the process of simulating the project portfolio cash flow.
In summary, Chapter 6 is a technical reference that describes in great detail how
the different modules of the simulation model work. The simulation model built in
this phase is the analytical engine used in the decision support system presented
in Chapter 7.
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Phase IV

Development of an agent based simulation based on the proposed SoS
platform

Step I

Creation of key agents
Reading Inputs from the Project
Portfolio Definition

Step II

Simulation of project execution based on the defined scenario
Simulating the Project Execution
Based on the Defined Scenario

Step III

Calculating the GC s Profit in Planned
Values and Bills to Owner

Owner Funds Schedule

Definition of Owner Funds Schedule

Step V

Simulation of Money Flow Based on
the Simulated Project Execution

Calculation of gc s overhead and profit
Calculating the GC s Overhead in
Planned and Earned Values

Step IV

Creating Project, Owner, GC, and Sub
Agents from the Model Inputs

Calculation of Available Funds from
Alternative Sources of Funds

Simulation of gc s billing to owner and owner payment to gc
Calculation of each GC Bill

Calculation of Payables Portion of
Each Bill and Retainage

Simulation of Sending Payable Bills to the Owner and the Payment Procedure
Based on Availability of Owner s Funds

Step VI

Simulation of sub s bills to GC and GC s payment to its sub/subs
Calculation of each Sub Bill

Agents Interaction and Model Scope

Simulation of Sending Payable Bills to the GC and the Payment Procedure
(Assuming Unlimited Funds for All GCs)

Step VII

Simulation of project portfolio cash flow for all gcs and subs
Simulation of all GCs Project
Portfolio Cash Flow

Simulation of all Subs Project
Portfolio Cash Flow

Figure 3-4. Development of an agent-based simulation based on the proposed
SoS platform
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3.5

Development of a Decision Support System (DSS) Incorporating the
Proposed Model

A DSS was developed around the agent-based simulation model of the flow of
money between the key players (Figure 3-5). The simulation model was developed
with the objective of being used as the engine of the DSS. Therefore, to incorporate
the model into the DSS, a user interface was linked to the simulation model to read
the inputs and return outputs in graphical and tabular format.
Phase V

Development of a Decision Support System (DSS) incorporating the agent
based simulation model

Step I

Definition of the Decision Support System (DSS)
Definition, Characteristics, and Objectives of the Decision Support System

Step II

Inputs of the DSS
Parameters Defining each Project s
Cost Schedule

Parameters Defining each Project s
Characteristics

Parameters Defining each Owner s
Sources of Funds

Scenario Definition Inputs

Step III

Outputs of the DSS
Longitudinal Financial
Status of Stakeholders

Project Portfolio
Cash Flow

Project Portfolio
NPV

Figure 3-5. Development of a Decision Support System (DSS) incorporating the
proposed model
In the first step of building the DSS, the definition, the main characteristics and
objectives of the proposed DSS were discussed. Subsequently, the inputs of the
DSS and the associated UI which were in tabular format inside an MS-Access
database were designed. The input parameters of the DSS included the
parameters that define each project’s cost schedule and characteristics, the
parameters that define each owner’s sources of funds, and the parameters that
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define the project execution scenarios. The DSS outputs include the longitudinal
financial status of the key players, the project portfolio cash flow, and the project
portfolio NPV.

3.6

Data Collection, Implementation of the DSS on Real Projects and Model
Verification and Validation

The last phase of the research methodology included data collection and the
implementation of real projects in the proposed DSS (Figure 3-6). Detailed
information about a couple of projects that had used project management software
(MS-Project) was used after extracting each project’s cost schedule components
(material, labor, equipment, and subs). The planned cost schedules and their
components were then used as inputs for the simulation model. Consequently,
multiple execution scenarios were defined in the DSS by utilizing the execution
scenario definition methodology introduced in Chapter 5. Finally, the inputted
project portfolio and the associated scenarios were processed and analyzed to
further reinforce and verify the model. This verification process included manual
calculation of the expected outcomes based on a pre-defined scenario and
comparing it to the model outputs. The outputs of the model were compared with
the actual realization of the project portfolio as well. In the last step, the model and
the associated DSS were then finalized to integrate the changes learned through
this phase.
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Phase VI

Data Collection, Implementation of the DSS on real projects, and Model
Verification and Validation

Step I

Data Collection
Data Collection of a Project Portfolio with Mutual Key Players

Step II

Analyzing a project portfolio with the proposed DSS
Populating the Project Portfolio
Parameters into the DSS

Adding each Project s Execution
Scenario into the DSS

Reviewing the Model Outputs and DSS s Analytical Outputs

Step III

Model Verification and Validation
Calculating the Expected Outputs of
Examples in Spreadsheets

Checking the Model Credibility and
Validity

Figure 3-6. Data Collection, Implementation of the DSS on Real Projects, and
Model Verification and Validation
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CHAPTER 4. DEVELOPMENT OF A PLATFORM FOR A “SYSTEM-OFSYSTEMS” APPROACH TO CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY

4.1

Introduction

This chapter introduces the proposed appropriate and detailed framework for
connecting the components of the construction industry into a SoS framework that
is quantitatively analyzable with an agent-based modeling (ABM) approach. To
achieve this goal, the concepts of SoS and ABM are first defined. Next, the
construction industry actors and their attributes, interactions, and relevance to
each player’s financial status are explored. After laying out the foundation for the
framework, the ABM paradigm and its compatibility with the SoS perspective is
discussed in detail. Finally, a robust and scalable approach that utilizes the ABM
capabilities in a SoS approach is defined as well as a detailed design for each
actor and its environment and interface are defined (Figure 4-1).
Past researchers, such as Bulbul et. al. (2009), suggested that the AEC domain
can be modeled as a SoS. The authors discussed each descriptive trait of a SoS
and its analogous manifestation in the AEC domain. However, due to the complex
nature of this subject, most of the SoS-related research and literature did not
progress beyond conceptual thoughts and theoretical discussions. A huge gap
therefore exists between the SoS conceptual framework, which is very
straightforward and intuitive in theory, and its quantitative implementation which is
very complicated.
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Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

System of System
Definition

Agent Based Modeling in
a System of Systems
Framework

Design of Key Players
as Autonomous Agents

Agent Based Modeling
Definition

System of System
Framework for
Construction Industry

Design of Interfaces
between Agents

Construction Industry
Players and their
Characteristics

Project Portfolio as the
Interface between Key
Players

High Level Design of
Agents' Attributes and
Behaviours

Figure 4-1. Steps of casting construction industry’s components into a SoS
framework
In this dissertation, a very detailed architecture is introduced that can be used for
modeling the construction industry with an ABM approach. The proposed
architecture is fine-tuned for financial interactions between the key players (owners,
GCs, and subs). However, the main framework can be used in many other
circumstances when the interconnectivity and interaction between the construction
industry components is the key focus in the analysis of individual and aggregate
level outcomes.

4.2

System of Systems Approach and Agent-based Simulation

Decision-makers are increasingly encountering a new class of large-scale systems
that are built from components that are systems themselves. Maier (1998)
proposed a useful taxonomic distinction for this new class of systems. According
to his proposed taxonomic distinction, a “system of systems (SoS)” or
“collaborative systems” is an assemblage of components which may be regarded
as individual systems; and these components have operational and managerial
independence. Under this definition, the operationally-independent components
are those which fulfill valid purposes in their own right and continue to operate to
fulfill those purposes if disengaged from the overall system while the managerial
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independence of the components assumes that these component systems are
managed for their own purposes rather than for the purposes of the whole SoS.
Meeting these two criteria, according to the above definition, is sufficient
justification for a system to be designated as a SoS, regardless of the complexity
or geographic distribution of its components. Therefore, collaborative systems in
which desired behaviors emerge through voluntary collaborative interaction
without central direction are considered a SoS. Since the components of these
collaborative systems are often developed independent of the aggregate, the
aggregate emerges as a system in its own right only through the interaction of the
components. Because collaborative systems are developed and operated
independently, their architecture is the interface (Maier, 1998).

Systems that contain large numbers of active objects (people, business units,
projects, stocks, products, etc.) that have associated behaviors and interactions
with their environments or each other throughout time can be modeled with
different simulation models. Borshchev and Filippov (2004) defined a simulation
model as a set of rules that define how the system being modeled will change in
the future, given its present state. The three major paradigms in simulation
modeling are system dynamics (SD), discrete event (DE), and agent-based (AB).
Among these three, DE is mainly used to model the operation of a system (micro
level) as a discrete sequence of events in time. Forrester (1961) developed SD
simulation based on the assumption that the influence of the entities or actors that
are embedded within a system can be explained by the feedback nature of the
causal relationships that characterize the structure of the system. SD is mainly
used to model systems at the macro level while an ABM simulates the actions and
interactions of the individual entities based on certain assigned attributes and
behaviors that can evolve as the system progresses through time.

ABM was developed on the very simple idea that the emergent behavior of some
systems is the result of the autonomous decision-makers in that system. Therefore,
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in an ABM, a system is described from the perspective of its constituent units,
which makes it a very good fit for the SoS approach to the construction market
utilized in this dissertation. A set of rules that define the behavior of these decisionmakers or agents is the driving force behind the overall behavior of the system;
and an emergent phenomenon that is difficult to understand and predict can be the
result of the interactions of the individual entities modeled as agents. An ABM is
inherently capable of capturing the emergent behavior of the system by its bottom
up approach to simulation, which is very similar to reality. An ABM also provides
a natural description of a system. When a system is composed of entities that
make decisions and have certain behavioral states, an ABM is the most natural
way to describe and simulate such a system. Moreover, an ABM is very flexible
and the complexity of the agents easily can be fine-tuned by altering their behavior,
rationality, and ability to learn and evolve, as well as the rules of their interactions
(Bonabeau, 2002). The following sections describe the overall architecture of an
ABM that is built upon a SoS abstraction of the construction market.

4.3

Transforming the Project Portfolio Topology into a Network that Defines the
Interface of the Interconnected Agents

To be able to use the proposed SoS platform, it was necessary to initially define
each constituent of the system and how its functionality will be reflected in the
model. The first step was to identify all of the influential internal and external
entities from the viewpoint of a GC (or a sub) and re-categorize them into projectrelated and firm-related entities. The external influential entities in the construction
market for the purposes of this dissertation are considered to be owners, GCs,
subs, sureties, banks, laborers, suppliers, and equipment lessors. The internal
entities (inside a GC or a sub) are the units that handle bidding, accounting, human
resources, purchasing, equipment, and project management (Figure 4-2).
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Competitors
(Other GCs)

Sureties

Banks

Financial System

Owners

Human Resource Management

Equipment Management

Project Management
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Business

Bidding System

Business
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General Contractor

Suppliers

Equipment
Leasers

Subcontractors

Figure 4-2. Influential internal and external entities from the viewpoint of a GC
(adopted from Cui, 2005)
All of these influential entities (internal or external to the GC) then were classified
into two main categories: project-related and firm-related.


Project-related entities are directly involved in a project and collaborate with
each other to finish it. These entities can influence the internal flow of
money for GCs and subs, and the outcome of the collaboration between
these entities is reflected in the Actual Cost (AC) and Earned Value (EV) of
the projects. For modeling purposes, these project-related entities were
categorized into two sub-categories: Key Players (owners, GCs, and subs
in mutual projects) and Secondary Players.



Firm-related entities are internal organizational entities that support the
firm’s business as a whole, rather than a specific project. Other GCs and
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subs that could be potential competitors in future projects are considered
firm-related entities as well. (These entities may be involved in a current
mutual project and therefore also could be a project-related entity.)

One of the main purposes of categorizing influential entities as project-related and
firm-related was to identify how these entities are related to each other. With this
categorization, it was clearly known that the main interactions between the projectrelated entities (internal and external) were through ongoing projects as their
interfaces. Therefore, these project-related entities’ effects were manifested
through the project’s realization process and how the money flowed and how it
was distributed between the key players. In other words, operating profit, which is
the profit earned from a firm's normal core business operations (i.e., for a
contractor, constructing projects), is influenced by the interactions of these projectrelated entities. On the other hand, the objective of internal firm-related entities
and their interactions with external firm-related entities is to support the entire
business.

As stated above, sureties, banks, and competitors are the external entities that are
not related to a specific project of a contractor. Firm-related entities are internal
organizational entities that support the firm’s business, rather than a specific
project. Other GCs and subs that could be potential competitors in future projects
are considered firm-related entities as well. The effects of these external entities
(firm-related) on financial status of a construction firm are as follows:


Sureties provide bonds to contractors; and the bonding capacity they
allocate to a contractor can significantly affect the ability of a contractor to
participate in new bids and add to its potential profit backlog. The bonding
capacity is commonly considered to be proportional to the working capital
of a contractor.
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Banks finance cash overdrafts by providing short-term and long-term loans
when the contractor is unable to finance its cash overdraft with its own
equity. A bank’s internal counterpart is the accounting unit. By checking the
financial status of the contractor using the data provided by the accounting
unit, a bank decides if it will lend money to the contractor. If for any reason
a contractor is not able to finance its cash overdraft through the bank (or
other financial sources), the contractor will run out of liquidity and may go
bankrupt.



Competitors do not have any direct effect on a contractor’s profit potential,
but they can reduce the potential profit backlog of a contractor by winning a
project in which they also are interested. Therefore, only some lost
opportunity (lost potential profit) can be attributed to competitors if they
succeed in winning bids of mutual interest. A contractor’s ability to win a
contract is related to its estimation accuracy and bidding strategy. Therefore,
the effect of competition shows up in the winning ratio of the bidding unit (as
the internal counterpart). It should be mentioned that the effects of
competitors can be measured only if the whole construction market is
modeled, not just a sub-system of it.

Although explicit modeling of external entities is beyond the scope of this
dissertation, the design of the proposed model is compatible with adding new
agents that model their effects explicitly. For example, sureties, banks, and
competitors’ agents may have certain predefined behaviors (agent’s behaviors)
that affect the financial status of the firm based on their interactions with their
internal (nested agents) counterparts. These predefined behaviors are basically
the decision criteria that these agents use in order to decide and interact with other
agents. For example, when a new project is added to the project portfolio, the
surety firm will check the bonding capacity of the contractor by determining its
working capital, which it gathers from the firm’s accounting unit. If the surety firm
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decides not to bond the new project, the new project is discarded from the portfolio
and its potential profit is lost. A similar mechanism is also applicable to banks as
they check multiple financial metrics which they gather from the firm’s accounting
unit; and based on predefined decision criteria that replicate the actual qualification
process, the bank decides whether or not to lend money to the contractor.
On the other hand, the remaining external entities (owners, GCs, subs, laborers,
suppliers, and equipment lessors) are project-related. Project-related entities are
directly involved in a specific project and collaborate with each other to execute it.
The effects of project-related external entities are as follows:


Owners are considered one of the three key players in this dissertation and
are the source of the money to pay GCs and their subs. The effect of the
owner’s progress payment schedule on the realized profit of GCs and subs
is very high; and as a result, the performance of GCs and subs also is highly
interconnected to the owner’s progress payments and then affects the
owner’s financial status. In this dissertation, owners are considered within a
closely interconnected system, in which their effects on the other two key
players and the profit realization process are studied.



Beside GCs as the second key player, subcontractors (subs) are the third
key player in the proposed system. They are modeled as having similar
business entities to the GC. The only difference between a GC and a sub
is in their upstream relationships (the owner for the GC, and the GC for the
sub).



Unions, suppliers, and equipment lessors are all project-related and are
categorized as secondary players. These entities only have project-level
effects; and as secondary players, their effects on a project’s profit
realization process are considered implicitly by the outcome of their
performance and not by explicitly modeling their behavior. By not explicitly
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modeling these entities, the accuracy or capability of the model are not
decreased since their effect on profit realization is completely reflected by
their output. The proposed model was designed in this way because these
secondary entities are very project-specific, and it is therefore difficult to
assign a general behavior to them, such is the case of a bank or surety.
Moreover, by adding too many autonomous agents to the model,
discrimination of the key players’ effects on the profit realization process
becomes more difficult to achieve. However, this constraint can be released
later by modeling these players explicitly.

Among the internal entities, their bidding and accounting units are firm-related and
their effect on profit realization is considered as follows in the proposed model:


The bidding unit is connected to the accounting unit from which it obtains
financial input. The bidding unit is also connected to the owners and subs.
In each bidding competition, the bidding unit pre-evaluates the project and
starts gathering information from the estimating department, which is
considered as part of the bidding unit, and potential subs. Eventually, the
bidding unit puts together a bid package and submits it to the owner.



The accounting unit is connected to a surety and a bank to secure bonding
and to finance the firm’s operations. The accounting unit is constantly
updating the bidding unit about the firm’s current financial status and
capacity to facilitate its bidding strategy. The accounting unit also is
connected to the project management unit, from which it gathers real-time
financial data from the project portfolio and updates the financial metrics
based on the incoming information through the execution phase of each
ongoing project.
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Internal entities that are project-related and their effects are as follows:


The Project Management, Human Resources, Purchasing, and Equipment
units are all project-related. Like any other model, each part of the proposed
model has a different scope and details, which are related to two main
factors: the importance of the inner working of that section and the feasibility
of building the details of that section. In other words, sometimes there is no
value in adding more details to model a section of a system; or there might
be some value in a more detailed construct, but it is too complex. In these
cases, one design alternative was to define scenarios that incorporated the
manifestation of the out of scope sections. In the proposed model, the
financial effect of the project-related entities is twofold: first, the effect of
project-related entities on project execution and second, the effect of the
interactions between key players in the flow of money. In order to consider
the effects of the project-related entities on project execution, the model
ultimately must be able to virtually simulate the physical execution of the
project. It is possible to build high level, conceptual models that are capable
of simulating construction project execution that would not be aligned with
the practical approach of this model. A meaningful model that simulates
construction project execution would be a model that utilizes a virtual
construction model (a quantifiable, spatial-aware construct like Building
Information Modeling) plus a detailed schedule in addition to all the external
factors (e.g., weather, rework, accidents, social opposition, etc.) to virtually
simulate the progression of the project execution with all of its uncertainties.
Although this approach is not viable currently, it is foreseeable in the future.
Therefore, as mentioned, the proposed model utilizes the scenario
definition approach to incorporate the effects of the project-related entities
on project execution. On the other hand, the effects of the project-related
entities (key players) on the flow and distribution of money is modeled
explicitly on top of project execution alternatives as scenarios.
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From a different angle, if the projects are considered as profit centers, the projectrelated entities are cost centers which collaborate with each other through mutual
projects to realize the potential profit of each profit center. These project-related
entities include both internal and external entities. Firm-related entities (internal
and external) can be considered as cost centers as well, but they are not directly
connected to a specific profit center and their functionality is to support the entire
business.

4.4

System of Systems Approach for Analyzing Interconnected Aspects of
Construction Industry

Figure 4-3. Key players in the construction market and an example of the
collaborative systems, which were established by three mutual projects from the
viewpoint of a GC
This dissertation proposes that the construction market can be viewed as a SoS
(Figure 4-3). The construction market, for the purposes of this dissertation, is
defined as a network of three types of key players (owners, GCs, and subs). The
main objective of these collaborative systems is to define and construct all the
construction projects that are feasible as long as they have sufficient resources.
On the other hand, the main objective of the constituents of this SoS is to maximize
their owners’ wealth. In its most general form, all the players in the construction
market can be considered together to form a holistic view of the entire system.
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However, as mentioned in the previous section, the effects of the project-related
entities on project execution can be modeled implicitly by defining scenarios that
incorporate the longitudinal outcome of each project. By utilizing this approach and
for performing financial analysis from the viewpoint of a GC or a sub, it is sufficient
to consider only the key players that are connected by mutual projects. Therefore,
in this dissertation, the mutual projects and their contractual obligations are
considered as the adhesive (interface) that binds the key players to form an
analyzable subsystem of the entire construction market. These subsystems can
be considered as a SoS or as collaborative systems since they satisfy both criteria
mentioned in previous chapter.

As shown in Figure 4-4, the first step in the analysis is to identify all the players
that are contractually- related to the selected GC in order to separate the
collaborative systems that are potentially influential on its financial status and profit
realization. Then, the flow of money through the constituents of the collaborative
systems is traced in detail to examine the origins of the inflow and outflow of money
for each player. The flow of money originates from the owner to the GC; and from
there, the owner-provided funding is mixed with the GC’s own resources and funds.
The remainder of these funds, after subtracting the GC’s costs and profit,
eventually is forwarded to the subs and is mixed with the subs’ resources and
funds. The money inflow from the owner minus the project portfolio costs
(equipment, labor, material, subs, and project overhead) becomes the GC’s gross
profit. The same formula applies to the subs except that the money comes from
the GC rather than the owner. Owners, on the other hand, generally do not have
any explicit cash inflow from ongoing projects; however, they implicitly use the
financial capabilities of the GC and the subs to finance the project.
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Figure 4-4. Flow of money between the key players in isolated collaborative
systems
By tracing this pipeline and flow of the money, it is possible to identify where the
leaks are and examine the financial outcomes for probable scenarios. This
viewpoint helps in studying and quantifying (simulating) the flow of money between
the players at the project level and the operational profit, portfolio cash flow, and
portfolio NPV at the company level.

4.5

Modeling of Construction Stakeholders as Interconnected Agents in an ABS

To utilize the proposed SoS viewpoint and to analyze the firm level financial status
of a GC and its associated subs, certain steps are taken in sequence. First, a
specific GC or sub is chosen from the construction market for the analysis; and
then all the key players that are connected contractually to them (through projects
as interfaces) are separated from the construction market. These separated
players (systems) perform as collaborative systems. The separated collaborative
systems are distributed, based on the individual projects, into each project’s
stream of money (Figure 4-5). Each of these slices conducts the flow of money
through the corresponding project considering the effects of the involved key
players (explicitly) and execution scenario (implicitly).
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Figure 4-5. Left: Separated collaborative systems all linked to a specific GC
through mutual projects Right: Disseminated collaborative systems into each
project’s stream of money
The above-mentioned steps are from the viewpoint of the model user. However,
the simulation model (discussed in chapter 6) builds the network and the key
players’ interconnection topologies automatically. The model utilizes a very
modular and scalable design that generates the topology from a set of projects as
inputs of the model. This process involves the following steps:


The model searches each project and identifies all the key players
associated with that specific project (owner, GC, and subs).



For each project, the model adds a nested agent inside each associated
key player.



The model establishes link/links between nested project agents with the
same name. By doing so, the model connects the key players through their
mutual projects.

This algorithm results in the same outcome as shown in Figure 4-5 without the
user being involved in the network creation. The user only needs to add a set of
projects (discussed in chapter 7) as input and then lets the model identify the
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network’s topology and establish the links. The agents of the owner, GC, and subs
have an array of nested agents that are modeling the project portfolio for their
ongoing projects.

As mentioned earlier, the project-related entities are classified into two categories:
key players and secondary players. The key players are the owners, GCs, and
subs and are the main agents in the model which explicitly models their influence
on the flow of money. The secondary players include human resources,
purchasing, and equipment (internal entities) and unions, suppliers, and
equipment lessors (external units). These internal and external units influence
project execution but are not included in the model explicitly (Figure 4-6). Rather,
their implicit effects on the project profit realization process (through project
execution) are considered by the outcome of their performance, which manifests
itself in the actual cost schedule, and therefore it is not necessary to model all of
the external and internal project-related entities. This approach is analogous to
capturing the effect of a machine in a production line by using its throughput
distribution instead of making a detailed model of the machine’s inner workings.
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Figure 4-6.Architecture of the proposed GC agent
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In other words, of all the internal and external entities that could influence the profit
realization process, only the key players’ effects on the flow of money are modeled
explicitly. The effects of all the project-related entities (external or internal) on the
project execution is modeled implicitly by the outcome of their interactions through
the project execution scenario, which is described in detail in the next chapter.

Since the focus of this dissertation is operating profit, the internal units (accounting
and bidding) and the external units (bank and surety) that are firm-related are
outside the scope of the proposed model. However, these firm level entities can
be added to the model without any structural change and whenever expanding the
scope of the model is necessary. By modeling the project portfolio as nested
agents and considering the effects of the project-related entities on project
execution implicitly, the array of nested project agents for the key players (owners,
GCs, and subs) will be the main agents in the model environment (Figure 4-7).
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Figure 4-7. Architecture of GC agents after considering the effect of project
execution implicitly
The architecture of the subs is almost identical to that of the GC with the exception
that it does not have a connection to the owner’s agents (Figure 4-8).
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Figure 4-8. Architecture of the proposed GC, subs, and owner agents
Knowing that the key players in the market will be the main agents in the model
allowed this dissertation to utilize the proposed collaborative systems approach.
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4.6

Summary

This chapter aimed to provide a systematic and modular basis for utilizing the SoS
concept to simulate the behavior of the construction market. The SoS concept has
many useful attributes that have yet to be explored in the construction industry
context. The proposed approach for the SoS concept can be viewed as an
analytical platform. The main advantage of utilizing the proposed platform is in its
flexibility and holistic view. This platform is general enough to be used for any
analysis that needs to have a holistic view and when the links (interfaces) between
the key players in the construction market have a significant impact on the outcome
(e.g., supply chain, bidding, litigation, etc.). The SoS viewpoint of the construction
market described in this chapter is the basis of building a simulation model for the
ex-ante analysis of contractors’ profit potential in Chapters 6 and 7.
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CHAPTER 5. DEVELOPMENT OF A METHODOLOGY FOR DEFINING
PROJECT EXECUTION SCENARIOS

5.1

Introduction

Strategic decision-making focuses on the fundamental forces that may change the
expected course of a system under study. These forces are the major drivers that
usually are known to the decision-makers and domain experts. These domain
experts have valid, vivid, and reliable intuition about the possible future states of a
system based on their accumulated experience.

The bounds of the

aforementioned future states of a given system can be cast into “scenarios.”

The term scenario has many meanings, but in this dissertation, the following
definition by Shoemaker’s (1991) is used. “A scenario is a script-like
characterization of a possible future presented in considerable detail, with special
emphasis on causal connections, internal consistency, and concreteness.” A good
scenario is dynamic and longitudinal rather than an end-state description.
Scenarios neither try to make predictions nor to be representative of the states of
nature (Wack, 1985). In this sense, scenarios are not trying to be realistic, and the
purpose of scenario analysis therefore is to constrain the possibility zone rather
than cover the entire possible spectrum. As construction projects are typically
unique one-of-a-kind endeavors, these scenarios should be uniquely defined
based on each specific project. In the context of construction projects, an
experienced project manager can easily identify a limited number of scenarios that
are sufficient to bound the zone of possibilities. The goal of these scenarios, which
do not predict the future or characterize the uncertainty, is to outline the uncertainty
bounds. In general, scenarios complement forecasts by adding boundaries or by
bounding the forecasts.
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Malaska (1985) identified several conditions that favor scenario planning for a
company (or industry). Comparing these conditions with the characteristics of the
construction industry can reveal the following:

1. High uncertainty due to the current market situation or based on the nature of
an industry is the main condition for using scenario-based planning.
Uncertainty is considered high when the prediction and adjustment capabilities
are relatively low. It is a known fact that the construction industry suffers from
high uncertainty (Doan and Menyah, 2013). Being unique (unlike
manufacturing) also adds to the uncertainty level since historical information is
not highly relevant.

2. The occurrence of too many costly surprises in the past is another factor in
considering scenario planning and shows that, in addition to not dealing with
high uncertainty, the risk management techniques and strategies used (if any)
in the past were ineffective. Despite applying more sophisticated and more
accurate cost predictions, cost overruns in construction projects remain a
general problem (Love et al., 2013).

3. The inability to generate insufficient new or perceived opportunities is another
condition in favor of adopting scenario planning. Today’s construction market
could not be more competitive, which forces contractors to accept projects that
are risky and contain uncertainties.

4. When the quality of strategic thinking is low because of routine complex
practices, scenario planning can be helpful in providing better insights.
Construction planning methodologies are generally too detailed and
cumbersome, blocking the path to foreseeing the big picture.
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5. Existing valid opinions with strong differences, in parallel with a desired
common language between the stakeholders, is also an indicator for utilizing
scenario planning. Construction projects involve many stakeholders that
influence the project outcome directly or indirectly. Each project can be
planned and executed utilizing many feasible and viable options. Testing these
alternatives as scenarios can increase the confidence of stakeholders in the
execution plan and give them a qualitative and quantitative means to
communicate and understand the different possible alternatives.

Decision theory is based on talking about decisions (Hansson, 1994), and what-if
scenario analysis is rooted in its principles. The objective of what-if scenario
analysis is to assess the results and impacts of scenarios. One of the main
challenges in what-if analysis is how to define a scenario that can be input to the
subsequent analysis. For a scenario to be useful in the context of a construction
project plan, it has to entail the effects of potentially influential events or
combinations of events longitudinally, not just at a single point in time but rather
throughout its effective time span. To achieve this goal, a completely new scenario
definition method is introduced in this chapter. This new method is built upon the
capabilities of cost-loaded scheduling, which employs the critical path method
(CPM) plus the conceptual definitions of earned value management (EVM). By
incorporating these widely known and familiar concepts in project management,
this method can be readily used by practitioners since it employs the familiar
language and terms of CPM and EVM. Furthermore, distribution fitting, which is a
mathematical procedure to fit a probability distribution to a series of data, is used
in the proposed method.

It should be mentioned that all three concepts/techniques (CPM, EVM, and
distribution fitting) are used out of their conventional context, which means that the
objective and usage of each of them are fundamentally different than their original
form. These differences are described in detail in the following sections.
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5.2

Current Methods for Scenario Analysis for Project Time and Cost Schedule

The most used and convenient method for analyzing a scenario in current project
management software is what-if analysis. Primavera P6 Professional Project
Management© (P6), which is the most sophisticated project management
commercial software package, has this capability built into its core functionalities
(Figure 5-1). The objective of the proposed technique is to evaluate the impact of
potential scenarios on a project. It is more beneficial if the scenario analysis is
performed before finalizing the contract schedule so that the “baseline schedule”
which originates from it is a realistic representation of the project execution plan.
Any accepted change (change order) will be incorporated into the baseline so that
the project progress monitoring/tracking is based on the most recent approved plan.

Figure 5-1: Activities and their relationship in P6 (Primavera P6)
According to Oracle, the P6 portfolio gives planners the ability to calculate multiple
project costs or durations and to compare different sets of assumptions about
project activities. There is a clever approach in P6 to test different project scenarios,
which is called “reflection” (Figure 5-2). Reflection is a copy of a project that
contains a link to the source project so that if the planner likes a certain scenario
more than the original plan, it easily can be merged from the reflection into the
source project.
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Figure 5-2: Creating a “reflection” of a project in P6 (Primavera P6)
The most sophisticated method for incorporating uncertainty into a project
schedule, including the cost schedule, involves simulation. Primavera Risk
Analysis© (previously Pertmaster) is the industry standard, which is able to
analyze the time and cost risk within a project but does not have the project
portfolio comparison of project management capabilities of P6. Most often,
Primavera Risk Analysis is used to calculate the probability of a project completion
date (Figure 5-3).

Figure 5-3: Primavera Risk Analysis graphical interface (Primavera Risk
Analysis)
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There are also several other useful outputs that can be generated with Primavera
Risk Analysis, such as the distribution of project duration, finish date, cost, or a
selected resource (Figure 5-4 and Figure 5-5). These outputs are capable of
answering very interesting questions, such as what is the chance of the project
finishing on or before a specific date or what is the chance of finishing a specific
task on a specific date (Figure 5-6 and Figure 5-7).

One of the key benefits of using a risk management solution like Primavera Risk
Analysis is the implementation of a formal process for managing risk rather than
nonstandard procedures (Oracle, 2013). Following standardized procedures,
which include risk planning, identification, assessment, response planning, and
monitoring (PMI, 2009), can help an organization manage its risk more effectively.
The analytical capabilities of Primavera Risk Analysis can evaluate the impact of
various risk scenarios and help contractors develop contingency and risk response
plans. Users generally compare alternative mitigation scenarios (defined by
probabilistic estimates) by running multiple Monte Carlo simulations. During
project execution, the effectiveness of these mitigation plans can be evaluated
against the tracked data and corrective action can be taken if necessary.
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Figure 5-4: Left: The distribution of the project duration, Right: The distribution of
the project finish date (Primavera Risk Analysis Help Document)

Figure 5-5: Left: The distribution of a selected resource required by the entire
plan, Right: The distribution of the project cost (Primavera Risk Analysis Help
Document)
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Figure 5-6: Left: chance of the project finishing on or before a specific date,
Right: Chance of finishing a specific Task on a specific date (Primavera Risk
Analysis Help Document)

Figure 5-7: Left: The date that has a specific chance of finishing the project by,
Right: The date with a specific probability of starting a task (Primavera Risk
Analysis Help Document)
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5.3

Limitation of Current Methods

This dissertation focuses on the financial aspects of a project plan (cost, cash flow,
realized profit, etc.). All of the limitations discussed in this section are related to the
shortcomings of the current methods related to the financial aspects of a project
plan but not the limitations of the time-related aspects.

As discussed in the previous section, there are two main approaches to
scenario/what-if analysis in construction projects:


The first approach manipulates the activities of a project (time, cost,
resources, etc.) based on explicit and subjective scenarios defined by the
planner.



The second approach is implicit and less subjective because the planner
defines the distributions instead of relying on single estimates for the model
(plan) inputs and a software program calculating a range (distribution) of
possible outcomes.

There are four limitations using these two approaches in the dimensions of
financial analysis, which are as follows:

1. Both approaches (Approach 1 in P6, and Approach 2 in Primavera Risk Analysis)
must use the building blocks of CPM (the construction activities) and therefore are
bottom up approaches. This means that in both cases, in order to run a scenario
analysis (deterministic in Primavera P6 or probabilistic in the case of Primavera
Risk Analysis), the inputs should be at the activity level of detail. This approach is
desirable when scenarios can be defined that result from a cost or duration change
in single or several activities. Knowing the root cause of a change in a plan at the
activity level means the planner (or a project manager who wants to examine the
impact of a specific scenario) knows the origin of the scenario in such detail that
their knowledge basically can be incorporated in the actual plan. However, this
may not be a viable alternative in certain projects because planners can define
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only the aggregate impact of uncertainty. Although this weakness has been
neglected almost entirely by project management practitioners, it could be argued
that this problem is one of the main reasons that many managers do not see value
in CPM-generated plans. The simplest example of this limitation is when the
project manager wants to examine the effect of an X-weeks delay on the cash flow
of the entire project without knowing which activity/activities are causing the overall
delay. This is a very pragmatic and common problem that all the current methods
are unable to reasonably and justifiably solve.

Moreover, the current methods are based on the forecasted or probable future
states of a system. However, the type of scenario this dissertation focuses on tries
to bound the zone of possibilities (outline the uncertainty bounds). These type of
scenarios (e.g., 10% increase in a project’s duration or cost) can be defined more
easily at an aggregate level than using a bottom up approach.

2. The main limitation of the second approach, which is probabilistic what-if
analysis that utilizes CPM, is rooted in an inherent assumption of CPM. Although
it is not obvious, a CPM-based schedule works best when the planned or baseline
values are based on a known and well thought out plan regardless of its level of
detail. CPM implicitly assumes that even for a very high level plan at the
preplanning phase, the activities and their durations, costs, and relationships are
consistent estimates. It is a very well-known proposition that padding (adding an
arbitrary amount of time or cost to an estimate due to uncertainties) can have a
potentially negative impact on the plan being meaningful. This is due to the
aforementioned intrinsic quality of CPM, which relies on the estimated values being
realistic. CPM is a network of interconnected activities that are logically
constrained by their sequence and associated resources. The core value of CPM
is based in this network logic, which should be a product of the scheduler/project
manager rather than the plan itself. However, if for any reason the input to the
network is changed in a way that violates the planner’s intentional logic, the
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unintended calculated logic in CPM will have no value in reality since it will no
longer reflect the subjective goals of the planner. That is why what-if analysis inside
a CPM framework only works if the planner manipulates the activities in a wellcalculated manner so that the new scenario has its own subjective logic. This
situation is not necessarily true for probabilistic analysis in CPM since the planner’s
subjectivity may be eliminated in the process.

3. Monte Carlo simulation builds models of possible results by substituting a
distribution for the model inputs and produces a distribution of possible outcomes.
However, assigning a distribution to the inputs of CPM (e.g., activity duration) is
not as all-inclusive as it seems. Most likely there are scenarios outside this system
definition (i.e., a CPM with its predecessor, successor, and resource constraint
logic). A good example of this scenario is the stoppage of a project for a period of
time after the project start date. It is possible to add a dummy activity with a time
distribution in the middle of a project, but the problem will persist since the start
date of this activity is not known and is not consistent with the definition of variability
in other activities.
4. Wack (1985) stated that “scenarios deal with two worlds: the world of facts and
the world of perceptions.” On the surface, the ultimate aim of scenarios appears to
be to find the facts. However, scenarios cannot be effective unless they can
transform strategically significant information into reevaluated perceptions in the
minds of decision-makers. Therefore, the ultimate objective of scenario analysis is
to help managers redefine their subjective understanding of the system. A
distribution of possible outcomes usually does not resonate with a construction
project manager due to the fact that most managers in the construction domain
are not trained to be able to interpret these types of outputs. Such mathematical
analysis is not part of a typical construction management program even at the
graduate level. Also and even more importantly, construction projects typically
deviate from their planned progression because of rare events (rare in relation to
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their own scale). For example, a fatal incident, a tower crane collapse, owner/sub
bankruptcy, etc. are categorized as “black swan events” because they are outliers
that have extreme impacts that are conceivable (Taleb, 2005). Many contractors
are interested in accounting for these events in their analyses, but no effective
scenario definition method exists that can build a scenario around these black
swan events. Wack (2005) stated that “scenarios that merely quantify alternative
outcomes of obvious uncertainties never inspire a management team's
enthusiasm, even if all the alternatives are plausible.” Since the interfaces of all
the scenarios and decision-makers are neglected in the current approaches and
do not incorporate rare events with extreme impacts, their effectiveness is
questionable.

5.4

Fitting the Planned Values into a Beta Distribution and its Benefits

To define a longitudinal (time-dependent) scenario that incorporates the cost of a
construction project, a function is needed that takes time as the independent
variable and returns the cost as the output (dependent variable). To achieve this
goal, a cost schedule in which the dependent variable is time and the dependent
variable is cost, is used in the proposed scenario definition method. The main
challenge here is how to define this function to represent the planned cost
schedule, having modifiable attributes and fitting into the scenario-based EVM
concept (the actual cost (AC) and earned value (EV) cost schedules discussed in
Section 5.8).

Fitting a function into a cost schedule is possible using mathematical models like
the third-, fourth-, or fifth-level polynomials (Navon, 1996). In polynomial regression,
which is a form of linear regression, an nth degree polynomial models the
relationship between the independent and dependent variables. Polynomial
regression models are widely used when the response is curvilinear (Montgomery
and Runger, 2010). However, this dissertation argues that a beta distribution
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density function has some desirable attributes that make it a very interesting
instrument for defining scenarios around a cost schedule.

According to Soong (2004), beta distribution is rich in providing varied probability
distributions over a finite interval and is characterized by its density function
Γ(𝛼 + 𝛽) 𝛼−1
𝑥
(1 − 𝑥)𝛽−1 ,
𝑓𝑜𝑟 0 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 1;
𝑓𝑋 (𝑥) = {Γ(𝛼)Γ(𝛽)
0,
𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒;
where parameters 𝛼 and 𝛽 take only positive values. The coefficient
of 𝑓𝑋 (𝑥),

Γ(𝛼+𝛽)

, can be represented by

Γ(𝛼)Γ(𝛽)

1
[B(𝛼,𝛽)]

B(𝛼, 𝛽) =

where

Γ(𝛼)Γ(𝛽)
,
Γ(𝛼 + 𝛽)

is known as the beta function.
Parameters 𝛼 and 𝛽 are both shape parameters; and different combinations of
their values permit the density function to take on a wide variety of shapes. The
main categories of shapes can be defined as follows:


when 𝛼, 𝛽 > 1 , the distribution is unimodal, with its peak at 𝑥 = (𝛼 −
1)/(𝛼 + 𝛽 − 2).



it becomes U-shaped when 𝛼, 𝛽 < 1;



it is J-shaped when 𝛼 ≥ 1 and 𝛽 < 1;



it takes the shape of an inverted J when and 𝛼 < 1 and 𝛽 ≥ 1; and



the uniform distribution over interval (0,1) results when 𝛼 = 𝛽 = 1 as a
special case.

Some of these possible shapes are displayed in Figure 5-8.
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Figure 5-8: Beta distribution with: (a) 𝜷=2 and 𝜶 =1, 𝜶 =0.8, 𝜶 =0.5, and 𝜶 =0.2;
and (b) combinations of values of 𝜶 and 𝜷 (𝜶, 𝜷 = 𝟏, 𝟐, … , 𝟕) such that (𝜶 + 𝜷 =
𝟖) (Soong, 2004)
Beta distribution is used to represent a large number of physical quantities (e.g.,
tolerance limits, quality control, and reliability) for which the values are restricted
to an identifiable interval because of its versatility over a finite interval (Soong,
2004). Beta distribution is used in the construction domain extensively. However,
in this dissertation, the beta distribution density function is used in a very different
and unconventional manner.

In cases where a function shape was desired for representing a dataset,
mathematical methods like regression were used to fit a function into the data (e.g.,
polynomials). There is another widely used technique called “distribution fitting”
when dealing with data sets that represent the frequency of a phenomenon. These
data sets represent the measured historical frequencies of a phenomenon with a
random or unknown underlying process. The goal of distribution fitting is to predict
the probability or to forecast the frequency of the occurrence of the magnitude of
the phenomenon in a certain interval (Oosterbaan and Ritzema, 1994). In other
words, fitting distributions consists of finding a mathematical function which is
representative of a statistical variable. Although it is not conventional to use a
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probability density function as a function that describes a parameter other than
probability, it is mathematically sound. Distribution fitting that involves modelling
the probability distribution of only a single variable was utilized in this dissertation
for curve fitting.

This dissertation proposes that fitting a distribution, beta distribution specifically, to
the project cost schedule has interesting qualities that, in combination with
simulation capabilities, can result in a breakthrough in project cost and schedule
analysis. The main characteristics of this distribution function that makes it highly
desirable in a scenario definition based on a cost schedule are as follows:


It has an explicit start and finish point.



Fitting the beta distribution into the cost schedule is very easily
accomplished with commonly used software.



Since a beta distribution is only defined by four parameters (alpha, beta,
start, and finish), it has the capability to condense the cost schedule of a
project into these four parameters. Each cost schedule incorporates a large
amount of longitudinal information so being able to define it with only four
parameters is useful. For example, adding a project into a model with only
four parameters can reduce the complexity of calculation-intensive
analyses like simulation. Fewer parameters in these types of analyses
(optimization, parameter variation, sensitivity, Monte Carlo, etc.) offers the
opportunity to check more mutations of the model.



Since beta is a probability density function, the total area under its entire
space is equal to one. Therefore, by multiplying a cost factor (total cost of
the entire cost schedule) to this function and calculating the integral over a
time interval, it is possible to calculate the associated cost in that time
interval. Another interesting attribute of this approach is that the total cost
under the entire density function matches the total cost in reality.
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Finally, its most desirable attribute is its capability to keep its shape mode
when alpha and beta are kept constant and its boundary parameters (A and
B) are changed. This single attribute can help in shrinking or stretching the
project duration just by changing the boundaries without worrying about the
micro changes during the project. This powerful attribute holds true as long
as changes in the start and finish times do not dramatically change the
project’s activity network. In other words, this method preserves the original
subjective plot of the planner by keeping the beta distribution mode-related
parameters (alpha and beta) constant. In cases where the planner has
access to detailed information (at the activity level) about a plausible
scenario, using the conventional what-if analysis can be more accurate
analytically. However, the actual accuracy of a defined scenario does not
depend only on the accuracy of its analytics, but rather relies heavily on the
accuracy of the predicted scenario and the maturity of the contractor’s
organization in plan implementation.


Figure 5-9 demonstrates the last point regarding the capability of beta distribution
in capturing the duration change in a project and preserving the cost schedule
mode.
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Figure 5-9: A beta distribution fitted into cost schedule (A=0, B=10) for which B
then is changed to represent longer projects with similar modes and total costs
but different time spans
In this dissertation @Risk is used for distribution fitting purposes. Detail
explanation of the process of fitting a cost schedule into a beta distribution is
available in Appendix A, section A-3. Fitting the cost schedule into a beta
distribution will result in four parameters: A (start time), B (finish time), alpha (shape
parameter), and beta (shape parameter).
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5.5

Developing a Discrete Distribution from a Continuous Beta Distribution

As discussed in detail in the last section, the cost schedule of a project (or a project
component) can be represented by a beta distribution density function. This
density function is continuous and many of its desirable attributes (i.e., its capability
to preserve the mode of curve while stretching or shrinking its length) are related
to this continuity. However, if the model using these cost schedules as input is
discrete, this continuous cost schedule must be converted to an equivalent discrete
cost schedule.

Cost

BetaDistPDF (Alpha, Beta, A, B)

Time
A

(O-1) O

B

L=B-A  L Time Steps

Figure 5-10. Converting the continuous cost schedule into a discrete equivalent
To convert the continuous beta density function, its associated cumulative
distribution function (CDF) will be used. Assuming that the length between the start
and finish times (A and B) can be divided into L steps, the CDF function can be
used to calculate the cost in each of these steps. Figure 5-10 shows how this
method can be used to calculate the cost associated with a time period between
point O-1 and O. The formula for this calculation is:
Total Cost * [CDF (O) - CDF (O-1)] —> Cost between O and O-1

L (the number of steps between A and B) is associated with the time steps of the
model. For example, if the model time is in weeks, L is the number of weeks
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between the project’s start and finish times. In the abovementioned calculation, it
is implicitly assumed that the cost amount between each time step (between O-1
and O) is at time O (end of the time interval). Therefore, the cost associated with
point A of each density function is always zero.

As mentioned previously, the cost schedule needs to be in its continuous form
(beta density function) to be able to benefit from its attributes. Therefore, most of
the manipulation of the cost schedule (in the scenario definition process) is
performed on its continuous form, which is subsequently converted to its discrete
form. The manipulation of the cost schedule to define alternative possible
scenarios is described in detail in Section 5.7.

5.6

EVM concept and its use in the scenario definition method

As mentioned in Chapter 4, the effects of the project-related entities on project
execution are incorporated through scenarios that are defined by their cost
schedules. This approach integrates the longitudinal outcome of each project
(scenario) through two cost schedules: EV and AC. The EV and AC cost schedules
can show the effect of the internal and external entities from the viewpoint of the
GC or sub through the project execution on a PV curve or the original Performance
Measurement Baseline (PMB).

As shown in Figure 5-11, the GC’s cost schedule curve is assumed to be
constructed from four main categories: material, labor, and equipment and the
subs’ cost schedules. The subs’ cost schedule curves may contain similar
elements as well; but from the GC’s viewpoint, only the subs’ total EV curves are
of interest.
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Figure 5-11. Constructing items of GC’s performance measurement baseline (PV
curve)
However, the PVs very seldom turn into reality, which is why the EV and AC are
used to measure the discrepancy between the cost and duration of the project in
the execution phase. The effects of the project-related entities on the execution of
the project can be captured in the discrepancy between the planned and observed
values of project cost schedule (or a project cost schedule component). Therefore,
in the final model, the effects of the key project-related players on the flow of money
are modeled explicitly through their mutual projects; and the effects of the projectrelated entities on the project execution are captured in their interaction outcomes,
which are the cost schedule curves (Figure 5-12).
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Figure 5-12. Discrepancies between the cost schedules of project-related players
In order to clarify how the effects of the project-related players on project execution
are handled without explicitly modeling them, consider the portion of the project
cost that is related to labor as an example, where a portion of each project’s
planned cost schedule is attributed to labor. First, the portion of the cost
(throughout its execution time) that is related to labor is extracted, which then
constitutes the planned labor cost schedule; and throughout the execution of the
project, the actual labor cost schedule may deviate from this planned schedule.
The observed deviation from the PVs is the result of all the internal and external
entities that contribute to or affect the labor cost. Thus, if by defining a scenario,
the actual labor cost schedule can be defined, then it is implicitly known that the
performance of all the contributing entities since the actual labor cost schedule is
the outcome of their interactions. Therefore, instead of modeling all these entities
and their interactions explicitly, the resulting cost schedules (AC and EV, based on
a specific scenarios) can be defined as an input to the model, and how these cost
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schedules are affecting each project’s profit and consequently the operating profit
of the entire firm can be analyzed.

To clarify the concept of defining scenarios based on the EV and AC cost
schedules, several hypothetical cases are shown in Figure 5-13 that include the
punitive costs (e.g. liquidated damages), which are not automatically calculated by
the model in this dissertation. However, these costs can be easily added to the
model by adding a cost pulse to the AC. It should be mentioned that sureties also
play a role in damping the effect of intolerable execution variances and defaults.

Figure 5-13. Exemplary cases of the key market players’ effects on each other’s
project execution and financial outcome
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Cases 1 and 2: In Case 1, a sub is behind schedule and over budget and also
must pay liquidated damages to the GC for its delay. The owner delays payments
to the GC because of the sub’s delay, which delays the GC, who then must pay
liquidated damages to the owner. The fixed costs and the cost of capital may
increase the GC’s cost overrun, but the GC may be able to compensate for some
of the loss with the liquidated damages that it receives from the sub. In Case 2, the
sub is behind schedule but the cost is as scheduled, except for the liquidated
damages that the sub must pay the GC. In this case, everything will be the same
as in Case 1 for the owner and GC.

Cases 3 and 4: In Case 3, the GC is behind schedule and over budget. The GC
must pay liquidated damages to the owner because of the delay, who then delays
the payments because of the GC’s delay. The subs are behind schedule due to
the GC’s late payments and may have cost overruns due to the escalated cost of
capital and fixed costs. Case 4 is similar to Case 3 except that the GC’s cost is as
scheduled and everything else remains the same for the owner and subs.

Case 5: The owner delays payments to the GC due to insufficient funds. The GC
is behind schedule because of the owner’s delay in payments and therefore may
have cost overruns due to the increased cost of capital and fixed costs. The sub
also is behind schedule and may pay more for the cost of capital and fixed costs
as well. In this case, it is very difficult for the GC and sub to ask for compensation
from the owner since the owner is their client and their future collaborations and
reputations could be jeopardized.

The important conclusion drawn from the above illustrative cases is that from the
viewpoint of the upstream players (GC to owner, sub to GC) only the EV curve is
of importance, which means that due to the contractual relationships between
these players, all the risk is shifted to the downstream players and any cost
savings/overruns (captured in the AC curve) therefore are not going to affect the
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upstream player as long as the EV and PV are the same regardless of the
downstream cost variances.

Finally, it should be mentioned that PV, AC, and EV, as defined in the EVM domain,
are used as project monitoring and control tools and therefore are ex-post analysis
tools. In other words, the objective of EVM is to monitor a project’s discrepancies
from the original plan by gathering information during the execution phase and
conducting comparative analysis with the PVs. EVM also performs forecasting
analysis but still relies on execution trends in these analyses. The difference
between the conventional EVM and its concepts and this dissertation is that the
EV and AC cost schedules in this dissertation do not emanate from actual data
gathered from the field. Rather, these cost schedules are used in a reverse manner
in that the schedules are known and the project’s execution outcome is therefore
known and becomes the scenario.

To demonstrate the application of the proposed scenario definition method, a high
level System Dynamics (SD) model, called a modified profit chain (MPC) model,
was built (Figure 5-15). This model was inspired by a model proposed by Hastak
and Cui (2005), who proposed a profit chain to model the process of profit flow
through acquisition, realization, and release by tracing the profit flow at the
company level (for the ongoing project portfolio, rather than for a single project) in
a SD simulation with stock and flow representation (Figure 5-14). The profit chain
starts with acquisition, which is the profit and overhead markup multiplied by the
project cost for each new project added to the portfolio. Acquisition adds each new
project to the backlog of unrealized gross profits. The bid gross profit is the
accumulated amount of all the previous acquisitions minus any eroded profit due
to disconformity with the planned project cost and the realized portion of ongoing
projects. Realization is considered to be linear at each period and is calculated by
dividing the bid gross profit by the average project portfolio duration. Therefore, in
the Hastak and Cui model, there is no distinction between the realization
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processes of different projects, and only the aggregated average number is taken
into consideration. The realized profits from the backlog are accumulated in the
cumulative profit stock. Cumulative profit accumulates all the realized profit minus
each period’s general overhead. At the end of each fiscal year, the cumulative
profit accumulated during the last fiscal year is released to the firm’s accounting
records.

Figure 5-14. Profit chain (Cui 2005)
Unlike the proposed profit chain by Cui (2005) that models the profit realization
process of the entire firm’s profit backlog, the MPC only captures the process of
profit realization for a single project (Figure 5-15). The profit chain for each project
is separated in order to be able to analyze the impact of each project on the overall
profit potential of a portfolio of projects.

Figure 5-15. Modified profit chain (for a single project)
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The MPC starts with acquisition, which is the difference between the bid price and
the budget at completion (BAC). It should be noted that the PMB is assumed to
include a project’s indirect costs. Therefore, the indirect cost (project overhead) is
included in the BAC. At the start of a project, the profit backlog stock is equal to
the estimated project profit, which is the initial amount of the acquisition flow.
Throughout the project, the profit backlog is earned proportionally to the earned
𝐵𝑖𝑑 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒−𝐵𝐴𝐶

cost schedule([

𝐵𝐴𝐶

] × 𝐸𝑉), which is theoretically similar to the earned EV.

The important point here is that the earnings process in MPC is similar to EVM in
that eventually and by the end of the project the total cost is the same as the BAC,
which in this case is equal to the profit backlog. Hence, at the end of the project
and if the contractor satisfies the contract, all the profit backlog will be earned
regardless of any cost savings or cost overruns. Profit erosion happens only when
the contractor does not finish the project. Earned profit at each period is also
accumulated in the realized profit, but the cost variance adjusts the realized profit
as well. Cost variance here is similar to CV in EVM and is defined as EV minus
AC. The realized profit stock calculates the cumulative realized profit throughout
project execution.
The illustrative simulation is shown in Figure 5-17. The data used for the PV of this
project were gathered from Barrie and Paulson (1992). The BAC of this project is
$4,975,000, which is assumed to include project overhead. The bid price and
actual cost at completion of this project were assumed to be $6,000,000 and
$7,888,500, respectively. The project PV, EV, and AC schedules were developed
using the method introduced by Halpin and Senior (2011). Then, a beta probability
distribution was fitted to the calculated cost schedules (Figure 5-16). As shown in
Figure 5-17, all the profit backlog (6,000,000-4,975,000=1,025,000) is earned by
the end of the project. However, since there is a large cost variance, the realized
loss at completion is ($1,888,500).
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PV (BCWS)

EV (BCWP)

AC (ACWP)

Figure 5-16. Fitted beta probability density distributions to the cost schedule data
in @Risk.

Figure 5-17. Implementation of the Modified Profit Chain in AnyLogic
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The above-mentioned high level model demonstrates how the cost schedules can
be used to calculate the outcome of a project. As shown, this example model is
continuous (System Dynamics), and the cost schedules therefore do not require
conversion to discrete schedules as shown in Section 5.5.
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5.7 Defining Alternative Possible Scenarios Utilizing the Discrete Distribution
To further clarify how the aforementioned scenario definition works in practice, a
series of examples are described in detail in this section. Project overhead is
excluded in these examples so as to more clearly show the effect of the scenario
definitions. Project overhead and related calculations are shown in the next
chapter.

Figure 5-18 shows the parameters used to define the cost schedule of the example
project where the work finished according to the original plan. In this case, there
was no schedule or cost change in the original PV and therefore EV and AC are
exactly the same as PV.

Figure 5-18. Original PV and a neutral scenario in which everything went
according to the plan
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The following cases utilize the different scenario definition mechanisms to
demonstrate how an actual scenario can be defined through manipulation of the
original PV cost schedule. These cases and their implementation were put into the
model (refer to Chapter 6), and all the results shown here are from these
implementations. It should be mentioned that the scenario definition mechanisms
that are shown in the following examples are described in more detail in Chapter
7. Additional methods and mechanisms could be added to the scenario definition
module of the model to improve its accuracy and comprehensiveness in later
iterations.

a. Change in Schedule: Delay in the start of project, change in start date, end
date, or both (affects both EV and AC).
Example a.1: Project start time is changed from 25 to 15 (Figure 5-19).

Figure 5-19. PV, EV, and AC of the scenario defined in Example a.1
Example a.2: Equipment component start and end dates are changed from (0, 33)
to (10, 43). In this case, the length of the cost schedule is not changed and a fixed
number of times is added to both the start and end dates (Figure 5-20).
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Figure 5-20. PV, EV, and AC of the scenario defined in Example a.2
Example a.3: The material cost component start and end dates changed from (0,
33) to (5, 15). In this case, the start and end dates as well as the length of the cost
schedule changed (Figure 5-21).

Figure 5-21. PV, EV, and AC of the scenario defined in Example a.3
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Figure 5-21 continued

b. Change in Schedule: project stops in the middle of execution (effects both
EV and AC)
Case b.1: The project is stopped at the original time of 30 and remains idle for five
time steps (Figure 5-22).

Figure 5-22. PV, EV, and AC of the scenario defined in Example b.1
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Case b.2: The project is stopped at the original time of 10 and remains idle for 10
time steps. Also, the project is stopped at the original time of 30 and remains idle
for five time steps (Figure 5-23).

Figure 5-23. PV, EV, and AC of the scenario defined in Example b.2
c. Change in Cost: Total cost of a project component changes (only AC will
be affected).
Case c.1: The total cost of labor is increased by a factor of 2, which means it
doubles (Figure 5-24).

Figure 5-24. PV, EV, and AC of the scenario defined in Example c.1
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Figure 5-24. continued

Case c.2: Total cost of all the components of the GC costs (equipment, labor, and
material) are increased by a factor of 2, which means their total cost doubles
(Figure 5-25).

Figure 5-25. PV, EV, and AC of the scenario defined in Example c.2
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d. Change in Cost: There is a change in cost at some point in the project,
which affects AC only.
Case d.1: A uniform cost pulse with a total cost of $100,000 is added to the labor
cost component between times 10 to 20 (Figure 5-26).

Figure 5-26. PV, EV, and AC of the scenario defined in Example d.1
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Case d.2: A uniform cost pulse with a total cost of $200,000 and the shape of a
beta distribution (alpha=3 and beta=4) is added to Sub8 between times 16 to 21
(Figure 5-27).

Figure 5-27. PV, EV, and AC of the scenario defined in Example d.2
There is a very important assumption in the above mentioned categories of change.
Change in schedule will impact both EV and AC in contrast to change in cost that
only manipulate the AC. This is due the assumption that cost changes are solely
cost discrepancies and are extraneous to the project execution. In other words,
these cost changes do not have any effect on the planned pace of project during
execution and therefor do not affect earned values.
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5.8

Summary

The proposed scenario definition method does not function as an alternative
project management method, but rather it is built upon the existing CPM approach
as a baseline and diverges from its bottom up approach to utilize a methodology
that is capable of defining scenarios with a top down approach. Moreover, the
proposed method was designed as a useful tool set for a more tangible scenariobased financial analysis (cash flow, realized profit, etc.). The straightforwardness
of this approach also makes it very useful for paving the way for sophisticated
analyses that involve intensive computations (e.g., simulation).
One of the main capabilities of the proposed scenario definition method is its
capability to extend or shrink the project schedule without the need to identify the
underlying micro changes at the activity level, which potentially can change the
relationships between the activities due to a change in predecessor, successor, or
change of resource constraints. Therefore, the proposed scenario definition
method has a higher level of accuracy for project schedules that are not heavily
constrained by resources since the plan logic mostly relies on the activities and the
beta distribution keeps its mode through the transformation. Knowing that the
proposed scenario definition method might not be ideal in all situations, it was not
assumed to be a necessary condition for applying the SoS approach to the
construction industry (Chapter 4), the scenario definition part of the proposed
agent-based model, and the DSS (Chapters 6 and 7). Conventional scenario
definition methods (e.g., building a scenario from activity level changes in a
schedule network) also can be used as the method of choice for defining scenarios
in the model introduced in Chapter 6 and the DSS in Chapter 7.
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CHAPTER 6. DEVELOPING AN AGENT-BASED SIMULATION MODEL BASED
ON SYSTEM OF SYSTEMS PLATFORM AND SCENARIO DEFINITION
METHOD

6.1

Introduction

This chapter discusses the process of building an ABM based on the proposed
SoS approach in Chapter 4 and the scenario definition method proposed in
Chapter 5. However, it is not necessary to use the proposed scenario definition
method as the EV and AC cost schedules can be the result of any other scenario
definition methods (e.g., manipulation of a schedule network in P6 or MS-Project).

This chapter should be considered as a reference manual for the inner workings
of DSS built upon it in Chapter 7. The overall architecture of the model and the
attributes and behaviors of each agent and their interactions are described in detail;
and the functionality of the important parts of the model (collections, functions,
variables, and parameters) are described to enable understanding how the model
works. Algorithms used in different parts of the model, are discussed in this chapter
and the detailed code behind the functions used in the simulation are available in
Appendix E. The model was developed using AnyLogic 7.2 Professional Edition.
For the sake of brevity, only the analysis outputs are shown in graphical format.
The tabular outputs of the model are not shown in this chapter, but detailed outputs
of two real project examples in Chapter 7 are available in Appendix B. An
illustrative example with detailed explanation of all the steps is available in
appendix D.
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6.2

Creation of “Project” agents

At the beginning of the simulation, all the projects are loaded into the project class
(agent) which is not visible to the users. In this phase, the simulation model
composes the original cost schedule (PV or baseline) based on the cost schedule
parameters. Also, the model determines how each project unfolds based on the
defined scenario which results in the final EV and AC for each project. These
project agents are calculated at time zero of the simulation and represent the initial
inputs of the model (Figure 6-1).

Project
Project Ex ecution Scenario

EV

AC

PV

Project Stak eholders

O

GC

SUBs

Financial and Contractual
Information

Figure 6-1. Project agent with initialized PV, AC and EV
Each project agent also includes other necessary information regarding a
particular project (e.g., names of the project’s owner, GC, and subs (Table 6-1).
The financial and contractual information necessary throughout the simulation also
is saved inside the associated project agent.
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Table 6-1. Figure: Project stakeholder information saved inside each project
agent

6.3

Creation of all the key player agents

After creating all the project agents based on the stakeholder information saved in
each of them, the simulation creates all the stakeholders (creates all the main
agents) and connects them through mutual projects. This is achieved by adding
an owner agent, a GC agent, and sub agents related to each project (if not already
added by another earlier project). Then, a nested agent representing the project is
added inside each of these stakeholders (owner, GC, and subs) as shown in
Figure 6-2. Please refer to Figure D- 1 in appendix D for more information and a
detailed example.
Project
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Figure 6-2. Stakeholder agents (owner, GC, and subs) and their array of nested
agents
Finally, the model establishes connections (to be used as links between
stakeholders that are collaborating through mutual projects) between the nested
agents (nested project agents) inside the added stakeholders to map the topology
of the interconnected stakeholders through their mutual projects (Figure 6-3).

Figure 6-3. Topology of the interconnected stakeholders based on the mutual
projects
It should be mentioned that the nested project agents inside each stakeholder, in
contrast to the external project agents, do not include all the information related to
that project. Each nested project agent only contains the information that is related
to the specific agent to which the project belongs. Therefore, the project nested
agent related to project “X” contains different information inside the owner, GC,
and sub agents. The details of each nested project agent in each project
stakeholder are discussed in later sections of this chapter.

6.4

Simulation of “project execution” based on the defined scenario

Two agent types execute the projects: GCs and subs. Neither the owner nor the
project agents simulate project execution. The project agents are only defined as
the first step in populating the simulation with stakeholder agents and related
information. The owner agents are active only in the money flow to the connected
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GCs and do not have any role in the project execution part of the simulation.
Following is how the simulation moves forward:
a) SubProjects, which is the nested project inside the subs, calculates the PV of
the current step from its perspective as a sub and its GC (please refer to sections
5.4 and 5.5 for detailed explanation of how beta distribution is utilized in building
the cost schedules). The PV for the GC is exactly the same as defined in the project
definition. However, the cost schedules of the subs inside a GC’s PVs are
considered “marked up” with overhead and profit. Therefore, the PV for the sub is
the PV for the GC marked down by the sub’s markup, which is a parameter defined
for each project as an input and saved inside the associated project agent (refer
to Appendix C). The calculation of this step is always executed regardless of the
financial status of the sub because this part only relates to the planned values
(baseline) and is not related to the realization of the plan in the execution phase.

b) SubProjects checks the financial status of the sub to determine if it can execute
the current step of the project, which is only the share of the project that is related
to the sub. Assuming that the sub has enough money to execute the project, the
function adds the current step’s AC and EV according to the associated predefined
scenario to the related parameters that save this information. As will be explained
in the following sections, it is assumed that the subs have unlimited financial
resources and therefore execution of the pre-defined scenarios is not affected by
the financial status of the sub. However, the model is designed in such a way that
the addition of this criteria would be compatible with the current implementation.
At the end of the simulation, three sets of PV, EV, and AC cost schedules are
generated in each SubProjects object. The first row of Figure 6-4 shows the
initialized PV, AC, and EV based on the predefined values. In this example, it is
assumed that the sub does not have any financial problems throughout the
simulation run (execution of the project). Therefore, the simulated AC and EV are
exactly the same as the initial values for the cost schedules inside the related GC
(second row). However, the cost schedules of the PV, AC, and EV are marked
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down with the markup of the sub (SubMarkup variable inside the model), which is
shown in the third row of Figure 6-4. The simulated AC of the sub from the
subcontractor’s perspective (inside sub) is used to calculate the cash flow. The
simulated PV, AC, and EV of the sub (inside sub) also can be used for any earned
value analysis method like cost variance (CV) and schedule variance (SV). The
simulated EV of the sub inside GC, which is the marked up version of the EV cost
schedule inside the sub, is used as the basis for the progress payments prepared
by the associated GC.

Figure 6-4. PV, AC, and EV outputs of each project of a sub (Y axis scale is
different between rows 2 & 3)
In other words, if the cost schedule of a sub is changed, only the schedule related
changes affect its AC and EV inside the SubProjects object. On the other hand,
since the associated GC only is concerned with the earned values of the sub, EV
and AC of the sub inside the GCProjects (nested project inside the GC) are always
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the same. Figure 6-5 Shows this point in an example that there are some cost
changes in the project execution.

Figure 6-5. PV, AC, and EV outputs of a project inside a SubProjects object with
s scenario that involves change in cost.
This representation is defined in this particular way only to put emphasis on the
GC’s indifference toward the actual costs of the sub. Since the GC does not use
the sub’s AC in any of its calculations, the AC cost schedule only has an illustrative
purpose.
To clarify this point even more with an example, a cost change in a sub’s cost
schedule (only a change in cost, not the schedule), can result in the following (as
shown in Figure 6-6):
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Cost changes do not change the sub’s AC and EV inside the corresponding
GC as the EV and AC of a sub inside a GC only change due to the schedule
change and are always the same.



Cost changes are reflected in the sub’s AC inside the sub’s project object.



Cost changes to a sub are not considered marked up; therefore, cost
changes are directly added to the AC of the sub inside the sub’s project
object (SubProjects).
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Figure 6-6. Cost schedules of a sub, inside the sub’s project object (sub’s
perspective) and sub’s associated GC (associated GC’s perspective)
c) SubProjects sends its EV value to the associated GC via a setter method, which
is called from the nested project object inside the associated GC (an object of the
GCProjects class).

d) GCProjects, which is the nested project inside the GC, calculated the PV of the
current step from the GC (the cost schedule of equipment, labor, and material
without the subs). As mentioned in part b of this section, simulation execution
calculates the AC and EV at each time step. Similar to the subs step, it is assumed
that the GCs do not have any financial constraints and therefore can execute the
project exactly as defined in the initialization scenario as shown in Figure 6-7;
therefore, no difference exists between the initialized scenario and the simulated
project execution. As mentioned in part b (part b of section 6.4), the simulation
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architecture is designed to accommodate releasing the assumption of unlimited
financing capability. Releasing this constraint results in a potential difference
between the initialized and corresponding simulated cost schedules.

Figure 6-7. PV, AC, and EV outputs of each project of a GC
“Project execution simulation,” which is based on the defined scenario, calculates
the total amount of money planned, expended, and earned by the subs and GC
involved in a specific project at each time step. These numbers are used to
calculate the project overhead and the total amount of the bill sent to the owner in
each billing period.

6.5

Calculation of GC’s project overhead in planned values (PV)

Project overhead consist of the costs that could be associated with a specific
project but not a specific component of that project (Peterson, 2010). Project
overhead may also be referred to as job overhead, indirect costs, indirect project
costs, or direct overhead costs. Upon initiating the simulation, each step’s project
overhead is calculated and is added to the overall PV of the project from the GC’s
point of view. The calculation process uses two parameters to calculate the project
overhead at each time step: FixedOverhead and ProportionalOverhead. These
two parameters are among the information defined and saved inside the project
objects. These two parameters are defined in such a way to mimic a wide range
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of project overhead calculation practices. In this method, it is assumed that the
project overhead is different from the general overhead attributed to the GC’s
entire business, which is not allocable to a specific project. It is assumed that
project overhead can be defined as the sum of two cost types. The first type is a
cost that is fixed regardless of the stage of the project at the time, and the second
type is proportional to each period’s cost (Figure 6-8, Figure 6-9, and Figure 6-10).
This method is flexible enough to capture many scenarios and is therefore an easy
method to define and calculate project overhead.

Project overhead can be defined differently (with a fitted beta distribution) or other
methods, but this method is flexible enough to incorporate the changes that may
happen to the project overhead during project execution. By utilizing this method,
many scenarios can be defined by changing only the two parameters used in the
definition.

Figure 6-8. Fixed component of project overhead
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Figure 6-9. Proportional component of project overhead (in this example
proportional component of project overhead is 10% of the planned value at each
time step)

Figure 6-10. Fixed and proportional components of project overhead together
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It should be mentioned that in the current model, the fixed and proportional
parameters are modifiable and can be used to define scenarios that involve
changes in the project overhead. One important assumption is that the cost of
capital (resulting from overdrafts) is not considered part of each project’s overhead
and is not even considered as part of general overhead since it is among the other
expenses incurred by a GC that are not incurred by construction operations.

6.6

Calculation of GC’s project overhead in earned values (EV)

As mentioned, the simulated sub’s EV received from SubProjects is recorded
inside the associated GCProjects, which is the nested project inside the GC. At
each time step, a function adds together the sub’s and GC’s simulated EV values
to determine the total cost excluding the project overhead of the current simulation
step. In case of GC, a function inside the GCProjects object totals all the EV cost
components (equipment, labor, and material, and subs), to which the project
overhead is added at each time step of the simulation in order to calculate the “total
EV” of the current step.

To facilitate the recalculation of the project overhead for the simulated EV, certain
assumptions were made:
a) The total project overhead calculated for EV should be the same as the
original project overhead calculated in the original PV.
b) There is no earned project overhead during project stoppages.
c) If the project duration has shortened, the remaining project overhead is
added to the last period’s EV.
d) If the project is finished later than planned, no further project overhead is
added to the total EV after the cumulative project overhead equals the
original total project overhead calculated in the PV.
According to point above, the “total project overhead” is first calculated based on
the fixed and proportional project overhead defined in the scenario. A scenario
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may have different project overhead parameters or EV cost schedule changes in
the schedule, cost, or both, which can change the schedule, cost, or both the cost
and schedule for project overhead in the EV. These changes should not change
the total amount of project overhead calculated in the PV since no increases in the
total planned project overhead costs can be earned.

As mentioned in point b above, the total EV does not add fixed project overhead
when the project is stopped. In contrast, the AC used as the basis of the cash flow
analysis adds fixed project overhead throughout the stoppage periods. As shown
in Figure 6-11, there were three stoppages in the defined scenario, and the project
overhead was calculated throughout the project except during the stoppage
periods.
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Figure 6-11. Calculation of total EV and project overhead in the GCProjects
object
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Examples for the last two points (c and d) are illustrated below. The examples take
place in project 3 with the definition parameters shown in Table 6-2; all the cost
components start at 0 and end at time 33. The total fixed project overhead cost
was $5,000 and there was a 20% proportional project overhead at each time step.
The following two scenarios demonstrate how the project overhead was calculated
in the EV cost schedule.
Table 6-2. Parameters of Project 3, showcasing the two scenarios of project
overhead calculation inside EV

In scenario 1, (corresponding to point c in section 6.6), the project was assumed
to start 10 time steps late, and the project duration was shortened by 10 steps.
Therefore, the finish date of the project remains as planned. Equipment, labor, and
material costs were doubled and a uniform cost ($500,000 in total) was added to
the materials cost schedule between times 0 to 10 (Table 6-3 and Figure 6-12).
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Table 6-3. Parameters used in definition of scenario 1

Figure 6-12. PV, AC, and EV of the scenario defined in scenario 1
Therefore, in this scenario, the project was executed in a shorter period of time,
which results in a steeper cost schedule in the EV. The total proportional portion
of the project overhead was the same because it grew at the same rate as the EV
cost schedule. The fixed portion, however, missed 10 fixed cost steps equal to
$50,000, which was added to the last step of the simulated project EV cost
schedule as described in point c (Figure 6-13).
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Figure 6-13. Scenario 1, calculation of project overhead in EV for a project that
finished earlier than planned
In scenario 2 (corresponding to point d), the project was assumed to start 10 time
steps late, and the project execution duration also was extended by 10 days.
Material, equipment, and labor costs of the project were doubled, and a uniform
cost plus ($500,000 in total) was added between times 0 to 10 of the materials cost
schedule (Table 6-4 and Figure 6-14).
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Table 6-4. Parameters used in definition of scenario 2

Figure 6-14. PV, AC, and EV of the scenario defined in scenario 2
In this scenario (corresponding to point d), the project was executed in a longer
period of time, which resulted in a more gradual EV cost schedule. The sum of the
proportional and fixed portion of project overhead reached the total project
overhead calculated in the PV cost schedule before the scenario finish date.
Therefore, the project overhead earned (recovered through work completed) was
set to zero after reaching the total project overhead calculated in the planned value
(Figure 6-15).
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Figure 6-15. Scenario 2, calculation of project overhead in EV for a project that
finished late
The cost schedules of the subs inside a GC’s planned values were assumed to
include the general overhead and profit (marked up with P&O markup). As
previously mentioned (Figure 6-6), a function inside the SubProjects object,
marked down all the cost schedules of each sub (PV, AC, and EV) by the
SubMarkup to calculate its original costs for the subs’ cash flow analysis (refer to
Appendix C).
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6.7

Calculation of GC’s profit & general overhead at the initialization of the
simulation model

The simulation model calculates the project overhead and expected general
overhead and profit at the model initiation. After the project overhead (indirect
project cost) is calculated at each step, it is added to all the direct cost components
(equipment, labor, material, and subs), then this sum is multiplied to the “profit and
overhead markup” parameter (refer to Appendix C). Markup (P&O markup) is one
of the parameters defined as an input to the simulation and is saved inside the
related project object (Table 6-5).
Table 6-5. Each project’s “Markup” definition inside the Projects_Inputs table

It should be mentioned that profit and general overhead amount is not added to
the PV cost schedule of the project since conventionally the baseline only
incorporates costs that are supposed to be monitored throughout the project rather
than a monetary value that is not part of the project cost (Figure 6-16).

Figure 6-16. All the cost components of PV (equipment, labor, material, subs,
and project overhead)
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The calculation of an example project’s profit and project overhead is shown in
Table 6-6.
Table 6-6. Project definition parameters

Total cost before project overhead (equipment, labor, material, and subs) =
4,975,000
Total project overhead (fixed and proportional overhead) = 992,500
Total cost (including project overhead) = 4,975,000 + 992,500 = 5,967,500
Total profit and general overhead= total cost plus project overhead * P&O markup
= 5,967,500*0.1 = 596,750
Total cost plus general overhead and profit = 5,967,500 + 596,750 = 6,564,250
In this dissertation, it was assumed that the GC’s project overhead is added to the
summation of direct cost components (equipment, labor, material, and subs) and
then is marked up for profit & general overhead. Therefore, the “markup” used here
is the conventional “profit and overhead markup” or “P&O markup.” Inclusion of
general overhead in the analysis could be circumvented by using “profit markup”
(portion of markup related to profit) instead of profit and overhead markup (refer to
Appendix C).

6.8

Calculation of GC’s profit and general overhead in EV as to be sent to the
owner

As mentioned in the last section, the total profit and general overhead and its
distribution is defined by multiplying a constant into the total cost plus project
overhead of the PV. Similar to the calculation of the PV in the project object, the
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EV cost schedule that is simulated inside the GCProjects object does not include
profit and general overhead. However, when the total EV cost schedule is sent
from the GCProjects object to the pertaining OwnerProjects object, a markup
(billing markup) is multiplied to the cost schedule.
The calculation process of the simulated EV cost schedule is shown in the
following example. Figure 6-17 shows the Markup, BillingMarkup, PV, AC and EV
of the project based on a scenario. The PV, AC, and EV diagrams are from the
project1 object.

Figure 6-17. Relationships, parameters and scenario defined for project 1 in the
example
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Figure 6-18 shows the simulated EV related to project1 inside the “GCProjects”
object, which does not include profit and general overhead. This simulated EV cost
schedule is the basis for the calculation of the EV plus profit and general overhead
schedule that is sent to the owner and (to the owner’s “OwnerProjects” object).

Figure 6-18. EV simulation inside GCProjects object without profit and general
overhead
The simulated EV inside the OwnerProjects object includes the profit and general
overhead calculated by multiplying the EV that includes project overhead from the
GC to a factor called “billing markup.” Billing markup is basically similar to the P&O
markup used in the calculation of profit in the initialization phase of the model.

If the GC bills the owner based on its exact EV values (no overbilling), these two
variables should be the same. However, by using a markup (billing markup) that is
higher than the planned markup in the initial calculation, the GC can shift its profit
and general overhead earnings schedule to the left and earn its profit and general
overhead at a faster pace. Inclusion of this option into the simulation is not to
exactly mimic the overbilling practice, which is achievable by increasing the cost
amounts in earlier steps and subtracting a balancing cost schedule towards the
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end. This option enables changing the rate and amount of profit and general
overhead earning directly without manipulating the EV cost schedule. As shown in
Figure 6-19, since the total profit and general overhead to be earned is constant
and is equal to the profit and general overhead calculated at the initialization, if we
earn the profit and general overhead at a higher rate, it descends to zero after its
cumulative amount is equal to the total profit and general overhead.

Figure 6-19. Profit and general overhead schedule billed to the owner with a
higher markup (Left); Profit and general overhead schedule billed to the owner
with the exact same P&O markup used in the initialization (Right)
Finally, as shown in Figure 6-20, the EV plus profit and general overhead is sent
to the OwnerProjects to be used as the basis of the billing and payment process
between the owner and the GC.
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Figure 6-20. Total EV without profit & general overhead, billed profit and general
overhead, and EV plus profit and general overhead inside the OwnerProjects
object
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6.9

Calculation of owner’s fund schedule

As described earlier, in the current implementation of the model only owners could
have financial insufficiencies. A shortage in funds can result in an owner needing
to select which project has the highest priority in reimbursement of its payable bills.
To define the owners’ fund limits, their sources of funds should be defined and
updated throughout the simulation execution. To mimic a realistic set-up, each
owner has a stream of equity, which is time-dependent and is modeled as a fund
schedule, plus a credit line. The credit line has a cap, which is constant throughout
the simulation and is closed when the owner reaches its upper limit. In contrast,
an equity stream is not constant and changes based on the funds schedule defined
(Figure 6-21).

To define these two sources of funds, two parameters were defined as
Owner_CreditCap and Owner_RE_Cap, where the latter is funded from equity or
retained earnings. Since the equity schedule is time dependent, it was defined with
a beta distribution by defining its parameters (alpha, beta, A, and B) as shown in
Table 6-7.

Table 6-7. Parameters that define the owner’s sources of funds

Figure 6-21 show a graphical representation of the two sources of funds
cumulatively, throughout the simulation, assuming that the owner does not pay any
bills sent from a GC. The blue line illustrates the cumulative stream of equity money
that is accumulated (i.e., in this representation, no bill is paid throughout the
simulation). This S curve is a CDF of a beta distribution with the parameters of
“Owner1” in Table 6-7. The red line represents the funds from a credit line (liability),
which are constant if not used. The green line is the sum of the two sources of
funds as described above.
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Figure 6-21. Cumulative representation of equity stream, credit line, and total
available funds
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Figure 6-22. Owners’ sources of funds: cumulative sources of funds without
payments (left), Same cumulative sources of funds with payments (right)
Figure 6-22 shows four different example outputs of the model regarding different
compositions of owner sources of fund. If the owner pays its related GCs’ bills,
then the cumulative sources of funds decrease. Sources of funds are always
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positive numbers and can decrease to zero if the owner reaches the cap. However,
to distinguish between the unlimited debt limit and a debt cap, the unlimited debt
cap starts from zero and becomes negative as the owner uses its unlimited credit
line.

Since an owner usually has access to both debt and equity financing at the same
time, it is necessary to specify the owner’s priority in using its sources of funds. It
is obvious that if a payment is due and there is not enough money to be paid from
the source with the higher priority, the other source is charged. In some cases,
when the prioritized source has some funds available but are not sufficient to cover
the entire bill, the bill is paid from the balance of the prioritized source and its
remainder from the second source.
The owner’s priority in the sources of funds to pay the bills is defined as part of the
Owner_Funds table, as shown in Table 6-8.
Table 6-8. Definition of owner’s priority of payment from the sources of fund

Therefore, the composition of an owners’ funding sources can be categorized in
one of the following ways:


A stream of equity funds only (modeled by a Beta distribution)



A stream of equity funds plus a limited credit line (with equity or debt priority
in payment)



A stream of equity fund plus an “unlimited” credit line (with equity or debt
priority in payment)



Limited credit line only



Unlimited credit line only
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Since 3 and 5 have an unlimited credit line, timely payment of all the GCs’ bills that
are due is guaranteed. However, in 1, 2, and 4, funding shortages are possible
and may result in late payment of the bills that are contractually payable.

6.10 Calculating the bills, updating the payable bills and sending the payable
bills to the owner
Since the owner may have insufficient funds to pay all the bills it receives from the
GCs of its ongoing projects, the process of paying the payable bills may become
complicated. This does not necessarily mean that the owner does not pay at all
but it may delay the payment which is a known risk factor mentioned in previous
researches (Abdul-Rahman et al., 2013; McCagh, 2014; Ramachandra and
Olabode, 2014; Wu, 2008). This process is simulated in the following sequence:

1. Inside OwnerProjects, a two-dimensional ArrayList records and updates the
earned values plus profit and general overhead from the correspondent
GCProjects object.

2. A function inside OwnerProjects converts the bills inside the ArrayList of the EV
(bills_from_GC) into bills based on the payment period. For example, if the
payment period is four weeks (one month), the functions sums up each of the four
steps of simulation and saves it as a bill in the fourth time step as a billed payment
from the associated GC. In other words, the function counts the number of steps
needed for a payment (e.g., four weeks); and after reaching that number, adds the
last four elements of the EV ArrayList together and puts that total in another
ArrayList that records the bills from the GCs (Figure 6-23).
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Figure 6-23. Calculation of the GC bills based on the payment period and the
earned values plus profit & general overhead.
3. In addition to the ArrayList that records the raw bills from the associated GC, a
separate two-dimensional ArrayList (bills_from_GC_payable) records several data
items about each bill. This ArrayList records the “Bill Amount,” if it is “Payable/Not
Payable” and if it is “Paid/Not Paid.” Having all this information in one place enables
management of the payment process during the simulation execution.

4. At each time step, the calcBills_from_GC function checks whether a new bill
should be added to the bills from the GC and add it to both the bills_from_GC and
bills_from_GC_payable ArrayLists.

5. The UpdateBillsArray function records the time step of the last bill added to
bills_from_GC_payable. At each time step, if a sufficient number of steps have
passed since adding the last added bill (paymentPeriod), it changes the second
column of the last added element of bills_from_GC_payable, from “Not Payable”
into “Payable.”

6. After updating, the SendPayableBillsToOwner function sends any unpaid and
payable bills inside the bills_from_GC_payable ArrayList to the associated Owner
object. It sends the payable bills to the Owner object and not it’s OwnerProjects
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since all the bills are being paid from one resource fund (equity, debt, or a
combination of both debt and equity).

7. putBillsInOnArray function records the following information for each bill: 1) time
of bill, 2) amount of bill, 3) GC index, 4) GC project index, 5) project payment
priority, and 6) project number. Then, it adds each of these information packets
(ArrayLists) to another two-dimensional ArrayList called billsThisStep.

8. Each element in billsThisStep is an unpaid but payable bill that needs to be paid
at each time step.

9. At each time step, calcBills_from_GC (UpdateBillsArray function is also part of
this function), clears the billsThisStep ArrayList because it still holds the
information from the last step, and then executes the sendPayableBillsToOwner.
As mentioned previously, the SendPayableBillsToOwner function only sends
unpaid and payable bills to the owner. Therefore, at each time step, all the payable
bills that are not yet paid are inside billsThisStep with all the associated information,
ready to be paid by the owner based on its payment priority and the availability of
funds.

The process of preparing the bills, updating, and sending them to the owner for
payment is depicted in Figure 6-24 below.
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Figure 6-24. Calculating the bills, updating the bills that become payable, and
sending the bills to the associated owner
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6.11 Owner Payment to GC Process
As mentioned in the previous section, all of the payable bills that are due for
payment in the current step of simulation are sent to the billsThisStep ArrayList;
however, as we assumed earlier, the owner may not have sufficient funds to pay
them all in the current step. Therefore, the owner pays them based on the due date
and the predefined priority of the projects. Assumptions related to the owner
priority in paying the GCs in the case of insufficient funds are:

a) The owner pays the oldest bills payable first.
b) If there are two requests at the same time, the owner pays the GC with a
higher priority project.
c) If the owner does not have sufficient funds to pay the highest priority bill,
the next highest priority bill is not paid because the owner wants to wait for
more money to accumulate in the next step.

To consider the order assumed above, a sort function first organizes the payable
bills inside the billsThisStep ArrayList based on their due dates. Then without
changing the sorted ArrayList, it sorts the bills that have the same due date based
on their priority, which is a predefined parameter for each project as shown in Table
6-9.
Table 6-9. Priority of each project defined for all the projects inside the
Project_Parameters table

After sorting the payable bills based on time and then priority, the payBills function
inside the owner class begins paying the bills as described in the following process:

1. The payBills function starts from the first bill in the sorted unpaid bills and
pay it (pay from RE or Debt based on the priority defined, or from both if the
first priority is not enough).
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2. It changes the associate bill (column 3) in the bills_from_GC_payable
ArrayList (inside OwnerProjects Object) to “paid”.
3. Sends money amount and its payment time to the GCProject object. We
should subtract retainage and also check if we did not pass the maximum
cap of retainage before subtracting retainage from a bill.
4. If the owner does not have sufficient funds to pay the bill, payBills function
does not move to the next payable bill because we want to accumulate
money as time passes by.
5. Inside the OwnerProjects objects we have a function called addPaidBills
which is invoked when the owner pays a payable bill that is related to this
project. It puts billing time, payment time, amount of bill, and retainage held
related

to

the

paid

bill

in

and

ArrayList

called

paidBills_Time_Amount_Retainage.

This process is shown in Figure 6-25. In this illustration, Owner4 is involved in
three projects (P4, P5, and P6). Each project has an EV (total EV including all
direct costs, project overhead, profit, and general overhead) that are converted to
bills. Cumulative retained earnings and debt after paying the bills of project
portfolio represents the owner financial status throughout time.
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Figure 6-25. Total EVs, their associated bills from GCs (excluding final retainage
bill), and owner’s financial status throughout the simulation execution after paying
the bills associated with its project portfolio
As mentioned earlier, the owner subtracts the retainage from the GC’s bills before
paying them. Retainage calculation consists of two parts. First, retainage is
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subtracted from the bills at the time of payment (up to a predefined cumulative cap).
Second, the accumulated retainage is billed to the owner by the GC by the end of
project, which the owner is expected to pay after a specified time period.

As input for these two parts, the retainage amount is defined by two parameters:
retainagePercent and Total_RetainagePercent. By defining these two parameters,
a wide range of retainage clauses can be defined. During the simulation, a
retainage equal to the amount of the bill multiplied by the retainagePercent is
subtracted from the payment. However, the accumulated amount of retainage
should not be greater that the total project price multiplied by the
Total_RetainagePercent.

This method enables modeling the common practice of subtracting 10% from each
bill until the retainage reaches the total 5% of the bid price. If the
Total_RetainagePercent amount is defined as equal to or greater than the
retainagePercent; then, it does not become a constraint and the total amount equal
to the retainagePercent multiplied by the bid price is accumulated as the retainage
by the end of project.

To bill the accumulated retainage at the end of the project, there is a function called
UpdateRetainageBill inside OwnerProjects, which keeps track of the retainage
withheld from the GC. This function checks whether the project is finished by
summarizing the total EV earned by the GC to date and comparing it to the total
EV. If these two amounts are equal, the GC has earned all that was to be earned
and the project is finished. When this function determines that the project is
finished, it records the project finish time step. Two time periods after the finish
time, it then adds the total amount of retainage to the bills_from_GC_payable
ArrayList and records it as a payable bill. This bill is treated as a regular bill and
goes through the same payment process as any other bill received from the GC.
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calcBill_After_Retainage, which is a function inside the owner object, is executed
during the payment process inside the payBills function. This function calculates
the retainage amount of each bill. For performing this calculation, four inputs are
retrieved: 1) bill amount, 2) project number, 3) owner index, and 4) owner project
index. Before paying each bill, all the third columns in the ArrayList
paidBills_Time_Amount_Retainage are totaled in order to calculate the total
retainage that was withheld from a GC for a specific project. Then, the expected
retainage for this step’s bill is calculated by multiplying retainagePercent by the
current step earned value. This expected retainage is deducted from the current
payable bill if the total retainage to date has not reached the maximum amount
defined (total project price multiplied by the Total_RetainagePercent).

The owner payment process and retainage calculation procedure is depicted in
Figure 6-26. As shown, all the calculations are inside the OwnerProjects nested
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Figure 6-26. Owner payment process and retainage calculation procedure
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To clarify the owner payment process, the example shown in Figure 6-25 is
continued in Figure 6-27. The time plots on the right show the bills from the GC
(including the final accumulated retainage bill) and indicates which bills are
payable and which ones are paid. Since the owner in this example does not have
sufficient funds to pay all of them, not all the payable bills are paid by the end of
simulation. This is shown in more detail in Figure 6-28, where the time plots on the
right show the time and the total amounts of the paid bills plus their retained
portions (the vertical scales of these time plots are variable and do not have the
same scale for visual comparison). As mentioned, the owner did not have sufficient
funds to pay all the payable bills and therefore paid certain ones based on their
time step and project priority. As shown in the time plots at the top of both Figure
6-27 and Figure 6-28, the owner intends to pay all the payable bills from the project
portfolio unless there are insufficient funds as is the case in this example.
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Figure 6-27. Left: bills from GC without retainage bill, Right: bills from GC
including the final accumulated retainage bill and indicator showing which bills
are payable and which bills are paid
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Figure 6-28. Time plots on the right: Amount of paid bills plus, their retained
portion, and their payment time
In contrast to the previous example, Owner3 in Figure 6-29 had unlimited credit
and was able to pay all the bills on time (four time steps after they became payable).
In this example, the retainagePercent was 10% and the Total_RetainagePercent
was 5%; therefore, the retainage was only subtracted from the first six bills and
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before the 5% cap was reached. The GC billed the accumulated retainage four
weeks (one billing cycle) after the project end and the owner paid it one billing
period later or eight weeks after the project end date.

Figure 6-29. Payment process of an owner with only one project and unlimited
funds
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6.12 Subcontractor’s billing process to the associated GC
Inside the OwnerProjects object, there is an ArrayList called Sub_Bills, which
records all the information associated with the subs’ bills. These bills are all part of
the GC’s bills to the owner as described in the previous sections. Therefore, the
submittal time of all the bills inside Sub_Bills are the same as the associated GC’s
bills.

A function named Update_Sub_Bills brings Sub_Bills up to date by executing the
following process in each time step of the simulation execution:

1. It retrieves the current element of the bills_from_GC ArrayList from the
associated OwnerProjects object. This element is either a positive number or zero
at each time step. A positive number means that there is a bill to be sent to the
owner at this time.

2. If bills_from_GC is positive (meaning that there is a bill to be sent from the GC
to this owner at this time), the associated subs’ bills then would be the total of the
last four elements (payment period equals four) of Sub_EV_I_projectObject_Sim
inside SubProjects, which records the earned values of each step. If bills_from_GC
is zero, the sub’s bill at that step is zero as well.
3. Knowing the sub’s bill at the current step, Update_Sub_Bills adds a new element
to Sub_Bills which has the following elements:
//Time of bill is its index
0. Cost of current sub bill
1. Not Paid/Paid
2. Time of payment (-1 when not paid)
3. Amount payable, not calculated (NC) at adding time
4. Retainage, not calculated (NC) at adding time
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4. Similar to the GC retainage, each sub’s retainage amount is defined by two
parameters:

retainagePercent

and

Total_RetainagePercent.

These

two

parameters are assumed to be the same as those of the associated GC in the
model, but the model could be easily modified to consider different parameters
between the GC and its subs. During the simulation, a retainage equal to the
amount of the bill multiplied by the retainagePercent is subtracted from the
payment. However, the accumulated amount of retainage should not be greater
than the total project price multiplied by the Total_RetainagePercent. Based on
these calculations, elements 3 and 4 (amount payable and retainage) of the
previously added sub’s bill are updated to reflect these numbers.

5. At each time step, the Update_Sub_Bills function also checks if this is the time
to pay the accumulated retainage to the sub from the GC, which depends on the
contract clause: “pay when paid” or “pay if paid.” The criterion that makes the
retainage of a “pay when paid” contract payable is the passage of two time periods
after the project’s finish time. In the case of a “pay if paid” contract, the criteria to
make the retainage payable are passage of two time periods after the project’s
finish time and the owner having paid all the bills associated with the sub. When
the accumulated retainage of a sub becomes payable the function updates the
Sub_Bills ArrayList. In this update, it changes columns 0 and 3 to the total
accumulated retainage and column 4 to zero. Further, it sends a payable bill to the
billsThisStep ArrayList of the associated GC. Sending the bill to the billsThisStep
directly means that the bill is considered payable.
The above-mentioned process, collections, and functions are depicted in Figure
6-30.
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Figure 6-30. Subcontractor’s billing process
As shown in Figure 6-30, each sub keeps track of each of its projects in its
SubProjects object and inside the Sub_Bills ArrayList. When a sub’s bill becomes
payable, the GC checks the Sub_Bills inside the SubProjects object for acquiring
the information needed to pay the subs.
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6.13 Payment Process of GC to Subs
As mentioned before, one major assumption in the simulation model is that the
project execution scenario is unaffected by the GC’s or sub’s financial status during
the simulation process. In other words, all the discrepancies between the planned
and realized values (arising from technical or financial problems) are already
included in the predefined scenario and cash flow problems during project
execution (simulation run) do not change the EV or AC values defined for the
scenario. To incorporate this assumption into the model, it is assumed that the GC
and all of its subs have access to unlimited credit line in addition to their cash inflow
from the project’s realization. By this assumption, any cash flow problem only
results in a larger than expected overdraft and higher costs of capital for a project.
Considering the aforementioned assumption, the payment process of GCs’ to their
subs can be described as follow.

In general, payment from a GC to its subs in the model is based on one of the two
common types of payment clauses: "pay when paid" or "pay if paid."

A "pay when paid" clause states that payment to the sub will be made within a
certain period of time after the GC has been paid by the owner, rather than within
a period of time after the sub has performed its work. However, eventually the
payment is not only contingent on the owner’s payment and after the passage of
a reasonable amount of time (usually specified in the contract) from when payment
from owner is due, the GC is obligated to reimburse the sub from his own sources
of funds. Therefore, the "pay when paid" clause is simply a timing mechanism and
generally does not excuse the GC from having a payment obligation to the sub,
regardless of whether the owner has paid the GC or not.

On the other hand, the "pay if paid" clause establishes that payment by the owner
to the GC is a condition precedent to the GC's duty to pay its subs. This means
that the GC only incurs an obligation to pay the sub if, and only if, it is first paid by
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the owner. In this type of contract sub is relying on the owner's capability to pay
(not the GC) and therefor accepts the risk of non-payment by owner.

To implement the aforementioned contractual clauses, the GC in the model uses
the following mechanism in paying their subs:


Pay if Paid Clause: Each bill will be paid at a specific time after the owner’s
payment to the GC. The model checks if the owner paid the bill in
bills_recieved_from_Owner and updates the bills_from_Sub_payable
column 3 to “Paid” if the owner paid the bill. A bill that satisfies the
aforementioned criterion are updated to “Payable” in column 1 of the
bills_from_Sub_payable ArrayList (Figure 6-31).



Pay when Paid Clause: In addition to the above criteria, the GC also agrees
to pay the bill from its own funds if a certain amount of time passes after
sending the bill to the owner. To do so, the model checks whether the owner
paid the bill in bills_received_from_Owner and also checks whether a
certain amount of time (e.g., two time periods) has passed since the bill was
sent to the owner. If a bill satisfies both of these criteria, then the model
updates the bills_from_Sub_payable column 1 to “Payable.”

The GC payment process to its subs based on their contractual type is simulated
in the following sequence:
1. In “owner projects,” there is an array called bills_from_GC and the index of any
positive element is the time when that bill is sent to the owner. That array is
duplicated inside the GCProject object with the name bills_from GC_GCProject.

2. There is another array, bills_received_from_Owner, which captures the billing
time, payment time, and amount of payment from the owner.
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3. The main array that contains all the information is bills_from_Sub_payable, and
in this array all the information related to the bills from the GC to the owner and
from the GC to the subs is recorded. Elements of each bill inside
bills_from_Sub_payable are as follows:


//Time of bill is its index

0. Bill amount (GC bill amount not the subs), from bills_from_GC_GCProject
1. Payable/not Payable
2. Time of becoming payable
3. Paid/not paid (from owner)
4. Time of owner payment
5. Paid/not paid (from GC to subs)
6. Time of payment to subs
7. Total amount of money (including retainage) owed to the subs in this bill

4. The Bills_from_Sub_payable ArrayList is updated at each time step by a
function called UpdateBillsArray_Subs. This function does the following:


Updates automatically the time and amount of the bill at each time step
when a new bill (could be zero) is added to bills_from_GC_GCProject (time
of bill is the index, and GC bill amount is column 0).



Records the total amount of all the subs’ bills that are associated with the
GC bill added in the last step (e.g., last four periods before the time of the
bill) in (column 7).



Updates paid bills by owner:
o checks in bills_received_from_Owner whether there is a bill with the
same time as the current time, and then changes the Paid/Not Paid
(column 3) to “Paid”; and
o if there is a bill with the same time, it also changes
bills_from_Sub_payable

(column

4)

to

column

1

of

the
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bills_received_from_Owner, which is the time of payment by the
owner.


Checks if the bill to the sub is payable based on the contract terms (pay-ifpaid or pay-when-paid). If a bill/bills to the sub/subs becomes payable
based on the contract term, then it becomes payable in the
bills_from_Sub_payable (column 1), and the time of becoming payable is
recorded in the bills_from_Sub_payable as well (column 2). It is assumed
that the contractual clauses between the GC and its subs are similar across
all the subs in each project. This means a GC has either a “pay if paid” or
“pay when paid” contract with all of its subs. In other words, it is assumed
that this clause is related to the whole project (i.e., the contractual clause is
the same across all the subs related to a specific project).

5. The sendPayableBillsToGC function sends the payable and unpaid sub bills
(each bill is the total of all the subs’ bills) from each GCProjects object to the
associated GC. The submitted bill should have the following information:
0. Time of bill (Time of becoming payable which is Column 2 of
bills_from_Sub_payable)
1. Amount of bill (Column 7 of bills_from_Sub_payable)
2. GC object index
3. GC project index
4. Project payment priority
5. Project number
6. Time of bill
6. Inside the sendPayableBillsToGC function, the PutBillsInOneArray function that
is inside the GC class is utilized, which adds the payable and unpaid bills from the
subs to the billsThisStep inside the GC object. It should be mentioned that the
Update_Sub_Bills function inside each SubProjects object also sends the
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accumulated retainage bill directly to the billsThisStep ArrayList without going
through the Bills_from_Sub_payable function inside the GCProjects.
7. Before initiating payment of the sub bills, billsThisStep must be sorted based on
their time and project priority; then, the sub bills are ready to be paid one by one.
Since the GC pays all the payable subs’ bills, this sorting does not affect the
outcome. However, if the GC pays from a limited funding source in a modified
model, then this action can affect the payment process.
8. The GC always pays from the owner’s money first; and if there is not enough
money in the OwnerMoney_Stock_Cumulative_Updating object, the GC pays from
both the owner’s money or debt or just accumulates debt which is recorded in
Debt_Stock_UnlimitedCredit_Updating.
9. There is an ArrayList called Sub_Bills inside each SubProjects object that tracks
and records the subs’ bills for each project in which they are involved. A function
called Update_Sub_Bills inside the SubProjects object calculates and records
each sub’s bills in parallel to what occurs in the GCProjects objects inside the
Bills_from_Sub_payable

ArrayList

because

the

sub

bills

recorded

in

Bills_from_Sub_payable are the total amounts of all the sub bills. In contrast,
Sub_Bills records the amount that is connected to each sub and also separates
the payable amount of the bills from the retainage portion of each sub’s bill. The
elements of Sub_Bills are as follows:

//Time of bill is its index
0. Cost of sub’s bill in each time step (could be zero)
1. Not paid/paid
2. Time of payment (-1 if not paid)
3. Amount payable not calculated (NC) at first
4. Retainage NC at first
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10. At each time step, the Update_Sub_Bills function adds a new element to the
Sub_Bills with the five items described in the previous paragraph.


This function first calculates the amount retained up to this time step, the
expected retainage for the current step, and the total retainage expected to
be withheld in the project. Knowing these three numbers, it categorizes this
step’s retainage into three categories: retain full (retainage percentage *
current bill), partial retainage (remaining retainage amount before reaching
the total retainage cap), and no retainage (total retainage cap already
reached). After this calculation, columns 3 and 4 of Sub_Bills are updated
accordingly.



In the next step, the Update_Sub_Bills function totals all the previous bills
plus the current bill to check whether, after the current bill, the sub’s portion
of the project is finished. If the sub’s work is finished after the current step,
it then records the time and begins counting the passage of time in order to
determine when the retainage becomes payable.



The Update_Sub_Bills function then checks if the owner has paid all the
sub’s bills (except retainage). Based on the contract terms, two scenarios
might unfold:
o Case of pay if paid clause: If enough time has passed since the finish
date of the sub’s portion of the project and the owner has paid all the
bills (which was partially associated with the sub), Update_Sub_Bills
adds the retainage bill to Sub_Bills and also sends the retainage bill
directly to the BillsThisStep in the GC object.
o Case of pay when paid clause: If enough time has passed since the
finish date of the sub’s portion of the project, then Update_Sub_Bills
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adds the retainage bill to the Sub_Bills and also sends the retainage
bill directly to the BillsThisStep in the GC object.


The putBillsInOneArray_Retainage function inside GC is called by
Update_Sub_Bills inside the SubProjects object and adds the sub’s
retainage to the billsThisStep inside the GC object. In contrast to all the
other bills from the subs that are added to billsThisStep from GCProjects,
the retainage bill is added directly from the SubProjects object. There is also
an additional element (column 7) in the retainage bill that the
Update_Sub_Bills function sends to billsThisStep, which records the name
of the sub to which the retainage bills belong.

11. The GC has access to all the payable (but not paid) bills from its subs in the
billsThisStep ArrayList. At each time step, the GC pays all of the payable bills from
its financial resources (paid from owner’s funds first and then from its credit line).
It is assumed that the GC is able to pay all the payable bills in this dissertation and
has an unlimited credit, which means that even if the owner’s payments are not
sufficient, the GC is able to pay all of the payable bills to its subs.

The payBills function inside the GC object goes through a loop and pays all the
payable bills (due to the unlimited credit assumption) inside the billsThisStep
ArrayList. The process of payment is as follows:


The payBills function first separates the regular bills from the retainage bill.



In the case of regular bills, the payBills function first looks into the Sub_Bills
ArrayList inside the SubProjects object associated with the bill and makes
sure the bill is not paid yet (column 1) and records the bill’s payable amount
(column 3). Then, it pays the bill using the payMoney function, which pays
from the money received from the owner first and then the credit line. Then,
it updates Sub_Bills to record the bill’s payment and its time (columns 1 and
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2 in Sub_Bills). The last step is to update the bills_from_Sub_payable to
record the bill’s payment and its time (columns 5 and 6 in
bills_from_Sub_payable). It should be mentioned that since the bills inside
bills_from_Sub_payable comprise the sum of all the subs’ bills in each time
step, it is not correct to update the bill as paid when a single sub is paid.
However, since it is assumed that all the submitted bills are paid at each
time step, this approach does not affect the outcome.


In the case of the retainage bills, the payBills function first looks into the
Sub_Bills ArrayList inside the SubProjects object associated with the bill
and makes sure the bill is not paid yet (column 1) and records the bill’s
payable amount (column 3). Then, it pays the bill using the payMoney
function, which pays from the money received from the owner first and then
its credit line.

Subsequently, it updates Sub_Bills to record the bill’s

payment and its time (columns 1 and 2 in Sub_Bills). In contrast to the
regular bills, there is no bill inside the bills_from_Sub_payable associated
with the retainage bill. Therefore, it is not necessary to update the
bills_from_Sub_payable in this case.

Because of the unlimited credit assumption, all the payable bills are paid and
therefore the time of becoming payable (column 2 in bills_from Sub_payable) and
the time of payment to the sub (column 6 in bills_from_Sub_payable) are the same.
The process of GC payment to its subs is illustrated in Figure 6-31.
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Figure 6-31. GC to subs payment process
As an example of the payment process from the GC to its subs, two projects with
both “pay when paid” and “pay if paid” clauses were selected to showcase the
simulation inputs and outputs (Table 6-10 and Table 6-11). In Figure 6-32, Project2
was selected to showcase the GC to subs payment process for a project with a
“paid when paid” clause. As mentioned in the case of the “paid when paid” clause,
the GC is obligated to pay the subs once a predefined period is passed after the
bill is received. As shown in the definition, Owner2, which is the owner of Project2,
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has unlimited funds and therefore always pays GC2 on time. The purple graph in
Figure 6-32 (which is inside GCProjects) shows the portion of each GC bill that is
associated with the subs’ bills. This is the total of the bills for all the subs paid in
each bill and does not show each sub’s share. On the other hand, the details of
each sub’s bill is illustrated in each SubProjects object as shown in Figure 6-33.
The black line represents the total amount of each bill, the purple line represents
the payable portion of each bill, and the green line represents the retainage portion
of each bill. The red dot at each bill indicates that the bill is paid. There is a one
time-step space between the last bill and the prior bill in Figure 6-33. This last bill
is the retainage, which is the sum of all the past withheld retainages. This bill is
different from all the other bills that are shown in purple since the time of each bill
in purple shows its submittal time (not the time it was paid or payable which are
the same). However, in the case of the final bill (retainage bill), the time of the
purple plot is the time when the retainage became payable and paid. In other words,
all the bills were submitted and after two periods or eight weeks they became
payable (as shown in Figure 6-33). The last bill and retainage were billed at the
end of the project (one bill prior to the last purple bill); but for the sake of distinction,
only the last regular bill submitted is shown at that time. The retainage bill, although
submitted simultaneously with the last regular bill, is not shown then and is shown
when it becomes payable/paid. It should be mentioned again that due to the
assumption of unlimited credit time, becoming payable and being paid are the
same (Figure 6-34). As shown in Figure 6-34, since the payment clause is “pay
when paid” all the subs’ bills are paid on time, which is two payment periods (each
payment period is defined as four weeks or one month) after submitting the bill. In
the case of retainage, one-time step is added to the two periods (total of nine
weeks) to distinguish between the last bill and the retainage bill.
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Table 6-10. Definition of project 2, the only project of GC2 with “pay when paid”
clause
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Figure 6-32. Project 2: Total of all subs (Sub1, 2, and 3) inside the GCProjects
object
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Figure 6-33. Project 2: Sub1, Sub2, and Sub3 bills inside their SubProjects
objects
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Figure 6-34. Project 2: Sub1, Sub2, and Sub3 bills inside their SubProjects
objects plus their payment time
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Projects with “pay if paid” clause are different from the above example since the
GCs are not liable to pay the subs if the owner does not pay them on time.
Therefore, the subs’ bills do not become payable and the assumption of having
access to unlimited credit does not result in all the submitted bills being paid after
a predefined time period. In Table 6-11, Project5 is selected to showcase the GC
to subs payment process for a project with “pay if paid” clause. As mentioned in
case of “pay if paid” clause, the GC is not obligated to pay the subs after a
predefined period is passed unless the owner has paid the associated bill. Similar
to the previous example, the black plot represents the total amount of each bill, the
purple line represents the payable portion of each bill, the green line represents
the retainage portion of each bill, the orange dots represent when a bill became
payable, and the red dots indicate that a bill is actually paid (Figure 6-35 and Figure
6-36). Since the owner has to pay a bill to make it payable, there is a one-step
delay between when the last bill becomes payable and when the retainage
becomes payable. Therefore, in this example in which owner the pays all the bills
on time, all the bills were paid two payment period (8 weeks) after their submittal,
except for the retainage. Although the retainage bill is submitted concurrently with
the last regular bill, it is paid nine weeks after its submittal. This is due to the
assumption that the owner has to pay all the regular bills first before the retainage
becomes payable. Since the last bill is paid eight weeks after the last regular
submittal, one time-step (one week) should pass before the retainage becomes
payable and its being paid (Figure 6-36).
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Table 6-11. Definition of project 5, one of GC4’s projects with a “Pay if paid”
clause
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Figure 6-35. Project 5: Total of all subs (Sub7 and Sub8) inside the GCProjects
object
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Figure 6-36. Project 5: Sub7 and Sub8 bills inside their SubProjects object
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6.14 Project and project portfolio cash flow analysis for GCs and their Subs
The critical key to cash flow forecasting lies in how to build a realistic cash-out
model that is capable of addressing time lags in different types of payments plus
cash-ins from EVs considering the retention and billing time (Park et al., 2005).
Cui et al. (2010) proposed a cash flow forecasting model by using a system
dynamics model, which is capable of evaluating the impact of cash policies and
project operations on project cash flow (Figure 6-37).

Figure 6-37. Left: Feedback loops in project cash flow, Right: Cash balance
under different scenarios (Cui, 2010)
By utilizing a conceptually comparable approach that utilizes the cost schedule of
different categories, such as materials, labor, equipment, and subs and their
associated time lags, a very robust cash outflow forecast can be estimated.
However, all the previously proposed cash flow models (Jepson, 1969; Teicholz,
1977; Fondahl and Bacarreza, 1972; Cui, 2005) used the PVs for their analysis.
As described in Chapter 5 and this chapter, the simulation model proposed in this
dissertation mimics reality exactly as it considers actual costs, payment times (both
inflows and outflows), and payment lags. The proposed model also simulates the
flow of money between the owner, GC, and subs exactly as it is in reality, and
therefore can generate realistic portfolio cash flow forecasting and analysis for both
the GC and its subs.
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Prior to discussing how the cash flow portion of the proposed model works, some
of the terminologies in cash flow analysis should be introduced and explained.
According to Halpin and Senior (2011), disbursements flow (cash outflow in this
dissertation) is the real money outflow, which includes direct and indirect cash
outflows related to the project. The outflow curve is a lazy S curve with a jagged
appearance that might continue after the project completion due to payment delays
or retainage. The receipts flow (cash inflow in this dissertation) is a stair-step plot
which reflects the cumulative amount of money received to date. Due to the
payment lag, there is a time difference between an earned portion of work and
when the GC or subs receive the payments. The cash position (also called net
cash flow) curve shows the difference between the receipts and disbursements
flows. A negative cash position (overdraft) is the difference between the receipts
and disbursements. According to Halpin and Senior (2011), the “payment lag” and
retainage results in a negative cash position for most of the project until the
cumulative progress payments offset expenditures. One important caveat is that
since the current methods use PVs in their analysis, they always end up with a
positive cash position at the end. However, since the scenarios in this dissertation
are simulated with the actual costs, projects may end in losses and negative cash
positions. The projected AC values of the material, labor, and equipment and the
project EVs of the subs are used to calculate the cash outflow of a desired scenario.
Cash inflow could be calculated based on the EV curves of the GC (or subs). The
time lags for each cost schedule category is taken into consideration in the cash
outflow calculations. In the same manner, the payments and retention lags are
considered in the cash inflow and cash outflow calculations.
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6.15 Project and project portfolio cash flow of GCs
Each one of GC’s projects has a cash flow analysis (cash inflow, cash out flow,
and cash position simulation) inside its GCProjects object and the sum of these
cash flow analyses constitutes the project portfolio cash flow of each GC. The
cash flow calculation for each project consists of the following components:
1. The cash inflow of each one of a GC’s projects derives from the associated
owner’s payments in that specific project. The overall cash inflow of a GC is the
sum of its project portfolio cash inflows. For each project inside the project portfolio
of a GC, the amount and time of the transaction from the associated owner’s
payment is known as it is recorded inside the bills_received_from_Owner ArrayList
(time of payment is column 1 and the amount of the bill is column 2).

At each simulation time step, the cashFlow_Calc_GCProject function adds a new
element to the GC_Cash_Inflow ArrayList inside the GCProjects object. Then, it
loops through bills_received_from_Owner and updates the elements in
GC_Cash_Inflow if a paid bill in bills_received_from_Owner at a specific time step
is found. The cashFlow_Calc_GCProject function also calculates the cash inflows
cumulatively and records it in the GC_Cash_Inflow_Cumulative ArrayList.

2. To calculate the project overhead cash outflow at each time step, the original
initialized AC scenario is used instead of the cost outflows with delays. The AC
schedule used in the calculation of the project overhead has four components:
equipment, labor, and material costs plus the EV cost schedules of the associated
subs. The sum of these costs at each time step is multiplied to the
ProportionalOverhead_Scenario factor, and a FixedOverhead_Scenario is added
to the result during the project execution. The ProportionalOverhead_Scenario and
FixedOverhead_Scenario can be different from the ProportionalOverhead and
FixedOverhead used in the calculation of project overhead in the PV cost schedule.
Therefore, these parameters could be used as a means to define scenarios that
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involve changes in the project overhead estimation. It should be mentioned that
the calcOverHead_BasedOriginalAC function calculates the project overhead,
checks the cost schedules, and records when the project starts and ends in order
to start and end the addition of fixed project overhead costs.

The

calcOverHead_BasedOriginalAC function records this calculated project overhead
at each step in the GC_Cash_Outflow_OH ArrayList.

The original initialized cost schedules are used for project overhead calculation in
order to be able to replicate the exact project overhead calculated in the PV cost
schedules if no delay is added to the GC’s cost components.

3. The cash outflow of GCs has five components: equipment, labor, material, subs,
and project overhead.
At step zero of the simulation, the addComponentDelays function adds delays to
GC_Cash_Outflow_Equipment,

GC_Cash_Outflow_Labor,

and

the

GC_Cash_Outflow_Material ArrayLists. addComponentDelays function reads
these delays from the Equipment_Delay, Labor_Delay, and Material_Delay
variables. At each time step (after adding the delays at step zero), the
cashFlow_Calc_GCProject function obtains the first three cost components
(equipment, labor, and material) from GC_AC_I_projectObject_Sim (columns 0, 1,
and 2, respectively) and records them in the GC_Cash_Outflow_Equipment,
GC_Cash_Outflow_Labor, and GC_Cash_Outflow_Material ArrayLists.

The cashFlow_Calc_GCProject function also looks into all the associated
SubProjects objects associated with each GCProjects object and updates the
GC_Cash_Outflow_Subs

at

each

time

step.

For

doing

so,

the

cashFlow_Calc_GCProject function loops through all the associated SubProjects
and checks column 1 of all the elements in the Sub_Bills ArrayList. If column 1
contains a “Paid” string, then it reads the time and amount of the payment to that
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sub (columns 2 and 3, respectively) and updates the related column in a row with
the same time in the GC_Cash_Outflow_Subs ArrayList.
Knowing all the cash outflow components (equipment, labor, material, subs, and
project overhead), the cashFlow_Calc_GCProject function adds the sum of them
in

the

GC_Cash_Outflow_Sum_withoutOH

ArrayList.

The

cashFlow_Calc_GCProject function also calculates the cash outflows cumulatively
and records them in the GC_Cash_Outflow_Cumulative ArrayList.

4. The difference between the cumulative cash inflow and cumulative cash outflow
constitutes the cash position (also called the net cash flow) at each time step for
each project. At each time step, the cashFlow_Calc_GCProject function subtracts
the cumulative cash outflow from the cumulative cash inflow and records the
results in the GC_Cash_Position_Cumulative ArrayList. Model also calculates the
cash position plus interest for each project. Aft each time step, the interest payment
is calculated based on last step’s cash position plus interest. The calculated
interest is then added to the last cash position plus interest and the difference
between the last and current cash position. At project level, the interest income on
positive cash position is ignored but it is considered at frim level.

5. The cash position of a GC is the sum of its project portfolio cash positions. A
function called calcTotalCashFlow_GC inside the GC object, adds all the project
cash positions of a GC from its GC_Cash_Position_Cumulative ArrayList, which
are inside the GCProjects objects. The calcTotalCashFlow_GC function calculates
the

sum

of

the

cash

inflows

in

GC_Cash_Inflow_Total

and

GC_Cash_Inflow_Cumulative_Total. It also records the cash outflows in
GC_Cash_Outflow_Total and GC_Cash_Outflow_Cumulative_Total; and finally, it
records the calculated cash position in the GC_Cash_Position_Cumulative_Total
ArrayList. The summation of all cash position with interests is not equal to the firm’s
interest payment (or interest income). At firm level, general overhead is subtracted
from the summation of cash positions first, and then the interest payment (or
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interest income) is calculated based on the cash position of the firm at each time
step.

Figure 6-38 shows the GCs’ project portfolio cash flow calculation process. Figure
6-39 and Figure 6-40 show the different components of the cash outflow of an
example project. As shown in Figure 6-39, project overhead is considered in cash
outflow calculations. It is also evident that the cash outflow to the subs only occurs
at each payment period as it is in reality. The cash outflow to the sub incorporates
the retainages kept and their release at the end of project as well. Figure 6-40
shows the cash outflows related to each GC’s cost component (equipment, labor,
and material). As can be seen, these outflows are more frequent (almost every
week, except during the three hypothetical project stoppages in the example). The
equipment, labor, and material cash outflows do not exactly match the actual CVs
because a lag is added to their cost schedule to incorporate the payment delays
as it is in reality. To calculate the total cash outflow of a project in the GC’s project
portfolio, all the cash outflow components were added together (equipment, labor,
material, subs, and project overhead). Figure 6-41 shows the sum of the cash
outflow component of the example project.

ArrayLists,
Variables,
and Functions

Classes
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Equipment_Delay
Labor_Delay

GC_Cash_Outflow_Equipment
GC_Cash_Outflow_Labor

GC_Cash_Outflow_Material
Material_Delay

calcOverHead_BasedOriginalAC

2.

ProportionalOverhead_Scenario
GC_Cash_Outflow_OH
FixOverhead_Scenario

Execution
Sequence

InitializedAC_Outflow (Project)

GC_Cash_Outflow_Equipment
GC_Cash_Outflow_Labor
cashFlow_Calc_GCProject

GC_Cash_Outflow_Material
GC_Cash_Outflow_Subs

3.

GC_AC_I_projectObject_Sim
GC_Cash_Outflow_Sum_withOH
Sub_Bills (SubProjects)
bills_recieved_from_Owner

GC_Cash_Outflow_Cumulative
GC_Cash_Inflow

GC_Cash_Inflow_Cumulative
GC_Cash_Position_Cumulative

GC_Cash_Inflow_Total (GC)
GC_Cash_Inflow_Cumulative_Total (GC)

4.

calcTotalCashFlow_GC (GC)

GC_Cash_Outflow_Total (GC)
GC_Cash_Outflow_Cumulative_Total (GC)
GC_Cash_Position_Cumulative_Total (GC)

Figure 6-38. GCs’ project portfolio cash flow calculation process

Sub_Bills
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Figure 6-39. Cash outflow components: project overhead and subs
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Figure 6-40. Cash outflow components: equipment, labor, and material
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Figure 6-41. Cash outflow total for a GC project
The following example shows how the model calculates the project portfolio of a
GC. These examples objective is to illustrate the model outputs. A more detailed
explanation of these outputs for two real projects are shown in chapter 7. As shown
in Figure 6-42, GC4 is involved in four projects: project3 (without sub), project4
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(with Sub4, Sub5, and Sub6), project5 (with Sub5 and Sub6), and project 6 (with
Sub5 and Sub6).

The execution scenarios that were defined for projects 3, 4, 5, and 6 are not shown
here. However, the effects of these scenarios is discernable in the cash flows of
each project and the project portfolio. The cash inflow, cash outflow, and cash
position of project3, project4, project5, and project6 are shown in Figure 6-43,
Figure 6-44, Figure 6-45, and Figure 6-46, respectively. Figure 6-47 shows the
cash position with and without interest of projects 3, 4, 5, and 6. Figure 6-48
illustrates the cash inflow, cash outflow, and cash position of GC4’s project
portfolio (projects 3, 4, 5, and 6).

Figure 6-42. Topology of GC4 project portfolio
Figure 6-46 shows cash position with and without interest of GC4 projects (projects
3, 4, 5, and 6). As mentioned the interest payment calculated at project level is just
to demonstrate the effect of cash overdrafts. However, as shown in Figure 6-49,
interest payment (or interest income) at firm level is calculated after subtracting the
general overhead.
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Figure 6-43. Cash inflow, cash outflow, and cash position of GC4 in project3
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Figure 6-44. Cash inflow, cash outflow and cash position of GC4 in project4
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Figure 6-45. Cash inflow, cash outflow, and cash position of GC4 in project5
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Figure 6-46. Cash inflow, cash outflow, and cash position of GC4 in project6
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Figure 6-47. Cash position with and without interest of GC4 projects (projects 3,
4, 5, and 6)
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Figure 6-48. Cash inflow, cash outflow, and cash position (without general
overhead and interest) of GC4 project portfolio (projects3, 4, 5, and 6)
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Figure 6-49. Cash position of the company (GC4) excluding general overhead
and interest, excluding interests, and with both general overhead and interest
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6.16 Project and project portfolio cash flow of Subs
Each project in a sub’s project portfolio has a cash flow analysis inside its
SubProjects object, and the sum of these cash flow analyses constitutes the
project portfolio cash flow of each sub. Cash flow calculation for each project of a
sub consists of the following components:
1. The cash inflow of each sub’s projects comes from the associated GC’s
payments for that specific project. The overall cash inflow of a sub is the sum of its
project portfolio cash inflows.

For each project inside the project portfolio of a sub, the amount and time of the
transaction from the associated GC’s payment is known. This information is
recorded inside the Sub_Bills ArrayList (time of payment is column 2 and the
amount of the bill is column 3).

At each simulation time step, the cashFlow_Calc function adds a new element to
the Sub_Cash_Inflow ArrayList inside the SubProjects object. Then, it loops
through Sub_Bills and updates the elements in Sub_Cash_Inflow for each paid bill
in Sub_Bills. For doing so, at each time step, the cashFlow_Calc function checks
all the “Paid” bills inside Sub_Bills, which is inside the SubProjects object (column
1 equals Paid), and then updates the associated element in the Sub_Cash_Inflow
ArrayList. The cashFlow_Calc function also calculates the cash inflows
cumulatively and records it in the Sub_Cash_Inflow_Cumulative ArrayList.
2. The cash outflow of each sub’s projects derives from the associated costs in
that specific project. These costs are from the actual cost (AC) of each project
recorded in the SubProjects object. These costs include the project overhead but
not the profit and general overhead. However, it is possible to include the general
overhead in the cash outflow and circumvent the general overhead calculation
(refer to appendix C).
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The

values

inside

the

Sub_AC_I_projectObject_Sim_InsideSub

ArrayList

represent the total cash outflow of the subs. At each time step, the cashFlow_Calc
function adds these costs to the associated elements in the Sub_Cash_Outflow
ArrayList. The cashFlow_Calc function also calculates the cash outflows
cumulatively and records it in the Sub_Cash_Outflow_Cumulative ArrayList. It
should be mentioned that no delay is added to the subs’ expenses (AC cost
schedules) since the cost schedules of the subs are not decomposed into their
building components and the cash flow calculated for the subs does not have the
accuracy level of the GC’s cash flows.

3. The difference between the cumulative cash inflow and cumulative cash outflow
constitutes the cash position (net cash flow) at each time step for each project. At
each time step, the cashFlow_Calc function subtracts the cumulative cash outflow
from

the

cumulative

cash

inflow

and

records

the

results

in

the

Sub_Cash_Position_Cumulative ArrayList. In contrast to GCs’ projects, interest
payment is not calculated for subcontractors at project or firm level. This
calculation could be added to the model if needed.

4. The cash position of a sub is the sum of its project portfolio cash positions. A
function called calcTotalCashFlow_Sub inside the Sub object, adds all the project
cash positions of a sub from its Sub_Cash_Position_Cumulative ArrayList which
are inside the SubProjects objects. The calcTotalCashFlow_Sub function
calculates the sum of the cash inflows in Sub_Cash_Inflow_Total and
Sub_Cash_Inflow_Cumulative_Total.

It

records

the

cash

outflows

in

Sub_Cash_Outflow_Total and Sub_Cash_Outflow_Cumulative_Total. Finally, it
records the calculated cash position in the Sub_Cash_Position_Cumulative_Total
ArrayList.
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Sub_AC_I_projectObject_InsideSub

Sub_Cash_Outflow_Total

Sub_Cash_Outflow

Sub_Cash_Outflow_Cumulative_Total

Sub_Cash_Outflow_Cumulative

Sub_Cash_Position_Cumulative_Total

Sub_Cash_Position_Cumulative

calcTotalCashFlow_Sub

Execution
Sequence

cashFlow_Calc

Sub_Cash_Inflow

1.

Sub_Bills

2.

Sub_AC_I_projectObject_InsideSub

3.

cashFlow_Calc

Sub_Cash_Inflow_Cumulative

Sub_Cash_Outflow

cashFlow_Calc
Sub_Cash_Outflow_Cumulative

cashFlow_Calc

Sub_Cash_Position_Cumulative

Sub_Cash_Inflow_Total (Sub)
Sub_Cash_Inflow_Cumulative_Total (Sub)

4.

calcTotalCashFlow_Sub (Sub)

Sub_Cash_Outflow_Total (Sub)
Sub_Cash_Outflow_Cumulative_Total (Sub)

Sub_Cash_Position_Cumulative_Total (Sub)

Figure 6-50. Sub’s project portfolio cash flow calculation process
The following example shows how the model calculates the cash flow of a sub’s
project portfolio. In this example, Sub1 is involved in two projects: project1 with
GC1 and project2 with GC2. The execution scenarios defined for projects1 and 2
are not shown here; however, the effects of these scenarios are discernable in the
cash flows of each project and the project portfolio. Figure 6-51 also shows the PV,
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EV, and AC cost schedules of Sub1 in projects1 and 2 from the viewpoint of the
associated GC and Sub1 itself.
The cash inflow, outflow, and position of projects1 and 2 are shown in Figure 6-52
and Figure 6-53, respectively. Figure 6-54 illustrates the cash inflow, outflow, and
cash position of Sub1’s project portfolio (both projects1 and 2).
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Figure 6-51. Plots in the first two rows are the PV, EV, and AC cost schedules of
Sub1 in project1 from the viewpoint of the associated GC and Sub1 itself. Plots
in rows three and four are similar plots for project2.
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Figure 6-52. Cash inflow, cash outflow, and cash position of Sub1 in project1
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Figure 6-53. Cash inflow, cash outflow, and cash position of Sub1 in project2
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Figure 6-54. Cash inflow, cash outflow, and cash position (without general
overhead and interest) of Sub1 project portfolio (projects1 and 2)
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6.17 Summary
The process of building interconnected owners, GCs, and subs agents around a
project portfolio was described in this chapter and began by building the key player
agents and their nested project agents. The next step was building the project
execution scenario, followed by initializing the PV, AC, and EV according to the
defined scenario. The model then calculated the longitudinal (schedule) values of
project overhead for PV and EV, and thereafter the profit and general overhead
schedule was calculated as incorporated in the PV and EV submitted to the owners.
The details of the owner’s stream of funds and the payment process at the project
and firm levels also were discussed. The billing process for the subs to the
associated GC and the payment process of the GC to the subs was the last step
in simulating the payment and retainage amounts and schedules.

Finally, a

realistic simulation capable of incorporating the actual costs, payment lags, and
timing of actual payments was built upon the simulated money flow.

The functionality and usage of the important parts of the model (collections,
functions, variables, and parameters) were described in great detail in this chapter,
but the actual algorithms utilized to achieve those functionalities are too lengthy
(thousands of lines of java code) for inclusion in this dissertation. However, the
process descriptions are comprehensive enough to help other researchers
replicate a model with similar functionality.
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CHAPTER 7. DEVELOPMENT OF A DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM BASED
ON THE AGENT BASED MODEL

7.1

Introduction

There is no consensus definition among scholars of a decision support systems
(DSS); but in general, a DSS is a computer-based tool that assists decisionmakers in their decision-making process. A DSS usually is not designed to decide
on behalf of the decision-maker but rather to provide the decision-makers with
processed information to assist the decision-making process. According to Hastak
(1994), “a DSS is a computerized tool suitable for improving the effectiveness of
decision-making in semi-structured tasks (i.e., tasks that require a manager's
judgmental input). In these types of systems, the role of the computer is to support,
rather than replace, managerial judgment.” As stated, a DSS is better suited for
problems that are semi-structured where part of the decision-making task follows
a repetitive procedure and another part requires judgmental input from the
manager (Keen and Morton, 1978). According to Hastak (1994), construction
projects provide an ideal context for the application of a DSS, especially due to two
characteristics:


Decision-making in construction management is a semi-structured task due
to the volatility and uniqueness of construction projects.



The construction industry context requires effectiveness more than
efficiency due to its unstable environment.
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In this dissertation, two new analytical methodologies were developed for the DSS.
First, a proposed new platform was introduced based on the SoS concept which
enabled development of a complex agent-based simulation. This agent-based
simulation is based on a scenario composition, which is the second methodology
developed in this dissertation. Finally, the simulation model embedded in the DSS
simulates the flow of money between the key players in construction projects and
reports the financial outputs of defined scenarios (Figure 7-1).
Decision Support System

Inputs

Outputs
Scenario Composition

Each Project Cost
Schedule Parameters

Composition of PV

Composition of AC

Composition of EV

Scenario Definition
Inputs

Longitudinal Financial
Status of Stakeholders

Project Portfolio Cash
Flow

Flow of Money Simulation

Sources of Funds
Inputs

Project Portfolio NPV
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Topology Mapping

Simulation of
Projects Execution
Scenario

Simulation of
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Figure 7-1. Inputs, internal process, and outputs of the proposed DSS
7.2

Inputs of the DSS

Four categories of inputs are needed for the DSS: 1) inputs that define each
project’s cost schedule, 2) inputs that define the characteristics of each project, 3)
inputs that define the sources of funds, and 4) inputs that define the project
execution scenarios.
These four input categories and their inclusion methods in the DSS are discussed
in more detail in the following sections.
7.2.1 Parameters that define each project’s cost schedule
Each project cost schedule (excluding the project overhead) has four major
components: equipment, labor, material, and subs. Each of these components has
its own cost schedule time series. The cost schedule of each project is comprised
of the summation of all of these components. Since these time series are modeled
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by fitting a beta distribution to them, five parameters (alpha, beta, a, b, and total
cost) are needed for defining each project (Table 7-1).

Table 7-1. Parameters that define the cost schedule components of a project

The parameters that define a project cost schedule are added in a table called
“ProjectX” in which X is the project identification number. For each cost schedule
category (equipment, labor, material, and subs) there are five parameters in these
tables:
Alpha: beta distribution parameter
Beta: beta distribution parameter
A: beta distribution start parameter
B: beta distribution finish parameter
Total Cost: total cost of the component
These parameters are calculated by fitting a beta distribution into the cost schedule
of each of these components, which then are added to the associated table as
shown in Table 7-1. There are many commercial distribution fitting software
available that are capable of fitting data to a distribution function. @Risk is used in
this dissertation for distribution fitting purposes (please refer to Appendix A for
detailed explanation of this process).
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7.2.2 Parameters that define each project’s characteristics
There are several other important parameters that are necessary, which are not
defined in the project tables. These parameters capture a wide range of important
inputs (from markup and project overhead-related inputs to payment-related
parameters) and are defined in this part of the inputs (Table 7-2).
Table 7-2: Parameters that define different characteristics of each project in the
model

In the Projects_Parameters table, the user defines the various different
characteristics of each project that were not added in its specific project table
(previous section). Each row of the Projects_Parameters table consists of the
following columns:
Project_Name: name of the project as defined in its associated table’s
name
Owner_Name: name of the project’s owner
GC_Name: name of the project’s GC
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NumberOf_Subs: number of subs that are working with the project’s GC
StartTime: project start time
FixedOverhead: fixed portion of project overhead
ProportionalOverhead: portion of the project overhead which is
proportional to the cost at each time step
Markup: profit and overhead markup, which is added to all the costs
including project overhead (refer to Appendix C)
BillingMarkup: the markup that the GC uses to mark up its bills (a billing
markup larger than the original markup indicates overbilling)
SubMarkup: an estimation of the sub’s markup needed for its cash flow
calculation
PaymentPeriod: the time interval between each GC bill
projectPaymentPriority: priority in payments when the owner does not
have enough resources to pay all the payable bills received from its
associated GC
Sub_ContractTerm: payment clause between the GC and its subs, which
can be pay-if-paid or pay-when-paid
Sub_Payment_Delay: delay between the sub’s submittal of a payment bill
and when it is paid if it is due for payment
Sub_Payment_Delay_Deadline: the deadline when a bill that is not paid
by the owner becomes payable in pay-when-paid contracts

7.2.3 Sources of funds inputs
These parameters define the sources of funds, caps, and spending priorities of
each source for each owner in the model (Table 7-3).
Table 7-3. Parameters that define the sources of funds, their payment priority,
and the caps for the owner
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In the DSS, the owner has bills to pay during the simulation and the sources of
these payments must be defined. The Owners_Funds table has the following
columns for each row:
OwnerName: name of the owner
Owner_CreditCap: the cap of the owner’s credit line
Payment_Priority: owner’s preference in its payment source, which can be
debt (credit line) or its own funds (retained earnings)
Owner_RE_Cap: total funds available to the owner in a beta distribution
format (the next four columns are the four other parameters associated with
this distribution)
ALPHA_O: alpha parameter of the beta distribution in the owner’s source
of funds schedule
BETA_O: beta parameter of the beta distribution in the owner’s source of
funds schedule
A_O: start time of the beta distribution in the owner’s source of funds
schedule
B_O: finish time of the beta distribution in the owner’s source of funds
schedule
Similarly, the GC_Parameters table shows the GC’s credit cap and has the
following column for each row:
GC_CreditCap: the cap of GC credit line
Table 7-4. Parameter that defines the credit caps for GCs

The GC credit line is always set to unlimited in the proposed model due to the
assumption that the GC is always capable of paying its payable bills. If this
assumption is released in future expansion of the model, the cap can be set at a
specific amount.
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7.2.4 Scenario Definition Inputs
As described in detail in Chapter 5, different project execution scenarios can be
defined by manipulating the beta distribution parameters related to each cost
component or by adding zeroes to the discrete cost schedule in case of project
stoppages.
a) Change in Schedule by manipulating the project definition parameters
Table 7-5. Schedule_Change table in MS-Access

All

the

schedule-related

changes

can

be

made

inside

Table

7-5,

Schedule_Change. To define a change in the schedule, the following columns
should be filled:
ProjectName: User enters the name of the project that needs a schedule
change in this column.
GC_Sub_Name: User inserts the name of the GC or sub to which the
schedule change is related. It should be mentioned that each project can
have only one GC but can have an unlimited number of subs.
Cost_Component: If a GC is chosen in the GC_Sub_Name column, then
the changes can be made to each or all of its components (Equipment,
Material, Labor, and All Components). If a sub is chosen, then the user
chooses the N/A option from the dropped down menu.
New_StartTime: User can change the start time of the entire project at this
column when a GC or sub is chosen in the GC_Sub_Name column. If the
user only wants to change the project start time, then “Yes” should be
chosen in the DelayOnly column. The initial start time of the project should
be entered in this column if the start time is not changed.
New_A and New_B: The new A and B parameters of the beta distribution
(determined by fitting the data into the beta function with a software like
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@Risk) can be entered in these two columns. The initial A and B parameters,
which were used for the PV cost schedule, are replaced by these entries.
The changes are applied to the component of the GC or the sub chosen in
the 2nd and 3rd columns. However, if the “All Components” option is chosen
in the Cost_Component column, these values are added (or subtracted)
from the original A and B parameters of all the cost components (equipment,
labor, material, and subs).
DelayOnly: The user can choose between “Yes” or “No” in this column.
Choosing “No” means that this row does not change the start time. On the
other hand, if “Yes” is chosen, then the program ignores the numbers in the
New_A and New_B columns. Delay only helps the user to define scenarios
in which the project execution starts later than planned but after that initial
delay the project will be executed according to the original plan logic and
sequence.
Users can add multiple schedule change for one project.

b) Change in schedule by stopping the project at certain times
Schedule changes that are the result of project stoppage can be made inside Table
6: Project_Stop.
Table 7-6. Project_Stop table in MS-Access

Each project can be stopped at certain times for a specific length of time. To define
a change in schedule which is the result of a project stoppage, the following
columns should be filled:
ProjectName: User enters the name of the project that needs a schedule
change in this column.
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Stop_StartTime: The user enters the start time of the project. The start
time of the stoppage period should not include the project start time, and its
origin is the smallest “A” parameter (A parameter of the beta distributions)
among the “GC” and “sub” components of the project cost schedule. The
start time should be a time inside the original length of the project.
Stop_Length: The number entered in this column adds the same number
of stopped steps after the time entered in the previous column
(Stop_StartTime).
Defining multiple stoppages during a project is possible by entering the stoppage
data with the same project name in the Project_Stop table.

c) Change in Cost: The total cost of the project changes but without any
change in its distribution mode throughout the project.
Cost changes that can be defined by multiplying a factor to the total cost of a cost
schedule component, can be entered inside Table 7: TotalCost_Escalation.
Table 7-7. TotalCost_Escalation in MS-Access

To define a change in a cost schedule which is the result of a cost escalation and
is not changing the cost schedule mode, the following columns need to be filled:
ProjectName: User enters the name of the project that needs a schedule
change in this column.
GC_Sub_Name: User enters the name of the GC or sub to which the
schedule change is related. It should be mentioned that each project only
has one GC but can have an unlimited number of subs.
Factor: The factor entered in this column is multiplied to the original “Total
Cost” of the component of the GC or sub chosen in the 2nd and 3rd columns.
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Defining multiple changes to different components of a project cost schedule is
possible by adding rows with the same project name in the ProjectName column.

d) Change in Cost: A cost pulse (in a beta distribution format) is added to the
cost schedule of a component
To add a cost pulse (in a beta distribution format), Table 8: Cost_Pulse is used.
Cost pulse can be only a change in cost if it is inside the planned values boundary;
or it can be an implicit combination of cost and schedule changes if it adds cost
outside the original plan boundary. In the model, the cost pulse only changes the
AC schedule and does not affect the EV schedule. Therefore, in cases where the
change in the payment schedule is important (EV is changed as well as AC), the
change in schedule should be incorporated by manipulating the project definition
parameters (case a). However, if the change in cost is outside the boundary of the
PVs but its effect on EV and payments is negligible or contractually irrelevant to
the payments schedule, a cost pulse can be used.
Table 7-8. Cost_Pulse table in MS-Access

To define a change in the cost schedules, which is the result of addition or
subtraction of a cost schedule to a component of the AC schedule, the following
columns should be filled:
ProjectName:

The user enters the name of the project that needs a

schedule change in this column.
GC_Sub_Name: The user enters the name of the GC or sub to which the
schedule change is related. It should be mentioned that each project only
has one GC but can have an unlimited number of subs.
Cost_Component: If a GC is chosen in the GC_Sub_Name column, then
the changes can be made to each or all of its components (equipment,
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material, labor, and all components). If a sub is chosen, then the user
chooses the N/A option from the drop-down menu.
Pulse_ALPHA: The user enters the “alpha” parameter of the cost schedule
distribution in this column.
Pulse_BETA: The user can enter the “beta” parameter of the cost schedule
distribution in this column.
Pulse_A: The user can enter the “A” parameter of the cost schedule
distribution in this column.
Pulse_B: The user can enter the “B” parameter of the cost schedule
distribution in this column.
Pulse_TotalCost: User can enter the total cost of the added cost schedule
distribution in this column.
IF both the “alpha” and “beta” parameters are entered as “1,” then the cost
schedule has a uniform format. In the change in cost categories (c and d), the cost
change to the sub is considered not to be marked up; therefore, it is directly added
to the AC of the sub inside the sub’s project object (SubProjects).
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7.3

Outputs and Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) of the proposed DSS

The DSS that utilizes the simulation model introduced in the last chapter has
several outputs. These outputs can be categorized based on the key players to
whom they pertain. As shown in Figure 7-2, there are three main agents (owner,
GC, and sub) and each of these main agents has nested agents that are modeling
their project/projects. These nested agents are named OwnerProjects, GCProjects,
and SubProjects and are nested inside the Owner, GC, and Sub agents,
respectively.

Owner

GC

Sub

Array of Nested Project Agents

Array of Nested Project Agents

Array of Nested Project Agents

OwnerProjects

GCProjects

SubProjects

Figure 7-2. Main agents and their nested agents associated with their
project/projects
Therefore, there are three categories of outputs for the DSS proposed in this
chapter:
1. Owner: The owner-related outputs of the model and the aggregate level
effect of the owner’s project portfolio are available at each Owner agent.
The available outputs at the Owner agents are as follows:
a. Owner’s inflow of available funds (time plot and datasets).
b. Longitudinal available internal funds and used credit line (cumulative
data represented in time plots and available in tabular format).
2. OwnerProjects: Each project in the owner’s project portfolio is simulated in
the OwnerProjects agent, which captures the output of the simulation
related to each project from the perspective of its owner.
a. EV cost schedule of the project.
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b. Timing of bills that are sent to the owner and their amounts.
c. Payment time of each bill, amount paid, and amount retained.
3. GC: The GC-related outputs of the model and the aggregate level effect of
each GC’s project portfolio are available at each GC agent. The available
outputs at the GC agents are as follows:
a. Project portfolio cash inflow as time plots and datasets at each time
step and cumulatively.
b. Project portfolio cash outflow as time plots and datasets at each time
step and cumulatively.
c. Project portfolio cash position as time plots and datasets at each time
step and cumulatively.
4. GCProjects: Each project in the GC’s project portfolio is simulated in the
GCProjects agent, which captures the output of the simulation related to
each project from the perspective of the GC.
a. PV, AC, and EV time plots and datasets as pre-defined in the
execution scenario.
b. EVs of the associated subs.
c. Total EVs of the project calculated with the profit and overhead
markup and sent to the owner.
d. Project cash inflow as time plots and datasets at each time step and
cumulatively.
e. Project cash outflows as time plots and datasets (at each time step
and cumulatively. The components of the cash outflow (equipment,
labor, material, and project overhead) are also simulated and
represented in longitudinal time plots.
f. The project cash position as time plots and datasets at each time
step and cumulatively.
g. NPV of the project based on the cash position values.
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5. Sub: sub-related outputs of the model and the aggregate level effect of each
sub’s project portfolio are available at each sub’s agent. The available
outputs at the GC agents are as follows:
a. Project portfolio cash inflow as time plots and datasets (at each time
step and cumulatively.
b. Project portfolio cash outflow as time plots and datasets at each time
step and cumulatively.
c. Project portfolio cash position as time plots and datasets at each time
step and cumulatively.
6. SubProjects: each project in the sub’s project portfolio is simulated in the
SubProjects agent that captures the output of the simulation related to each
project from the perspective of the subcontractor.
a. PV, AC, and EV time plot and datasets as pre-defined in the
execution scenario from the perspective of the GC. AC will always
be the same as EV in these datasets.
b. PV, AC, and EV time plot and datasets as pre-defined in the
execution scenario from the perspective of the sub (PV, AC, and EV
values are divided by (1+sub markup)).
c. Project cash inflow as time plots and datasets (at each time step and
cumulatively).
d. Project cash outflows as time plots and datasets (at each time step
and cumulatively).
e. Project cash position as time plots and datasets (at each time step
and cumulatively).
The following sections and Appendix A show the above mentioned model outputs
for two real projects.
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7.4

Detailed Example of a real project analyzed with the DSS

Having access to detailed information of a real project can reveal all the
confidential financial and managerial decisions behind the plans. These types of
information may have legal implications (contractual confidentiality, taxation, etc.)
or may reveal a company’s business strategy. Therefore, private and even public
companies almost always do not disclose this detailed information.
The following example is based on two real projects in Iran’s capital of Tehran. The
owner of this project is a subsidiary company of one of the largest private banks in
Iran. The bank personnel were very helpful in giving the author access to their pool
of previous projects. Two projects were selected that had the same GC and one
of the subs was involved in both of the selected projects. The aforementioned
arrangement was ideal for showing the capabilities of the DSS in capturing the
topology of the stakeholders involved in a portfolio of projects and their
interconnectivity effects. Figure 7-3 shows the stakeholder’s interconnectivity
through mutual projects which was generated in the DSS output. It should be
mentioned that these two projects were selected from a pool of 87 previous
projects of the owner. Due to the confidentiality of the following information, the
names of the involved parties were not disclosed.
Both project’s plans were in MS-Project format, but the owner could not disclose
the details of the schedule network (network diagram) of the projects, but they
agreed to extract the cost schedules according to the requested categories. The
owner’s project management department processed the planning information of
the two projects according to the requested DSS inputs and categorized cost
schedules in four major categories (equipment, labor, material and subs). The
“Markup” and “Billing markup,” which capture the overbilling practices were
assumed to be in a reasonable range but are not based on their real numbers
since the owner did not disclose those numbers.
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Figure 7-3. Topology of the project portfolio stakeholders (key players) generated
by DSS
7.4.1 Populating the project and stakeholder parameters
The first step in using the DSS was to calculate each project’s inputs. For each
cost schedule category (equipment, labor, material, and subs), five parameters
were needed: “Alpha” (beta distribution mode parameter), “Beta” (beta distribution
mode parameter), “A” (beta distribution start), “B” (beta distribution finish), and
“Total Cost” (total cost of the component). These parameters were calculated by
fitting a beta distribution (probability density function) into the cost schedule of each
of these components as shown in Appendix A.
These parameters were added in a table named with the project’s name (Project
1 in this example). The rows of this table are in the following order: Equipment,
Labor, Material, and Subs. The sub’s name in the “ID” column is used to distinguish
the subs from each other. Figure 7-4 shows these parameters for Project 1 in the
model input in MS-Access. The same procedure was conducted for Project 2 as
shown in Figure 7-5.
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Figure 7-4 and Figure 7-5 also show the Projects_Parameters table and its values
for Projects 1 and 2. Project 2 starts at week 28. Neither of the projects had
proportional project overhead in their PVs and the project overhead therefore was
calculated as a fixed amount during project execution. Project 1 had three subs in
contrast to Project 2, which had only one sub. Both projects had Owner 1 as their
owner and GC 1 as their GC. Markup was assumed to be 20% for Project 1 and
25% for Project 2. The billing markups were assumed to be identical to the
markups, which means there were no overbilling in the project’s bills. It should be
mentioned that the general overhead of the GC was negligible for these two
projects. Therefore, the markup (used for these two projects) is marking up the
cost for profit only (refer to Appendix C). Both projects had a “pay-when-paid”
clause in the subs’ contracts, which means that the GC was obligated to pay its
subs even if the owner had not paid their submitted bills after 12 weeks. Project 2
and Projects_Parameters were the information that pertained to Project 2 and are
shown in Figure 7-5.

Two more important tables that completed the projects and their stakeholders’
inputs are Owner_Funds and GC_Parameters. As shown in Table 7-9, Owner 1,
the owner of both projects, had an unlimited credit line and always was able to pay
its payable bills. The owner had an internal (retained earnings) stream of money
($10,000,000 in total) which was modeled with a beta distribution. The internal
funds had priority over debt, which means the owner paid any payable bills from
the internal funds and borrowed money only when it could not pay from the internal
funds. Annual interest rate and annual saving interest rate are assumed to be 10%
and 2% respectively.
Table 7-9. Owner_Funds and GC_Parameters tables in MS-Access
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Table 7-9 also shows that the only GC in DSS (GC 1) had access to an unlimited
line of credit, which is an assumption in the current version of the proposed model
described in detail earlier.

Figure 7-4. Input parameters related to Project 1 in a MS-Access database
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Figure 7-5. Input parameters related to Project 2 in a MS-Access database
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7.4.2 PV plots and calculations
In the first step, the model built the PV cost schedule for each project based on
each project’s definition table. A beta density function was fitted to each
component of the project cost schedule. Details of the distribution fitting process
and all the related details are described in Appendix A.

Figure 7-6. PVs of cost schedules for Projects 1 and 2 calculated by the model
based on inputs for each project components and fixed project overhead cost
(without P&O markup)
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The following table shows several key values of Projects 1 and 2 according to the
inputs and model calculations:
Table 7-10.Key values of Projects 1and 2’s PV cost schedules
Project 1

Project 2

Total costs without project overhead

14,102,000

1,649,000

Total project overhead

1,320,000

45,000

Total profit (expected)

3,084,400

423,500

Total PV plus profit

18,506,400

2,117,500

* All the calculations are in dollars

As shown in Figure 7-6, the model built each component of the cost schedule
(equipment, labor, material, and subs), and then added to it the project overhead
(in this case, only the fixed overhead throughout the project). This summation
shows the expected cost at each time step according to the baseline plan. Markup
was not multiplied to this summation since it was applied to the EV numbers later
and when the GC sent a bill to the owner.

7.4.3 Definition of scenarios
To demonstrate the DSS capabilities, two scenarios are shown in the following
sections as examples.
7.4.3.1 Scenario 1: Everything goes according to the plan
The best approach to becoming familiar with the DSS capabilities was to let the
DSS analyze the project portfolio assuming that everything goes according to the
original plans. This scenario also calculated all the financial outcomes (cost
schedules, payment schedules, cash flows, and NPVs) at the project and project
portfolio levels for all the involved GCs and subs.
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Figure 7-7. OwnerProjects as nested agents inside the Owner agent
Everything shown in Figure 7-7 through Figure 7-13, are calculated inside the
OwnerProjects agents, which are nested agents inside each Owner agent. Figure
7-8 is the model output that shows the EV without the profit cost schedule of the
GC in Project 1, the profit schedule, and the total EV schedule (EV plus profit) as
submitted to the owner. The actual bills submitted to the owner from the GC were
monthly. The GC’s total monthly bills from Project 1 and their submission time are
shown in Figure 7-9. Figure 7-9 also shows whether or not those submitted bills
became payable and were paid during the simulation. In contrast to Figure 7-9,
the X axis of Figure 7-10 is the actual payment time and it shows the portion of
each bill being paid and its retainage portion, in addition to the final retainage bill
which was the last bill paid. The exact same calculations are shown in Figure 7-11
through Figure 7-13 for Project 2.
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Figure 7-8. EV plot, profit time plot, and owner payments to GC for Project 1
(Scenario 1)

Figure 7-9. Bills from GC for Project 1 including the final accumulated retainage
bill (X Axis is submission times, Scenario 1)
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Figure 7-10. Amount of paid bills and their retained portion to GC for Project 1 (X
Axis is payment times, Scenario 1)

Figure 7-11. EV plot, profit time plot, and owner payments to GC for Project 2
(Scenario 1)
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Figure 7-12. Bills from GC for Project 2 including the final accumulated retainage
bill (X Axis is submission times, Scenario 1)

Figure 7-13. Amount of paid bills and their retained portion to GC for Project 2 (X
Axis is payment times, Scenario 1)
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Throughout the simulation, the owner paid the GC a total of $18,506,400 for
Project 1 and $2,117,500 for Project 2, which included all the payments for
equipment, labor, material, and subs plus project overhead and profit.

The time plots in Figure 7-15 and Figure 7-16 are inside the Owner object as shown
in Figure 7-14. Figure 7-15 shows the internal stream of the owner’s funds
($10,000,000 in total). This stream, which was modeled as a beta distribution,
depicts how the owner’s inflow of funds throughout time (week 0 to week 50 as
shown in its definition in Table 7-9). As shown in Figure 7-16, the owner began
paying its GC bills from the internal funds and switched to its credit line once there
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was not enough internal money to pay its bills.
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Contractor

Subcontractor
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Array of Nested
Project Agents

Array of Nested
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SubProjects

Figure 7-14. “Owner” agent

Figure 7-15. Owner’s cumulative stream (inflow) of internal funds modeled with a
beta distribution (Scenario 1)
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Figure 7-16 shows how the owner paid its bills from its resources of funds
throughout the simulation runtime. In the first 58 weeks, the owner had access to
internal funds and used them as its sources of funds. From week 59, the owner
started to use its credit line. At the end of the simulation, a total of $20,623,900
had been paid to the GC for Projects 1 and 2.

Figure 7-16. Cumulative time plot of owner’s internal funds and credit line (debt)
utilization (Scenario 1)
Figure 7-18 through Figure 7-25 show the simulation outputs (time plots) of the
model in GCProjects agents, which are nested agents inside the GC agent (Figure
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Figure 7-17. GCProjects nested agents inside the GC agent
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Each GCProjects agent contained all the information related to each project in
which the GC was involved. Figure 7-18 and Figure 7-21 show the cost schedule
of the three main in-house cost centers of each project (equipment, labor, and
material) in their PVs, EVs, and ACs for Projects 1 and 2, respectively. In this
example, everything went according to plan; therefore, there was no difference
between the PVs, EVs and ACs for both projects.

Figure 7-19 and Figure 7-22 depict the EV cost schedules (excluding profit) that
were sent to the owner as submittals. Figure 7-20 and Figure 7-23 show the cash
outflow of each project and its components (equipment, labor, material, subs, and
project overhead). Spikes in these two diagrams are associated with the discrete
payments to subcontractors. Figure 7-20 and Figure 7-23 are the same as the cash
outflow diagrams of Figure 7-24 and Figure 7-25.
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Figure 7-18. Cost schedule of GC’s equipment, labor, and material components
of Project 1 (Scenario 1)

Figure 7-19. Total EV of Project 1 inside GCProjects agent (EV submitted to
owner except profit, Scenario 1)

Figure 7-20. Total cash outflow of Project 1 (equipment, labor, material, subs,
and project overhead – Scenario 1)
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Figure 7-21. Cost schedule of GC’s equipment, labor, and material components
of Project 2 (Scenario 1)

Figure 7-22. Total EV of Project 2 inside GCProjects agent (EV submitted to
owner except profit, Scenario 1)

Figure 7-23. Total cash outflow of Project 2 (equipment, labor, material, subs,
and project overhead – Scenario 1)
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Figure 7-24. Cash inflow, cumulative cash inflow, cash outflow, cumulative cash
outflow, and cash position of GC regarding Project 1 without interest (Scenario 1)
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Figure 7-25. Cash inflow, cumulative cash inflow, cash outflow, cumulative cash
outflow, and cash position of GC regarding Project 2 without interest (Scenario 1)
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Figure 7-26. GC’s project portfolio cash inflow, cash outflow, and cash position
without interest (Scenario 1)
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Figure 7-27. Cash position of GC with interest payment in Projects 1, 2, and at
firm level with interest payment/income (Scenario 1)
Figure 7-24 and Figure 7-25 are the cash inflow, cumulative cash inflow, cash
outflow, cumulative cash outflow, and cash position (without interest) of the GC in
Projects 1 and 2 individually. Since, in this scenario, everything went according to
the original plan (PV equals EV and AC), the end cash position of each project was
expected to be exactly the same as the profit added to that project with the markup
multiplier. Therefore, the GC earned $3,084,400 from Project 1 and $423,500 from
Project 2 in the current scenario. Figure 7-27 demonstrates cash position of
projects 1 & 2 with interest payment. However, in practice inclusion of interest
payment/income should be implemented at firm level.
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Figure 7-28. GC agent
As shown in Figure 7-26, summation of the GC’s cash inflows and cash outflows
produced the GC’s project portfolio cash inflow, cash outflows, and its cash
position without overhead and interest. The project portfolio calculations were
executed at the GC object level, which is depicted in Figure 7-28. In the current
scenario, the GC earned a $3,507,900 profit from its project portfolio (Projects 1
and 2). These cash positions then are used to calculate the NPV (excluding
general overhead and interest) for each project. Comparing the NPVs of different
scenarios of a project portfolio is one of the most useful analysis techniques to
differentiate between the financial outcomes of different scenarios. Since in reality,
interest is paid/earned at firm level, it’s effect is only calculated at firm level. The
effect of interest on the NPV of project portfolio (firm) is calculated separately to
keep the effect of operational activities separate from financing activities. The total
NPV of the project portfolio can be used as the best index for comparison of
different scenarios when other constraints are of less importance (Table 7-11).
Table 7-11. NPV of Project 1, Project 2, and the project portfolio of GC 1 at 0%,
10%, and 20% discount rates (Scenario 1)
0%

10%

20%

Project 1 NPV

3,084,400.00

2,620,211.68

2,254,223.59

Project 2 NPV

423,500.00

362,329.29

313,713.72

3,507,900.00

2,982,540.97

2,567,937.31

3,519,116.60

2,990,698.33

2,573,756.72

Project Portfolio NPV
(excluding interest payment/income)
Project Portfolio NPV
(including interest payment/income)
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The NPVs of Project 1 are $3,084,400.00, $2,620,211.68, and $2,254,223.59 for
annual discount rates of 0%, 10%, and 20%, respectively (Figure 7-29). The NPVs
of Project 2 are $423,500.00, $362,329.29, and $313,713.72 for annual discount
rates of 0%, 10%, and 20% respectively (Figure 7-30). The values shown in the
following figures (0% discount rates) are essentially the same values in Figure 7-24
and Figure 7-25. The only difference is that Figure 7-24 and Figure 7-25 values
are cumulative. Please refer to Appendix B, section B-5 for detailed explanation of
NPV calculations of scenario 1.

Figure 7-29. Discounted values of GC’s Project 1 cash flows for 0%, 10%, and
20% annual discount rate (Scenario 1)

Figure 7-30. Discounted values of GC’s Project 2 cash flows for 0%, 10%, and
20% annual discount rate (Scenario 1)
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Figure 7-31. SubProjects nested agents inside the sub agent in Figures X, Y, and
Z
Figure 7-32 to Figure 7-43 show the simulation outputs (time plots) of model in
SubProjects agents which are nested agents inside the “sub” agent (Figure 7-31).
As mentioned before, it is assumed that GC has an estimate of sub’s markup (refer
to Appendix C). So, by marking down the sub’s cost schedule with this assumed
markup we can estimate the cost schedule as if we see the cost schedule from the
view point of the sub. Therefore, inside each SubProjects nested agent, there are
two sets of PV, EV, and ACs, one from the view point of GC and the other from the
sub point of view as shown in Figure 7-32, Figure 7-35, Figure 7-38, and Figure
7-41.
Figure 7-33, Figure 7-36, Figure 7-39, and Figure 7-42 show each sub’s bill to the
GC. Total bill amounts are shown with black dots, purple dots are the payable
portion of that bill, and green dots are the retainage portion of that bill. The last bill
(in purple) is the retainage bill. Red dots are representative of a bill that was paid
by the GC and orange dots (which have the same height as red dots) depict the
payment time of each bill. As mentioned before, the retainage bill (last bill) is shown
at the time when it is paid in contrast to all the other purple dots that are drawn at
bill submission time.

Figure 7-34, Figure 7-37, Figure 7-40, and Figure 7-43 show the cumulative cash
inflow, cumulative cash outflow, and cash position of each sub’s projects. Since,
in the current scenario, everything went according to plan, the cash position at the
end of each project was equal to the profit on the PVs.
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Figure 7-32. PV, EV, and AC from the GC and sub points of view for Sub 1 in
Project 1 (Scenario 1)

Figure 7-33. Sub 1 bills to GC in Project 1 (Scenario 1)

Figure 7-34. Cumulative cash inflow, cash outflow, and cash position of Sub 1 in
Project 1 (Scenario 1)
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Figure 7-35. PV, EV, and AC from the GC and sub points of view for Sub 2 in
Projct1 (Scenario 1)

Figure 7-36. Sub 2 bills to GC in Project 1 (Scenario 1)

Figure 7-37. Cumulative cash inflow, cash outflow, and cash position of Sub 2 in
Project 1 (Scenario 1)
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Figure 7-38. PV, EV, and AC from the GC and sub points of view for Sub 2 in
Projct2 (Scenario 1)

Figure 7-39. Sub 2 bills to GC in Project 2 (Scenario 1)

Figure 7-40. Cumulative cash inflow, cash outflow, and cash position of Sub 2 in
Project 2 (Scenario 1)
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Figure 7-41. PV, EV, and AC from the GC and sub points of view for Sub 3 in
Project 1 (Scenario 1)

Figure 7-42. Sub 3 bills to GC in Project 1 (Scenario 1)

Figure 7-43. Cumulative cash inflow, cash outflow, and cash position of Sub 3 in
Project 1 (Scenario 1)
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Figure 7-44. “Sub” agent
Time plots in Figure 7-45 are inside the Sub object (Sub 2) as shown in Figure
7-44. The cash outflow, cash inflow, and cash position of the project portfolio is the
summation of the associated amounts at each time step.
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Figure 7-45. Cash inflow, cumulative cash inflow, cash outflow, cumulative cash
outflow, and cash position of Sub 2 project portfolio (Scenario 1)
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7.4.3.2 Scenario 2: Several Cost and Schedule Changes
A) Schedule Changes
There are several changes in the schedule of the Projects 1 and 2:

A-1) All three cost components of GC 1 (equipment, labor, and material) will start
5 weeks late and they all take 10 weeks longer than the original plan (Figure 7-46).

Figure 7-46. Project 1’s equipment, labor, and material cost schedule (PV values
on the left, EV values on the right)
A-2) Sub 3 in Project 1 will start 5 weeks late and also takes 10 weeks longer to
finish (Figure 7-47).

Figure 7-47. Project 1’s sub3 cost schedule (PV values on the left, EV values on
the right)
A-3) Labor component of cost schedule in Project 2 will start as planned but it will
take 5 more weeks than the original plan to finish (Figure 7-48).
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Figure 7-48. Project 2’s labor cost schedule (PV values on the left, EV values on
the right)
All of these schedule changes in the scenario are defined in the Schedule_Change
table of the MS-Access database which is connected to the model as shown in
Table 7-12. Detailed explanation of how Schedule_Change tables parameters
translate into part of the scenario is available at Scenario Definition Inputs.
Table 7-12. Schedule_Change table of the MS-Access that defines all the
schedule related changes in the defined scenario

B) Cost Changes
There are several cost changes in Projects 1 and 2:

B-1) A uniform cost pulse with the total amount of $350,000 is added to the
“material” cost schedule of Project 1 (Figure 7-49). Cost pulses will be added to
the local coordinate of each cost schedule. For example, in this case, cost pulse
is added from week 10 to week 40 of the original plan which was between weeks
0 to 76. As mentioned in the schedule change section, the material cost schedule
is also started 5 weeks late (shifted 5 weeks to the right) and ended 10 weeks late
as described in A-2.
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Figure 7-49. Project 1’s cost pulse added to its material cost schedule (PV values
on the left, AC values on the right)
B-2) A uniform cost pulse with the total amount of $30,000 is added to the
“equipment” cost schedule of Project 2 (Figure 7-50). In this case, cost pulse is
added from 20 to 50 (local coordinate which considers the project’s start time or
week 28 as the origin). Therefore, the original local start and finish times (0 to 42)
will be changed to 0 to 50 (week 28 to week 78). In other words, this cost pulse
implicitly changes the schedule as well as cost in AC. This change in cost won’t
change the EV according to the assumptions described in chapter 6.

Figure 7-50. Project 2’s cost pulse added to its equipment cost schedule (PV
values on the left, AC values on the right)
B-3) A uniform cost pulse with the total amount of $20,000 is added to the “labor”
cost schedule of Project 2 (Figure 7-51). In this case, cost pulse is added from 40
to 45 (local coordinate which considers the project’s start time or week 28 as the
origin). Therefore, the cost pulse will be added from week 68 to week 73 (28+40,
28+45). As mentioned in the schedule change section, labor cost schedule of
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Project 2 is also takes 5 more weeks than the original plan to finish (week 78 which
is 28 plus 50).

Figure 7-51. Project 2’s cost pulse added to its labor cost schedule (PV values on
the left, AC values on the right)
All of these cost (or implicit schedule) changes in the scenario are defined in the
Cost_Pulse table of the MS-Access database which is connected to the model as
shown in Table 7-13.
Table 7-13. Cost_Pulse table of the MS-Access that defines all the cost (or
implicit schedule) changes in the defined scenario

B-4) Project 2’s project overhead is changed due to the fix project overhead
change from $1000 per week to $2000 per week (Figure 7-52). Also since the
Project 2 takes a longer time to finish (5 extra weeks), the fix project overhead will
also be charged in the added weeks.
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Figure 7-52. Project 2’s cost change due to fix project overhead increase (PV
values on the left, Cash outflow and scenario’s overhead values on the right)

Table 7-14. Overhead_Change table of the MS-Access that defines the project
overhead related cost changes in the defined scenario

These cost changes related to the project overhead are defined in the
Overhead_Change table of the MS-Access database which is connected to the
model as shown in Table 7-14.
B-5) The total cost of Project 2’s Sub 2 will be increased by 10% (Figure 7-53). In
other words, the cost of Sub 2 in each week will be multiplied by a 1.1 factor.

Figure 7-53. Project 2’s cost escalation (10% increase) added to its Sub 2 cost
schedule (PV values on the left, AC values on the right)
B-6) The total cost of Project 2’s labor will be increase by 20% (Figure 7-54). In
other words, the cost of labor in each week will be multiplied by a 1.2 factor.
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Figure 7-54. Project 2’s cost escalation (20% increase) added to its labor cost
schedule (PV values on the left, AC values on the right)

Table 7-15. TotalCost_Escalation table of the MS-Access that defines the total
cost changes in the defined scenario

These cost changes that change the total cost of a cost component are defined in
the TotalCost_Excalation table of the MS-Access database which is connected to
the model as shown in Table 7-15.

There is also another set of important parameters that are different between
scenario 1 and 2. In scenario 1, there was no delay defined in the cash outflow
payment. On the other hand, in scenario 2, equipment and material payment are
delayed for 4 weeks, and labor payment is delayed by 2 weeks. This difference
does not affect the cost or payment schedule simulation but shows its effect in
cash flows and NPVs which is based on the cash position.

Similar to the results shown in Figure 7-7, Figure 7-55 through Figure 7-60 all were
calculated inside the OwnerProjects agents, which are nested agents inside each
Owner agent. Figure 7-55 shows the EV without profit of the GC in Project 1, the
profit schedule, and total EV schedule as submitted to the owner. The actual bills
that are submitted to the owner from GC are monthly and not weekly. GC’s monthly
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bills from Project 1 and their submission time are shown in Figure 7-56. Figure
7-56 also shows if those submitted bills became payable and paid during the
simulation or not. In contrast to Figure 7-56, X axis of Figure 7-57 is the actual
payment time and it shows the portion of each bill being paid and retainage portion
(last bill paid is the retainage bill). The exact same calculations are shown in Figure
7-58 through Figure 7-60 for Project 2.
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Figure 7-55. EV plot, profit time plot, and owner payments to GC for Project 1
(Scenario 2)

Figure 7-56. Bills from GC for Project 1 including the final accumulated retainage
bill (X Axis is submission times, Scenario 2)
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Figure 7-57. Amount of paid bills and their retained portion to GC for Project 1 (X
Axis is payment times, Scenario 2)

Figure 7-58. EV plot, profit time plot, and owner payments to GC for Project 2
(Scenario 2)
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Figure 7-59. Bills from GC for Project 2 including the final accumulated retainage
bill (X Axis is submission times, Scenario 2)

Figure 7-60. Amount of paid bills and their retained portion to GC for Project 2 (X
Axis is payment times, Scenario 2)
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In Scenario 1, there were no differences between the planned and actual costs.
However, due to the discrepancies defined in Scenario 2, each project’s cost,
project overhead, and profit were expected to be different from the original plans.
In Project 1, the total cost excluding the project overhead is planned to be
$14,102,000. However, due to the $350,000 cost increase in the material cost
schedule, the total cost excluding the project overhead will be $14,452,000 at the
end of simulation. Furthermore, total project overhead of Project 1 was $1,320,000
in the original plan but since project1 is 10 weeks longer than the original plan with
a fixed weekly project overhead of $15,000, the simulated total project overhead
will be $1,470,000. Original total profit with a 20 % markup was $3,084,400
([14,102,000 + 1,320,000] * 0.2 = 3,084,400). However due to the total increase of
$500,000 (350,000 + 150,000 = 500,000) in the projet1’ cost, total profit in
Scenario2 will be shrunk to $2,584,400. Similarly, in Project 2, we have a $78,800
increase in costs excluding the project overhead. This cost increase can be
calculated as shown below:

Increase in cost of GC 1 excluding project overhead (Project 2) = 0.2* 144,000 +
20,000 (Labor) +30,000 (equipment)= $78,800

Increasing the Sub 2 cost by a factor of 1.1 only affected Sub 2 and not GC 1.
Moreover, total project overhead increased by $55,000 because Project 2 required
five more weeks due to labor and costed $2,000 per week instead of the original
plan of $1,000. Therefore, the total profit of Project 2 decreased by $133,800,
which is calculated below:
Project 2’s profit = 423,500 (original profit) – 78,800 (total cost increase excluding
project overhead) – 55,000 (cost increase due to change in project overhead) =
$289,700.
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Table 7-16 shows a summary of the above calculations from the DSS output. It
should be mentioned that the total payments from the owner were exactly the same
since the owner paid based on the EVs and not the ACs. All the cost discrepancies
were absorbed in the GC’s profit and did not affect the owner payments since
contracts shifted the project execution risks to the GC.
Table 7-16. Key values of the PV cost schedules for Projects 1 and 2
Project 1

Project 2

14,102,000

1,649,000

14,452,000

1,727,800

1,320,000

45,000

1,470,000

100,000

total profit (Original Plan)

3,084,400

423,500

total profit (Simulation results of scenario 2)

2,584,400

289,700

Total PV plus profit

18,506,400

2,117,500

18,506,400

2,117,500

total costs without project overhead
(Original Plan)
total costs without project overhead
(Simulation results of scenario 2)
total project overhead (Original plan)
total project overhead (Simulation results of
scenario 2)

Total paid by the owner at the end
(simulation result)
* All the calculations are in dollars

By the end of the simulation in Scenario 2, the owner paid $18,506,400 to the GC
for Project 1 and $2,117,500 to the GC for Project 2 (Table 7-16), which comprised
the total payments for equipment, labor, material and subs, project overhead, and
profit that were paid on the EV schedules submitted to the owner.

The time plots in Figure 7-61 and Figure 7-62 are inside the Owner object. Figure
7-61 shows the internal stream of the owner’s funds ($10,000,000 in total). This
stream, which was modeled as a beta distribution, represents how the owner’s
inflow of funds throughout time (week 0 to week 50 as shown in its definition in
Table 7-9, similar to Scenario 1). As outputted in Figure 7-62, the owner first paid
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its GC bills from the internal funds and then switched to its credit line when there
were not enough internal funds to pay its bills.

Figure 7-62 shows how the owner paid its bills from its sources of funds throughout
the simulation runtime. As is shown in the first 67 weeks, the owner had access
to internal funds and used them as its payment source. From week 68, the owner
started to use its credit line. Changes in the timing of payments were due to the
changes made in Scenario 2. At the end of the simulation, $20,623,900 had been
paid to the GC for both Projects 1 and 2.

Figure 7-61. Owner’s cumulative stream (inflow) of internal funds modeled with a
beta distribution (Scenario 2, which is not changed from Scenario 1)

Figure 7-62. Cumulative time plot of owner’s internal funds and credit line (debt)
utilization (Scenario 2)
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Figure 7-63 to Figure 7-68, show the simulation outputs (time plots) of the model
in the GCProjects agents, which are nested agents inside the GC agent (Figure
7-17).

Each GCProjects agent contains all the information related to each project in which
the GC is involved. Figure 7-63 and Figure 7-66 show the cost schedule of the
three main in-house cost centers of each project (equipment, labor and material)
in their PV, EV, and AC schedules for Projects 1 and 2 respectively. In contrast to
Scenario 1, discrepancies between the original plan and actual execution (defined
in the scenario) reveal themselves in the differences between the PV, EV, and AC
schedules of both projects.

Figure 7-64 and Figure 7-67 are depictions of the EV schedules (excluding profit),
which are marked up and will be sent to the owner as submittals. Figure 7-65 and
Figure 7-68 show the cash outflow of each project and its components (equipment,
labor, material, subs, and project overhead).

One important caveat is that the project overhead that is calculated and added to
the EV schedules (sent to the owner for progress payments) is not the same as
the project overhead that is calculated and used for cash flow and NPV analysis.
The progress payment project overhead is based on the EV schedule and its total
will be the same as the original project overhead calculated in the PV schedule.
However, the distribution of this project overhead will be different based on the
duration of the project as is defined in the scenario. On the other hand, the project
overhead that is calculated and used in the cash flow analysis (and subsequently
in the NPV) can be completely disjointed from the PV schedules. There are three
important assumptions in the calculation of the project overhead used in the cash
flow analysis. First, this project overhead does not consider delays in the cash
payments and uses the AC schedule (without the cash payment delay). Second,
two parameters that are used in the calculation of project overhead at each time
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step (ProportionalOverhead_Scenario and FixedOverhead_Scenario) are different
from their counterparts used in the calculation of project overhead in the PV cost
schedule (ProportionalOverhead and FixedOverhead). Third, this project overhead
is entirely related to the AC schedules, which means that the fixed cost is only
related to the actual execution time, and proportional cost is related to the AC at
each time step. Therefore, this project overhead calculation is completely different
from the project overhead in the planned cost schedules and can be completely
different from it (both in its distribution and in its quantity at each time step).
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Figure 7-63. Cost schedule of GC’s equipment, labor, and material components
of Project 1 (Scenario 2)

Figure 7-64. Total EV of Project 1 inside GCProjects agent (EV submitted to
owner except profit, Scenario 2)

Figure 7-65. Total cash outflow of Project 1 (equipment, labor, material, subs,
and project overhead – Scenario 2)
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Figure 7-66. Cost schedule of GC’s equipment, labor, and material components
of Project 2 (Scenario 2)

Figure 7-67. Total EV of Project 2 inside GCProjects agent (EV submitted to
owner except profit, Scenario 2)

Figure 7-68. Total cash outflow of Project 2 (equipment, labor, material, subs,
and project overhead – Scenario 2)
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Figure 7-69 and Figure 7-70 are the cash inflow, cumulative cash inflow, cash
outflow, cumulative cash outflow, and cash position of the GC in Projects 1 and 2
individually. Since the GC in this scenario lost some money due to several cost
escalations, the end cash position of each project was different from the PV
schedules. In this scenario, the GC earned $2,584,400 from Project 1 and
$289,700 from Project 2. For more detailed explanation of NPV calculations refer
to Appendix, sections B-5 and B-9.
Table 7-17. NPVs of Project 1, Project 2, and the project portfolio of GC 1 at 0%,
10%, and 20% discount rates (Scenario 2)
0%

10%

20%

Project 1 NPV

2,584,400.00

2,171,740.62

1,852,903.06

Project 2 NPV

289,700.00

251,091.33

220,318.63

2,874,100.00

2,422,831.95

2,073,221.69

2,861,350.28

2,409,293.40

2,059,261.61

Project Portfolio NPV
(excluding interest payment/income)
Project Portfolio NPV
(including interest payment/income)

As shown in Figure 7-71, summation of the GC’s cash inflows and outflows
resulted in its project portfolio cash inflows and outflows and its cash position
without general overhead and interest. The project portfolio calculations were
executed at the GC object level, which is depicted in Figure 7-28. In Scenario 2,
the GC earned a $2,874,100 profit from its project portfolio (Projects 1 and 2).
These cash positions then were used to calculate the NPV for each project. As
mentioned earlier, comparing the NPVs of different scenarios of a project portfolio
is considered the key metric for differentiation between the financial outcomes of
different scenarios (Table 7-17). In the two scenarios discussed in this chapter, the
differences between the NPV of the project portfolio can be used as the basis for
comparing the two scenarios’ financial performance considering different discount
rates (Table 7-18 and Table 7-19). Cash position of GC at firm level including the
interest payment/income is shown in Figure 7-72.
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Table 7-18. NPV of project portfolio of GC 1 at 0%, 10%, and 20% discount rate
(in Scenarios 1 and 2 - excluding interest payment/income)
0%

10%

20%

Project Portfolio NPV (Scenario 1)

3,507,900.00

2,982,540.97

2,567,937.31

Project Portfolio NPV (Scenario 2)

2,874,100.00

2,422,831.95

2,073,221.69

Table 7-19. NPV of project portfolio of GC 1 at 0%, 10%, and 20% discount rate
(in Scenarios 1 and 2 - including interest payment/income)
0%

10%

20%

Project Portfolio NPV (Scenario 1)

3,519,116.60

2,990,698.33

2,573,756.72

Project Portfolio NPV (Scenario 2)

2,861,350.28

2,409,293.40

2,059,261.61
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Figure 7-69. Cash inflow, cumulative cash inflow, cash outflow, cumulative cash
outflow, and cash position of GC regarding Project 1 (Scenario 2)
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Figure 7-70. Cash inflow, cumulative cash inflow, cash outflow, cumulative cash
outflow, and cash position of GC regarding Project 2 (Scenario 2)
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Figure 7-71. GC’s project portfolio cash inflow, cash outflow, and cash position
(Scenario 2)
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Figure 7-72. Cash position of GC with interest payment in Projects 1, 2, and at
firm level with interest payment/income (Scenario 2)
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In Scenario 2, the NPVs of Project 1 were $2,584,400.00, $2,171,740.62, and
$1,852,903.06 for annual discount rates of 0%, 10%, and 20%, respectively
(Figure 7-73). The NPVs of Project 2 were $289,700.00, $251,091.33, and
$220,318.63 for annual discount rates of 0%, 10%, and 20%, respectively (Figure
7-74).

Figure 7-73. Discounted values of GC’s Project 1 cash flows for 0%, 10%, and
20% annual discount rate (Scenario 2)

Figure 7-74. Discounted values of GC’s Project 2 cash flows for 0%, 10%, and
20% annual discount rate (Scenario 2)
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Figure 7-75 through Figure 7-86 show the simulation outputs (time plots) of the
model in the SubProjects agents, which are nested agents inside the “Sub” agent
(Figure 7-31). As mentioned before, it is assumed that the GC has an estimate of
the sub’s markup. Therefore, by marking down the sub’s cost schedule with this
assumed markup, the cost schedule can be estimated as if we see the cost
schedule from the view point of the sub (refer to Appendix C). Therefore, inside
each SubProjects nested agent, there are two sets of the PV, EV, and AC
schedules, one from the GC’s view point and the other from the sub’s point of view
as shown in Figure 7-75, Figure 7-78, Figure 7-81, and Figure 7-84.

Figure 7-76, Figure 7-79, Figure 7-82, and Figure 7-85 show each sub’s bill to the
GC. The total bill amount is shown in black dots, the purple dots are the payable
portion of that bill, and the green dots are the retainage portion of that bill. The last
bill (in purple) is the retainage. Red dots are representative of a bill that was paid
by the GC, and the orange dots (which have the same height as the red dots) are
depicting the payment time of each bill. As mentioned before, the retainage bill
(last bill) is shown at the time when it is paid in contrast to all the other purple dots
that are drawn at the bill submission time. Figure 7-77, Figure 7-80, Figure 7-83,
and Figure 7-86 show the cumulative cash inflow, cumulative cash outflow, and
cash position of each sub’s projects. Since there are several discrepancies
between the project execution and original plan in Scenario 2, the cash position at
the end of each project was not equal to the marked up PVs.
The time plots in Figure 7-87 are inside the “Sub” object as shown in Figure 7-44.
The cash outflow, cash inflow, and cash position of the project portfolio is the
summation of the associated amounts at each time step. Since the simulation
calculated the cash position of each project and the project portfolio, the NPVs of
each project and the project portfolio of each sub easily can be calculated, similar
to the GCs.
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Figure 7-75. PV, EV, and AC from the points of view of the GC and sub for Sub 1
in Project 1 (Scenario 2)

Figure 7-76. Sub 1 bills to GC in Project 1 (Scenario 2)

Figure 7-77. Cumulative cash inflow, cash outflow, and cash position of Sub 1 in
Project 1 (Scenario 2)
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Figure 7-78. PV, EV, and AC from the points of view of the GC and sub for Sub 2
in Project 1 (Scenario 2)

Figure 7-79. Sub 2 bills to GC for Project 1 (Scenario 2)

Figure 7-80. Cumulative cash inflow, cash outflow, and cash position of Sub 2 in
Project 1 (Scenario 2)
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Figure 7-81. PV, EV, and AC from points of view of the GC and sub for Sub 2 in
Project 2 (Scenario 2)

Figure 7-82. Sub 2 bills to GC for Project 2 (Scenario 2)

Figure 7-83. Cumulative cash inflow, cash outflow, and cash position of Sub 2 in
Project 2 (Scenario 2)
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Figure 7-84. PV, EV, and AC from the points of view of the GC and sub for Sub 3
in Project 1 (Scenario 2)

Figure 7-85. Sub 3 bills to GC for Project 1 (Scenario 2)

Figure 7-86. Cumulative cash inflow, cash outflow, and cash position of Sub 3 in
Project 1 (Scenario 2)
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Figure 7-87. Cash inflow, cumulative cash inflow, cash outflow, cumulative cash
outflow, and cash position of Sub 2 project portfolio (Scenario 2)
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7.5

Model Validation and Verification

Law (2014) suggested ten steps in a sound simulation study. In this section, these
ten steps are described (with some modifications) and how they were addressed
in the model development process. These steps were already discussed in the
current and previous chapters. This section is a reference to these practices in this
dissertation and only summarizes them in a clearer format. The ten steps in a
sound simulation study are as follows:

1. Formulating the problem.
The problem, the overall objectives, and the specific questions to be answered by
this dissertation were discussed and defined in Chapter 1. The scope of this
dissertation and, subsequently, the simulation model built upon it, also was well
defined and documented in Chapter 1. Since the model uses the SoS approach as
its underlying platform, we utilized a standardized lexicon developed by
DeLaurentis et al. (2004) to define and understand the problem structure. The
system configurations to be modeled were built upon this platform and the benefits
from the established design structure of SoS. At this step, the time frame of the
dissertation was decided to be the lengthiest project in the project portfolio (its PVs
or ACs in the scenario, whichever is longer). One week was selected as the
appropriate time step for the simulation model. AnyLogic was the software chosen
due to its flexibility and unique multi-method capabilities.

2. Defining a model and collecting data.
During the course of this dissertation, information about the system structure and
operating procedures were gathered from previous research and real projects. The
operating procedures on the financial side of construction projects, are very
formalized and generic. Chapter 4 includes a detailed description of each
stakeholder in the model, their internal and external elements, and their intercommunication mechanisms.
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All the parameters that are used as inputs to the model are documented and
described in detail in Chapters 6 and 7. The collected data for the example models
shown in this chapter are based on these inputs. In accordance with good practice,
we started with a "simple" SD model as a proof of concept. This model which was
a modified version of the profit chain model developed by Cui (2005), provided
beneficial insights into the capabilities of EVM techniques in the definition of
scenarios for each project execution in the simulation model.

3. Documenting and checking the validity of model assumptions.
All the assumptions made in each module of the model, the decision rules, and the
constraints also were documented in Chapter 6. To confirm that the assumptions
were valid, several project managers and subject-matter experts (SMEs) were
consulted. These experts were involved in the two example projects modeled and
analyzed in this chapter. It should be mentioned that one of the main objectives in
the architecture of the simulation model was to keep it as generic and flexible as
possible in addition to taking into account the nuances of different projects. Similar
to any other simulation model, there are many cases that will not conform to the
common project’s description and therefore cannot be modeled in the current
implementation of the model. However, the model design is modular and
encapsulated enough to be modified to a specific setting without the need to
change several parts of the model.

4. Constructing the simulation model and verification.
Simulation can be built by programming directly in a programming language (e.g.,
C++ or Java) or via simulation software (e.g., AnyLogic, Repast, Arena). Using a
programming language will result in a more customized model and potentially a
faster one. Simulation software programs, in general, have many built in
capabilities that reduce the development time; but, at the same time, they can
constrain the model to the software boundary. However, some of them have open
application programming interface (API) that lets the user write programs to extend
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the built-in capabilities of the simulation software. Since adding customized
capabilities to the model was very important in this dissertation, AnyLogic, which
has programming capabilities, was selected for this dissertation.

According to Law (2014), the simulation analyst should use quantitative techniques
whenever possible to test the validity of various components of the overall model.
Thacker et al. (2004) depicted a high level schematic for the verification and
validation process based on a diagram developed by the Society for Computer
Simulation (SCS) in 1979, which is referred to as the Sargent Circle. In Figure 7-88,
the Reality of Interest is the real system that represents the particular problem. The
decision rules/ behaviors encompass the conceptual model, the decision rules of
the environment at system level, and the agents’ behaviors at the individual level.
Decision rules and behaviors usually take the form of flowcharts that describes the
processes, state charts, decision functions, initial and boundary conditions, and
any other means available in the simulation software to describe the dynamic
behavior of the system and its constituents. The Computer Model represents the
implementation of the decision rules and behaviors in the simulation software.
Simulation software has a built-in engine that is capable of building a virtual system
that goes from one state to the next state based on the rules, behaviors, and inputs.
The verification process makes sure the simulation computer program is working
as intended. To verify the model outputs, numerous runs and techniques (e.g.,
structured walk-through and tracing), were used. The results of such verification
steps for the two real projects modeled in this chapter are available in Appendix A.
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Confirmation

Reality of Interest
Decision Rules/Behaviors

Validation

Verification
Computer Model

Modeling & Simulation Activities
Assessment Activities

Figure 7-88. Simplified view of the model verification and validation process
(Thacker et al., 2004) – Modified from the original
5. Making pilot runs.
Pilot runs are utilized for validation purposes but are not necessarily based on real
data and inputs. These runs are designed to check extreme conditions or simple
scenarios that are easily verifiable. It would be easier to verify a complex model if
the verification starts with a very simple run that can be replicated manually. During
the model development in this dissertation, several pilot runs were used to verify
each module of the model. Some of these pilot runs are documented in Chapter 6.

6. Validating of the model
The ideal way to validate a model is to compare the model outputs with
observations from a real system that can be associated with the virtual model setup.
However, in most cases, it is very difficult to find a real system that exactly matches
the model. Many parameters are attributed to the discrepancies between a real
system and the model such as model scope, model length, accuracy of real data,
model assumptions, etc.
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Quantitative techniques like statistical analysis are used to validate some
components of the model (Appendix B). The outputs of the simulation for the
overall simulation model was also validated by comparison with the outputs of the
two projects in reality and by the expert opinion of the project managers involved
in the two projects. The detailed output of the model is shown in Appendix A. To
validate the scenario definition method introduced in Chapter 5, the results of
distribution fitting for the two real projects were statistically tested and validated
(Appendix B).

7 and 8. Designing experiment and making production runs
The design of experiments is important when the stochasticity of the model results
in too many different permutations. In this dissertation, the model is deterministic
and designing experiments therefore is not necessary. Production runs were made
for analyzing their outputs. Two scenarios were defined based on two real projects.
Definition of these two scenarios and their outputs are shown in previous sections
of this chapter.

9. Analyzing output data.
In general, there are two major objectives in analyzing output data:
I.

Determining the absolute performance of certain system configurations
quantitatively. The measured performance can be in form of statistics,
graphs, animation, etc.

II.

Comparing alternative system configurations. For example, in this
dissertation, the results of two scenarios were compared to demonstrate
how the DSS can assist decision-makers.

10. Documenting, presenting, and using the results.
The last and final step in a simulation study is to document the assumptions, the
computer model, and the results for use in the current and future projects. In this
dissertation, most of the assumptions and the computer model (in AnyLogic) are
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documented in Chapter 6. The possible results of the model are also discussed in
Chapter 6 but their details are only shown in Chapter 7 in order to reduce the
redundancy.
7.6

Summery

The main objective of the proposed DSS is to help decision-makers observe and
quantify the effects of plausible scenarios on the financial performance of a
company’s project portfolio. Divergence from the original plans and therefore it
associated scenarios can result from many different sources.

Assuming that the GC and its subs have no financial issues and can fund the
project without any problems, execution of a project can diverge from the original
plan. This type of execution discrepancy can be associated to the internallymanaged components of each project and associated to external factors. The
internally-managed components of projects (equipment, labor, and material) are
interconnected with external factors and can be affected by them. Moreover, some
part of the project execution is entirely managed externally and by subs. Deviation
from the original execution plan in these internally and externally-managed
components of projects can result in alternative scenarios. The DSS proposed in
this chapter, incorporates these types of discrepancies in the execution of each
project with the scenario definition method introduced in Chapter 5.

On the other hand, some discrepancies are not related to the physical execution
of the project. These inconsistencies happen when the implicitly-assumed flow of
money in the original plan deviates from the contractually-expected (e.g., owner
does not pay on time). This type of deviation may or may not affect the project’s
execution, but it definitely affects the financial performance of the project execution
for the involved stakeholders. In the current simulation model, it is assumed that
the divergence in money flow does not affect the execution of the projects,
because the GCs and subs have access to unlimited sources of fund and are able
to continue the execution of their projects according to the scenario (which may
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not be the same as the original plan). In other words, in some cases, discrepancies
in the flow of money may affect project execution (in parallel to discrepancies due
to non-financial problems). This effect only can be evaluated if the simulation
explicitly models the physical execution of the project which is out of the scope of
this dissertation.
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CHAPTER 8. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

8.1

Summary of Dissertation

The main objective of this dissertation was to develop a new methodology that is
capable of simulating the profit realization, cash flow, and financial status of the
project portfolios of construction contractors (GCs and subs). To be able to
simulate the flow of money between the key players, a scenario definition
methodology and a scalable agent-based simulation were created. A System-ofSystems (SoS) approach also was developed as a platform that conceptualizes
the modular and scalable design of an agent-based model. This dissertation had
the following four major outcomes. The first two are reusable in many other areas,
which are discussed in detail in Section 8.4.

I.

Development of a SoS platform that could be used as the basis of agentbased models which focus on the interconnectivity of construction industry
stakeholders around a mutual project portfolio.

II.

Development of a scenario definition methodology that is capable of the
following:
a. Utilizes top-down approach to defining a scenario.
b. Retains the project’s initial logic when a scenario makes a high level
change.
c. Defines a scenario with only a few parameters.
d. Incorporates project stoppages in the scenarios.
e. Incorporates time and its effects in the scenario.
f. Distinguishes between the stakeholders’ contributions in the
scenario.

g. Utilizes familiar concepts and terminology of EVM in the definition of
the scenario.
h. Does not rely on execution trends.
i.

Captures the project execution aspects alongside the financiallyderived discrepancies.

j. Offers ease of computation in the simulation.
III.

Implementation of the SoS platform and the scenario definition method in
an agent-based model. The model is capable of dynamically simulating the
flow of money between the key players, based on the availability of the
sources of funds, the contractual relationships, and the pre-defined
execution scenario.

IV.

Development of a DSS that is capable of simulating the profit realization
process exactly as it materializes in reality. The main objective of the DSS
is to help decision-makers observe and quantify the effects of plausible
scenarios on the financial performance of their entities’ project portfolios.
The divergence from the original plans (and therefore the associated
scenarios) can originate from many different sources. Execution of a project
can diverge from the original plan because of the internally-managed
components of each project; and the internally-managed components of
projects (equipment, labor, and material) can be affected by external factors.
Moreover, a certain portion of project execution is managed externally and
by the subs. Deviation from the original plan in each of these internally and
externally-managed components of projects may result in alternative
scenarios. On the other hand, some discrepancies may not be related to
project execution. These inconsistencies happen when the implicitlyassumed flow of money in the original plan deviates from what is
contractually expected (e.g., owner does not pay on time). This type of
deviation may or may not affect project execution, but it definitely affects the
financial performance of project execution for the involved stakeholders. In
this dissertation, it was assumed that the divergence in money flow does
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not affect project execution because the GCs and subs have access to
unlimited sources of fund and are able to continue the execution of their
projects according to the scenario, which may not be the same as the
original plan. In some cases, discrepancies in the flow of money therefore
may affect project execution (in parallel to discrepancies due to nonfinancial problems). This effect can be evaluated only if the simulation
explicitly models the physical execution of the project, which is outside the
scope of this dissertation.
In summary, this dissertation proposed an innovative platform for utilizing the SoS
concept in the construction domain and implementing the useful features of a SoS
in agent-based models. Moreover, this dissertation proposed a completely original
scenario definition method that is capable of defining scenarios in a top-down
approach. The proposed DSS incorporates all of these new methods in a powerful
tool that is capable of simulating the financial outcome of a contractor’s project
portfolio based on pre-defined scenarios.

8.2

Dissertation Contribution

This dissertation proposed a transformative approach to ex-ante analysis of profit
potential of a project portfolio. The proposed methodology considers the effects of
influential internal and external entities on the flow of the profit between and
through owners, GCs, and subs. This dissertation is unique in that it utilizes the
SoS concept to develop a platform that can capture the interconnectivity effect of
the key players on profit realization. The proposed SoS platform is not only usable
for financial analysis but for other areas of research as well in which the
interconnections and links between the constituents of the construction
market/industry are the dominant factor. The SoS platform proposed in Chapter 4
could help researchers to easily map all the relative and influential entities within
the scope of their analysis and help them further in the abstraction phase of model
development. The SoS approach provides the means to see the aggregate
behavior of an organization as a constituent of a broader system in which each
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organization is modeled as an agent and captures the external interactions in their
interfaces with other agents in the environment.

Additionally, this dissertation provides some new insights into EVM, which is one
of the most widely acknowledged and practiced project control techniques in the
project management discipline. Most of the current prediction methods based on
EVM either rely on real data collected during project execution or equations
developed by statistical analysis of historical data. This dissertation proposes a
never before seen third approach that considers the interdependencies between
different influential entities, which can be used as the basis to simulate a range of
probable outcomes within the anticipated scenarios. This approach is a new and
feasible method that is capable of forecasting the financial outcomes of a project
portfolio at the planning stages despite the lack of historical information. Some
unique features of the implemented model in this dissertation are as follows:



The proposed model considers the effects of all the influential entities on the
profit realization of each project. The complex dynamics between all of these
entities are considered from a holistic view that can provide new insight about
how each influential entity affects the profit realization of the involved entities.



The proposed model aims to simulate the performance of the influential entities
in order to forecast the outcome of their interactions. By doing so, it is possible
to simulated the realized profit of the firm and thereby produce an ex-ante
analysis of profit potential of a project portfolio. The current methods of
forecasting mainly are based on financial techniques in contrast to the
proposed method which utilizes simulation of project execution scenarios and
the flow of money between stakeholders.



The

holistic

view

of

the

proposed

model

enables

capturing

the

interdependencies between the key players (owners, GCs, and subs) in the
profit realization process, which was highly neglected in previous studies
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(Cheah et al., 2004; Yee and Cheah, 2006; Hardie et al., 2006; Tsolas, 2013).
Since project execution scenarios are modeled at the project level, the
observed discrepancies can be associated in the expected financial
performance of a GC or a sub to the financial status of an interconnected key
player or the execution of a specific project. By doing so, decision-makers can
map the root-cause of discrepancies back to an interconnected key player (via
mutual project/projects in their project portfolios) or a project whose execution
discrepancy affects their financial performance.


By modeling the concurrent collaboration as a SoS, the effects of progress
payments, which could significantly impact the realized profit of GCs and subs,
are explicitly included. Previous models usually assumed that the progress
payment is guaranteed if the GC or sub does its work as shown in the contract,
which is not true. The proposed method assumes that the GC and subs
continue the project execution according to the pre-defined scenario, but the
progress payments are simulated based on the available funds of the upstream
key players.



The holistic view models the subs as the last link in the profit realization chain,
which often was ignored in previous research (Schaufelberger, 2004). By
modeling the money paid to the subs as downstream to the GC, the stream of
money can be tracked from the owner to the GC and from the GC to the subs.
By modeling the effects of all the key players concurrently, the complex effects
of the key players on the flow of money from the upstream to downstream
players can be captured and analyzed for the first time. This innovative
approach adds new insight into how profit is distributed to GCs and their subs.



The model is capable of executing scenario-based analysis based on
predefined scenarios or a set of probable scenarios to generate a range of
possible outcomes. This feature adds a new approach to the current body of
knowledge since only a few scenario-based analysis models that pertain to the
profit potential, profitability, and cash flow of construction firms were developed
in previous research (Cui, 2010). Scenario-based analysis is capable of
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forecasting project outcomes at the planning or early stages of execution
whereas the current EVM-based forecasting methods do not have the required
means to forecast cost and duration properly (Kim et al., 2010).


This dissertation also adds a new dimension to the EV concept by merging
simulation and modeling with a EV project control technique. Conventional
EVM forecasting techniques commonly are developed around gathering data
from the field to update the PVs and finding discrepancies (McConnell, 1985;
Anbari, 2003; Lipke, 2003; Vandevoorde and Vanhoucke, 2006; Fleming and
Koppelman, 2010). This dissertation proposed that the cost schedules in EVM
(PV, EV, and AC) can be used effectively to pre-define project execution
scenarios to simulate the flow of money between the owner, the GC and its
subs, and the financial performance of their project portfolios.



Current cash flow forecasting models focus only on how to forecast the cash
flow of a single project or project portfolio (Tucker, 1986; Pate-Cornell, 1990;
Navon, 1997, Park et al., 2005; Kishore et al., 2011; Lucko, 2013). However,
the proposed model in this dissertation does not utilize analytical methods to
forecast the cash flows but instead simulates the flow of money between the
stakeholders, which results in a realistic model that predicts the plausible
outcomes based on pre-defined scenarios. As previously stated, the simulation
model incorporates EVM concepts in which the EVs of the downstream players
are used as the basis for progress payment schedules, and the AC schedules
represent the predicted cost schedule forecast. The simulated results also
calculate the present values of all future free cash flows that could be used for
company valuation purposes as well.


8.3

Broader Impacts

The methodology proposed in this dissertation is intended for construction projects
and therefore was developed around the unique characteristics of construction
projects and the distinctive components of their planned values. However, since
most of the concepts used here are from the state of the practice lexicon and
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concepts in project management, they also can be adapted for project
management in other domains as well. The overall architecture of the SoS platform
developed in this dissertation can be used as the basis of hierarchical agent-based
models of interconnected players with mutual projects as interfaces. The scenario
definition method developed in this dissertation uses the basic concepts of EVM
that are applicable to all types of projects and with proper modifications; therefore,
variations of the proposed methodology could be developed for project
management in other disciplines.

The model developed in this dissertation also could be tailored for specific
companies based on their unique characteristics, organizational structures, and
contractual relationships. This flexibility will allow managers and decision-makers
to utilize this model as a beneficial tool in their decision-making process by
simulating the probable outcomes of different scenarios. Since this proposed
method focuses on financial projection of a company’s project portfolio, it can be
utilized by accountants, financial consultants, bankers, sureties, suppliers, and
owners to evaluate the future financial status of construction companies. Further,
the results of the model analysis could help in their selection process for lines of
credit and loans.

One of the core subjects of graduate and undergraduate courses in project
management usually includes EVM concepts. However, since conventional EVM
relies heavily on real data gathered from a project through its execution phase, it
is difficult to demonstrate the concept quantitatively. Using simulation to capture
the process of earning the profit backlog through the realization phase could be
effectively used to illustratively and interactively teach EVM techniques.
Throughout the simulation, students can define different scenarios and visually
observe how EVM could help them identify cost and time discrepancies. Students
also could experiment with models to analyze the effects and impacts of different
decision parameters on the project results.
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Simulation results for real project portfolios for different scenarios could be used
for different purposes like teaching, consultation, and decision-making based on
the user’s desired level of detail. Such models could be accessed and run through
a web browser without purchasing the original software package in which the
model was developed. These models then could be accessed easily through the
internet with open access to the fully functional model through an internet
connection.

The model also could be used in industry-oriented workshops to educate various
contractors about the capabilities of EVM since small to mid-size construction firms
continue to implement EVM incorrectly or use it to its full potential. The model also
could be used to educate contractors about the process of profit realization in their
companies and how they could improve their profitability by identifying the causes
behind their profit leaks through holistic system thinking.
8.4

Limits and Future Research

The proposed model and the DSS built upon it were designed to be comprehensive
and generic. Therefore, it could be used to simulate a wide range of construction
projects and the financial performance of the contractors involved in those projects.
However, there is one main assumption in this dissertation that enormously affects
the model scope and is thus an important focus of future research. The assumption
is that the project will be executed according to the pre-defined scenarios
regardless of financial problems. In other words, it is assumed that financial
problems will not affect the execution of the project because the contractors are
assumed to have access to unlimited sources of funds. However, having access
to unlimited funds does not mean that the model does not track the debt level or
cash position of the GCs (or subs), rather it only means that they can borrow
without a preset limit and have unlimited overdraft privileges. This assumption also
does not mean that the project will be executed exactly as planned since the predefined scenarios could be substantially different from the original plan. In terms
of the simulation model, this assumption means that the model considers the cost
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schedules resulting from project execution (AC and EV) to be realized exactly as
defined in the scenario. Any discrepancy (due to a lack of funds at upstream)
between the expected inflow of money and the simulated amount will not affect the
AC and EV cost schedules defined in the scenario.

Releasing this assumption, though, will not be a simple task. To do so, the
execution of the project must be included inside the simulation scope. Larsson et
al. (2015) conducted a state of the practice review of current discrete event
simulation tool and techniques specially designed for the construction domain. It is
evident that the current methods continue to lack what is needed for a full-fledged
execution simulation. Simulating project execution means that the model knows
the order of work and the relations between different activities of the project and
can simulate different future states of the model if an activity/several activities
unfold differently from the original plan. As mentioned before, the most viable
option to build such a model is to connect a 5D BIM model (BIM model with time
and cost related information) to a simulation engine that uses the spatial, time, and
cost-related information enclosed in the BIM model to simulate the execution.
Currently, there are certain simulation libraries that are using similar concepts in
other domains, such as AnyLogic’s Pedestrian Library for pedestrian movement.
However, building a simulation model that interacts with a 5D BIM model is not a
simple task and requires serious effort to overcome the missing links
There are several other domains in which the SoS platform, the scenario definition
method, and the implemented simulation model proposed in this dissertation could
be helpful. Three examples follow of domains that could benefit from the outcomes
of this dissertation.
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1. SoS approach to supply chain, litigation, etc.
The SoS platform developed in this dissertation is capable of modeling
interconnected entities inside the construction industry through mutual projects.
Therefore, the platform can be used as an abstraction tool in all types of research
in which the interconnections between the players in the construction industry are
a dominant factor just by modifying the platform according to the specific research
scope and need. For example, supply chain or litigation research readily fits into
this platform. The proposed platform provides all the necessary tools for mapping
all the actors, their interdependencies, and the hierarchies in the design of the
model. The proposed abstraction is readily compatible with the agent-based
modeling design as it considers the attributes and behaviors of each agent and
their connectivity through nested project agents as interfaces.

2. Agent-based simulation for evaluating bidding strategies
The proposed SoS platform models each owner, GC, and sub as an agent with
projects as nested agents. These agents can be linked together in a network based
on their topology in order that GCs can compete against each other for projects.
As one possible design of such a model, the process could begin by the owner
preparing bidding packages and sending them to the GCs connected to them
(linked to them in the network). If the GC is qualified for the proposed project, then
the GC will decide whether it can execute the job alone or will need subs. If the
GC feels it is capable of executing the job alone, it will estimate the job and adds
its markup only to the estimation. If the GC needs subs, it will ask the connected
subs (via links in the network) to help prepare the bid. In either case, the owner
will examine the qualifications of the bidders after receiving the bids. The owner
also may check for the collaboration history with a specific GC as well. After going
through all the evaluation criteria, the owner will announce the successful bidder.
This general process is shown in a flowchart (Figure 8-1). To analyze the effect of
different bidding strategies, the logic can be modeled behind choosing the markup.
This logic can be very complex and may be based on different types of data, such
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as the financial status metrics of the company for each contractor. We also can
mimic the learning mechanism of a bid estimating department (Cui, 2006). The
winning ratio of each contractor will determine how effective each strategy or
learning mechanism is.

Figure 8-1. Bidding Flowchart
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3. EVM forecasting based on organizational performance
Current EVM analysis analyzes projects and activities and also may assign a
certain organizational unit from an organizational breakdown structure (OBS) to an
activity and then control how well the assigned entity performed its duties. Based
on the proposed method in this dissertation, the PV cost schedule can be divided
into four different categories: material, labor, equipment, and subs. The material,
labor, and equipment cost schedules can be utilized to control the joint effect of
the purchasing unit-supplier, union-HR, and equipment unit-equipment lessor,
respectively. By looking at the planned values as a summation of these four
categories, cost and duration forecasting models can be developed that provide
more information in their forecasts.
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Appendix A
A-1. Distribution fitting to the planned cost schedule (Project 1)

Figure A- 1. Beta distribution fitting to the equipment component cost schedule
(Project 1 - Planned Values)
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Figure A- 2. Beta distribution fitting to the material component cost schedule
(Project 1 - Planned Values)
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Figure A- 3. Beta distribution fitting to the labor component cost schedule (Project
1 - Planned Values)
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Figure A- 4. Figure: Beta distribution fitting to the Sub1 component cost schedule
(Project 1 - Planned Values)
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Figure A- 5. Beta distribution fitting to the Sub2 component cost schedule
(Project 1 - Planned Values)
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Figure A- 6. Beta distribution fitting to the Sub3 component cost schedule
(Project 1 - Planned Values)
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A-2. Distribution fitting to the planned cost schedule (Project 2)

Figure A- 7. Beta distribution fitting to the equipment component cost schedule
(Project 2 - Planned Values)
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Figure A- 8. Beta distribution fitting to the material component cost schedule
(Project 2 - Planned Values)
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Figure A- 9. Beta distribution fitting to the labor component cost schedule (Project
2 - Planned Values)
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Figure A- 10. Beta distribution fitting to the Sub2 component cost schedule which
is the same as Sub2 in Project 1 (Project 2 - Planned Values)
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A-3. Fit validation of fitted planned values into the beta distribution
Fit validation can determine whether a fitted distribution is a “good” fit to the input
data. However, in cases where the distribution type is explaining the underlining
phenomenon, another set of fit statistics is used to select the best model. In this
case since beta distribution was chosen as it is known to fit well with construction
cost curves, the fit statistics were used only to validate the goodness of fit.

The distribution fitting process was conducted in @Risk software, which is an addon to MS-Excel. The planned cost schedule values were inputted into @Risk as
the density data, which is a set of (x,y) points that describe the probability density
function of a continuous distribution (in this case, x=time in weeks and y=cost).
@Risk fits distributions to the density data in order to give the best representation
of the curve points using the defined theoretical probability distribution, which is
beta in this case. @Risk also normalizes the density data. In other words, because
all the probability distribution functions must have unit areas, @RISK automatically
scales the y-values of the density data so that the area under the density curve
described by the data is 1.

In most cases, the user wants the distribution fitting software to try several different
distributions and rank them. However, in cases like this study, the distribution first
must be defined. For continuous data sets (sample or curve data), the user also
can specify how @RISK is to treat the upper and lower limits of the distributions.
In this case, the limits are the start and finish dates (weeks) of the project.

After setting all the inputs, @RISK will try to find the set of parameters that provides
the closest match between the distribution function and density data. @RISK uses
two methods to calculate the best distributions data: 1) maximum likelihood
estimators (MLEs) for sample data and 2) a least squares method for density and
cumulative data (collectively known as curve data).
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According to @Risk documentation, the root-mean square error (RMSErr)
between a set of n curve points (𝑋𝑖 , 𝑌𝑖 ) and a theoretical distribution function
𝑓(𝑥) with one parameter 𝛼 is:
𝑛

1
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑟𝑟 = √ ∑(𝑓(𝑥𝑖 , 𝛼) − 𝑦𝑖 )2
𝑛
𝑗=1

The value of α that minimizes this value is called the least squares fit. This value
essentially minimizes the “distance” between the theoretical curve and the data.
The formula above is easily generalized to more than one parameter. This method
is used to calculate the best distribution for both the density and the cumulative
curve data. In @Risk, the only fit statistics used for the density and cumulative
curve data derive from the Root-Mean Squared Error (RMSErr), which is the same
quantity that @RISK minimizes to determine the distribution parameters during its
fitting process. RMSErr is a measure of the “average” squared error between the
input and the fitted curve. For the RMSErr statistics, a smaller value represents a
better fit. The results of the RMSE calculations for the cost schedules shown in
Figure A- 1 through Figure A- 10 are shown in Table A- 1 and Table A- 2. As is
shown in the tables, the RMSE values are very low, which indicates the goodness
of fit.

Table A- 1. RMSE outputs for each component of planned cost schedule in
Project 1
Cost Component

RMSE

Equipment

0.0059

Material

0.0049

Labor

0.0080

Sub1

0.0039

Sub2

0.0059

Sub3

0.0049
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Table A- 2. RMSE outputs for each component of planned cost schedule in
Project 1
Cost Component

RMSE

Equipment

0.0079

Material

0.0069

Labor

0.0031

Sub2

0.0039

As shown in Figures A-1 through A-10, a comparison graph superimposes the
input data and fitted distribution which allows for visual comparison between the
density data and the fitted distribution. The graphical presentation of both graphs
exhibits the longitudinal match between the fitted distribution and the input data in
specific areas. @RISK also reports the basic statistics (mean, variance, mode, etc.)
for each fitted distribution and the input data. In this case, the minimum and
maximum values of all the curves are exactly the same since they are set as fixed;
however, the mean and standard deviation values could be used for checking the
similarity between the input data and the fitted distribution.
Another important output of @RISK which is very beneficial in this case is the
comparison of percentiles between the distributions and the input data. Since the
financial analysis used in the simulation model is mostly based on cumulative
numbers (e.g., cash flows, NPVs) the close match between the 90% interval in the
cumulative distribution functions reaffirms the hypothesis that beta distribution is a
good fit for construction cost schedules.
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Appendix B
B-1. Verification of Planned Values in Projects 1 & 2

Figure B- 1. Planned values of cost schedules for Projects 1 (without markup)

Table B- 1. Verification of planned value cost schedules for Project 1

Project 1

Model
Calculations

Expected Values

Validation
Result

total costs
without
project

14,102,000

=1668320+3335580+5465000+731
000+487000+2415100 = 14102000



overhead
total project
overhead
total profit
Total PV plus
profit

1,320,000

3,084,400

18,506,400

=88*15000 = 1320000
=(14102000+1320000)*0.2 =
3084400
=14102000+1320000+3084400 =
18506400
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Figure B- 2. Planned values of cost schedules for Project 2 (without markup)

Table B- 2. Verification of planned value cost schedules for Project 1
Project 2

Model
Calculations

Expected Values

Validation
Result

total costs
without
project

1,649,000

=176000+144000+1149000+180000 =
1649000



overhead
total project
overhead
total profit
Total PV
plus profit

45,000

=45*1000 = 45000



423,500

= (1649000+45000)*0.25 = 423500



2,117,500

=1649000+45000+423500 = 2117500
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B-2. Verification of GC’s paid bills (their payment time, each bill’s paid and
retained amounts) – Scenario 1

Figure B- 3. Paid bills and their retained portion to GC for Projects 1 & 2 (X Axis
is payment times) – Scenario 1

Table B- 3. Verification of total money paid (including the retainage at the end) to
GC from Owner for Projects 1 & 2 – Scenario 1
Projects 1 & 2
Total Money Paid to GC
(Project1)
Total Money Paid to GC
(Project2)

Model
Calculations
18,506,400

2,117,500

Expected Values
=14102000+1320000+3084400 =
18506400
=1649000+45000+423500 =
2117500

Validation
Result
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B-3. Verification of Owner’s payments to GC and their sources of fund for
both Projects 1 & 2 – Scenario 1

Figure B- 4. Cumulative time plot of Owner’s internal funds and credit line (debt)
utilization - Scenario 1
Table B- 4. Output of the model (Cumulative RE and Debt of Owner throughout
simulation) - Scenario 1
Time

Retained Earnings

Debt

Time

Retained Earnings

Debt

1

15,257.74

0.00

51

2,392,757.09

0.00

2

55,548.90

0.00

52

2,392,757.09

0.00

3

117,760.67

0.00

53

2,392,757.09

0.00

4

200,045.63

0.00

54

2,392,757.09

0.00

5

300,965.36

0.00

55

1,111,998.20

0.00

6

419,292.70

0.00

56

1,111,998.20

0.00

7

474,484.55

0.00

57

1,111,998.20

0.00

8

624,420.99

0.00

58

1,111,998.20

0.00

9

788,708.48

0.00

59

0

-386,155.10

10

966,445.35

0.00

60

0

-386,155.10

11

910,887.24

0.00

61

0

-386,155.10

12

1,112,953.08

0.00

62

0

-386,155.10

13

1,325,948.77

0.00

63

0

-1,958,605.40

14

1,549,076.45

0.00

64

0

-1,958,605.40

15

1,406,846.62

0.00

65

0

-1,958,605.40

16

1,647,898.93

0.00

66

0

-1,958,605.40

17

1,896,764.37

0.00

67

0

-3,544,840.87

18

2,152,686.84

0.00

68

0

-3,544,840.87

19

1,731,768.99

0.00

69

0

-3,544,840.87
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20

1,999,556.58

0.00

70

0

-3,544,840.87

21

2,272,158.17

0.00

71

0

-5,105,237.62

22

2,548,829.71

0.00

72

0

-5,105,237.62

23

2,057,462.34

0.00

73

0

-5,105,237.62

24

2,340,039.03

0.00

74

0

-5,105,237.62

25

2,624,446.63

0.00

75

0

-6,574,615.75

26

2,909,932.52

0.00

76

0

-6,574,615.75

27

2,569,565.32

0.00

77

0

-6,574,615.75

28

2,854,928.00

0.00

78

0

-6,574,615.75

29

3,139,075.00

0.00

79

0

-7,864,844.49

30

3,421,225.11

0.00

80

0

-7,864,844.49

31

3,077,284.29

0.00

81

0

-7,864,844.49

32

3,353,052.16

0.00

82

0

-7,864,844.49

33

3,624,407.60

0.00

83

0

-8,700,021.66

34

3,890,514.84

0.00

84

0

-8,700,021.66

35

3,449,400.41

0.00

85

0

-8,700,021.66

36

3,702,423.37

0.00

86

0

-8,700,021.66

37

3,947,561.79

0.00

87

0

-9,144,117.63

38

4,183,881.54

0.00

88

0

-9,144,117.63

39

3,645,222.00

0.00

89

0

-9,144,117.63

40

3,860,951.30

0.00

90

0

-9,144,117.63

41

4,064,814.20

0.00

91

0

-9,589,619.71

42

4,255,682.46

0.00

92

0

-9,589,619.71

43

3,600,421.81

0.00

93

0

-9,589,619.71

44

3,761,574.73

0.00

94

0

-9,589,619.71

45

3,905,767.86

0.00

95

0

-9,698,580

46

4,031,363.42

0.00

96

0

-9,698,580

47

3,227,599.32

0.00

97

0

-9,698,580

48

3,309,759.19

0.00

98

0

-9,698,580

49

3,365,671.37

0.00

99

0

-10,623,900

50

3,388,909.18

0.00

100

0

-10,623,900

Table B- 5. Verification of total money paid by the owner to GC (for both Projects
1 & 2) – Scenario 1
Projects 1 & 2
Total Money
Paid to GC

Model
Calculations
20,623,900

Expected Values
= 10,000,000+ 10,623,900=
20,623,900

Validation
Result
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B-4. Verification of cash inflow, outflow, and position of GC and its
subcontractors for both Projects 1 & 2 - Scenario 1

Figure B- 5. Output of the model for cash inflow, outflow, and position for Project
1 in GC - Scenario 1

Table B- 6.Time table of cash inflow, outflow, and position for Project 1 in GC Scenario 1
Tim

Cash inflow

Cash outflow

e

Cumulative

Cumulative

Tim

Cash inflow

Cash outflow

e

Cumulative

Cumulative

0

0

0

0

51

6,337,682.78

7,201,257.75

-863,574.97

1

0

19,049.29

-19,049.29

52

7,086,387.32

7,402,841.61

-316,454.29

2

0

43,887.58

-43,887.58

53

7,086,387.32

7,581,611.93

-495,224.61

3

0

73,560.51

-73,560.51

54

7,086,387.32

7,761,870.34

-675,483.02

4

0

107,634.26

-107,634.26

55

7,086,387.32

7,969,250.48

-882,863.16

5

0

168,339.30

-168,339.30

56

8,075,602.35

8,152,329.37

-76,727.02

6

0

232,925.62

-232,925.62

57

8,075,602.35

8,336,734.36

-261,132.01

7

0

301,225.72

-301,225.72

58

8,075,602.35

8,522,404.37

-446,802.02

8

79,445.35

373,104.04

-293,658.69

59

8,075,602.35

8,910,210.89

-834,608.55

9

79,445.35

448,445.74

-369,000.39

60

9,265,686.45

9,098,208.89

167,477.56

10

79,445.35

527,151.10

-447,705.75

61

9,265,686.45

9,287,258.41

-21,571.96

11

79,445.35

609,131.91

-529,686.56

62

9,265,686.45

9,477,275.04

-211,588.59

12

325,323.78

694,308.99

-368,985.22

63

9,265,686.45

9,935,589.38

-669,902.92

13

325,323.78

782,610.43

-457,286.66

64

10,555,250.61

10,127,249.69

428,000.93

14

325,323.78

873,970.24

-548,646.46

65

10,555,250.61

10,319,562.55

235,688.06

15

325,323.78

968,327.35

-643,003.57

66

10,555,250.61

10,512,394.07

42,856.54

Cash Position

Cash Position
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16

700,029.67

1,065,624.84

-365,595.17

67

10,555,250.61

11,006,741.18

-451,490.57

17

700,029.67

1,165,809.31

-465,779.64

68

11,889,008.75

11,200,116.55

688,892.20

18

700,029.67

1,268,830.35

-568,800.68

69

11,889,008.75

11,393,451.62

495,557.13

19

700,029.67

1,409,779.50

-709,749.83

70

11,889,008.75

11,586,472.96

302,535.79

20

1,383,176.15

1,518,332.51

-135,156.36

71

11,889,008.75

12,099,940.45

-210,931.70

21

1,383,176.15

1,629,585.14

-246,408.99

72

13,242,078.22

12,291,160.24

950,917.99

22

1,383,176.15

1,743,495.47

-360,319.32

73

13,242,078.22

12,480,562.56

761,515.66

23

1,383,176.15

2,106,035.96

-722,859.81

74

13,242,078.22

12,667,055.84

575,022.39

24

2,154,540.61

2,225,141.83

-70,601.22

75

13,242,078.22

13,206,061.78

36,016.44

25

2,154,540.61

2,346,787.98

-192,247.37

76

14,583,380.46

13,374,045.13

1,209,335.33

26

2,154,540.61

2,470,937.46

-316,396.85

77

14,583,380.46

13,465,239.46

1,118,141.00

27

2,154,540.61

2,900,156.88

-745,616.27

78

14,583,380.46

13,556,776.10

1,026,604.35

28

2,780,714.21

3,029,205.58

-248,491.37

79

14,583,380.46

13,994,298.08

589,082.38

29

2,780,714.21

3,160,651.55

-379,937.34

80

15,853,219.49

14,086,454.48

1,766,765.00

30

2,780,714.21

3,294,460.68

-513,746.47

81

15,853,219.49

14,178,879.42

1,674,340.06

31

2,780,714.21

3,558,260.89

-777,546.68

82

15,853,219.49

14,271,536.37

1,581,683.12

32

3,404,016.29

3,733,245.70

-329,229.41

83

15,853,219.49

14,674,014.12

1,179,205.36

33

3,404,016.29

3,873,943.71

-469,927.42

84

16,582,521.66

14,766,976.27

1,815,545.39

34

3,404,016.29

4,016,872.12

-612,855.83

85

16,582,521.66

14,859,965.26

1,722,556.40

35

3,404,016.29

4,239,050.23

-835,033.95

86

16,582,521.66

14,952,829.03

1,629,692.63

36

4,099,585.86

4,386,341.51

-286,755.65

87

16,582,521.66

15,210,444.76

1,372,076.90

37

4,099,585.86

4,535,765.29

-436,179.44

88

17,026,617.63

15,422,000

1,604,618

38

4,099,585.86

4,687,288.89

-587,703.03

89

17,026,617.63

15,422,000

1,604,618

39

4,099,585.86

4,943,122.54

-843,536.69

90

17,026,617.63

15,422,000

1,604,618

40

4,838,927.85

5,098,746.89

-259,819.04

91

17,026,617.63

15,422,000

1,604,618

41

4,838,927.85

5,256,371.61

-417,443.76

92

17,472,119.71

15,422,000

2,050,120

42

4,838,927.85

5,415,962.87

-577,035.02

93

17,472,119.71

15,422,000

2,050,120

43

4,838,927.85

5,692,331.73

-853,403.88

94

17,472,119.71

15,422,000

2,050,120

44

5,596,491.46

5,855,752.48

-259,261.02

95

17,472,119.71

15,422,000

2,050,120

45

5,596,491.46

6,021,034.91

-424,543.45

96

17,581,080

15,422,000

2,159,080

46

5,596,491.46

6,188,142.61

-591,651.15

97

17,581,080

15,422,000

2,159,080

47

5,596,491.46

6,456,656.89

-860,165.43

98

17,581,080

15,422,000

2,159,080

48

6,337,682.78

6,627,302.17

-289,619.39

99

17,581,080

15,422,000

2,159,080

49

6,337,682.78

6,799,657.51

-461,974.73

100

18,506,400

15,422,000

3,084,400

50

6,337,682.78

6,973,682.02

-635,999.24

101

18,506,400

15,422,000

3,084,400
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Figure B- 6. Output of the model for cash inflow, outflow, and position for Project
2 in GC - Scenario 1

Table B- 7.Time table of cash inflow, outflow, and position for project 2 in GC Scenario 1
Tim
e

Cash
inflow
Cumulative

Cash outflow

Cash

Cumulative

Position

Time

Cash inflow

Cash outflow

Cash

Cumulative

Cumulative

Position

0

0

0

0

51

273,408.04

618,171.25

-344,763.21

1

0

0

0

52

520,855.59

673,919.99

-153,064.41

2

0

0

0

53

520,855.59

730,259.47

-209,403.89

3

0

0

0

54

520,855.59

786,855.03

-265,999.44

4

0

0

0

55

520,855.59

888,721.11

-367,865.53

5

0

0

0

56

812,399.45

944,961.95

-132,562.51

6

0

0

0

57

812,399.45

1,000,656.00

-188,256.55

7

0

0

0

58

812,399.45

1,055,589.36

-243,189.91

8

0

0

0

59

812,399.45

1,159,207.19

-346,807.74

9

0

0

0

60

1,120,468.65

1,212,014.52

-91,545.87

10

0

0

0

61

1,120,468.65

1,263,444.72

-142,976.08

11

0

0

0

62

1,120,468.65

1,313,260.24

-192,791.59

12

0

0

0

63

1,120,468.65

1,394,896.03

-274,427.39

13

0

0

0

64

1,403,354.79

1,440,623.98

-37,269.19

14

0

0

0

65

1,403,354.79

1,483,790.19

-80,435.41

15

0

0

0

66

1,403,354.79

1,523,986.13

-120,631.35

16

0

0

0

67

1,403,354.79

1,566,227.52

-162,872.73

17

0

0

0

68

1,655,832.12

1,608,080.44

47,751.69
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18

0

0

0

69

1,655,832.12

1,636,485.26

19,346.86

19

0

0

0

70

1,655,832.12

1,659,883.20

-4,051.07

20

0

0

0

71

1,655,832.12

1,677,688.24

-21,856.11

21

0

0

0

72

1,863,159.40

1,689,283.85

173,875.55

22

0

0

0

73

1,863,159.40

1,694,000

169,159.40

23

0

0

0

74

1,863,159.40

1,694,000

169,159.40

24

0

0

0

75

1,863,159.40

1,694,000

169,159.40

25

0

0

0

76

1,991,235.29

1,694,000

297,235.29

26

0

0

0

77

1,991,235.29

1,694,000

297,235.29

27

0

0

0

78

1,991,235.29

1,694,000

297,235.29

28

0

0

0

79

1,991,235.29

1,694,000

297,235.29

29

0

1,095.29

-1,095.29

80

2,011,625

1,694,000

317,625

30

0

2,631.06

-2,631.06

81

2,011,625

1,694,000

317,625

31

0

4,932.22

-4,932.22

82

2,011,625

1,694,000

317,625

32

0

8,302.75

-8,302.75

83

2,011,625

1,694,000

317,625

33

0

13,046.04

-13,046.04

84

2,117,500

1,694,000

423,500

34

0

19,474.03

-19,474.03

85

2,117,500

1,694,000

423,500

35

0

27,908.71

-27,908.71

86

2,117,500

1,694,000

423,500

36

5,548.75

38,677.08

-33,128.33

87

2,117,500

1,694,000

423,500

37

5,548.75

52,100.74

-46,552.00

88

2,117,500

1,694,000

423,500

38

5,548.75

68,481.95

-62,933.20

89

2,117,500

1,694,000

423,500

39

5,548.75

88,087.92

-82,539.17

90

2,117,500

1,694,000

423,500

40

31,397.30

111,135.35

-79,738.05

91

2,117,500

1,694,000

423,500

41

31,397.30

137,776.78

-106,379.48

92

2,117,500

1,694,000

423,500

42

31,397.30

168,090.03

-136,692.74

93

2,117,500

1,694,000

423,500

43

31,397.30

202,071.85

-170,674.55

94

2,117,500

1,694,000

423,500

44

105,760.11

239,636.02

-133,875.91

95

2,117,500

1,694,000

423,500

45

105,760.11

280,616.26

-174,856.14

96

2,117,500

1,694,000

423,500

46

105,760.11

324,773.37

-219,013.26

97

2,117,500

1,694,000

423,500

47

105,760.11

377,135.18

-271,375.07

98

2,117,500

1,694,000

423,500

48

273,408.04

426,694.33

-153,286.29

99

2,117,500

1,694,000

423,500

49

273,408.04

478,397.55

-204,989.51

100

2,117,500

1,694,000

423,500

50

273,408.04

531,845.77

-258,437.73

101

2,117,500

1,694,000

423,500
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Figure B- 7. Output of the model for cash inflow, outflow, and position for GC’s
project portfolio (Projects 1 & 2) - Scenario 1

Table B- 8. Time table of cash inflow, outflow, and position for GC’s project
portfolio (Projects 1 & 2) -Scenario 1
Tim

Cash inflow

e

Cumulative

0

0

1

Cash

Cash

Tim

Cash inflow

Cash outflow

Cash

Position

e

Cumulative

Cumulative

Position

0

0

51

6,611,090.82

7,819,429.00

0

19,049.29

-19,049.29

52

7,607,242.91

8,076,761.60

-469,518.69

2

0

43,887.58

-43,887.58

53

7,607,242.91

8,311,871.40

-704,628.49

3

0

73,560.51

-73,560.51

54

7,607,242.91

8,548,725.37

-941,482.47

4

0

107,634.26

-107,634.26

55

7,607,242.91

8,857,971.59

5

0

168,339.30

-168,339.30

56

8,888,001.80

9,097,291.32

-209,289.53

6

0

232,925.62

-232,925.62

57

8,888,001.80

9,337,390.37

-449,388.57

7

0

301,225.72

-301,225.72

58

8,888,001.80

9,577,993.73

-689,991.93

8

79,445.35

373,104.04

-293,658.69

59

8,888,001.80

10,069,418.08

9

79,445.35

448,445.74

-369,000.39

60

10,386,155.10

10,310,223.41

75,931.69

10

79,445.35

527,151.10

-447,705.75

61

10,386,155.10

10,550,703.14

-164,548.03

11

79,445.35

609,131.91

-529,686.56

62

10,386,155.10

10,790,535.28

-404,380.18

12

325,323.78

694,308.99

-368,985.22

63

10,386,155.10

11,330,485.41

-944,330.31

13

325,323.78

782,610.43

-457,286.66

64

11,958,605.40

11,567,873.67

390,731.73

14

325,323.78

873,970.24

-548,646.46

65

11,958,605.40

11,803,352.75

155,252.65

outflow
Cumulative

1,208,338.18

1,250,728.68

1,181,416.29

309
15

325,323.78

968,327.35

-643,003.57

66

11,958,605.40

12,036,380.20

-77,774.81

16

700,029.67

1,065,624.84

-365,595.17

67

11,958,605.40

12,572,968.70

-614,363.30

17

700,029.67

1,165,809.31

-465,779.64

68

13,544,840.87

12,808,196.99

736,643.88

18

700,029.67

1,268,830.35

-568,800.68

69

13,544,840.87

13,029,936.89

514,903.99

19

700,029.67

1,409,779.50

-709,749.83

70

13,544,840.87

13,246,356.15

298,484.72

20

1,383,176.15

1,518,332.51

-135,156.36

71

13,544,840.87

13,777,628.68

-232,787.81

21

1,383,176.15

1,629,585.14

-246,408.99

72

15,105,237.62

13,980,444.09

1,124,793.54

22

1,383,176.15

1,743,495.47

-360,319.32

73

15,105,237.62

14,174,562.56

930,675.06

23

1,383,176.15

2,106,035.96

-722,859.81

74

15,105,237.62

14,361,055.84

744,181.79

24

2,154,540.61

2,225,141.83

-70,601.22

75

15,105,237.62

14,900,061.78

205,175.84

25

2,154,540.61

2,346,787.98

-192,247.37

76

16,574,615.75

15,068,045.13

1,506,570.62

26

2,154,540.61

2,470,937.46

-316,396.85

77

16,574,615.75

15,159,239.46

1,415,376.29

27

2,154,540.61

2,900,156.88

-745,616.27

78

16,574,615.75

15,250,776.10

1,323,839.65

28

2,780,714.21

3,029,205.58

-248,491.37

79

16,574,615.75

15,688,298.08

886,317.67

29

2,780,714.21

3,161,746.84

-381,032.63

80

17,864,844.49

15,780,454.48

2,084,390.00

30

2,780,714.21

3,297,091.74

-516,377.53

81

17,864,844.49

15,872,879.42

1,991,965.06

31

2,780,714.21

3,563,193.10

-782,478.90

82

17,864,844.49

15,965,536.37

1,899,308.12

32

3,404,016.29

3,741,548.45

-337,532.16

83

17,864,844.49

16,368,014.12

1,496,830.36

33

3,404,016.29

3,886,989.75

-482,973.47

84

18,700,021.66

16,460,976.27

2,239,045.39

34

3,404,016.29

4,036,346.15

-632,329.86

85

18,700,021.66

16,553,965.26

2,146,056.40

35

3,404,016.29

4,266,958.94

-862,942.65

86

18,700,021.66

16,646,829.03

2,053,192.63

36

4,105,134.60

4,425,018.58

-319,883.98

87

18,700,021.66

16,904,444.76

1,795,576.90

37

4,105,134.60

4,587,866.03

-482,731.43

88

19,144,117.63

17,116,000

2,028,117.63

38

4,105,134.60

4,755,770.83

-650,636.23

89

19,144,117.63

17,116,000

2,028,117.63

39

4,105,134.60

5,031,210.46

-926,075.86

90

19,144,117.63

17,116,000

2,028,117.63

40

4,870,325.15

5,209,882.24

-339,557.09

91

19,144,117.63

17,116,000

2,028,117.63

41

4,870,325.15

5,394,148.39

-523,823.24

92

19,589,619.71

17,116,000

2,473,619.71

42

4,870,325.15

5,584,052.91

-713,727.76

93

19,589,619.71

17,116,000

2,473,619.71

43

4,870,325.15

5,894,403.58

-1,024,078.43

94

19,589,619.71

17,116,000

2,473,619.71

44

5,702,251.57

6,095,388.50

-393,136.93

95

19,589,619.71

17,116,000

2,473,619.71

45

5,702,251.57

6,301,651.16

-599,399.59

96

19,698,580

17,116,000

2,582,580

46

5,702,251.57

6,512,915.99

-810,664.42

97

19,698,580

17,116,000

2,582,580

47

5,702,251.57

6,833,792.07

-1,131,540.50

98

19,698,580

17,116,000

2,582,580

48

6,611,090.82

7,053,996.49

-442,905.68

99

19,698,580

17,116,000

2,582,580

49

6,611,090.82

7,278,055.05

-666,964.24

100

20,623,900

17,116,000

3,507,900

50

6,611,090.82

7,505,527.79

-894,436.97

101

20,623,900

17,116,000

3,507,900
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Figure B- 8. Output of the model for cash inflow, outflow, and position for Sub1 in
Project 1 -Scenario 1

Table B- 9. Time table of cash inflow, outflow, and position for Sub1 in Project 1 Scenario 1
Tim

Cash inflow

Cash outflow

Cash

Tim

Cash inflow

Cash outflow

Cash

e

Cumulative

Cumulative

Position

e

Cumulative

Cumulative

Position

0

0

0

0

19

35,139.34

539,395.53

-504,256.18

1

0

0

0

20

35,139.34

584,017.08

-548,877.74

2

0

0

0

21

35,139.34

614,912.40

-579,773.06

3

0

0

0

22

35,139.34

631,516.60

-596,377.25

4

0

0

0

23

281,152.18

635,652.17

-354,499.99

5

0

0

0

24

281,152.18

635,652.17

-354,499.99

6

0

0

0

25

281,152.18

635,652.17

-354,499.99

7

0

0

0

26

281,152.18

635,652.17

-354,499.99

8

0

0

0

27

583,754.85

635,652.17

-51,897.32

9

0

0

0

28

583,754.85

635,652.17

-51,897.32

10

0

7,930.39

-7,930.39

29

583,754.85

635,652.17

-51,897.32

11

0

33,951.06

-33,951.06

30

583,754.85

635,652.17

-51,897.32

12

0

76,741.89

-76,741.89

31

694,450

635,652.17

58,797.83

13

0

133,185.81

-133,185.81

32

731,000

635,652.17

95,347.83

14

0

199,502.74

-199,502.74

33

731,000

635,652.17

95,347.83

15

0

271,644.62

-271,644.62

34

731,000

635,652.17

95,347.83

16

0

345,521.56

-345,521.56

35

731,000

635,652.17

95,347.83

17

0

417,167.36

-417,167.36

36

731,000

635,652.17

95,347.83

18

0

482,884.89

-482,884.89

37

731,000

635,652.17

95,347.83
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Figure B- 9. Output of the model for cash inflow, outflow, and position for Sub2 in
Project 1 -Scenario 1

Table B- 10. Time table of cash inflow, outflow, and position for Sub2 in Project 1
-Scenario 1
Tim

Cash inflow

Cash outflow

Cash

Tim

Cash inflow

Cash outflow

Cash

e

Cumulative

Cumulative

Position

e

Cumulative

Cumulative

Position

0

0

0

0

27

0

90,839.05

-90,839.05

1

0

0

0

28

0

114,189.19

-114,189.19

2

0

0

0

29

0

138,647.30

-138,647.30

3

0

0

0

30

0

163,892.84

-163,892.84

4

0

0

0

31

16,966.44

189,624.68

-172,658.24

5

0

0

0

32

16,966.44

215,553.85

-198,587.41

6

0

0

0

33

16,966.44

241,397.79

-224,431.35

7

0

0

0

34

16,966.44

266,875.31

-249,908.87

8

0

0

0

35

94,018.41

291,701.68

-197,683.27

9

0

0

0

36

94,018.41

315,583.17

-221,564.75

10

0

0

0

37

94,018.41

338,210.37

-244,191.96

11

0

0

0

38

94,018.41

359,249.12

-265,230.70

12

0

0

0

39

196,261.55

378,326.55

-182,065.01

13

0

0

0

40

196,261.55

395,007.52

-198,745.97

14

0

0

0

41

196,261.55

408,747.34

-212,485.80

15

0

0

0

42

196,261.55

418,771.68

-222,510.14

16

0

0

0

43

311,106.93

423,478.26

-112,371.33

17

0

0

0

44

311,106.93

423,478.26

-112,371.33

312
18

0

0

0

45

311,106.93

423,478.26

-112,371.33

19

0

0

0

46

311,106.93

423,478.26

-112,371.33

20

0

0

0

47

410,725.54

423,478.26

-12,752.72

21

0

0

0

48

410,725.54

423,478.26

-12,752.72

22

0

5,375.46

-5,375.46

49

410,725.54

423,478.26

-12,752.72

23

0

16,392.70

-16,392.70

50

410,725.54

423,478.26

-12,752.72

24

0

31,192.04

-31,192.04

51

462,650

423,478.26

39,171.74

25

0

48,908.68

-48,908.68

52

487,000

423,478.26

63,521.74

26

0

68,947.04

-68,947.04

53

487,000

423,478.26

63,521.74

Figure B- 10. Output of the model for cash inflow, outflow, and position for Sub2
in Project 2 -Scenario 1

Table B- 11. Time table of cash inflow, outflow, and position for Sub2 in Project 2
-Scenario 1
Tim

Cash inflow

Cash outflow

Cash

Tim

Cash inflow

Cash outflow

Cash

e

Cumulative

Cumulative

Position

e

Cumulative

Cumulative

Position

0

0

0

0

36

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

37

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

38

0

1,502.78

-1,502.78

3

0

0

0

39

0

5,382.80

-5,382.80

4

0

0

0

40

0

11,193.89

-11,193.89

5

0

0

0

41

0

18,618.52

-18,618.52

6

0

0

0

42

0

27,382.43

-27,382.43

7

0

0

0

43

0

37,234.11

-37,234.11
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8

0

0

0

44

0

47,935.99

-47,935.99

9

0

0

0

45

0

59,259.67

-59,259.67

10

0

0

0

46

0

70,982.95

-70,982.95

11

0

0

0

47

5,328.97

82,887.75

-77,558.79

12

0

0

0

48

5,328.97

94,758.55

-89,429.59

13

0

0

0

49

5,328.97

106,380.99

-101,052.02

14

0

0

0

50

5,328.97

117,540.56

-112,211.59

15

0

0

0

51

36,861.77

128,021.24

-91,159.47

16

0

0

0

52

36,861.77

137,603.79

-100,742.02

17

0

0

0

53

36,861.77

146,063.49

-109,201.72

18

0

0

0

54

36,861.77

153,166.58

-116,304.82

19

0

0

0

55

82,176.53

158,663.94

-76,487.41

20

0

0

0

56

82,176.53

162,276.51

-80,099.98

21

0

0

0

57

82,176.53

163,636.36

-81,459.84

22

0

0

0

58

82,176.53

163,636.36

-81,459.84

23

0

0

0

59

131,823.36

163,636.36

-31,813.01

24

0

0

0

60

131,823.36

163,636.36

-31,813.01

25

0

0

0

61

131,823.36

163,636.36

-31,813.01

26

0

0

0

62

131,823.36

163,636.36

-31,813.01

27

0

0

0

63

165,530.33

163,636.36

1,893.97

28

0

0

0

64

165,530.33

163,636.36

1,893.97

29

0

0

0

65

165,530.33

163,636.36

1,893.97

30

0

0

0

66

165,530.33

163,636.36

1,893.97

31

0

0

0

67

171,000

163,636.36

7,363.64

32

0

0

0

68

180,000

163,636.36

16,363.64

33

0

0

0

69

180,000

163,636.36

16,363.64

34

0

0

0

70

180,000

163,636.36

16,363.64

35

0

0

0

71

180,000

163,636.36

16,363.64
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Figure B- 11. Output of the model for cash inflow, outflow, and position for Sub2’s
project portfolio (Projects 1 & 2) - Scenario 1

Table B- 12. Time table of cash inflow, outflow, and position for Sub2’s project
portfolio (Projects 1 & 2) - Scenario 1
Tim

Cash inflow

Cash outflow

Cash

Tim

Cash inflow

Cash outflow

Cash

e

Cumulative

Cumulative

Position

e

Cumulative

Cumulative

Position

0

0

0

0

36

94,018.41

315,583.17

-221,564.75

1

0

0

0

37

94,018.41

338,210.37

-244,191.96

2

0

0

0

38

94,018.41

360,751.89

-266,733.48

3

0

0

0

39

196,261.55

383,709.35

-187,447.80

4

0

0

0

40

196,261.55

406,201.41

-209,939.87

5

0

0

0

41

196,261.55

427,365.87

-231,104.32

6

0

0

0

42

196,261.55

446,154.11

-249,892.57

7

0

0

0

43

311,106.93

460,712.37

-149,605.44

8

0

0

0

44

311,106.93

471,414.25

-160,307.32

9

0

0

0

45

311,106.93

482,737.93

-171,631.00

10

0

0

0

46

311,106.93

494,461.21

-183,354.28

11

0

0

0

47

416,054.50

506,366.01

-90,311.51

12

0

0

0

48

416,054.50

518,236.81

-102,182.31

13

0

0

0

49

416,054.50

529,859.25

-113,804.74

14

0

0

0

50

416,054.50

541,018.82

-124,964.31

15

0

0

0

51

499,511.77

551,499.50

-51,987.73

16

0

0

0

52

523,861.77

561,082.05

-37,220.28

17

0

0

0

53

523,861.77

569,541.75

-45,679.98
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18

0

0

0

54

523,861.77

576,644.84

-52,783.08

19

0

0

0

55

569,176.53

582,142.20

-12,965.67

20

0

0

0

56

569,176.53

585,754.77

-16,578.24

21

0

0

0

57

569,176.53

587,114.63

-17,938.10

22

0

5,375.46

-5,375.46

58

569,176.53

587,114.63

-17,938.10

23

0

16,392.70

-16,392.70

59

618,823.36

587,114.63

31,708.73

24

0

31,192.04

-31,192.04

60

618,823.36

587,114.63

31,708.73

25

0

48,908.68

-48,908.68

61

618,823.36

587,114.63

31,708.73

26

0

68,947.04

-68,947.04

62

618,823.36

587,114.63

31,708.73

27

0

90,839.05

-90,839.05

63

652,530.33

587,114.63

65,415.71

28

0

114,189.19

-114,189.19

64

652,530.33

587,114.63

65,415.71

29

0

138,647.30

-138,647.30

65

652,530.33

587,114.63

65,415.71

30

0

163,892.84

-163,892.84

66

652,530.33

587,114.63

65,415.71

31

16,966.44

189,624.68

-172,658.24

67

658,000

587,114.63

70,885.38

32

16,966.44

215,553.85

-198,587.41

68

667,000

587,114.63

79,885.38

33

16,966.44

241,397.79

-224,431.35

69

667,000

587,114.63

79,885.38

34

16,966.44

266,875.31

-249,908.87

70

667,000

587,114.63

79,885.38

35

94,018.41

291,701.68

-197,683.27

71

667,000

587,114.63

79,885.38

Figure B- 12. Output of the model for cash inflow, outflow, and position for Sub3
in Project 1 - Scenario 1
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Table B- 13. Time table of cash inflow, outflow, and position for Sub3 in Project 1
- Scenario 1
Tim

Cash inflow

Cash outflow

Cash

Tim

Cash inflow

Cash outflow

Cash

e

Cumulative

Cumulative

Position

e

Cumulative

Cumulative

Position

0

0

0

0

46

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

47

0

24,815.99

-24,815.99

2

0

0

0

48

0

63,644.90

-63,644.90

3

0

0

0

49

0

110,164.44

-110,164.44

4

0

0

0

50

0

162,321.78

-162,321.78

5

0

0

0

51

0

218,958.12

-218,958.12

6

0

0

0

52

0

279,295.57

-279,295.57

7

0

0

0

53

0

342,759.51

-342,759.51

8

0

0

0

54

0

408,897.88

-408,897.88

9

0

0

0

55

25,684.55

477,338.66

-451,654.10

10

0

0

0

56

25,684.55

547,764.69

-522,080.14

11

0

0

0

57

25,684.55

619,897.88

-594,213.32

12

0

0

0

58

25,684.55

693,488.35

-667,803.80

13

0

0

0

59

226,621.65

768,306.90

-541,685.25

14

0

0

0

60

226,621.65

844,139.14

-617,517.49

15

0

0

0

61

226,621.65

920,781.06

-694,159.41

16

0

0

0

62

226,621.65

998,035.19

-771,413.54

17

0

0

0

63

494,045.51

1,075,707.33

-581,661.82

18

0

0

0

64

494,045.51

1,153,603.36

-659,557.85

19

0

0

0

65

494,045.51

1,231,526.13

-737,480.62

20

0

0

0

66

494,045.51

1,309,272.12

-815,226.61

21

0

0

0

67

795,197.64

1,386,627.52

-591,429.88

22

0

0

0

68

795,197.64

1,463,363.62

-668,165.98

23

0

0

0

69

795,197.64

1,539,230.82

-744,033.18

24

0

0

0

70

795,197.64

1,613,950.65

-818,753.01

25

0

0

0

71

1,116,308.43

1,687,204.37

-570,895.94

26

0

0

0

72

1,116,308.43

1,758,616.04

-642,307.61

27

0

0

0

73

1,116,308.43

1,827,725.47

-711,417.05

28

0

0

0

74

1,116,308.43

1,893,941.62

-777,633.19

29

0

0

0

75

1,473,866.65

1,956,453.13

-482,586.48

30

0

0

0

76

1,473,866.65

2,014,027.21

-540,160.57

31

0

0

0

77

1,473,866.65

2,064,412.28

-590,545.63

32

0

0

0

78

1,473,866.65

2,100,086.96

-626,220.31

33

0

0

0

79

1,819,530.03

2,100,086.96

-280,556.93

34

0

0

0

80

1,819,530.03

2,100,086.96

-280,556.93

35

0

0

0

81

1,819,530.03

2,100,086.96

-280,556.93
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36

0

0

0

82

1,819,530.03

2,100,086.96

-280,556.93

37

0

0

0

83

2,129,166.10

2,100,086.96

29,079.14

38

0

0

0

84

2,129,166.10

2,100,086.96

29,079.14

39

0

0

0

85

2,129,166.10

2,100,086.96

29,079.14

40

0

0

0

86

2,129,166.10

2,100,086.96

29,079.14

41

0

0

0

87

2,294,345

2,100,086.96

194,258.04

42

0

0

0

88

2,415,100

2,100,086.96

315,013.04

43

0

0

0

89

2,415,100

2,100,086.96

315,013.04

44

0

0

0

90

2,415,100

2,100,086.96

315,013.04

45

0

0

0

91

2,415,100

2,100,086.96

315,013.04

Table B- 14. Verification of simulated cash position at the end of Projects 1 & 2
and the project portfolio for the GC and its subs -Scenario 1
Cash Position at the end

Model

of project

Calculations

GC (Project 1)

3,084,400

3,084,400



GC (Project 2)

423,500

423,500



GC (Project Portfolio)

3,507,900

Sub1 (Project 1)

95,347.83

Sub2 (Project 1)

63,521.74

Sub2 (Project 2)

16,363.64

Sub2 (Project Portfolio)

79,885.38

Expected Values

= 3,084,400 + 423,500 =
3,507,900
=731,000 - 731,000/1.15 =
95,347.83
= 487,000 - 487,000/1.15 =
63,521.74
= 180,000 - 180,000/1.1 =
16,363.64
= 63,521.74 + 16,363.64 =
79,885.38

Validation
Result











= 2,415,100 Sub3 (Project 1)

315,013.04

2,415,100/1.15 =
315,013.04
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B-5. Verification of simulated NPVs in GC’s Projects 1 &2 - Scenario 1

Figure B- 13. NPV values of GC’s Project 1 cash flows for 0%, 10%, and 20%
annual discount rate - Scenario 1

Table B- 15. Time table of NPV values in GC’s Project 1 cash flows for 0%, 10%,
and 20% annual discount rate - Scenario 1
Time

Annual
Discount Rate 0%

Time

Annual
Discount Rate 10%

Time

Annual
Discount Rate 20%

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

-19,049.29

1

-19014.41

1

-18,982.62

2

-24,838.28

2

-24747.398

2

-24,664.72

3

-29,672.93

3

-29510.216

3

-29,362.45

4

-34,073.75

4

-33824.85

4

-33,599.21

5

-60,705.05

5

-60151.259

5

-59,650.11

6

-64,586.32

6

-63879.933

6

-63,241.80

7

11,145.25

7

11003.167

7

10,875.04

8

-71,878.32

8

-70832.048

8

-69,890.18

9

-75,341.70

9

-74109.059

9

-73,001.36

10

-78,705.36

10

-77275.919

10

-75,993.62

11

163,897.62

11

160626.241

11

157,696.76

12

-85,177.09

12

-83324.097

12

-81,667.67

13

-88,301.44

13

-86222.301

13

-84,366.97

14

-91,359.81

14

-89045.296

14

-86,983.55

15

280,348.78

15

272746.056

15

265,985.48
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16

-97,297.49

16

-94485.559

16

-91,989.49

17

-100,184.47

17

-97110.942

17

-94,387.44

18

-103,021.04

18

-99677.629

18

-96,720.17

19

542,197.33

19

523640.375

19

507,254.33

20

-108,553.02

20

-104645.76

20

-101,201.65

21

-111,252.62

21

-107051.802

21

-103,355.41

22

-113,910.34

22

-109408.443

22

-105,454.08

23

408,823.97

23

391947.637

23

377,149.80

24

-119,105.87

24

-113980.052

24

-109,493.41

25

-121,646.15

25

-116197.834

25

-111,437.27

26

-124,149.48

26

-118371.889

26

-113,332.46

27

196,954.18

27

187444.559

27

179,164.46

28

-129,048.70

28

-122592.881

28

-116,981.60

29

-131,445.97

29

-124641.568

29

-118,737.67

30

-133,809.13

30

-126650.044

30

-120,449.29

31

359,501.88

31

339644.629

31

322,475.67

32

-174,984.82

32

-165016.718

32

-156,413.22

33

-140,698.01

33

-132440.105

33

-125,325.17

34

-142,928.41

34

-134293.225

34

-126,866.28

35

473,391.45

35

443976.467

35

418,721.58

36

-147,291.27

36

-137886.117

36

-129,825.27

37

-149,423.79

37

-139626.307

37

-131,243.93

38

-151,523.59

38

-141329.154

38

-132,622.45

39

483,508.34

39

450152.281

39

421,714.02

40

-155,624.34

40

-144622.88

40

-135,259.84

41

-157,624.72

41

-146213.609

41

-136,518.96

42

-159,591.26

42

-147766.694

42

-137,738.40

43

481,194.75

43

444725.792

43

413,851.07

44

-163,420.75

44

-150758.783

44

-140,057.92

45

-165,282.43

45

-152197

45

-141,157.66

46

-167,107.71

46

-153595.988

46

-142,217.01

47

472,677.05

47

433662.523

47

400,863.81

48

-170,645.28

48

-156273.609

48

-144,212.83

49

-172,355.34

49

-157550.615

49

-145,148.20

50

-174,024.52

50

-158785.109

50

-146,040.94

51

521,128.82

51

474622.602

51

435,799.33

52

-201,583.86

52

-183258.053

52

-167,986.55

53

-178,770.32

53

-162220.869

53

-148,453.85

54

-180,258.42

54

-163271.67

54

-149,165.67

55

781,834.90

55

706861.496

55

644,711.85
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56

-183,078.89

56

-165219.59

56

-150,440.98

57

-184,404.99

57

-166111.587

57

-151,000.31

58

-185,670.01

58

-166944.835

58

-151,504.04

59

802,277.58

59

720045.397

59

652,355.60

60

-187,998.00

60

-168419.523

60

-152,331.69

61

-189,049.52

61

-169051.401

61

-152,647.57

62

-190,016.63

62

-169605.054

62

-152,891.45

63

831,249.82

63

740598.341

63

666,500.44

64

-191,660.31

64

-170446.208

64

-153,136.37

65

-192,312.87

65

-170713.35

65

-153,119.95

66

-192,831.52

66

-170860.293

66

-152,995.53

67

839,411.03

67

742406.541

67

663,670.76

68

-193,375.38

68

-170715.234

68

-152,354.91

69

-193,335.07

69

-170367.099

69

-151,790.02

70

-193,021.34

70

-169779.165

70

-151,013.29

71

839,601.98

71

737151.102

71

654,576.79

72

-191,219.79

72

-167579.112

72

-148,558.42

73

-189,402.33

73

-165682.388

73

-146,631.41

74

-186,493.27

74

-162838.914

74

-143,873.95

75

802,296.28

75

699252.122

75

616,781.11

76

-167,983.35

76

-146140.042

76

-128,688.52

77

-91,194.33

77

-79190.813

77

-69,617.54

78

-91,536.65

78

-79342.517

78

-69,634.29

79

832,317.06

79

720118.143

79

630,948.93

80

-92,156.41

80

-79587.428

80

-69,615.87

81

-92,424.94

81

-79673.172

81

-69,574.35

82

-92,656.95

82

-79726.905

82

-69,504.87

83

326,824.43

83

280701.939

83

244,303.14

84

-92,962.15

84

-79696.83

84

-69,246.53

85

-92,988.99

85

-79573.857

85

-69,024.08

86

-92,863.77

86

-79321.184

86

-68,689.88

87

186,480.24

87

158993.607

87

137,453.72

88

-211,555.24

88

-180042.331

88

-155,390.60

89

0

89

0

89

0

90

0

90

0

90

0

91

445,502.09

91

377061.806

91

323,804.26

92

0

92

0

92

0

93

0

93

0

93

0

94

0

94

0

94

0

95

108,960.29

95

91547.605

95

78,092.66
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96

0

96

0

96

0

97

0

97

0

97

0

98

0

98

0

98

0

99

925,320

99

771767.782

99

653,947.73

Total NPV

3,084,400.00

2,620,211.68

2,254,223.59

Figure B- 14. NPV values of GC’s Project 2 cash flows for 0%, 10%, and 20%
annual discount rate - Scenario 1

Table B- 16. Time table of NPV values in GC’s Project 2 cash flows for 0%, 10%,
and 20% annual discount rate - Scenario 1
Time

Annual
Discount Rate 0%

Time

Annual
Discount Rate 10%

Time

Annual
Discount Rate 20%

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

2

0

2

0

2

0

3

0

3

0

3

0

4

0

4

0

4

0

5

0

5

0

5

0

6

0

6

0

6

0

7

0

7

0

7

0

8

0

8

0

8

0

9

0

9

0

9

0

10

0

10

0

10

0

11

0

11

0

11

0
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12

0

12

0

12

0

13

0

13

0

13

0

14

0

14

0

14

0

15

0

15

0

15

0

16

0

16

0

16

0

17

0

17

0

17

0

18

0

18

0

18

0

19

0

19

0

19

0

20

0

20

0

20

0

21

0

21

0

21

0

22

0

22

0

22

0

23

0

23

0

23

0

24

0

24

0

24

0

25

0

25

0

25

0

26

0

26

0

26

0

27

0

27

0

27

0

28

0

28

0

28

0

29

-1,095.29

29

-1,038.59

29

-989.397

30

-1,535.77

30

-1,453.60

30

-1,382.44

31

-2,301.16

31

-2,174.05

31

-2,064.15

32

-3,370.53

32

-3,178.53

32

-3,012.81

33

-4,743.30

33

-4,464.90

33

-4,225.04

34

-6,427.99

34

-6,039.63

34

-5,705.62

35

-2,885.94

35

-2,706.61

35

-2,552.65

36

-10,768.37

36

-10,080.76

36

-9,491.44

37

-13,423.66

37

-12,543.50

37

-11,790.46

38

-16,381.21

38

-15,279.09

38

-14,337.80

39

6,242.58

39

5,811.92

39

5,444.76

40

-23,047.44

40

-21,418.16

40

-20,031.52

41

-26,641.43

41

-24,712.74

41

-23,074.17

42

-30,313.26

42

-28,067.26

42

-26,162.46

43

40,381.00

43

37,320.59

43

34,729.64

44

-37,564.17

44

-34,653.67

44

-32,193.95

45

-40,980.24

45

-37,735.83

45

-34,998.73

46

-44,157.12

46

-40,586.74

46

-37,579.91

47

115,286.12

47

105,770.46

47

97,770.84

48

-49,559.15

48

-45,385.30

48

-41,882.58

49

-51,703.22

49

-47,262.09

49

-43,541.61

50

-53,448.22

50

-48,767.74

50

-44,853.62

51

161,122.06

51

146,743.32

51

134,739.98
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52

-55,748.74

52

-50,680.67

52

-46,457.28

53

-56,339.48

53

-51,123.92

53

-46,785.24

54

-56,595.56

54

-51,262.25

54

-46,833.40

55

189,677.78

55

171,488.79

55

156,410.92

56

-56,240.84

56

-50,754.56

56

-46,214.65

57

-55,694.05

57

-50,169.07

57

-45,605.16

58

-54,933.36

58

-49,393.22

58

-44,824.82

59

204,451.37

59

183,495.43

59

166,245.45

60

-52,807.33

60

-47,307.87

60

-42,788.91

61

-51,430.21

61

-45,989.79

61

-41,527.19

62

-49,815.51

62

-44,464.33

62

-40,082.63

63

201,250.34

63

179,303.10

63

161,363.57

64

-45,727.95

64

-40,666.51

64

-36,536.58

65

-43,166.21

65

-38,318.02

65

-34,369.04

66

-40,195.94

66

-35,616.02

66

-31,892.09

67

210,235.95

67

185,940.55

67

166,220.66

68

-41,852.92

68

-36,948.50

68

-32,974.72

69

-28,404.82

69

-25,030.37

69

-22,301.02

70

-23,397.93

70

-20,580.53

70

-18,305.74

71

189,522.24

71

166,396.14

71

147,756.75

72

-11,595.62

72

-10,162.04

72

-9,008.62

73

-4,716.15

73

-4,125.52

73

-3,651.15

74

0

74

0

74

0

75

128,075.90

75

111,626.27

75

98,460.87

76

0

76

0

76

0

77

0

77

0

77

0

78

0

78

0

78

0

79

20,389.71

79

17,641.11

79

15,456.69

80

0

80

0

80

0

81

0

81

0

81

0

82

0

82

0

82

0

83

105,875

83

90,933.59

83

79,142.17

Total NPV

423,500.00

362,329.29

313,713.72
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Table B- 17. Verification of simulated total NPV for Projects 1 & 2 at %10 and
20% discount rate - Scenario 1
Annual Discount Rate 10%

Total NPV
(Project 1)
Total NPV
(Project 2)

Annual Discount Rate 20%

Simulated

Calculation

Simulated

Calculation in

Validation

Output

in Excel*

Output

Excel*

Result

2,620,211.68

2,620,211.68

2,254,223.59

2,254,223.59



362,329.29

362,329.29

313,713.72

313,713.72



*The weekly discount rate is calculated by the following formula:
𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑙𝑦 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 = (1 + 𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒)(1/ 52) − 1
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B-6. Verification of GC’s paid bills (payment time and each bill’s paid and
retained amount) – Scenario 2

Figure B- 15. Paid bills and their retained portion to GC for Projects 1 & 2 (X Axis
is payment times) – Scenario 2
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Table B- 18. Verification of total money paid (including retainage at the end) to
GC from Owner for Projects 1 & 2 – Scenario 2
Projects 1 & 2
Total Money Paid to GC
(Project1)
Total Money Paid to GC
(Project2)

Model

Expected Values

Validation

Calculations

(Calculated in Spreadsheet)

Result

18,506,400

2,117,500

=14102000+1320000+3084400
= 18506400
=1649000+45000+423500 =
2117500





Total money paid to GC in scenario 1 & 2 will be exactly the same because the
payments are based on the earned value not the actual cost. However, the payments
schedule is different in these scenarios.

B-7. Verification of Owner payments to GC and their sources of fund for
both Projects 1 & 2 – Scenario 2

Figure B- 16. Cumulative time plot of Owner’s internal funds and credit line (debt)
utilization - Scenario 2
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Table B- 19. Output of the model (Cumulative RE and Debt of Owner throughout
simulation) - Scenario 2
Time

Retained Earnings

Debt

Time

Retained Earnings

Debt

0

0

0

58

2,961,017.81

0

1

15,257.74

0

59

2,657,043.20

0

2

55,548.90

0

60

1,854,760.58

0

3

117,760.67

0

61

1,854,760.58

0

4

200,045.63

0

62

1,854,760.58

0

5

300,965.36

0

63

1,572,774.59

0

6

419,292.70

0

64

687,787.25

0

7

553,929.90

0

65

687,787.25

0

8

703,866.34

0

66

687,787.25

0

9

868,153.83

0

67

433,972.98

0

10

1,045,890.69

0

68

0

-566,142.86

11

1,236,211.01

0

69

0

-566,142.86

12

1,364,676.20

0

70

0

-566,142.86

13

1,577,671.89

0

71

0

-777,353.54

14

1,800,799.56

0

72

0

-1,867,533.00

15

2,033,275.63

0

73

0

-1,867,533.00

16

2,056,720.40

0

74

0

-1,867,533.00

17

2,305,585.84

0

75

0

-2,001,806.26

18

2,561,508.31

0

76

0

-3,125,505.03

19

2,823,736.94

0

77

0

-3,125,505.03

20

2,759,455.09

0

78

0

-3,125,505.03

21

3,032,056.68

0

79

0

-3,151,932.23

22

3,308,728.22

0

80

0

-4,297,755.13

23

3,588,725.31

0

81

0

-4,297,755.13

24

3,241,177.94

0

82

0

-4,297,755.13

25

3,525,585.55

0

83

0

-4,298,935.03

26

3,811,071.43

0

84

0

-5,454,192.88

27

4,096,877.82

0

85

0

-5,454,192.88

28

3,673,341.77

0

86

0

-5,454,192.88

29

3,957,488.77

0

87

0

-5,560,067.88

30

4,239,638.88

0

88

0

-6,707,991.47

31

4,519,000.14

0

89

0

-6,707,991.47

32

4,239,748.95

0

90

0

-6,707,991.47

33

4,511,104.40

0

91

0

-6,707,991.47

34

4,777,211.64

0

92

0

-7,820,146.60

35

5,031,862.67

0

93

0

-7,820,146.60

36

4,740,763.96

0

94

0

-7,820,146.60
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37

4,985,902.38

0

95

0

-7,820,146.60

38

5,222,222.13

0

96

0

-8,729,218.22

39

5,424,116.52

0

97

0

-8,729,218.22

40

5,030,859.94

0

98

0

-8,729,218.22

41

5,234,722.84

0

99

0

-8,729,218.22

42

5,425,591.11

0

100

0

-9,114,635.91

43

5,530,236.92

0

101

0

-9,114,635.91

44

5,045,417.89

0

102

0

-9,114,635.91

45

5,189,611.02

0

103

0

-9,114,635.91

46

5,315,206.59

0

104

0

-9,450,110.66

47

5,255,801.92

0

105

0

-9,450,110.66

48

4,679,913.42

0

106

0

-9,450,110.66

49

4,735,825.60

0

107

0

-9,450,110.66

50

4,759,063.41

0

108

0

-9,698,580

51

4,515,111.88

0

109

0

-9,698,580

52

3,878,883.84

0

110

0

-9,698,580

53

3,878,883.84

0

111

0

-9,698,580

54

3,878,883.84

0

112

0

-10,623,900

55

3,590,565.50

0

113

0

-10,623,900

56

2,961,017.81

0

114

0

-10,623,900

57

2,961,017.81

0

115

0

-10,623,900

Table B- 20. Verification of total money paid by the owner to GC (for both
Projects 1 & 2) – Scenario 2
Projects 1 & 2
Total Money
Paid to GC

Model

Expected Values

Validation

Calculations

(Calculated in Spreadsheet)

Result

20,623,900

= 10,000,000+ 10,623,900=
20,623,900
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B-8. Verification of cash inflow, outflow, and position of GC and its subcontractors
for both Projects 1 & 2 - Scenario 2

Figure B- 17. Output of the model for cash inflow, outflow, and position for
Project 1 in GC - Scenario 2
Table B- 21.Time table of cash inflow, outflow, and position for Project 1 in GC Scenario 2
Cash inflow

Cash outflow

Cash

Tim

Cash inflow

Cash outflow

Cash

Cumulative

Cumulative

Position

e

Cumulative

Cumulative

Position

0

0

0

0

58

6,240,223.10

6,531,308.79

-291,085.69

1

0

0

0

59

6,240,223.10

6,680,037.44

-439,814.34

2

0

0

0

60

6,240,223.10

6,847,956.69

-607,733.59

3

0

0

0

61

7,042,505.73

6,999,570.20

42,935.52

4

0

0

0

62

7,042,505.73

7,152,587.77

-110,082.04

5

0

0

0

63

7,042,505.73

7,306,982.97

-264,477.24

6

0

15,000

-15,000

64

7,042,505.73

7,602,326.72

-559,821.00

7

0

30,000

-30,000

65

7,927,493.07

7,759,395.01

168,098.06

8

0

46,246.96

-46,246.96

66

7,927,493.07

7,917,757.04

9,736.02

9

0

64,111.64

-64,111.64

67

7,927,493.07

8,077,383.00

-149,889.93

10

0

85,300.01

-85,300.01

68

7,927,493.07

8,426,101.46

-498,608.39

11

0

110,704.43

-110,704.43

69

8,927,608.91

8,588,161.16

339,447.75

12

0

139,792.22

-139,792.22

70

8,927,608.91

8,751,388.03

176,220.88

13

73,600.66

172,290.64

-98,689.98

71

8,927,608.91

8,915,746.89

11,862.01

14

73,600.66

228,130.98

-154,530.33

72

8,927,608.91

9,295,921.72

-368,312.81

15

73,600.66

287,028.26

-213,427.61

73

10,017,788.36

9,462,431.74

555,356.62

16

73,600.66

348,863.74

-275,263.08

74

10,017,788.36

9,629,956.66

387,831.71

17

291,208.20

413,540.14

-122,331.93

75

10,017,788.36

9,798,452.67

219,335.70

Time

330
18

291,208.20

480,974.10

-189,765.90

76

10,017,788.36

10,199,443.62

-181,655.26

19

291,208.20

551,092.59

-259,884.39

77

11,141,487.13

10,369,738.19

771,748.94

20

291,208.20

635,497.22

-344,289.02

78

11,141,487.13

10,540,852.90

600,634.23

21

623,277.64

722,462.63

-99,184.99

79

11,141,487.13

10,712,729.09

428,758.04

22

623,277.64

811,935.27

-188,657.63

80

11,141,487.13

11,126,784.49

14,702.65

23

623,277.64

903,865.91

-280,588.27

81

12,287,310.03

11,299,985.11

987,324.92

24

623,277.64

1,033,348.21

-410,070.56

82

12,287,310.03

11,473,734.64

813,575.39

25

1,253,401.70

1,130,060.85

123,340.85

83

12,287,310.03

11,647,945.64

639,364.39

26

1,253,401.70

1,229,103.17

24,298.53

84

12,287,310.03

12,089,316.86

197,993.18

27

1,253,401.70

1,330,437.40

-77,035.70

85

13,442,567.88

12,264,139.69

1,178,428.20

28

1,253,401.70

1,680,040.57

-426,638.87

86

13,442,567.88

12,439,080.07

1,003,487.81

29

1,962,300.44

1,785,852.90

176,447.54

87

13,442,567.88

12,613,982.17

828,585.72

30

1,962,300.44

1,893,854.65

68,445.78

88

13,442,567.88

13,059,363.73

383,204.16

31

1,962,300.44

2,004,014.58

-41,714.14

89

14,590,491.47

13,233,578.41

1,356,913.06

32

1,962,300.44

2,418,905.28

-456,604.85

90

14,590,491.47

13,407,031.24

1,183,460.23

33

2,517,319.49

2,533,292.39

-15,972.90

91

14,590,491.47

13,579,315.98

1,011,175.49

34

2,517,319.49

2,649,750.48

-132,430.99

92

14,590,491.47

14,010,778.38

579,713.09

35

2,517,319.49

2,768,252.30

-250,932.81

93

15,702,646.60

14,178,610.22

1,524,036.39

36

2,517,319.49

3,016,432.91

-499,113.42

94

15,702,646.60

14,341,894.08

1,360,752.52

37

3,061,441.17

3,175,493.27

-114,052.10

95

15,702,646.60

14,493,322.83

1,209,323.77

38

3,061,441.17

3,299,969.69

-238,528.52

96

15,702,646.60

14,817,835.53

884,811.07

39

3,061,441.17

3,426,387.40

-364,946.24

97

16,611,718.22

14,902,672.38

1,709,045.83

40

3,061,441.17

3,631,774.08

-570,332.91

98

16,611,718.22

14,987,746.86

1,623,971.35

41

3,670,427.04

3,762,001.85

-91,574.81

99

16,611,718.22

15,073,037.97

1,538,680.25

42

3,670,427.04

3,894,099.14

-223,672.10

100

16,611,718.22

15,352,519.92

1,259,198.30

43

3,670,427.04

4,028,042.67

-357,615.62

101

16,997,135.91

15,438,161.00

1,558,974.91

44

3,670,427.04

4,266,052.55

-595,625.51

102

16,997,135.91

15,523,919.27

1,473,216.64

45

4,316,398.99

4,403,619.71

-87,220.72

103

16,997,135.91

15,609,737.55

1,387,398.36

46

4,316,398.99

4,542,964.63

-226,565.64

104

16,997,135.91

15,709,542.71

1,287,593.20

47

4,316,398.99

4,684,064.78

-367,665.79

105

17,332,610.66

15,900,919.90

1,431,690.76

48

4,316,398.99

4,941,743.10

-625,344.11

106

17,332,610.66

15,912,404.15

1,420,206.52

49

4,974,447.37

5,086,286.41

-111,839.05

107

17,332,610.66

15,922,000

1,410,610.66

50

4,974,447.37

5,220,851.03

-246,403.66

108

17,332,610.66

15,922,000

1,410,610.66

51

4,974,447.37

5,357,081.18

-382,633.81

109

17,581,080

15,922,000

1,659,080

52

4,974,447.37

5,594,572.94

-620,125.57

110

17,581,080

15,922,000

1,659,080

53

5,610,675.40

5,734,066.48

-123,391.08

111

17,581,080

15,922,000

1,659,080

54

5,610,675.40

5,875,157.62

-264,482.21

112

17,581,080

15,922,000

1,659,080

55

5,610,675.40

6,017,823.35

-407,147.95

113

18,506,400

15,922,000

2,584,400

56

5,610,675.40

6,213,964.92

-603,289.51

114

18,506,400

15,922,000

2,584,400

57

6,240,223.10

6,384,059.86

-143,836.76

115

18,506,400

15,922,000

2,584,400
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Figure B- 18. Output of the model for cash inflow, outflow, and position for
Project 2 in GC - Scenario 2
Table B- 22.Time table of cash inflow, outflow, and position for Project 2 in GC Scenario 2
Tim

Cash inflow

Cash outflow

Cash

Tim

Cash inflow

Cash outflow

e

Cumulative

Cumulative

0

0

0

1

0

2

Cash

Position

e

Cumulative

Cumulative

Position

0

58

798,759.09

884,420.49

-85,661.40

0

0

59

798,759.09

993,101.93

0

0

0

60

1,102,733.70

1,051,854.94

50,878.76

3

0

0

0

61

1,102,733.70

1,110,093.54

-7,359.84

4

0

0

0

62

1,102,733.70

1,167,607.14

-64,873.44

5

0

0

0

63

1,102,733.70

1,257,904.06

6

0

0

0

64

1,384,719.69

1,313,371.73

71,347.96

7

0

0

0

65

1,384,719.69

1,367,505.93

17,213.76

8

0

0

0

66

1,384,719.69

1,420,070.84

-35,351.15

194,342.83

155,170.37

9

0

0

0

67

1,384,719.69

1,476,265.25

-91,545.56

10

0

0

0

68

1,638,533.96

1,533,836.02

104,697.94

11

0

0

0

69

1,638,533.96

1,579,891.37

58,642.59

12

0

0

0

70

1,638,533.96

1,623,021.00

15,512.95

13

0

0

0

71

1,638,533.96

1,666,767.72

-28,233.76

14

0

0

0

72

1,849,744.64

1,706,631.72

143,112.92

15

0

0

0

73

1,849,744.64

1,742,075.82

107,668.81

16

0

0

0

74

1,849,744.64

1,772,529.55

77,215.08

17

0

0

0

75

1,849,744.64

1,797,389.28

52,355.36
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18

0

0

0

76

1,984,017.90

1,812,010.22

172,007.68

19

0

0

0

77

1,984,017.90

1,819,667.30

164,350.60

20

0

0

0

78

1,984,017.90

1,823,351.12

160,666.77

21

0

0

0

79

1,984,017.90

1,824,709.17

159,308.72

22

0

0

0

80

2,010,445.10

1,825,800

184,645.10

23

0

0

0

81

2,010,445.10

1,826,800

183,645.10

24

0

0

0

82

2,010,445.10

1,827,800

182,645.10

25

0

0

0

83

2,010,445.10

1,827,800

182,645.10

26

0

0

0

84

2,011,625

1,827,800

183,825

27

0

0

0

85

2,011,625

1,827,800

183,825

28

0

0

0

86

2,011,625

1,827,800

183,825

29

0

2,000

-2,000

87

2,011,625

1,827,800

183,825

30

0

4,000

-4,000

88

2,117,500

1,827,800

289,700

31

0

6,049.38

-6,049.38

89

2,117,500

1,827,800

289,700

32

0

8,269.58

-8,269.58

90

2,117,500

1,827,800

289,700

33

0

10,763.55

-10,763.55

91

2,117,500

1,827,800

289,700

34

0

13,782.94

-13,782.94

92

2,117,500

1,827,800

289,700

35

0

17,612.94

-17,612.94

93

2,117,500

1,827,800

289,700

36

5,352.85

22,535.92

-17,183.08

94

2,117,500

1,827,800

289,700

37

5,352.85

28,841.17

-23,488.32

95

2,117,500

1,827,800

289,700

38

5,352.85

36,830.80

-31,477.96

96

2,117,500

1,827,800

289,700

39

5,352.85

46,819.92

-41,467.07

97

2,117,500

1,827,800

289,700

40

29,989.46

59,130.65

-29,141.19

98

2,117,500

1,827,800

289,700

41

29,989.46

74,081.34

-44,091.88

99

2,117,500

1,827,800

289,700

42

29,989.46

91,972.21

-61,982.75

100

2,117,500

1,827,800

289,700

43

29,989.46

113,069.50

-83,080.04

101

2,117,500

1,827,800

289,700

44

102,009.42

137,589.76

-35,580.35

102

2,117,500

1,827,800

289,700

45

102,009.42

165,686.09

-63,676.67

103

2,117,500

1,827,800

289,700

46

102,009.42

197,437.48

-95,428.07

104

2,117,500

1,827,800

289,700

47

102,009.42

238,171.35

-136,161.93

105

2,117,500

1,827,800

289,700

48

266,489.22

277,145.69

-10,656.47

106

2,117,500

1,827,800

289,700

49

266,489.22

319,525.70

-53,036.48

107

2,117,500

1,827,800

289,700

50

266,489.22

365,075.04

-98,585.82

108

2,117,500

1,827,800

289,700

51

266,489.22

445,028.49

-178,539.27

109

2,117,500

1,827,800

289,700

52

510,440.76

495,974.37

14,466.39

110

2,117,500

1,827,800

289,700

53

510,440.76

550,066.78

-39,626.03

111

2,117,500

1,827,800

289,700

54

510,440.76

605,910.34

-95,469.59

112

2,117,500

1,827,800

289,700

55

510,440.76

708,423.03

-197,982.28

113

2,117,500

1,827,800

289,700

56

798,759.09

766,590.78

32,168.32

114

2,117,500

1,827,800

289,700

57

798,759.09

825,366.87

-26,607.78

115

2,117,500

1,827,800

289,700
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Figure B- 19. Output of the model for cash inflow, outflow, and position for GC’s
project portfolio (Projects 1 & 2) - Scenario 1

Table B- 23. Time table of cash inflow, outflow, and position for GC’s project
portfolio (Projects 1 & 2) - Scenario 1
Tim

Cash inflow

Cash outflow

Cash

Tim

Cash inflow

Cash outflow

Cash

e

Cumulative

Cumulative

Position

e

Cumulative

Cumulative

Position

0

0

0

0

58

7,038,982.19

7,415,729.28

-376,747.08

1

0

0

0

59

7,038,982.19

7,673,139.37

-634,157.17

2

0

0

0

60

7,342,956.80

7,899,811.63

-556,854.83

3

0

0

0

61

8,145,239.42

8,109,663.75

35,575.68

4

0

0

0

62

8,145,239.42

8,320,194.91

-174,955.48

5

0

0

0

63

8,145,239.42

8,564,887.03

-419,647.61

6

0

15,000

-15,000

64

8,427,225.42

8,915,698.46

-488,473.04

7

0

30,000

-30,000

65

9,312,212.75

9,126,900.94

185,311.82

8

0

46,246.96

-46,246.96

66

9,312,212.75

9,337,827.88

-25,615.13

9

0

64,111.64

-64,111.64

67

9,312,212.75

9,553,648.25

-241,435.49

10

0

85,300.01

-85,300.01

68

9,566,027.02

9,959,937.48

-393,910.46

11

0

110,704.43

-110,704.43

69

10,566,142.86

10,168,052.53

398,090.34

12

0

139,792.22

-139,792.22

70

10,566,142.86

10,374,409.03

191,733.83

13

73,600.66

172,290.64

-98,689.98

71

10,566,142.86

10,582,514.61

-16,371.75

14

73,600.66

228,130.98

-154,530.33

72

10,777,353.54

11,002,553.43

-225,199.89

15

73,600.66

287,028.26

-213,427.61

73

11,867,533.00

11,204,507.56

663,025.44

16

73,600.66

348,863.74

-275,263.08

74

11,867,533.00

11,402,486.21

465,046.79

17

291,208.20

413,540.14

-122,331.93

75

11,867,533.00

11,595,841.95

271,691.05
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18

291,208.20

480,974.10

-189,765.90

76

12,001,806.26

12,011,453.84

-9,647.59

19

291,208.20

551,092.59

-259,884.39

77

13,125,505.03

12,189,405.49

936,099.54

20

291,208.20

635,497.22

-344,289.02

78

13,125,505.03

12,364,204.02

761,301.00

21

623,277.64

722,462.63

-99,184.99

79

13,125,505.03

12,537,438.26

588,066.76

22

623,277.64

811,935.27

-188,657.63

80

13,151,932.23

12,952,584.49

199,347.75

23

623,277.64

903,865.91

-280,588.27

81

14,297,755.13

13,126,785.11

1,170,970.02

24

623,277.64

1,033,348.21

-410,070.56

82

14,297,755.13

13,301,534.64

996,220.49

25

1,253,401.70

1,130,060.85

123,340.85

83

14,297,755.13

13,475,745.64

822,009.49

26

1,253,401.70

1,229,103.17

24,298.53

84

14,298,935.03

13,917,116.86

381,818.18

27

1,253,401.70

1,330,437.40

-77,035.70

85

15,454,192.88

14,091,939.69

1,362,253.20

28

1,253,401.70

1,680,040.57

-426,638.87

86

15,454,192.88

14,266,880.07

1,187,312.81

29

1,962,300.44

1,787,852.90

174,447.54

87

15,454,192.88

14,441,782.17

1,012,410.72

30

1,962,300.44

1,897,854.65

64,445.78

88

15,560,067.88

14,887,163.73

672,904.16

31

1,962,300.44

2,010,063.96

-47,763.52

89

16,707,991.47

15,061,378.41

1,646,613.06

32

1,962,300.44

2,427,174.87

-464,874.43

90

16,707,991.47

15,234,831.24

1,473,160.23

33

2,517,319.49

2,544,055.94

-26,736.45

91

16,707,991.47

15,407,115.98

1,300,875.49

34

2,517,319.49

2,663,533.42

-146,213.93

92

16,707,991.47

15,838,578.38

869,413.09

35

2,517,319.49

2,785,865.24

-268,545.75

93

17,820,146.60

16,006,410.22

1,813,736.39

36

2,522,672.34

3,038,968.83

-516,296.49

94

17,820,146.60

16,169,694.08

1,650,452.52

37

3,066,794.01

3,204,334.43

-137,540.42

95

17,820,146.60

16,321,122.83

1,499,023.77

38

3,066,794.01

3,336,800.49

-270,006.48

96

17,820,146.60

16,645,635.53

1,174,511.07

39

3,066,794.01

3,473,207.32

-406,413.31

97

18,729,218.22

16,730,472.38

1,998,745.83

40

3,091,430.63

3,690,904.72

-599,474.10

98

18,729,218.22

16,815,546.86

1,913,671.35

41

3,700,416.50

3,836,083.19

-135,666.69

99

18,729,218.22

16,900,837.97

1,828,380.25

42

3,700,416.50

3,986,071.35

-285,654.85

100

18,729,218.22

17,180,319.92

1,548,898.30

43

3,700,416.50

4,141,112.17

-440,695.67

101

19,114,635.91

17,265,961.00

1,848,674.91

44

3,772,436.46

4,403,642.31

-631,205.86

102

19,114,635.91

17,351,719.27

1,762,916.64

45

4,418,408.41

4,569,305.80

-150,897.39

103

19,114,635.91

17,437,537.55

1,677,098.36

46

4,418,408.41

4,740,402.12

-321,993.71

104

19,114,635.91

17,537,342.71

1,577,293.20

47

4,418,408.41

4,922,236.13

-503,827.72

105

19,450,110.66

17,728,719.90

1,721,390.76

48

4,582,888.21

5,218,888.79

-636,000.58

106

19,450,110.66

17,740,204.15

1,709,906.52

49

5,240,936.59

5,405,812.11

-164,875.52

107

19,450,110.66

17,749,800

1,700,310.66

50

5,240,936.59

5,585,926.07

-344,989.48

108

19,450,110.66

17,749,800

1,700,310.66

51

5,240,936.59

5,802,109.66

-561,173.08

109

19,698,580

17,749,800

1,948,780

52

5,484,888.12

6,090,547.31

-605,659.19

110

19,698,580

17,749,800

1,948,780

53

6,121,116.16

6,284,133.27

-163,017.11

111

19,698,580

17,749,800

1,948,780

54

6,121,116.16

6,481,067.96

-359,951.80

112

19,698,580

17,749,800

1,948,780

55

6,121,116.16

6,726,246.39

-605,130.23

113

20,623,900

17,749,800

2,874,100

56

6,409,434.50

6,980,555.69

-571,121.19

114

20,623,900

17,749,800

2,874,100

57

7,038,982.19

7,209,426.73

-170,444.54

115

20,623,900

17,749,800

2,874,100
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Figure B- 20. Output of the model for cash inflow, outflow, and position for Sub1
in Project 1 - Scenario 2

Table B- 24. Time table of cash inflow, outflow, and position for Sub1 in Project 1
- Scenario 2
Tim

Cash inflow

Cash outflow

Cash

Tim

Cash inflow

Cash outflow

Cash

e

Cumulative

Cumulative

Position

e

Cumulative

Cumulative

Position

0

0

0

0

19

0

199,502.74

-199,502.74

1

0

0

0

20

0

271,644.62

-271,644.62

2

0

0

0

21

0

345,521.56

-345,521.56

3

0

0

0

22

0

417,167.36

-417,167.36

4

0

0

0

23

0

482,884.89

-482,884.89

5

0

0

0

24

35,139.34

539,395.53

-504,256.18

6

0

0

0

25

35,139.34

584,017.08

-548,877.74

7

0

0

0

26

35,139.34

614,912.40

-579,773.06

8

0

0

0

27

35,139.34

631,516.60

-596,377.25

9

0

0

0

28

281,152.18

635,652.17

-354,499.99

10

0

0

0

29

281,152.18

635,652.17

-354,499.99

11

0

0

0

30

281,152.18

635,652.17

-354,499.99

12

0

0

0

31

281,152.18

635,652.17

-354,499.99

13

0

0

0

32

583,754.85

635,652.17

-51,897.32

14

0

0

0

33

583,754.85

635,652.17

-51,897.32

15

0

7,930.39

-7,930.39

34

583,754.85

635,652.17

-51,897.32

16

0

33,951.06

-33,951.06

35

583,754.85

635,652.17

-51,897.32

17

0

76,741.89

-76,741.89

36

694,450

635,652.17

58,797.83

18

0

133,185.81

-133,185.81

37

731,000

635,652.17

95,347.83
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Figure B- 21. Output of the model for cash inflow, outflow, and position for Sub2
in Project 1 - Scenario 2

Table B- 25. Time table of cash inflow, outflow, and position for Sub2 in Project 1
- Scenario 2
Tim

Cash inflow

Cash outflow

Cash

Tim

Cash inflow

Cash outflow

Cash

e

Cumulative

Cumulative

Position

e

Cumulative

Cumulative

Position

0

0

0

0

31

0

68,947.04

-68,947.04

1

0

0

0

32

0

90,839.05

-90,839.05

2

0

0

0

33

0

114,189.19

-114,189.19

3

0

0

0

34

0

138,647.30

-138,647.30

4

0

0

0

35

0

163,892.84

-163,892.84

5

0

0

0

36

16,966.44

189,624.68

-172,658.24

6

0

0

0

37

16,966.44

215,553.85

-198,587.41

7

0

0

0

38

16,966.44

241,397.79

-224,431.35

8

0

0

0

39

16,966.44

266,875.31

-249,908.87

9

0

0

0

40

94,018.41

291,701.68

-197,683.27

10

0

0

0

41

94,018.41

315,583.17

-221,564.75

11

0

0

0

42

94,018.41

338,210.37

-244,191.96

12

0

0

0

43

94,018.41

359,249.12

-265,230.70

13

0

0

0

44

196,261.55

378,326.55

-182,065.01

14

0

0

0

45

196,261.55

395,007.52

-198,745.97

15

0

0

0

46

196,261.55

408,747.34

-212,485.80

16

0

0

0

47

196,261.55

418,771.68

-222,510.14

17

0

0

0

48

311,106.93

423,478.26

-112,371.33

337
18

0

0

0

49

311,106.93

423,478.26

-112,371.33

19

0

0

0

50

311,106.93

423,478.26

-112,371.33

20

0

0

0

51

311,106.93

423,478.26

-112,371.33

21

0

0

0

52

410,725.54

423,478.26

-12,752.72

22

0

0

0

53

410,725.54

423,478.26

-12,752.72

23

0

0

0

54

410,725.54

423,478.26

-12,752.72

24

0

0

0

55

410,725.54

423,478.26

-12,752.72

25

0

0

0

56

462,650

423,478.26

39,171.74

26

0

0

0

57

487,000

423,478.26

63,521.74

27

0

5,375.46

-5,375.46

58

487,000

423,478.26

63,521.74

28

0

16,392.70

-16,392.70

59

487,000

423,478.26

63,521.74

29

0

31,192.04

-31,192.04

60

487,000

423,478.26

63,521.74

30

0

48,908.68

-48,908.68

61

487,000

423,478.26

63,521.74

Figure B- 22. Output of the model for cash inflow, outflow, and position for Sub2
in Project 2 - Scenario 2

Table B- 26. Time table of cash inflow, outflow, and position for Sub2 in Project 2
- Scenario 2
Tim

Cash inflow

Cash outflow

Cash

Tim

Cash inflow

Cash outflow

Cash

e

Cumulative

Cumulative

0

0

0

Position

e

Cumulative

Cumulative

Position

0

36

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

37

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

38

0

1,653.05

-1,653.05

3

0

0

0

39

0

5,921.07

-5,921.07

338
4

0

0

0

40

0

12,313.28

-12,313.28

5

0

0

0

41

0

20,480.38

-20,480.38

6

0

0

0

42

0

30,120.67

-30,120.67

7

0

0

0

43

0

40,957.52

-40,957.52

8

0

0

0

44

0

52,729.59

-52,729.59

9

0

0

0

45

0

65,185.64

-65,185.64

10

0

0

0

46

0

78,081.24

-78,081.24

11

0

0

0

47

5,328.97

91,176.53

-85,847.56

12

0

0

0

48

5,328.97

104,234.41

-98,905.44

13

0

0

0

49

5,328.97

117,019.08

-111,690.12

14

0

0

0

50

5,328.97

129,294.61

-123,965.64

15

0

0

0

51

36,861.77

140,823.36

-103,961.59

16

0

0

0

52

36,861.77

151,364.17

-114,502.40

17

0

0

0

53

36,861.77

160,669.84

-123,808.07

18

0

0

0

54

36,861.77

168,483.24

-131,621.47

19

0

0

0

55

82,176.53

174,530.33

-92,353.81

20

0

0

0

56

82,176.53

178,504.16

-96,327.63

21

0

0

0

57

82,176.53

180,000

-97,823.47

22

0

0

0

58

82,176.53

180,000

-97,823.47

23

0

0

0

59

131,823.36

180,000

-48,176.64

24

0

0

0

60

131,823.36

180,000

-48,176.64

25

0

0

0

61

131,823.36

180,000

-48,176.64

26

0

0

0

62

131,823.36

180,000

-48,176.64

27

0

0

0

63

165,530.33

180,000

-14,469.67

28

0

0

0

64

165,530.33

180,000

-14,469.67

29

0

0

0

65

165,530.33

180,000

-14,469.67

30

0

0

0

66

165,530.33

180,000

-14,469.67

31

0

0

0

67

171,000

180,000

-9,000

32

0

0

0

68

180,000

180,000

-2.91E-11

33

0

0

0

69

180,000

180,000

-2.91E-11

34

0

0

0

70

180,000

180,000

-2.91E-11

35

0

0

0

71

180,000

180,000

-2.91E-11
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Figure B- 23. Output of the model for cash inflow, outflow, and position for Sub2’s
project portfolio (Projects 1 & 2) - Scenario 2

Table B- 27. Time table of cash inflow, outflow, and position for Sub2’s project
portfolio (Projects 1 & 2) - Scenario 2
Tim

Cash inflow

Cash outflow

Cash

Tim

Cash inflow

Cash outflow

Cash

e

Cumulative

Cumulative

Position

e

Cumulative

Cumulative

Position

0

0

0

0

36

16,966.44

189,624.68

-172,658.24

1

0

0

0

37

16,966.44

215,553.85

-198,587.41

2

0

0

0

38

16,966.44

243,050.84

-226,084.40

3

0

0

0

39

16,966.44

272,796.38

-255,829.94

4

0

0

0

40

94,018.41

304,014.96

-209,996.55

5

0

0

0

41

94,018.41

336,063.54

-242,045.13

6

0

0

0

42

94,018.41

368,331.05

-274,312.63

7

0

0

0

43

94,018.41

400,206.63

-306,188.22

8

0

0

0

44

196,261.55

431,056.14

-234,794.60

9

0

0

0

45

196,261.55

460,193.16

-263,931.61

10

0

0

0

46

196,261.55

486,828.58

-290,567.04

11

0

0

0

47

201,590.51

509,948.21

-308,357.70

12

0

0

0

48

316,435.90

527,712.67

-211,276.77

13

0

0

0

49

316,435.90

540,497.35

-224,061.45

14

0

0

0

50

316,435.90

552,772.87

-236,336.97

15

0

0

0

51

347,968.70

564,301.62

-216,332.92

16

0

0

0

52

447,587.30

574,842.43

-127,255.12

17

0

0

0

53

447,587.30

584,148.10

-136,560.79

340
18

0

0

0

54

447,587.30

591,961.50

-144,374.20

19

0

0

0

55

492,902.06

598,008.60

-105,106.53

20

0

0

0

56

544,826.53

601,982.42

-57,155.89

21

0

0

0

57

569,176.53

603,478.26

-34,301.73

22

0

0

0

58

569,176.53

603,478.26

-34,301.73

23

0

0

0

59

618,823.36

603,478.26

15,345.10

24

0

0

0

60

618,823.36

603,478.26

15,345.10

25

0

0

0

61

618,823.36

603,478.26

15,345.10

26

0

0

0

62

618,823.36

603,478.26

15,345.10

27

0

5,375.46

-5,375.46

63

652,530.33

603,478.26

49,052.07

28

0

16,392.70

-16,392.70

64

652,530.33

603,478.26

49,052.07

29

0

31,192.04

-31,192.04

65

652,530.33

603,478.26

49,052.07

30

0

48,908.68

-48,908.68

66

652,530.33

603,478.26

49,052.07

31

0

68,947.04

-68,947.04

67

658,000

603,478.26

54,521.74

32

0

90,839.05

-90,839.05

68

667,000

603,478.26

63,521.74

33

0

114,189.19

-114,189.19

69

667,000

603,478.26

63,521.74

34

0

138,647.30

-138,647.30

70

667,000

603,478.26

63,521.74

35

0

163,892.84

-163,892.84

71

667,000

603,478.26

63,521.74

Figure B- 24. Output of the model for cash inflow, outflow, and position for Sub3
in Project 1 - Scenario 2
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Table B- 28. Time table of cash inflow, outflow, and position for Sub3 in Project 1
- Scenario 2
Tim

Cash inflow

Cash outflow

Cash

Tim

Cash inflow

Cash outflow

Cash

e

Cumulative

Cumulative

Position

e

Cumulative

Cumulative

Position

0

0

0

0

58

0

238,690.92

-238,690.92

1

0

0

0

59

0

285,212.91

-285,212.91

2

0

0

0

60

17,735.57

333,519.96

-315,784.39

3

0

0

0

61

17,735.57

383,412.05

-365,676.48

4

0

0

0

62

17,735.57

434,717.30

-416,981.73

5

0

0

0

63

17,735.57

487,284.82

-469,549.25

6

0

0

0

64

157,333.62

540,979.77

-383,646.15

7

0

0

0

65

157,333.62

595,679.71

-438,346.09

8

0

0

0

66

157,333.62

651,271.97

-493,938.36

9

0

0

0

67

157,333.62

707,651.56

-550,317.94

10

0

0

0

68

345,193.16

764,719.47

-419,526.32

11

0

0

0

69

345,193.16

822,381.40

-477,188.24

12

0

0

0

70

345,193.16

880,546.54

-535,353.39

13

0

0

0

71

345,193.16

939,126.67

-593,933.51

14

0

0

0

72

559,914.06

998,035.19

-438,121.13

15

0

0

0

73

559,914.06

1,057,186.36

-497,272.30

16

0

0

0

74

559,914.06

1,116,494.47

-556,580.41

17

0

0

0

75

559,914.06

1,175,873.03

-615,958.97

18

0

0

0

76

791,484.65

1,235,233.98

-443,749.33

19

0

0

0

77

791,484.65

1,294,486.76

-503,002.11

20

0

0

0

78

791,484.65

1,353,537.30

-562,052.65

21

0

0

0

79

791,484.65

1,412,286.86

-620,802.21

22

0

0

0

80

1,032,966.42

1,470,630.64

-437,664.21

23

0

0

0

81

1,032,966.42

1,528,456.03

-495,489.60

24

0

0

0

82

1,032,966.42

1,585,640.48

-552,674.06

25

0

0

0

83

1,032,966.42

1,642,048.63

-609,082.20

26

0

0

0

84

1,299,764.08

1,697,528.48

-397,764.40

27

0

0

0

85

1,299,764.08

1,751,906.09

-452,142.01

28

0

0

0

86

1,299,764.08

1,804,977.88

-505,213.80

29

0

0

0

87

1,299,764.08

1,856,498.93

-556,734.85

30

0

0

0

88

1,570,470.23

1,906,164.24

-335,694.01

31

0

0

0

89

1,570,470.23

1,953,576.17

-383,105.94

32

0

0

0

90

1,570,470.23

1,998,181.81

-427,711.58

33

0

0

0

91

1,570,470.23

2,039,131.70

-468,661.47

34

0

0

0

92

1,831,402.75

2,074,859.73

-243,456.98

35

0

0

0

93

1,831,402.75

2,100,086.96

-268,684.21

342
36

0

0

0

94

1,831,402.75

2,100,086.96

-268,684.21

37

0

0

0

95

1,831,402.75

2,100,086.96

-268,684.21

38

0

0

0

96

2,071,333.87

2,100,086.96

-28,753.08

39

0

0

0

97

2,071,333.87

2,100,086.96

-28,753.08

40

0

0

0

98

2,071,333.87

2,100,086.96

-28,753.08

41

0

0

0

99

2,071,333.87

2,100,086.96

-28,753.08

42

0

0

0

100

2,265,333.69

2,100,086.96

165,246.73

43

0

0

0

101

2,265,333.69

2,100,086.96

165,246.73

44

0

0

0

102

2,265,333.69

2,100,086.96

165,246.73

45

0

0

0

103

2,265,333.69

2,100,086.96

165,246.73

46

0

0

0

104

2,294,345

2,100,086.96

194,258.04

47

0

0

0

105

2,415,100

2,100,086.96

315,013.04

48

0

0

0

106

2,415,100

2,100,086.96

315,013.04

49

0

0

0

107

2,415,100

2,100,086.96

315,013.04

50

0

0

0

108

2,415,100

2,100,086.96

315,013.04

51

0

0

0

109

2,415,100

2,100,086.96

315,013.04

52

0

17,135.82

-17,135.82

110

2,415,100

2,100,086.96

315,013.04

53

0

44,003.72

-44,003.72

111

2,415,100

2,100,086.96

315,013.04

54

0

76,267.87

-76,267.87

112

2,415,100

2,100,086.96

315,013.04

55

0

112,531.62

-112,531.62

113

2,415,100

2,100,086.96

315,013.04

56

0

152,013.16

-152,013.16

114

2,415,100

2,100,086.96

315,013.04

57

0

194,192.78

-194,192.78

115

2,415,100

2,100,086.96

315,013.04
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Table B- 29. Verification of simulated cash position at the end of Projects 1 and 2
and project portfolio for the GC and its subs -Scenario 2
Cash Position at the

Model

end of project

Calculations

GC (Project 1)

2,584,400

GC (Project 2)

289,700

GC (Project Portfolio)

2,874,100

Sub1 (Project 1)

95,347.83

Sub2 (Project 1)

63,521.74

Sub2 (Project 2)

0.00

Sub2 (Project Portfolio)

63,521.74

Sub3 (Project 1)

315,013.04

Expected Values

= 3,084,400 – 500,000 =
2,584,400
= 423,500 - 78,800 - 55,000
= 289,700
= 2,584,400 + 289,700 =
2,874,100
=731,000 - 731,000/1.15 =
95,347.83
= 487,000 - 487,000/1.15 =
63,521.74
= 180,000 – (180,000*1.1)/1.1
= 0.0
= 63,521.74 + 0 = 63,521.74
= 2,415,100 - 2,415,100/1.15 =
315,013.04

Validation
Result
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B-9. Verification of simulated NPVs in GC’s Projects 1 & 2 - Scenario 2

Figure B- 25. NPV values of GC’s Project 1 cash flows for 0%, 10%, and 20%
annual discount rate - Scenario 2

Table B- 30. NPV values of GC’s Project 1 cash flows for 0%, 10%, and 20%
annual discount rate - Scenario 2
Time

Annual
Discount Rate 0%

Time

Annual
Discount Rate 10%

Time

Annual
Discount Rate 20%

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0.00

1

0

1

0.00

2

0.00

2

0

2

0.00

3

0.00

3

0

3

0.00

4

0.00

4

0

4

0.00

5

0.00

5

0

5

0.00

6

-15,000.00

6

-14,835.94

6

-14,687.74

7

-15,000.00

7

-14,808.78

7

-14,636.33

8

-16,246.96

8

-16,010.47

8

-15,797.58

9

-17,864.68

9

-17,572.40

9

-17,309.75

10

-21,188.37

10

-20,803.55

10

-20,458.34

11

-25,404.41

11

-24,897.34

11

-24,443.27

12

44,512.86

12

43,544.51

12

42,678.87

13

-32,498.42

13

-31,733.21

13

-31,050.38

14

-55,840.35

14

-54,425.69

14

-53,165.52

15

-58,897.28

15

-57,300.06

15

-55,879.76
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16

155,772.08

16

151,270.20

16

147,274.02

17

-64,676.40

17

-62,692.22

17

-60,934.00

18

-67,433.97

18

-65,245.49

18

-63,309.64

19

-70,118.49

19

-67,718.65

19

-65,599.57

20

247,664.81

20

238,750.36

20

230,892.58

21

-86,965.40

21

-83,681.65

21

-80,792.21

22

-89,472.65

22

-85,936.57

22

-82,830.55

23

-91,930.64

23

-88,135.72

23

-84,808.19

24

500,641.76

24

479,096.24

24

460,237.38

25

-96,712.65

25

-92,381.06

25

-88,596.26

26

-99,042.32

26

-94,433.15

26

-90,412.86

27

-101,334.23

27

-96,441.47

27

-92,181.30

28

359,295.57

28

341,321.38

28

325,698.54

29

-105,812.33

29

-100,334.87

29

-95,582.31

30

-108,001.76

30

-102,223.42

30

-97,218.59

31

-110,159.93

31

-104,075.20

31

-98,814.22

32

140,128.35

32

132,145.87

32

125,256.16

33

-114,387.11

33

-107,673.45

33

-101,889.03

34

-116,458.09

34

-109,422.15

34

-103,370.67

35

-118,501.82

35

-111,138.51

35

-104,816.57

36

295,941.07

36

277,044.01

36

260,847.96

37

-159,060.36

37

-148,631.03

37

-139,708.06

38

-124,476.42

38

-116,101.70

38

-108,949.16

39

-126,417.71

39

-117,696.47

39

-110,261.02

40

403,599.20

40

375,067.79

40

350,785.51

41

-130,227.78

41

-120,800.04

41

-112,790.43

42

-132,097.29

42

-122,309.82

42

-114,009.18

43

-133,943.53

43

-123,792.17

43

-115,198.00

44

407,962.07

44

376,352.85

44

349,639.32

45

-137,567.16

45

-126,675.95

45

-117,487.74

46

-139,344.92

46

-128,078

46

-118,589.49

47

-141,100.15

47

-129,453.82

47

-119,662.98

48

400,370.05

48

366,651.07

48

338,353.91

49

-144,543.31

49

-132,127.54

49

-121,726.43

50

-134,564.62

50

-122,780.73

50

-112,926.29

51

-136,230.15

51

-124,072.79

51

-113,923.86

52

398,736.27

52

362,487.52

52

332,280.22

53

-139,493.54

53

-126,580.09

53

-115,837.76

54

-141,091.13

54

-127,795.34

54

-116,754.34

55

-142,665.73

55

-128,984.92

55

-117,644.14
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56

433,406.13

56

391,127.47

56

356,141.79

57

-170,094.95

57

-153,221.13

57

-139,282.51

58

-147,248.93

58

-132,398.59

58

-120,152.99

59

-148,728.65

59

-133,484.20

59

-120,935.66

60

634,363.37

60

568,299.55

60

514,014.21

61

-151,613.51

61

-135,575.46

61

-122,419.95

62

-153,017.56

62

-136,580.43

62

-123,121.21

63

-154,395.20

63

-137,557.72

63

-123,794.88

64

589,643.58

64

524,378.33

64

471,124.55

65

-157,068.29

65

-139,427.25

65

-125,058.14

66

-158,362.03

66

-140,318.26

66

-125,646.91

67

-159,625.95

67

-141,179.17

67

-126,206.44

68

651,397.38

68

575,065.23

68

513,217.31

69

-162,059.70

69

-142,807.20

69

-127,235.30

70

-163,226.87

70

-143,572.32

70

-127,703.12

71

-164,358.87

71

-144,303.28

71

-128,138.69

72

710,004.64

72

622,226.12

72

551,601.72

73

-166,510.02

73

-145,657.02

73

-128,908.66

74

-167,524.92

74

-146,276.46

74

-129,240.43

75

-168,496.01

75

-146,854.97

75

-129,534.64

76

722,707.81

76

628,732.26

76

553,651.29

77

-170,294.57

77

-147,879.44

77

-130,002.48

78

-171,114.71

78

-148,319.52

78

-130,171.37

79

-171,876.19

79

-148,706.75

79

-130,293.01

80

731,767.50

80

631,963.60

80

552,784.45

81

-173,200.63

81

-149,304.33

81

-130,379.54

82

-173,749.53

82

-149,503.22

82

-130,334.95

83

-174,211.00

83

-149,625.80

83

-130,223.73

84

713,886.63

84

612,017.93

84

531,766.63

85

-174,822.83

85

-149,601.87

85

-129,767.90

86

-174,940.38

86

-149,428.33

86

-129,400.65

87

-174,902.10

87

-149,122.05

87

-128,919.53

88

702,542.03

88

597,892.56

88

516,028.01

89

-174,214.68

89

-147,992.46

89

-127,515.51

90

-173,452.84

90

-147,075.46

90

-126,513.52

91

-172,284.73

91

-145,817.48

91

-125,221.71

92

680,692.74

92

575,066.28

92

493,016.23

93

-167,831.84

93

-141,528.90

93

-121,132.80

94

-163,283.87

94

-137,441.55

94

-117,437.81

95

-151,428.75

95

-127,229.28

95

-108,530.12
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96

584,558.91

96

490,242.57

96

417,491.39

97

-84,836.85

97

-71,018.46

97

-60,378.32

98

-85,074.48

98

-71,086.97

98

-60,335.53

99

-85,291

99

-71,137.47

99

-60,277.44

100

105,935.74

100

88,194.44

100

74,605.51

101

-85,641.08

101

-71,168.01

101

-60,101.85

102

-85,758.27

102

-71,134.89

102

-59,973.44

103

-85,818.28

103

-71,054.31

103

-59,805.35

104

235,669.60

104

194,768.26

104

163,659.44

105

-191,377.20

105

-157,873.35

105

-132,435.67

106

-11,484.24

106

-9,456.38

106

-7,919.44

107

-9,595.85

107

-7,886.97

107

-6,594.06

108

248,469.34

108

203,846.56

108

170,145.10

109

0

109

0

109

0

110

0

110

0

110

0

111

0

111

0

111

0

112

925,320

112

753,595.81

112

Total NPV

2,584,400.00

2,171,740.62

624,809.65
1,852,903.06

Figure
Figure B- 26. NPV values of GC’s Project 2 cash flows for 0%, 10%, and 20%
annual discount rate - Scenario 2)
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Table B- 31. NPV values of GC’s Project 2 cash flows for 0%, 10%, and 20%
annual discount rate - Scenario 2
Time

Annual
Discount Rate 0%

Time

Annual
Discount Rate 10%

Time

Annual
Discount Rate 20%

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

2

0

2

0

2

0

3

0

3

0

3

0

4

0

4

0

4

0

5

0

5

0

5

0

6

0

6

0

6

0

7

0

7

0

7

0

8

0.00

8

0

8

0

9

0.00

9

0

9

0

10

0.00

10

0

10

0

11

0.00

11

0

11

0

12

0.00

12

0

12

0

13

0.00

13

0

13

0

14

0.00

14

0

14

0

15

0.00

15

0

15

0

16

0.00

16

0

16

0

17

0.00

17

0

17

0

18

0.00

18

0

18

0

19

0.00

19

0

19

0

20

0.00

20

0

20

0

21

0.00

21

0

21

0

22

0.00

22

0

22

0

23

0.00

23

0

23

0

24

0.00

24

0

24

0

25

0.00

25

0

25

0

26

0.00

26

0

26

0

27

0.00

27

0

27

0

28

0.00

28

0

28

0

29

-2,000.00

29

-1,896.47

29

-1,806.64

30

-2,000.00

30

-1,893.00

30

-1,800.32

31

-2,049.38

31.00

-1,936.18

31

-1,838.31

32

-2,220.21

32.00

-2,093.73

32

-1,984.57

33

-2,493.97

33.00

-2,347.59

33

-2,221.48

34

-3,019.39

34.00

-2,836.97

34

-2,680.08

35

1,522.85

35.00

1,428.22

35

1,346.98
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36

-4,922.98

36.00

-4,608.63

36

-4,339.21

37

-6,305.24

37.00

-5,891.82

37

-5,538.11

38

-7,989.64

38.00

-7,452.10

38

-6,993.01

39

14,647.50

39.00

13,637.01

39

12,775.49

40

-12,310.73

40.00

-11,440.46

40

-10,699.79

41

-14,950.69

41.00

-13,868.35

41

-12,948.81

42

-17,890.88

42.00

-16,565.29

42

-15,441.08

43

50,922.66

43.00

47,063.32

43

43,795.99

44

-24,520.26

44.00

-22,620.41

44

-21,014.82

45

-28,096.32

45.00

-25,871.93

45

-23,995.36

46

-31,751.40

46.00

-29,184.10

46

-27,022.03

47

123,745.94

47.00

113,532.01

47

104,945.37

48

-38,974.34

48.00

-35,691.94

48

-32,937.33

49

-42,380.01

49.00

-38,739.71

49

-35,690.12

50

-45,549.35

50.00

-41,560.57

50

-38,224.90

51

163,998.09

51.00

149,362.69

51

137,145.09

52

-50,945.88

52.00

-46,314.44

52

-42,454.90

53

-54,092.41

53.00

-49,084.87

53

-44,919.24

54

-55,843.56

54.00

-50,581.11

54

-46,211.11

55

185,805.65

55.00

167,987.97

55

153,217.90

56

-58,167.74

56.00

-52,493.49

56

-47,798.04

57

-58,776.10

57.00

-52,945.37

57

-48,128.90

58

-59,053.62

58.00

-53,097.95

58

-48,186.90

59

195,293.17

59.00

175,275.93

59

158,798.64

60

-58,753.01

60.00

-52,634.36

60

-47,606.60

61

-58,238.61

61.00

-52,077.99

61

-47,024.62

62

-57,513.60

62.00

-51,335.49

62

-46,276.67

63

191,689.07

63.00

170,784.52

63

153,697.29

64

-55,467.67

64.00

-49,328.18

64

-44,318.60

65

-54,134.20

65.00

-48,054.14

65

-43,101.77

66

-52,564.91

66.00

-46,575.66

66

-41,705.82

67

197,619.86

67.00

174,782.40

67

156,245.88

68

-57,570.77

68.00

-50,824.50

68

-45,358.36

69

-46,055.35

69.00

-40,584.03

69

-36,158.69

70

-43,129.64

70.00

-37,936.29

70

-33,743.15

71

167,463.97

71.00

147,029.49

71

130,559.51

72

-39,864.00

72.00

-34,935.58

72

-30,970.29

73

-35,444.11

73.00

-31,005.24

73

-27,440.10

74

-30,453.73

74.00

-26,591.05

74

-23,494.14

75

109,413.53

75.00

95,360.84

75

84,113.81
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76

-14,620.94

76.00

-12,719.74

76

-11,200.79

77

-7,657.08

77.00

-6,649.21

77

-5,845.40

78

-3,683.83

78.00

-3,193.08

78

-2,802.38

79

25,069.15

79.00

21,689.75

79

19,004.00

80

-1,090.83

80.00

-942.051

80

-824.02

81

-1,000.00

81

-862.031

81

-752.766

82

-1,000.00

82

-860.453

82

-750.131

83

1,180

83.00

1,013.39

83

881.98

84

-

84

-

84

-

85

0.00

85

0

85

0

86

0.00

86

0

86

0

87

105,875.00

87

90,269.34

87

78,039.97

Total NPV

289,700.00

251,091.33

220,318.63

Table B- 32. Verification of simulated total NPV for Projects 1 & 2 at %10 and
20% discount rate - Scenario 2
Annual Discount Rate 10%

Total NPV
(Project 1)
Total NPV
(Project 2)

Annual Discount Rate 20%

Simulated

Calculation

Simulated

Calculation in

Validation

Output

in Excel*

Output

Excel*

Result

2,171,740.62

2,171,740.62

1,852,903.06

1,852,903.06



251,091.33

251,091.33

220,318.63

220,318.63



*The weekly discount rate is calculated by the following formula:
𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑙𝑦 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 = (1 + 𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒)(1/ 52) − 1
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Appendix C
C-1 GC and Sub Markup
In this dissertation project overhead is the indirect cost associated with a specific
project. Project overhead differs from general overhead, which consists of those
costs that cannot be identified for a specific project, such as the GC’s main office
and supervisory costs.

In this dissertation, GC is using a P&O markup on order to markup its bills to the
owner. Eventually, GC will subtract the general overhead from the gross profit
generated from its project portfolio. However, if general overhead is negligible or
out of the analysis scope, calculation of general overhead could be circumvented
by using the profit portion of the markup instead of profit and overhead markup. As
shown in Figure C- 1, in the GC’s case, instead of multiplying a profit and overhead
markup to the direct costs and project overhead to determine the marked up
earned values, only a profit markup (profit multiplier) is multiplied to the direct costs
(equipment, labor, materials, subs, and project overhead).
Owner Viewpoint

GC Viewpoint

Cost

General
Contractor

Owner
In Flow

AC

PV

Internal
Funds

EV
Credit

Time

Time
Cost

Cost

EV + Profit

AC

PV

AC

PV

EV

EV

Time

Time

Cost

EV plus Profit without General OH
AC

PV

Out Flow

EV

Time

Expenses without General OH

Figure C- 1. GC’s money inflow and outflow
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By using the profit markup (profit multiplier) instead of the profit and overhead
markup, only the profit is added to the invoices sent to the owner by the GC.
Subsequently, at the firm level, when the profit of the project portfolio is calculated,
there is no general overhead in the total profit. As a result, it is not necessary to
subtract the general overhead from the project portfolio profit in order to the get to
the operating profit of the firm as shown in Figure C- 2. This assumption is
equivalent of assuming the general overhead to be zero.

Figure C- 2. GC markup (OH = General Overhead)
In the case of subcontractors, the earned values that the GC receives from the
subs are already marked up for profit and overhead (Figure C- 3 and Figure C- 4).
In this dissertation, it is assumed that the GC does not have access to that profit
and overhead markup value. However, the GC can estimate a reasonable profit
that each sub expects to earn from each project in which they are involved.
Therefore, GC can assume a reasonable P&O markup for the sub which results in
the calculation of Sub’s gross profit at each project and project portfolio. However,
if GC decides to estimate sub’s profit from operation, it can assume that the markup
of the sub is multiplied to the sum of the direct costs, project overhead, and general
overhead portion associated with the project
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Figure C- 3. Sub markup (OH = General Overhead)
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Figure C- 4. Sub’s money inflow and outflow
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This assumption is different from what was assumed for the GC since the profit
and overhead markup of the GC was multiplied to the direct costs and project
overhead only. Looking at the profit associated with the sub from the viewpoint of
the GC, it is reasonable to assume that the GC does not distinguish between the
profit that the sub earns from individual projects (gross profit) and its project
portfolio profit at firm level (operating profit). Therefore, it can be assumed that the
GC can consider the general overhead as part of the cost associated with each
project of a sub. By this assumption, when the cost schedule of the sub is marked
down by the assumed markup, the resulting cost schedule includes the portion of
overhead that is associated with that particular project. The inflow of money into
each sub’s project therefore is marked up with the profit and overhead markup and
outflow of money include the overhead. Thus, the difference (residual) between
the inflow and outflow of money does not include general overhead. By this
assumption we can circumvent inclusion of general overhead in calculation of
sub’s profit. In other words, the calculated profit represents the operating profit.
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Appendix D
As described in Chapter 6, at the initialization phase of the simulation a project
agent is created for each project in the project portfolio. These projects then create
all the key agents (owner, GC, and subs) associated with them. Calculated
scenario will be added to each stakeholder’s nested project agent. Finally all the
key players will be connected through mutual projects. These connections will be
used for the the simulation of money flow (Figure D- 1).

Figure D- 1: Simulation sequence map
To demonstrate the sequence of calculations during the simulation execution, an
illustrative and simplified example is analyzed in this appendix. This illustrative
example is only simulating one project which does not include all the complexities
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involved with simulating a project portfolio. However, this example could be used
to understand some of the calculations during simulation execution. The followings
are simulated in this example:
1. PV, AC, and EV for equipment, labor, and material cost component of GC
2. PV, AC, and EV for sub’s cost schedule as is viewed by GC and the sub
itself
3. GC’s total EV (summation of equiment, labor, material, sub, and project
overhead costs)
4. Marked up EVs as the basis on GC’s bills to the owner
5. Owner payment to GC (bills amount, amount paid, their retained portion,
and final retainage bill)
6. Owner’s internal funds and credit line (debt) utilization
7. GC payment to sub (bills amount, amount paid, their retained portion, and
final retainage bill)
8. Cash flow of GC (cash inflow, outflow, and cash position) incorporating the
general overhead and interest payment/income
Owner1, its GC (GC1) and a subcontractor (Sub1) are involved in the illustrative
project (figure D-2). Complete information regarding this project and its
characteristic is provided in Table D- 1. This table also shows a simple execution
scenario defined for this project. In this scenario equipment, labor, and material
components took 4 weeks longer than planned and $20,000 is added to the
material component of the project.

Figure D- 2: Simulation sequence map of the illustrative project
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Table D- 1. Input parameters related to the illustrative Project in a MS-Access
database

As shown in Figure D- 3, several important steps are involved in simulation of
money flow between key players. Figure D- 4 to Figure D- 14, and Table D- 3 to
Table D- 12 are detailed calculation needed during the simulation in graphical and
tabular format. Examples of needed calculation are shown at the end of each table.
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Figure D- 3. Important components of simulation calculation based on EVM
concepts
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Figure D- 4. Cost schedule of GC’s equipment, labor, and material
components of illustrative project
Table D- 2. Tabular cost schedule of GC’s equipment, labor, and material
components
Equipment

Labor

Material

T

PV

AC

EV

PV

AC

EV

PV

AC

EV

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

9402.431

7061.865

7061.865

2777.208

1692.596

1692.596

3942.459

6345.199

2345.199

2

9289.837

7000.306

7000.306

6380.015

3888.386

3888.386

9793.832

9843.1

5843.1

3

9165.666

6933.602

6933.602

9244.63

5634.313

5634.313

14664.01

12781.52

8781.522

4

9029.158

6862.161

6862.161

11791.39

7186.559

7186.559

19001.3

15430.48

11430.48

5

8877.707

6785.428

6785.428

14138.15

8616.959

8616.959

22926.1

17868.02

13868.02

6

8707.45

6702.582

6702.582

16341.62

9960.088

9960.088

26480.63

16129.32

16129.32

7

8512.599

6612.522

6612.522

18434.79

11236.09

11236.09

29666.2

18231.16

18231.16

8

8283.993

6513.783

6513.783

20439.05

12458.03

12458.03

32447.91

20179.54

20179.54

9

8005.777

6404.361

6404.361

22369.2

13635.02

13635.02

34739.95

21972.11

21972.11

10

7646.427

6281.424

6281.424

24235.85

14773.7

14773.7

36353.63

23598.12

23598.12

11

7125.243

6140.779

6140.779

26046.48

15879.12

15879.12

36797.61

25036.08

25036.08

12

5953.711

5975.806

5975.806

27801.61

16955.21

16955.21

33186.36

26247.75

26247.75

360
13

0

5775.061

5775.061

0

18005.05

18005.05

0

27163.95

27163.95

14

0

5515.802

5515.802

0

19031.01

19031.01

0

27645.75

27645.75

15

0

5139.813

5139.813

0

20034.63

20034.63

0

27341.46

27341.46

16

0

4294.705

4294.705

0

21013.25

21013.25

0

24186.43

24186.43

∑

100000

100000

100000

200000

200000

200000

300000

320000

300000

Figure D- 5. PV, EV, and AC from the GC and sub points of view for Sub 1 in
illustrative project
Table D- 3. Tabular PV, EV, and AC from the GC and sub points of view for Sub
1
GC Viewpoint

Sub Viewpoint

Time

PV

AC

EV

PV

AC

EV

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

0

0

0

0

0

0

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

6

2544.683

2544.683

2544.683

2313.348

2313.348

2313.348

7

7992.32

7992.32

7992.32

7265.746

7265.746

7265.746

8*

12397.98

12397.98

12397.98

11270.89

11270.89

11270.89

9

15191.49

15191.49

15191.49

13810.44

13810.44

13810.44

10

16230.54

16230.54

16230.54

14755.04

14755.04

14755.04

11

15549.21

15549.21

15549.21

14135.65

14135.65

14135.65

12

13310.51

13310.51

13310.51

12100.46

12100.46

12100.46

13

9811.243

9811.243

9811.243

8919.312

8919.312

8919.312

14

5540.254

5540.254

5540.254

5036.595

5036.595

5036.595
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15

1431.768

1431.768

1431.768

1301.608

1301.608

1301.608

16

0

0

0

0

0

0

∑

100000

100000

100000

90909.090

90909.09

90909.090

* Calculation of row 8:
PV (sub view) = PV (GC view) / (1+Markup) = 2544.683 / (1+0.1) = 2313.348

Figure D- 6. Total EV of illustrative project (EV submitted to owner except profit &
overhead)
Table D- 4. Components of total EV of illustrative project (EV submitted to owner
except profit & overhead)
Time

Equipment

Labor

Material

Sub

Project OH

Total

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

7061.865

1692.596

2345.199

0

554.983

11654.64

2

7000.306

3888.386

5843.1

0

836.5896

17568.38

3

6933.602

5634.313

8781.522

0

1067.472

22416.91

4

6862.161

7186.559

11430.48

0

1273.96

26753.16

5

6785.428

8616.959

13868.02

0

1463.52

30733.93

6

6702.582

9960.088

16129.32

2544.683

1766.833

37103.5

7

6612.522

11236.09

18231.16

7992.32

2203.605

46275.7

8*

6513.783

12458.03

20179.54

12397.98

2577.467

54126.81

9

6404.361

13635.02

21972.11

15191.49

2860.149

60063.12

10

6281.424

14773.7

23598.12

16230.54

3044.189

63927.97

11

6140.779

15879.12

25036.08

15549.21

3130.259

65735.45

12

5975.806

16955.21

26247.75

13310.51

3124.464

65613.74
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13

5775.061

18005.05

27163.95

9811.243

3037.765

63793.07

14

5515.802

19031.01

27645.75

5540.254

2886.641

60619.46

15

5139.813

20034.63

27341.46

1431.768

2697.384

56645.05

16

4294.705

21013.25

24186.43

0

2474.719

51969.11

17

0

0

0

0

0

0

∑

100000

200000

300000

100000

35000

735000

*Calculation of row 8:
Project OH = (Equipment + Labor + Material + Sub) * Proportional Overhead % =
= (6513.783 + 12458.03 + 20179.54+ 12397.98)*(0.05) = 2577.467

Figure D- 7. Total EV (excluding P&O), P&O only, and total EV for illustrative
project
Table D- 5. Tabular total EV (excluding P&O), P&O only, and total EV for
illustrative project
Time

EV

P&O

EV + P&O

0

0

0

0

1

11654.64

2330.929

13985.57

2

17568.38

3513.676

21082.06

3

22416.91

4483.382

26900.29

4*

26753.16

5350.633

32103.8

5

30733.93

6146.785

36880.71

6

37103.5

7420.7

44524.2

7

46275.7

9255.139

55530.84

8

54126.81

10825.36

64952.17

9

60063.12

12012.62

72075.75

10

63927.97

12785.59

76713.56
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11

65735.45

13147.09

78882.54

12

65613.74

13122.75

78736.49

13

63793.07

12758.61

76551.68

14

60619.46

12123.89

72743.35

15

56645.05

11329.01

67974.07

16

51969.11

10393.82

62362.93

17

0

0

0

∑

735000

147000

882000

*Calculation of row 4:
P&O = EV*P&O Markup = 26753.16*0.2 = 5350.633

Figure D- 8. Left: Bills from GC for illustrative project including the final
accumulated retainage bill (X Axis is submission times); Right: Amount of paid
bills and their retained portion to GC for illustrative project (X Axis is payment
times)
Table D- 6. GC bills’ amount at their submittal time; amount paid and amount
retained at their payment time
Time

Bill amount

amount paid

amount retained

Sum Paid & Retained

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

1.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

2.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

3.0

61967.9

0.0

0.0

0.0

4.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

5.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

6.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

364
7.0

169039.5

55771.1

6196.8

61967.9

8.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

9.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

10.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

11.0*

292624.0

152135.6

16904.0

169039.5

12.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

13.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

14.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

15.0

296005.6

271624.8

20999.3

292624.0

16.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

17.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

18.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

19.0

62362.9

296005.6

0.0

296005.6

20.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

21.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

22.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

23.0

0.0

62362.9

0.0

62362.9

24.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

25.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

26.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

27.0**

44100.0

44100.0

0.0

44100.0

28.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

∑

926,100.00

882,000.00

44,100.00

926,100.00

* Calculation of row 11:
amount paid = payable bill at this step * (1-retainage percentage)
= 169039.5 * (1-0.1) = 152135.6
** Calculation of row 27:
Retainage bill = ∑ all the money retained from past bills
= 6196.8 + 16904.0 + 20999.3 = 44100.0
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Figure D- 9. Left: Owner’s cumulative stream (inflow) of internal funds modeled
with a beta distribution; Right: Cumulative time plot of owner’s internal funds and
credit line (debt) utilization
Table D- 7. Cumulative owner’s internal funds and credit line (debt)
Remaining

Remaining

RE

Credit

800000.0

0.0

800000.0

3361.7

800000.0

3361.7

800000.0

2

12038.6

800000.0

12038.6

800000.0

3

25081.8

800000.0

25081.8

800000.0

4

41835.6

800000.0

41835.6

800000.0

5

61738.3

800000.0

61738.3

800000.0

6

84275.1

800000.0

84275.1

800000.0

7

108956.8

800000.0

53185.7

800000.0

8

135309.3

800000.0

79538.2

800000.0

9

162865.4

800000.0

107094.3

800000.0

10

191159.5

800000.0

135388.4

800000.0

11

219722.6

800000.0

11815.9

800000.0

12

248077.6

800000.0

40170.9

800000.0

13

275734.0

800000.0

67827.3

800000.0

14

302181.4

800000.0

94274.7

800000.0

15*

326880.7

800000.0

0.0

647349.2

16

349251.1

800000.0

22370.3

647349.2

17

368647.8

800000.0

41767.1

647349.2

18

384320.8

800000.0

57440.0

647349.2

19

395312.5

800000.0

0.0

419775.4

20

400000.0

800000.0

4687.5

419775.4

21

400000.0

800000.0

4687.5

419775.4

Time

RE

Credit

0

0.0

1
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22

400000.0

800000.0

4687.5

419775.4

23

400000.0

800000.0

0.0

362100.0

24

400000.0

800000.0

0.0

362100.0

25

400000.0

800000.0

0.0

362100.0

26

400000.0

800000.0

0.0

362100.0

27

400000.0

800000.0

0.0

318000.0

*Calculation of row 15:
Remaining RE = ∑inflow of RE so far - ∑payments
= (326880.7) - (55771.1+ 152135.6+ 271624.8) = -152650.8
= because -152650.8 < 0  Remaining RE = 0
Remaining Credit = Credit cap - (balance of: ∑inflow of RE so far - ∑payments)
= 800000 - 152650.8 = 647349.2

Figure D- 10. Sub 1 bills to GC for illustrative project
Table D- 8. Sub bills’ amount at their submittal time; amount paid and amount
retained at their payment time
Time

Bill amount

amount paid

amount retained

Sum Paid & Retained

0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

1

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

2

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

3

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

4

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

5

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

6

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

7

10537.0

0.0

0.0

15.0
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8

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

9

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

10

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

11

59369.2

0.0

0.0

19.0

12

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

13

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

14

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

15

30093.8

9483.3

1053.7

10537.0

16

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

17

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

18

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

19

0.0

55422.9

3946.3

59369.2

20

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

21

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

22

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

23

0.0

30093.8

0.0

30093.8

24**

5000.0

5000.0

0.0

5000.0

25

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

∑

105,000.00

100,000.00

5,000.00

105,000.00

* Calculation of row 15:
amount paid = payable bill at this step * (1-retainage percentage)
= 10537.0* (1-0.1) = 9483.3
** Calculation of row 24:
Retainage bill = ∑ all the money retained from past bills
= 1053.7+ 3946.3 = 5000.0
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Figure D- 11. Equipment, labor, and material cash outflow of GC in illustrative
project
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Figure D- 12. Sub1, projct overhead, and total cash outflow of GC in illustrative
project
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Table D- 9. Cash outflow components and cash inflow of GC
Cash outflow

Cash Inflow

Total

Total

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

755.0

755.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

1036.6

1036.6

0.0

1692.6

0.0

0.0

1267.5

2960.1

0.0

0.0

3888.4

0.0

0.0

1474.0

5362.3

0.0

5

7061.9

5634.3

6345.2

0.0

1663.5

20704.9

0.0

6

7000.3

7186.6

9843.1

0.0

1766.8

25796.8

0.0

7

6933.6

8617.0

12781.5

0.0

2203.6

30535.7

55771.1

8

6862.2

9960.1

15430.5

0.0

2577.5

34830.2

0.0

9

6785.4

11236.1

17868.0

0.0

2860.1

38749.7

0.0

10

6702.6

12458.0

16129.3

0.0

3044.2

38334.1

0.0

11

6612.5

13635.0

18231.2

0.0

3130.3

41609.0

152135.6

12

6513.8

14773.7

20179.5

0.0

3124.5

44591.5

0.0

13

6404.4

15879.1

21972.1

0.0

3037.8

47293.4

0.0

14

6281.4

16955.2

23598.1

0.0

2886.6

49721.4

0.0

15*

6140.8

18005.0

25036.1

9483.3

2697.4

61362.6

271624.8

16

5975.8

19031.0

26247.8

0.0

2474.7

53729.3

0.0

17

5775.1

20034.6

27163.9

0.0

0.0

52973.6

0.0

18

5515.8

21013.2

27645.8

0.0

0.0

54174.8

0.0

19

5139.8

0.0

27341.5

55422.9

0.0

87904.2

296005.6

20

4294.7

0.0

24186.4

0.0

0.0

28481.1

0.0

21

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

22

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

23

0.0

0.0

0.0

30093.8

0.0

30093.8

62362.9

24

0.0

0.0

0.0

5000.0

0.0

5000.0

0.0

25

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

26

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

27

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

44100.0

∑

100,000.00

200,000.00

320,000.00

100,000.00

36,000.00

756,000.00

882,000.00

Equipment

Labor

Material

Sub1

Project OH

0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

1

0.0

0.0

0.0

2

0.0

0.0

3

0.0

4

Calculation of row 15:
Cash outflow Total = Equipment + Labor + Material + Sub1 + Project OH =
= 6140.8 (Equipment AC at week 11) + 18005.0 (Labor AC at week 13) + 25036.1 (Material AC at week 11)
+ 9483.3 (Payment to Sub at week 15) + 2697.4 = 61362.6
Cash inflow = Amount paid by the owner = 271624.8
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Figure D- 13. Cash inflow, cumulative cash inflow, cash outflow, cumulative cash
outflow, and cash position of GC regarding illustrative project without interest
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Table D- 10. Cash outflow, cumulative cash outflow, cash inflow, cumulative
cash inflow, and cash position of GC regarding illustrative project
Cash outflow

Cash outflow

Cash Inflow

Cash inflow

Total

Cumulative

Total

Cumulative

0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

1

755.0

755.0

0.0

0.0

-755.0

2

1036.6

1791.6

0.0

0.0

-1791.6

3

2960.1

4751.6

0.0

0.0

-4751.6

4

5362.3

10114.0

0.0

0.0

-10114.0

5

20704.9

30818.9

0.0

0.0

-30818.9

6

25796.8

56615.7

0.0

0.0

-56615.7

7

30535.7

87151.4

55771.1

0.0

-87151.4

8

34830.2

121981.6

0.0

55771.1

-66210.4

9

38749.7

160731.3

0.0

55771.1

-104960.1

10

38334.1

199065.4

0.0

55771.1

-143294.2

11

41609.0

240674.3

152135.6

55771.1

-184903.2

12

44591.5

285265.8

0.0

207906.7

-77359.1

13

47293.4

332559.2

0.0

207906.7

-124652.4

14

49721.4

382280.6

0.0

207906.7

-174373.8

15

61362.6

443643.2

271624.8

207906.7

-235736.4

16*

53729.3

497372.5

0.0

479531.5

-17841.0

17

52973.6

550346.1

0.0

479531.5

-70814.6

18

54174.8

604520.9

0.0

479531.5

-124989.4

19

87904.2

692425.1

296005.6

479531.5

-212893.6

20

28481.1

720906.2

0.0

775537.1

54630.8

21

0.0

720906.2

0.0

775537.1

54630.8

22

0.0

720906.2

0.0

775537.1

54630.8

23

30093.8

751000.0

62362.9

775537.1

24537.1

24

5000.0

756000.0

0.0

837900.0

81900.0

25

0.0

756000.0

0.0

837900.0

81900.0

26

0.0

756000.0

0.0

837900.0

81900.0

27

0.0

756000.0

44100.0

837900.0

81900.0

28

0.0

756000.0

0.0

882000.0

126000.0

∑

756,000.00

756,000.00

882,000.00

882,000.00

126,000.00

Calculation of row 16:
Cash Position = Cash inflow Cumulative - Cash outflow Cumulative
= 479531.5 - 497372.5 = -17841.0

Cash Position
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Table D- 11. Cash outflow, cash infow, free cash, and NPV of illurtative project
Cash outflow

Cash Inflow

Total

Total

0

0.0

1

Time

Free Cash

NPV

0.0

0

0

755.0

0.0

-755

-752.341

2

1036.6

0.0

-1036.6

-1,029.35

3

2960.1

0.0

-2960.1

-2,929.10

4

5362.3

0.0

-5362.3

-5,287.67

5

20704.9

0.0

-20704.9

-20,345.08

6

25796.8

0.0

-25796.8

-25,259.78

7

30535.7

55771.1

25235.4

24,623.62

8

34830.2

0.0

-34830.2

-33,866.81

9

38749.7

0.0

-38749.7

-37,546.01

10

38334.1

0.0

-38334.1

-37,013.34

11

41609.0

152135.6

110526.6

106,345.00

12

44591.5

0.0

-44591.5

-42,754.25

13

47293.4

0.0

-47293.4

-45,186.10

14

49721.4

0.0

-49721.4

-47,339.68

15*

61362.6

271624.8

210262.2

199,489.66

16

53729.3

0.0

-53729.3

-50,798.12

17

52973.6

0.0

-52973.6

-49,908.39

18

54174.8

0.0

-54174.8

-50,861.41

19

87904.2

296005.6

208101.4

194,689.88

20

28481.1

0.0

-28481.1

-26,552.35

21

0.0

0.0

0

0

22

0.0

0.0

0

0

23

30093.8

62362.9

32269.1

29,769.06

24

5000.0

0.0

-5000

-4,596.47

25

0.0

0.0

0

0

26

0.0

0.0

0

0

27

0.0

44100.0

44100

40,116.71

∑

756,000.00

882,000.00

125,999.90

113,007.67

Calculation of row 15:
Free Cash = Cash inflow total - Cash outflow total
= 271624.8 - 61362.6 = 210262.2
Weekly discount rate= (1+annual rate) ^ (1/ 52)-1 = 0.003512338
NPV = Free cash / (1+ weekly discount rate)^week = 210262.2/(1.003512338)^15 =199489.6
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Figure D- 14. Cash position of GC without interest & general overhead, with
genral overhead, and with general overhead and interest payment/income
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Table D- 12. Cash position of GC without interest & general overhead, with
genral overhead, and with general overhead and interest payment/income
Cash Position

Cash Position

with General OH

with General OH & Interest

0.0

0.0

0.0

1

-755.0

-1755.0

-1755.0

2

-1791.6

-3791.6

-3794.9

3

-4751.6

-7751.6

-7762.3

4

-10114.0

-14114.0

-14139.6

5

-30818.9

-35818.9

-35871.7

6

-56615.7

-62615.7

-62737.5

7

-87151.4

-94151.4

-94393.8

8

-66210.4

-74210.4

-74634.4

9

-104960.1

-113960.1

-114527.6

10

-143294.2

-153294.2

-154082.0

11

-184903.2

-195903.2

-196987.2

12

-77359.1

-89359.1

-90822.0

13

-124652.4

-137652.4

-139290.0

14

-174373.8

-188373.8

-190279.2

15*

-235736.4

-250736.4

-253007.7

16

-17841.0

-33841.0

-36598.8

17

-70814.6

-87814.6

-90642.8

18

-124989.4

-142989.4

-145992.0

19

-212893.6

-231893.6

-235176.9

20

54630.8

34630.8

30895.3

21

54630.8

33630.8

29907.2

22

54630.8

32630.8

28918.7

23

24537.1

1537.1

-2164.0

24

81900.0

57900.0

54194.8

25

81900.0

56900.0

53215.6

26

81900.0

55900.0

52236.1

27

81900.0

54900.0

51256.2

28

126000.0

98000.0

94375.9

29

126000.0

97000.0

93412.2

30

126000.0

97000.0

126000.0

Time

Cash Position

0

Calculation of row 15:
Cash position with general OH = Cash position - ∑ general OH
= -235736.4 – 15000 = -250736.4
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Appendix E

ArrayLists,
Functions

Classes

E-1. GC’s bills to the owner

Ow ner

General
Contractor

Subcontractor

Array of Nested
Project Agents

Array of Nested
Project Agents

Array of Nested
Project Agents

Ow nerProjects

GCProjects

SubProjects

bills_from_GC

bills_from_GC_payable
billsThisStep
putBillsInOnArray

calcBills_from_GC
UpdateBillsArray
sendPayableBillsToOwner

bills_from_GC

Execution
Sequence

1.
void calcBills_from_GC()
[OwnerProjects]
bills_from_GC_payable
calcBills_from_GC

bills_from_GC_payable
int Index_GC 2.
= indexALL.get(1).get(0);
int Index_GCPRoject = indexALL.get(1).get(1);
bills_from_GC_payable
UpdateBillsArray

3.

sendPayableBillsToOwner

billsThisStep
putBillsInOnArray

if

(currentStep_FromGC
>=
StartTime_project_Initialization_Owner){
//start counting the period for payment from the initialization
start
if (BillCounter == paymentPeriod-1){ //starts from zero
double payableToGC =0.0; //calculate the last four bills for
the payment
for
(int
i
=
EV_Array_Total_OwnerProject.size()paymentPeriod; i<EV_Array_Total_OwnerProject.size();++i ){
payableToGC
=
EV_Array_Total_OwnerProject.get(i);

payableToGC

+

}
BillCounter = 0; //Reset the bill counter, we count from 0 to 3
(paymentPeriod-1)
bills_from_GC.add(payableToGC); //add the amount of bill from GC to
the bills_from_GC Array
get_Owner().get_Main().gC.get(Index_GC).gCProjects.get(Index_GCPR
oject).addBills_fom_GC_to_GCProject(payableToGC); //add the amount
of bill from GCProject to the bills_from_GC_GCProject Array
}
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else {
BillCounter = BillCounter + 1; //add to the counter and wait,
we have to reached the delayed time yet
bills_from_GC.add(0.0); //not a bill yet
get_Owner().get_Main().gC.get(Index_GC).gCProjects.get(Inde
x_GCPRoject).addBills_fom_GC_to_GCProject(0.0);
}
}
else {
bills_from_GC.add(0.0); // if the project has not started we have
to set the payments as zero
get_Owner().get_Main().gC.get(Index_GC).gCProjects.get(Index_GCPR
oject).addBills_fom_GC_to_GCProject(0.0);
}

void UpdateBillsArray() [OwnerProjects]
// Add current step’s bill from GC to the list
// bills_from_GC_payable has three columns: 0. Bill Amount 1.Payable/Not
Payable 2. Paid/Not Paid
ArrayListString temp = new ArrayListString();
temp.add(bills_from_GC.get(currentStep_FromGC).toString());
temp.add("Not Payable");
temp.add("Not Paid");
bills_from_GC_payable.add(temp);
//---------------------------------------------------------------------//if 4 steps pased the last bill make it payable -->payment period is 4
if (currentStep_FromGC == lastBillStep+paymentPeriod){
bills_from_GC_payable.get(lastBillStep).set(1, "Payable");
}
//if we have a bill, record its step (always keeps the last bill step),
we count and after 4 steps make the bill inside bills_from_GC_payable
payable in the code above
If(Double.parseDouble(bills_from_GC_payable.get(currentStep_FromGC).get
(0))>0){ //Bigger Than zero means a BILL
lastBillStep = currentStep_FromGC;
}

void sendPayableBillsToOwner() [OwnerProjects]
//Update bills array
UpdateBillsArray();
UpdateRetainageBill();
//send everything that is payable and not paid from ownerProject Object
to owner object
int OwnerIndex = indexALL.get(0).get(0);
int OwnerProjectIndex = indexALL.get(0).get(1);
int GCIndex = indexALL.get(1).get(0);
int GCProjectIndex = indexALL.get(1).get(1);
for (int i=0; i<bills_from_GC_payable.size(); ++i){ //check all inside
the bill array
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boolean
isPayable
=
bills_from_GC_payable.get(i).get(1).equalsIgnoreCase("Payable");
boolean
isNotPaid
=
bills_from_GC_payable.get(i).get(2).equalsIgnoreCase("Not Paid");
double
billpayableT
=
Double.parseDouble(bills_from_GC_payable.get(i).get(0));
int timeStep_of_Bill = i;
//start from the earliest bill that is payable and is not paid and
continue to pay all that is payable and is not paid
if (isPayable && isNotPaid){
get_Owner().putBillsInOneArray(timeStep_of_Bill,billpayable
T,GCIndex,GCProjectIndex,OwnerIndex,OwnerProjectIndex,proje
ctPaymentPriority_OwnerProject, projectNumber);
}
}
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ArrayLists,
Functions

Classes

E-2. Owner payment to GC
Ow ner

General
Contractor

Subcontractor

Array of Nested
Project Agents

Array of Nested
Project Agents

Array of Nested
Project Agents

Ow nerProjects

GCProjects

SubProjects

bills_from_GC_payable
billsThisStep
calcBill_After_Retainage

paidBills_Time_Amount_Retainage
UpdateRetainageBill

payBills

addPaidBills

bills_from_GC_payable

Execution
Sequence

void putBillsInOneArray(…)
[Owner]
sendPayableBillsToOwner
putBillsInOnArray
1.

UpdateRetainageBill

billsThisStep

//1.Time of bill, 2.amount of bill, 3.GCIndex, 4.GCProjectIndex,
5.OwnerIndex
6.OwnerProjectIndex
7.projectPaymentPriority
calcBill_After_Retainage
paidBills_Time_Amount_Retainage
billsThisStep
2.
8.projectNumber
payBills
ArrayList<Double> temp = new ArrayList<Double>();
addPaidBills
temp.add((double)timeStepInput);
temp.add(input);
temp.add((double)GCIndexInput);
temp.add((double)GCProjectIndexInput);
temp.add((double)OwnerIndexInput);
temp.add((double)OwnerProjectIndexInput);
temp.add((double)projectPriorityInput);
temp.add((double)projectNumberInput);
billsThisStep.add(temp);
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void UpdateRetainageBill() [OwnerProjects]
// find the total EV plus profit of this project
double
double
double
double

totalEV_plus_Profit = 0;
retainagePercent = 0;
TotalRetainagePercent = 0;
TotalRetainageAmount = 0;

boolean isFound = false;
for (int j=0; j<get_Owner().get_Main().project.size(); ++j){
if
(get_Owner().get_Main().project.get(j).projectNumber
this.projectNumber){

==

totalEV_plus_Profit
=
get_Owner().get_Main().project.get(j).PV_Total_Plus_Profit_Inside
TimeFrame;
retainagePercent
=
get_Owner().get_Main().project.get(j).retainagePercent;
TotalRetainagePercent
=
get_Owner().get_Main().project.get(j).Total_RetainagePercent;
isFound = true;
}
}
if (isFound){
TotalRetainageAmount
min(retainagePercent,TotalRetainagePercent)*totalEV_plus_Profit;

=

}
// Calculate the total Earned by GC so far
double Total_Earned_by_GC = 0.0;
for (int i=0; i<bills_from_GC.size(); ++i){
Total_Earned_by_GC = Total_Earned_by_GC + bills_from_GC.get(i);
}
// record the time of project finish
if
((int)
Total_Earned_by_GC
==
(int)
&&!projectFinished)
{
projectFinishTime = currentStep_FromGC;
projectFinished = true;
}
if
((currentStep_FromGC
projectFinished) {

==

totalEV_plus_Profit

projectFinishTime+2*paymentPeriod)

bills_from_GC_payable.get(currentStep_FromGC).set(0,
Double.toString(TotalRetainageAmount));
bills_from_GC_payable.get(currentStep_FromGC).set(1,
"Payable");
}

&&
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ArrayList<Double> calcBill_After_Retainage(…) [Owner]
double retainagePercentT = 0;
double Total_RetainagePercentT = 0;
double Total_EV_Plus_Profit = 0.0;
boolean foundProject = false;
for (int i=0; i<get_Main().project.size(); ++i){
if(projectNumer_Input == get_Main().project.get(i).projectNumber){
retainagePercentT
=
get_Main().project.get(i).retainagePercent;
Total_RetainagePercentT
=
get_Main().project.get(i).Total_RetainagePercent;
Total_EV_Plus_Profit = get_Main().project.get(i).PV_Total +
get_Main().project.get(i).TotalProfit;
foundProject = true;
}
}
double TotalRetained_Sofar = 0.0;
for
(int
j=0;
j<
get_Main().owner.get(OwnerIndex_Iput).ownerProjects.get(OwnerProjectInd
ex_Input).paidBills_Time_Amount_Retainage.size(); ++j){
TotalRetained_Sofar
=
TotalRetained_Sofar
+
Double.parseDouble(get_Main().owner.get(OwnerIndex_Iput).ownerPro
jects.get(OwnerProjectIndex_Input).paidBills_Time_Amount_Retainag
e.get(j).get(3));
}
double thisBillExpectedRetainage = retainagePercentT*billAmount_Input;
double TotalRetainage = Total_RetainagePercentT*Total_EV_Plus_Profit;
double calculatd_billAmount = 0.0;
double calculatd_retainage = 0.0;
boolean
case_Retain_Full
=
(TotalRetained_Sofar
+
thisBillExpectedRetainage < TotalRetainage);
boolean case_Retain_Remainder = ((TotalRetained_Sofar < TotalRetainage)
&& (TotalRetained_Sofar + thisBillExpectedRetainage > TotalRetainage));
boolean case_Retain_Nothing = (TotalRetained_Sofar >= TotalRetainage);
if (case_Retain_Full){
calculatd_retainage= retainagePercentT * billAmount_Input;
calculatd_billAmount = billAmount_Input - calculatd_retainage;
}
else if (case_Retain_Remainder)
{
calculatd_retainage= TotalRetainage - TotalRetained_Sofar;
calculatd_billAmount = billAmount_Input - calculatd_retainage;
}
else if (case_Retain_Nothing) {
calculatd_retainage= 0.0;
calculatd_billAmount = billAmount_Input - calculatd_retainage;
}
ArrayList<Double> temp = new ArrayList<Double>();
temp.add(calculatd_billAmount);
temp.add(calculatd_retainage);
return temp;
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void payBills() [Owner]
//------------------------------------------------------//Update both arrays at the beginning of the step then we will make
changes to this step amount in the loop
int ThisStep = timeCounter;
//Add current step's Debt to the Debt_Stock
//---------------------------------------------------CASE OF CREDIT CAP
if (!CreditCap.equalsIgnoreCase("Unlimited")&& (timeCounter==0)){
Debt_Stock.add(Double.parseDouble(CreditCap)); // add the original
CreditCap at time 0
}
else if (!CreditCap.equalsIgnoreCase("Unlimited")){
double LastDebt = Debt_Stock.get(ThisStep-1);
Debt_Stock.add(LastDebt); //just add the last element (assuming
that it will change if we pay a bill from Debt)
}
//---------------------------------------------------CASE OF UNLIMITED
CREDIT
else if (CreditCap.equalsIgnoreCase("Unlimited") && timeCounter==0)
{
Debt_Stock_UnlimitedCredit.add(0.0);
}
else if (CreditCap.equalsIgnoreCase("Unlimited") && timeCounter>0)
{
double LastDebt = Debt_Stock_UnlimitedCredit.get(ThisStep-1);
Debt_Stock_UnlimitedCredit.add(LastDebt);
}
//--------------------------------------------------//Add current step of RE stream to the RE_Stock
double LastRE = 0.0; // only when timeCounter == 0 , at the beginning
if (timeCounter>0){
LastRE = RE_Stock_Cumulative.get(ThisStep-1); // Last step amount
}
double
thisStepRE_Amount
=
LastRE
+
Double.parseDouble(TotalRE_Owner_RE)*discreteDistributionBuilder(timeCo
unter);
RE_Stock_Cumulative.add(thisStepRE_Amount);
//------------------------------------------------------//Pays all the bills that Owner have sufficient money for
double availableDebt = 0.0;
double usedDebt_Unlimted = 0.0;
paymentLoop: for (int i=0; i<billsThisStep.size(); ++i){
//Updated Debt and RE after each bill payment in the loop
double availableRE = RE_Stock_Cumulative.get(ThisStep);
if (CreditCap.equalsIgnoreCase("Unlimited")){
usedDebt_Unlimted
Debt_Stock_UnlimitedCredit.get(ThisStep);
}

=
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else {
availableDebt =Debt_Stock.get(ThisStep); //this is
current element in Debt_Stock that might be changed if we pay
from it // this is the element that is added in the first
section of code
}
//1.
Time
of
bill,
2.amount
of
bill,
3.GCIndex,
4.GCProjectIndex,
5.OwnerIndex
6.OwnerProjectIndex
7.projectPaymentPriority 8.projectNumber
//
All
the
information
we
need
are
"availableRE",
"availableDebt" and these five parameters
int TimeOfBill_T = billsThisStep.get(i).get(0).intValue();
double
AmountOfBill_BeforeRetainege_T
=
billsThisStep.get(i).get(1);
int GCIndex_T = billsThisStep.get(i).get(2).intValue();
int
GCProjectIndex_T
=
billsThisStep.get(i).get(3).intValue();
int OwnerIndex_T = billsThisStep.get(i).get(4).intValue();
int
OwnerProjectIndex_T
=
billsThisStep.get(i).get(5).intValue();
int projectNumbet_T = billsThisStep.get(i).get(7).intValue();
ArrayList<Double> amount_retainage = new ArrayList<Double>();
//1. billAmount_Input 2.projectNumer_Input 3.OwnerIndex_Iput
4.OwnerProjectIndex_Input
amount_retainage
=
calcBill_After_Retainage(AmountOfBill_BeforeRetainege_T,pro
jectNumbet_T,OwnerIndex_T,OwnerProjectIndex_T);
double AmountOfBill_T = amount_retainage.get(0);
double retainage_T = amount_retainage.get(1);
boolean
unlimitedCredit
=
CreditCap.equalsIgnoreCase("Unlimited"); //it true we have
unlimited credit
boolean canPay_from_RE = (AmountOfBill_T < availableRE); //if
true we have enough money to pay the bill with RE
boolean canPay_from_Debt = ((AmountOfBill_T < availableDebt)|
unlimitedCredit); //if true we have enough money to pay the
bill with RE
//if true we have enough money to pay the bill with both RE
& Debt, we should not have unlimited debt in this case
boolean canPay_from_both = false;
if(unlimitedCredit){
canPay_from_both = true;
}
else if (AmountOfBill_T < availableRE + availableDebt)
{
canPay_from_both = true;
}
boolean
priority_Is_RE
Payment_Priority.equalsIgnoreCase("Retained Earnings");

=
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Boolean
priority_Is_Debt
Payment_Priority.equalsIgnoreCase("Debt");

=

//changed TimeOfBill_T
//if priority is RE and we can pay from it
if (priority_Is_RE && canPay_from_RE){
// "addPaidBills" Inputs ---> 1.billingTimeInput
2.payingTime 3.InputamountInput 4.retainageInput
get_Main().owner.get(OwnerIndex_T).ownerProjects.get(
OwnerProjectIndex_T).addPaidBills(TimeOfBill_T,
ThisStep, AmountOfBill_T,retainage_T); //record the
paid bill in OwnerProject Object
// "addPaidBills_from_Owner" ---> 1.billingTimeInput
2.payingTimeInput 3.amountInput
get_Main().gC.get(GCIndex_T).gCProjects.get(GCProject
Index_T).addPaidBills_from_Owner(TimeOfBill_T,ThisSte
p, AmountOfBill_T);//record the paid bill in related
GCProject Object//record it in the GCproject Object
get_Main().owner.get(OwnerIndex_T).ownerProjects.get(
OwnerProjectIndex_T).changeStatusofBill_To_Paid(TimeO
fBill_T); //change the bills_from_GC_payable so it
reflects that this bill is paid
double modifiedRE = availableRE - AmountOfBill_T;
//calculate the remaining RE
RE_Stock_Cumulative.set(ThisStep,modifiedRE
);
//modify RE_Stock to reflect the remaining RE
}
//if priority is Debt
else if (priority_Is_Debt && canPay_from_Debt){
get_Main().owner.get(OwnerIndex_T).ownerProjects.get(
OwnerProjectIndex_T).addPaidBills(TimeOfBill_T,
ThisStep, AmountOfBill_T,retainage_T); //record the
paid bill in OwnerProject Object
get_Main().gC.get(GCIndex_T).gCProjects.get(GCProject
Index_T).addPaidBills_from_Owner(TimeOfBill_T,ThisSte
p, AmountOfBill_T);//record the paid bill in related
GCProject Object
get_Main().owner.get(OwnerIndex_T).ownerProjects.get(
OwnerProjectIndex_T).changeStatusofBill_To_Paid(TimeO
fBill_T); //change the bills_from_GC_payable so it
reflects that this bill is paid
if (unlimitedCredit){
double modifiedDebt = usedDebt_Unlimted AmountOfBill_T; //The unlimited Debt will
be negative
Debt_Stock_UnlimitedCredit.set(ThisStep,m
odifiedDebt);
//modify
Debt_Stock_UnlimitedCredit to reflect the
remaining Debt
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}
else{
double modifiedDebt = availableDebt AmountOfBill_T;
//Available
Debt
is
positive
Debt_Stock.set(ThisStep,modifiedDebt);
//modify
Debt_Stock_UnlimitedCredit
to
reflect the remaining Debt
}
}
//if priority option is not enough but together they are
else if (canPay_from_both){
get_Main().owner.get(OwnerIndex_T).ownerProjects.get(
OwnerProjectIndex_T).addPaidBills(TimeOfBill_T,
ThisStep, AmountOfBill_T, retainage_T); //record the
paid bill in OwnerProject Object
get_Main().gC.get(GCIndex_T).gCProjects.get(GCProject
Index_T).addPaidBills_from_Owner(TimeOfBill_T,ThisSte
p, AmountOfBill_T);//record the paid bill in related
GCProject Object
get_Main().owner.get(OwnerIndex_T).ownerProjects.get(
OwnerProjectIndex_T).changeStatusofBill_To_Paid(TimeO
fBill_T); //change the bills_from_GC_payable so it
reflects that this bill is paid
if (priority_Is_RE){
double remainingTobePaid = AmountOfBill_T
- availableRE;
double modifiedRE = 0.0; //calculate the
remaining RE
RE_Stock_Cumulative.set(ThisStep,modified
RE );
//modify RE_Stock to reflect the
remaining RE
if (unlimitedCredit){
double
modifiedDebt
=
usedDebt_Unlimted
remainingTobePaid;
Debt_Stock_UnlimitedCredit.set(This
Step,modifiedDebt);
//modify
Debt_Stock_UnlimitedCredit
to
reflect the remaining Debt
}
else{
double modifiedDebt = availableDebt
remainingTobePaid;
//Available
Debt is positive
Debt_Stock.set(ThisStep,modifiedDeb
t);
//modify
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Debt_Stock_UnlimitedCredit
reflect the remaining Debt

to

}
}
else if (priority_Is_Debt){
double remainingTobePaid = AmountOfBill_T
- availableDebt;
double modifiedDebt = 0.0; //Available Debt
is positive
Debt_Stock.set(ThisStep,modifiedDebt);
//modify
Debt_Stock_UnlimitedCredit
to
reflect the remaining Debt
double
modifiedRE
=
availableRE
remainingTobePaid;
RE_Stock_Cumulative.set(ThisStep,modified
RE);
//modify Debt_Stock_UnlimitedCredit
to reflect the remaining Debt
}
}
//if we do not have sufficient fund to pay the bill it gets
out of paymentLoop
else {
break paymentLoop;
}
}
//get the counter ready for next step
timeCounter = timeCounter +1;

void addPaidBills (…) [OwnerProjects]
//1.billingTimeInput 2.payingTime 3.InputamountInput 4.retainageInput
ArrayListString tempElement = new ArrayListString();
String first = Integer.toString(billingTimeInput);
String second = Integer.toString(payingTimeInput);
String third = Double.toString(amountInput);
String forth = Double.toString(retainageInput);
tempElement.add(first);
tempElement.add(second);
tempElement.add(third);
tempElement.add(forth);
paidBills_Time_Amount_Retainage.add(tempElement);
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ArrayLists,
Functions

Classes

E-3. GC payment to its sub/subs

Ow ner

General
Contractor

Subcontractor

Array of Nested
Project Agents

Array of Nested
Project Agents

Array of Nested
Project Agents

Ow nerProjects

GCProjects

SubProjects

Sub_Bills
bills_from_GC

billsThisStep

Update_Sub_Bills

Update_Sub_Bills

Execution
Sequence

Sub_Bills
1.
bills_from_GC
void Update_Sub_Bills()
[SubProjects]

2.

Update_Sub_Bills

Sub_Bills

3.

Update_Sub_Bills

billsThisStep

//find the current time's bill amount, we only want to see if it is more
than zero or zero (which means there is a bill or not)
int currentTime = get_Main().getCurrentTime();
int
int
int
int

Index_Owner = indexALL.get(0).get(0);
Index_OwnerProject = indexALL.get(0).get(1);
Index_GC = indexALL.get(1).get(0);
Index_GCPRoject = indexALL.get(1).get(1);

double
currentBill_GC
=
get_Main().owner.get(Index_Owner).ownerProjects.get(Index_OwnerProject)
.bills_from_GC.get(currentTime); //gets what is inside the bills_from_GC
which is the current time's bill
//Calculate this sub's bill associated with the GC bill at this time
int
paymentPeriod
=
get_Main().owner.get(Index_Owner).ownerProjects.get(Index_OwnerProject)
.paymentPeriod;
double current_Sub_Bill = 0;
if (currentBill_GC>0){ //if currentBill_GC is positive
calculate the sub's bill, otherwise it remains zero

we

have

to

for (int i=Sub_EV_I_projectObject_Sim.size()-paymentPeriod;
i<Sub_EV_I_projectObject_Sim.size() ;++i){ //last four steps
current_Sub_Bill
=
current_Sub_Bill
+
Double.parseDouble(Sub_EV_I_projectObject_Sim.get(i).
get(0));
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}
}
// Add sub bill to the Sub_Bill at each time step; SubProjects: Sub_Bills
(ArrayList) time, 0.cost, 1. Not Paid/Paid 2. Time Paid (-1 if not paid)
3. Amount payable 4. Retainage
ArrayList <String> temp = new ArrayList <String>();
temp.add(Double.toString(current_Sub_Bill)); //0. cost of current
sub bill
temp.add("Not Paid");
//1. Not Paid/Paid
temp.add("-1");
//2. Time of paymet (-1 when not paid)
temp.add("NC");
//3. Amount payable, "NC" or Not
Calculated at first
temp.add("NC");
//4. Retainage, "NC" or Not cClculated
at first
Sub_Bills.add(temp);
//Updating the sub bills by calculating the bill amount and retainage
//Find the retainage variables
double RetainagePercentage = 0.0;
double TotalRetainagePrercent = 0.0;
int projectNumner = -1;
int projectPriority = -1;
for (Project p: get_Main().project){
if (p.projectNumber == this.projectNumber) {
RetainagePercentage = p.retainagePercent;
TotalRetainagePrercent = p.Total_RetainagePercent;
projectNumner = p.projectNumber;
projectPriority = p.projectPaymentPriority;
}
}
double TotalCost = TotalCost_project_Sub.get(0);
double thisBillExpectedRetainage = RetainagePercentage*current_Sub_Bill;
double TotalRetainage = TotalRetainagePrercent*TotalCost;
double sumOfRetainageSoFar = 0; //Calculate subs total retainage BEFORE
this step
for (int i=0; i<Sub_Bills.size()-1; ++i){
sumOfRetainageSoFar
=
sumOfRetainageSoFar
Double.parseDouble(Sub_Bills.get(i).get(4));
}

+

//We
know
RetainagePercentage,
TotalRetainagePrercent,
sumOfRetainageSoFar , thisBillExpectedRetainage, TotalRetainage
double calculatd_billAmount = 0.0;
double calculatd_retainage = 0.0;
boolean
case_Retain_Full
=
(sumOfRetainageSoFar
+
thisBillExpectedRetainage < TotalRetainage);
boolean case_Retain_Remainder = ((sumOfRetainageSoFar < TotalRetainage)
&& (sumOfRetainageSoFar + thisBillExpectedRetainage > TotalRetainage));
boolean case_Retain_Nothing = (sumOfRetainageSoFar >= TotalRetainage);
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if (case_Retain_Full){
calculatd_retainage= RetainagePercentage * current_Sub_Bill;
calculatd_billAmount = current_Sub_Bill - calculatd_retainage;
}
else if (case_Retain_Remainder)
{
calculatd_retainage= TotalRetainage - sumOfRetainageSoFar;
calculatd_billAmount = current_Sub_Bill - calculatd_retainage;
}
else if (case_Retain_Nothing) {
calculatd_retainage= 0.0;
calculatd_billAmount = current_Sub_Bill - calculatd_retainage;
}
Sub_Bills.get(currentTime).set(3, Double.toString(calculatd_billAmount));
Sub_Bills.get(currentTime).set(4, Double.toString(calculatd_retainage));
//Check if the Sub's part is finished,

record finish time

double sumOftotalCost_AFTER_CurrentStep = 0;
AFTER this step

//Calculate subs total cost

for (int i=0; i<Sub_Bills.size(); ++i){
sumOftotalCost_AFTER_CurrentStep
sumOftotalCost_AFTER_CurrentStep
Double.parseDouble(Sub_Bills.get(i).get(0));

=
+

}
if ((Math.round(sumOftotalCost_AFTER_CurrentStep) >= (int)TotalCost)
&& !projectFinished) { //if cost of all bills equals total cost it means
the project is finished
projectFinishTime = currentTime;
projectFinished=true;
}
else if (projectFinished){ //if the project is finished, start counting
time
counterRetainage = counterRetainage +1;
}
//Different payable mechanism for each contract type
String
Sub_ContractTerm
=
get_Main().gC.get(Index_GC).gCProjects.get(Index_GCPRoject).Sub_Contrac
tTerm; //contract term of Sub
boolean Pay_IF_Paid = Sub_ContractTerm.equalsIgnoreCase("Pay if Paid");
boolean Pay_WHEN_Paid = Sub_ContractTerm.equalsIgnoreCase("Pay when
Paid");
boolean OwnerPaidAllBills = false;
double sumOftotalCost_PAID_SOFAR = 0;
for (int i=0; i<Sub_Bills.size()-1; ++i){
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if (Sub_Bills.get(i).get(1).equalsIgnoreCase("Paid")){ //if
sub bill is paid then sum all of the paid bills
sumOftotalCost_PAID_SOFAR
=
sumOftotalCost_PAID_SOFAR
Double.parseDouble(Sub_Bills.get(i).get(0));
}

the
+

}
if ((int)sumOftotalCost_PAID_SOFAR == (int)TotalCost){ //if the owner
paid all the bills
OwnerPaidAllBills = true;
}
//CASE of Pay_IF_Paid
if ((currentTime >= projectFinishTime+2*paymentPeriod) && projectFinished
&&
OwnerPaidAllBills
&&
Pay_IF_Paid)
{
//
">="
because
of
OwnerPaidAllBills
will
be
one
step
time
after
the
projectFinishTime+2*paymentPeriod
//add the final bill of each sub to the Sub_Bills (ArrayList)
Sub_Bills.get(currentTime).set(0, Double.toString(TotalRetainage));
Sub_Bills.get(currentTime).set(3, Double.toString(TotalRetainage));
Sub_Bills.get(currentTime).set(4, Double.toString(0));
//send to GCProjects: Bills_from_Sub_payable (ArrayList), payable,
time of payable, not paid
String
timeOfPayable
=
Integer.toString(currentTime);
//0.Time of bill (Time of becoming payable)
String
amountOfBill
=
Double.toString(TotalRetainage);
//1. amount of bill
String
GC_Index
=
Integer.toString(Index_GC);
//2. GCIndex
String
GCProject_Index
=
Integer.toString(Index_GCPRoject);
//3. GCProjectIndex
String
proirity
=
Integer.toString(projectPriority);
//4. projectPaymentPriority
String
projectNumber_Input
=
Integer.toString(projectNumner);
//5. projectNumber
String
realTimeOfBill_Input
=
Integer.toString(currentTime);
//6. Real Time of bill which is the same as Time of becoming payable
String subName = get_Sub().SubName;
get_Main().gC.get(Index_GC).putBillsInOneArray_Retainage(timeOfPa
yable,
amountOfBill,
GC_Index,
GCProject_Index,
proirity,
projectNumber_Input, realTimeOfBill_Input,subName);
}
//CASE of Pay_WHEN_Paid
else
if
((currentTime
==
projectFinishTime+2*paymentPeriod+1)
projectFinished && Pay_WHEN_Paid) {

&&

//add the final bill of each sub to the Sub_Bills (ArrayList)
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Sub_Bills.get(currentTime).set(0,
Double.toString(TotalRetainage));
Sub_Bills.get(currentTime).set(3,
Double.toString(TotalRetainage));
Sub_Bills.get(currentTime).set(4, Double.toString(0));
//send to GCProjects: Bills_from_Sub_payable
payable, time of payable, not paid

(ArrayList),

String
timeOfPayable
=
Integer.toString(currentTime);
//0.Time of bill (Time of becoming payable)
String
amountOfBill
=
Double.toString(TotalRetainage);
//1. amount of bill
String
GC_Index
=
Integer.toString(Index_GC);
//2. GCIndex
String GCProject_Index = Integer.toString(Index_GCPRoject);
//3. GCProjectIndex
String
proirity
=
Integer.toString(projectPriority);
//4. projectPaymentPriority
String projectNumber_Input = Integer.toString(projectNumner);
//5. projectNumber
String realTimeOfBill_Input = Integer.toString(currentTime);
//6. Real Time of bill which is the same as Time of becoming
payable
String subName = get_Sub().SubName;
get_Main().gC.get(Index_GC).putBillsInOneArray_Retainage(ti
meOfPayable,
amountOfBill,
GC_Index,
GCProject_Index,
proirity, projectNumber_Input, realTimeOfBill_Input,subName);
}
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ArrayLists,
Variables,
and Functions

Classes

E-4. Project and project portfolio cash flow of GCs

Ow ner

General
Contractor

Subcontractor

Array of Nested
“Project Agents”

Array of Nested
“Project Agents”

Array of Nested
“Project Agents”

Ow nerProjects

GCProjects

SubProjects

GC_Cash_Inflow_Total
GC_Cash_Inflow_Cumulative_Total
GC_Cash_Outflow_Total

GC_Cash_Outflow_Cumulative_Total

Equipment_Delay

bills_recieved_from_Owner

Labor_Delay

GC_Cash_Outflow_Equipment

Material_Delay

GC_Cash_Outflow_Labor

ProportionalOverhead_Scenario

GC_Cash_Outflow_Material

FixOverhead_Scenario

GC_Cash_Outflow_Subs

GC_Cash_Position_Cumulative_Total

calcTotalCashFlow_GC

GC_Cash_Outflow_Sum_withOH

addComponentDelays

GC_Cash_Outflow_Cumulative

calcOverHead_BasedOriginalAC

GC_Cash_Inflow

cashFlow_Calc_GCProject

GC_Cash_Inflow_Cumulative
GC_Cash_Position_Cumulative

void addComponentDelays()[GCProjects]
addComponentDelays
Equipment_Delay

GC_Cash_Outflow_Equipment

GC_Cash_Outflow_Labor
// ADD DELAY 1.
AT THELabor_Delay
BEGINNING OF EACH
COMPONENT OUTFLOW

GC_Cash_Outflow_Material
Material_Delay

for (int i=0; i<Equipment_Delay; ++i){
GC_Cash_Outflow_Equipment.add("0.0");
}
calcOverHead_BasedOriginalAC

Execution
Sequence

ProportionalOverhead_Scenario
for (int i=0; i<Labor_Delay;
++i){
GC_Cash_Outflow_OH
2.
FixOverhead_Scenario
GC_Cash_Outflow_Labor.add("0.0");
}
InitializedAC_Outflow (Project)
GC_Cash_Outflow_Equipment

for (int i=0; i<Material_Delay; ++i){ GC_Cash_Outflow_Labor
GC_Cash_Outflow_Material.add("0.0");
GC_Cash_Outflow_Material
cashFlow_Calc_GCProject
}
GC_Cash_Outflow_Subs
GC_AC_I_projectObject_Sim
GC_Cash_Outflow_Sum_withOH
3.
(SubProjects)
int currentTime = Sub_Bills
main.getCurrentTime();
GC_Cash_Outflow_Cumulative
bills_recieved_from_Owner

GC_Cash_Inflow

GC_Cash_Inflow_Cumulative

void calcOverHead_BasedOriginalAC()[GCProjects]
GC_Cash_Position_Cumulative
//UPDATING CASH OUTFLOW OVERHEAD
//find AC outflow (without OH) in this step
GC_Cash_Inflow_Total (GC)

double TotalAC_OutFlow_withoutOH
= 0;
calcTotalCashFlow_GC (GC)
4.
double thisStepACOutFLow = 0;

GC_Cash_Inflow_Cumulative_Total (GC)

double thisStepOH = 0;

GC_Cash_Position_Cumulative_Total (GC)

GC_Cash_Outflow_Total (GC)
GC_Cash_Outflow_Cumulative_Total (GC)

Sub_Bills
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for (int i=0; i<main.project.size(); ++i){
if (main.project.get(i).projectNumber == this.projectNumber){
Project thisProject = main.project.get(i);
TotalAC_OutFlow_withoutOH = thisProject.TotalOutFlow_AC;
StartTime_project_Initialization
thisProject.StartTime_project_Initialization;

=

for
(int
j=0;
j<thisProject.InitializedAC_Outflow.get(0).size(); ++j){
if
(currentTime<thisProject.InitializedAC_Outflow.size()
){
thisStepACOutFLow
=
thisStepACOutFLow
+
thisProject.InitializedAC_Outflow.get(currentTi
me).get(j);
}
}
}
}
double total_GC_Cash_OutFlow_Sofar = 0;
for (int i=0; i<GC_Cash_Outflow_AC.size();++i){
total_GC_Cash_OutFlow_Sofar
GC_Cash_Outflow_AC.get(i);

=

total_GC_Cash_OutFlow_Sofar

+

}
boolean
projectIsStarted
=
StartTime_project_Initialization);
boolean
projectIsNOTFinished
Math.round(total_GC_Cash_OutFlow_Sofar)
Math.round(TotalAC_OutFlow_withoutOH));

(currentTime
=
<

>
((int)
(int)

if (projectIsStarted && projectIsNOTFinished) {
thisStepOH = thisStepACOutFLow*ProportionalOverhead_Scenario
FixOverhead_Scenario;
GC_Cash_Outflow_AC.add(thisStepACOutFLow);
GC_Cash_Outflow_OH.add(thisStepOH);
}
else {
GC_Cash_Outflow_AC.add(0.0);
GC_Cash_Outflow_OH.add(0.0);
}

+
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void cashFlow_Calc_GCProject() [GCProjects]
int currentTime = main.getCurrentTime();
//UPDATING CASH OUTFLOW TO GC COMPONENTS
//Equipment
String
thisStepAC_Equipment
GC_AC_I_projectObject_Sim.get(currentTime).get(0);
GC_Cash_Outflow_Equipment.add(thisStepAC_Equipment);
//Labor
String
thisStepAC_Labor
GC_AC_I_projectObject_Sim.get(currentTime).get(1);
GC_Cash_Outflow_Labor.add(thisStepAC_Labor);
//Material
String
thisStepAC_Material
GC_AC_I_projectObject_Sim.get(currentTime).get(2);
GC_Cash_Outflow_Material.add(thisStepAC_Material);

=

=

=

//UPDATING CASH OUTFLOW TO SUBS
//add an empty element to the GC_Cash_Outflow_Subs
ArrayList <String> temp = new ArrayList <String>();
for (int i=0; i<NumberOf_Subs_ThisProject; ++i){
temp.add("0.0");
}
GC_Cash_Outflow_Subs.add(temp);
//Update all the elements of GC_Cash_Outflow_Subs if there is a payment
to any sub
if (NumberOf_Subs_ThisProject>0){
//make sure that there is sub at all
for (int i=0; i<NumberOf_Subs_ThisProject; ++i){
int subIndex = indexALL.get(2+i).get(0);
int subProjectIndex = indexALL.get(2+i).get(1);
SubProjects
this_subProject
main.sub.get(subIndex).subProjects.get(subProjectIndex);

=

for (int j=0; j<this_subProject.Sub_Bills.size(); ++j){
boolean
billIsPaid
=
this_subProject.Sub_Bills.get(j).get(1).equalsIgnoreC
ase("Paid");
if (billIsPaid){
int
timeOfPayment
=
(int)
Double.parseDouble(this_subProject.Sub_Bills.ge
t(j).get(2));
String
amountPaid
=
this_subProject.Sub_Bills.get(j).get(3);
GC_Cash_Outflow_Subs.get(timeOfPayment).set(i,
amountPaid);
//get the element with the time
of element, change the element attributed to this
SubProject to the amount paid
}
}
}
}
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//UPDATING CASH OUTFLOW OVERHEAD
//Overhead is already calculated by "calcOverHead_BasedOriginalAC" and is
saved in "GC_Cash_Outflow_OH"
//UPDATING CASH OUTFLOW SUMMATION
double totalCashOutflow_ExcludingOH = 0;
double totalCashOutflow_IncludingOH = 0;
for (int i=0 ; i<NumberOf_Subs_ThisProject; i++){
totalCashOutflow_ExcludingOH
=
totalCashOutflow_ExcludingOH
Double.parseDouble(GC_Cash_Outflow_Subs.get(currentTime).get(i));
}
totalCashOutflow_ExcludingOH
=
totalCashOutflow_ExcludingOH
Double.parseDouble(GC_Cash_Outflow_Equipment.get(currentTime))
+ Double.parseDouble(GC_Cash_Outflow_Labor.get(currentTime))
+ Double.parseDouble(GC_Cash_Outflow_Material.get(currentTime));
totalCashOutflow_IncludingOH
=
totalCashOutflow_ExcludingOH
GC_Cash_Outflow_OH.get(currentTime);

+

+

+

GC_Cash_Outflow_Sum_withoutOH.add(Double.toString(totalCashOutflow_Excl
udingOH));
GC_Cash_Outflow_Sum_withOH.add(Double.toString(totalCashOutflow_Includi
ngOH));
//UPDATING CASH OUTFLOW CUMULATIVE
double cash_OUT_Flow_Cum = 0.0;
for (int i=0; i<GC_Cash_Outflow_Sum_withOH.size();++i){
cash_OUT_Flow_Cum
=
cash_OUT_Flow_Cum
Double.parseDouble(GC_Cash_Outflow_Sum_withOH.get(i));
}

+

GC_Cash_Outflow_Cumulative.add(Double.toString(cash_OUT_Flow_Cum));
CashOutFlow_Cum_withOH.add(currentTime, cash_OUT_Flow_Cum);
//UPDATING CASH INFLOW
//0.billingTimeInput
1.payingTimeInput
2.amountInput
elements
"bills_recieved_from_Owner"
//add a new cash inflow element and set it to zero at each time step
GC_Cash_Inflow.add("0.0");

of

for (int i=0; i<bills_recieved_from_Owner.size();++i){
int
timeOfpayment
=
Integer.parseInt(bills_recieved_from_Owner.get(i).get(1));
String amountOfPayment = bills_recieved_from_Owner.get(i).get(2);
boolean thisBill_IS_Paid = ( timeOfpayment <= currentTime); //time
of payment is less than or equal to the current time which means it
is already paid
if (thisBill_IS_Paid) {
GC_Cash_Inflow.set(timeOfpayment, amountOfPayment);
}
}
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//UPDATING CASH INFLOW CUMULATIVE
double cash_IN_Flow_Cum = 0.0;
for (int i=0; i<GC_Cash_Inflow_Cumulative.size();++i){
cash_IN_Flow_Cum
=
cash_IN_Flow_Cum
Double.parseDouble(GC_Cash_Inflow.get(i));
}

+

GC_Cash_Inflow_Cumulative.add(Double.toString(cash_IN_Flow_Cum));
CashInflow_Cum.add(currentTime, cash_IN_Flow_Cum);
//CALCULATING THE CASH POSITION (NET CASH FLOW)
double cashPosition = 0.0;
for (int i=0; i<GC_Cash_Outflow_Sum_withoutOH.size();++i){
cashPosition
Double.parseDouble(GC_Cash_Inflow_Cumulative.get(i))Double.parseDouble(GC_Cash_Outflow_Cumulative.get(i));
}
GC_Cash_Position_Cumulative.add(Double.toString(cashPosition));
CashPosition.add(currentTime, cashPosition);
//CALCULATING THE CASH POSITION INTEREST
boolean
stopCashFlowCalculation
=
(ProjectsFinished
((ProjectsFinishTime + 2) <= main.getCurrentTime()));

=

&&

if (!stopCashFlowCalculation){
double last_CPI = CashPosition.getY(0); //for first number we use
first number twice! CPI = Cash Position with Interest
if (main.getCurrentTime()>0){
last_CPI = CashPosition_Interest.getY(main.getCurrentTime()1);
}
double changeFromLastStep = 0.0;
if (main.getCurrentTime()>0){
changeFromLastStep = CashPosition.getY(main.getCurrentTime())
- CashPosition.getY(main.getCurrentTime()-1);
}
double interest = 0; //only interest on negative balance (NO revenue)
if (last_CPI<0){
interest = last_CPI*(InterestRate/(52*100));
}
Interest.add(interest);
if (main.getCurrentTime()==0){
InterestCum.add(interest);
}
else{
InterestCum.add(interest
+
InterestCum.getY(main.getCurrentTime()-1));
}
CashPosition_Interest.add(last_CPI+changeFromLastStep+interest);
}
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void calcTotalCashFlow_GC()[GC]
______________________________________________
//CALCULATE THE TOTAL CASH INFLOW, OUTFLOW AND POSITION OF ALL PROJECTS
double cashInflowTotal = 0;
double cashInflowCumulativeTotal = 0;
double cashOutflowTotal = 0;
double cashOutflowCumulativeTotal = 0;
double cashPositionCumulativeTotal = 0;
for (int i=0; i<gCProjects.size(); ++i){
int lastIndex = gCProjects.get(i).GC_Cash_Inflow.size() - 1; //add
all the last index of ArrayLists together
cashInflowTotal
=
cashInflowTotal
+
Double.parseDouble(gCProjects.get(i).GC_Cash_Inflow.get(las
tIndex));
cashInflowCumulativeTotal
=
cashInflowCumulativeTotal
+
Double.parseDouble(gCProjects.get(i).GC_Cash_Inflow_Cumulat
ive.get(lastIndex));
cashOutflowTotal
=
cashOutflowTotal
+
Double.parseDouble(gCProjects.get(i).GC_Cash_Outflow_Sum_wi
thOH.get(lastIndex));
cashOutflowCumulativeTotal = cashOutflowCumulativeTotal +
Double.parseDouble(gCProjects.get(i).GC_Cash_Outflow_Cumula
tive.get(lastIndex));
cashPositionCumulativeTotal = cashPositionCumulativeTotal +
Double.parseDouble(gCProjects.get(i).GC_Cash_Position_Cumul
ative.get(lastIndex));
}
CashInflow_Cum.add(cashInflowCumulativeTotal);
CashOutflow_Cum.add(cashOutflowCumulativeTotal);
CashPosition.add(cashPositionCumulativeTotal);
double current_GOH_Cum = 0.0; //current general overhead if defined
otherwise zero
if (GC_Cash_Outflow_Overhead.size()>0){
for (int i=0; i<main.getCurrentTime(); i++){
current_GOH_Cum
=
current_GOH_Cum
+
GC_Cash_Outflow_Overhead.get(i);
}
}
CashPosition_Overhead.add(cashPositionCumulativeTotal - current_GOH_Cum);
//calculation of Cash Position with Interest CPOI = cash position with
overhead and Interest
int numberOfProjectFinished = 0;
for (int i=0; i<gCProjects.size(); ++i){
numberOfProjectFinished
=
numberOfProjectFinished
+
gCProjects.get(i).checkFinished();
}
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if
(numberOfProjectFinished
==
&& !allProjectsFinished){
allProjectsFinished = true;
allProjectsFinishTime = main.getCurrentTime();
}

gCProjects.size()

boolean
stopCashFlowCalculation
=
allProjectsFinished
((allProjectsFinishTime + 2) <= main.getCurrentTime());

&&

if (!stopCashFlowCalculation){
double last_CPOI = CashPosition_Overhead.getY(0); //for first
number we use first number twice!
if (main.getCurrentTime()>0){
last_CPOI
=
CashPosition_Overhead_Interest.getY(main.getCurrentTime()1);
}
double changeFromLastStep = 0.0;
if (main.getCurrentTime()>0){
changeFromLastStep
CashPosition_Overhead.getY(main.getCurrentTime())
CashPosition_Overhead.getY(main.getCurrentTime()-1);
}

=
-

double interest = 0;
if (last_CPOI<0){
interest = last_CPOI*(InterestRate/(52*100));
}
else if (last_CPOI>0){
interest = last_CPOI*(Saving_InterestRate/(52*100));
}
Interest.add(interest);
calc_Interest_NPV();
if (main.getCurrentTime()==0){
InterestCum.add(interest);
}
else{
InterestCum.add(interest
InterestCum.getY(main.getCurrentTime()-1));
}

+

CashPosition_Overhead_Interest.add(last_CPOI+changeFromLastStep+i
nterest);
}
GC_Cash_Inflow_Total.add(Double.toString(cashInflowTotal));
GC_Cash_Inflow_Cumulative_Total.add(Double.toString(cashInflowCumulativ
eTotal));
GC_Cash_Outflow_Total.add(Double.toString(cashOutflowTotal));
GC_Cash_Outflow_Cumulative_Total.add(Double.toString(cashOutflowCumulat
iveTotal));
GC_Cash_Position_Cumulative_Total.add(Double.toString(cashPositionCumul
ativeTotal));
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void calcNPV()[GCProjects]
int currentTime = main.getCurrentTime();
boolean IS_projectFinished = false;

double totalCashInflow = 0;
for (int i=0; i<GC_Cash_Inflow.size();i++){
totalCashInflow
=
Double.parseDouble(GC_Cash_Inflow.get(i));

totalCashInflow

+

}

double effectiveRate = Math.pow((1.0 +annualRate), (1.0/52))-1;
//check if the project is finished and the calculate all the cash flows
if
((Math.round(totalCashInflow)
==
Math.round(PVTotal_project_GC
TotalProfit_InsideGC)) && !NPVCalculated){

+

NPVCalculated = true;
for (int a=0; a<=currentTime; ++a){

double discountedCash = 0;
double
cash
=
Double.parseDouble(GC_Cash_Inflow.get(a))
Double.parseDouble(GC_Cash_Outflow_Sum_withOH.get(a));
discountedCash = cash/Math.pow((1+effectiveRate), a);
DiscountedCashFlows.add(Double.toString(discountedCash));
cashflowDataset.add(a,discountedCash);
}

}

-
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